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A NOTE FROM THE EDITORS (IN PRAISE OF DISTASTE)
Arne De Boever, Jon Roffe and Ashley Woodward

The editorial board is pleased to present the twentieth issue of Parrhesia, with features by Alexandre Kojève,
Bernard Stiegler, and Erich Hörl, as well as a suite of excellent articles engaging with Hegel, Levinas, Deleuze
and Debord, and a number of engaging reviews of new books of interest.
The current issue is not only the twentieth, a milestone for the journal. It also marks the final edition for Alex
Murray. Alex, along with Matthew Sharpe and Jon, was a founding editor of the journal—in fact, his was
the momentum that gave rise to Parrhesia in the first place, and without him this twenty-issue journal would
never have come to be. In meetings conducted in half-renovated warehouses, beer gardens and tiny flats across
Melbourne, it was his animus that drove the founding of the journal, and has marked its existence ever since.
What is this animus? The word that springs to mind is distaste. Distaste for the impersonal machinations of
the international journal publications system for starters, but also distaste for empty rhetoric and self-aggrandizement, for the perpetual high-pitched proclamation of theoretical novelty. Distaste for the stupidities of
academia, and for anyone who treats the intellectual vocation as if it were a pair of platform shoes. Putting aside
the long hours he devoted to each issue, and his persistence in the face of the most intransigent of contributors
(and co-editors), Alex’s distaste has been his greatest influence on the journal, and one that we deeply hold to.
So, Alex—this one’s for you.
We would also like to welcome on board Clara Christopher, our new Editorial Assistant, who will be helping
us to keep the trains running on time over the next year.
Finally, this is an opportunity to thank the Melbourne School of Continental Philosophy, and the Scottish Centre for Continental Philosophy at the University of Dundee for their much appreciated ongoing support.
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PROSTHESES OF DESIRE: ON BERNARD STIEGLER’S NEW
CRITIQUE OF PROJECTION1
Erich Hörl, translated by Arne De Boever

The history of mankind seems to tend toward another
turning point in the vicissitudes of the instincts.3
Herbert Marcuse (1955)

I
At the end of the eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth century, the factory replaces the theater. The
regime of production follows the order of representation. The epochal prioritization of the production process
that shaped the industrial modes of existence, as well as the related understanding of being and system of
experiences, increasingly yields forces that can no longer be bound representationally—that are located at
the limit of the unrepresentable, the inconceivable, or the uncontrollable. Michel Foucault has pointed out
that “violence, life and death, desire, and sexuality will extend, below the level of representation, an immense
expanse of shade which we are now attempting to recover, as far as we can, in our […] thought”.4 It is in any
case the introduction of production into representation that forces thinking throughout the entire nineteenth
century to comprehensive new descriptions to match the heavy industry. But this shift also took place for
precise media-historical reasons. If, since the old empires the stage of writing has functioned as the great
media-technical apriori, then we now find ourselves in the era of the machine that has finally interrupted this
long scriptural fascination as well as its final form: the era of representation. These are generally speaking the
characteristic features of the powerful historical transition from representation to production that, at least in my
reading, Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s Anti-Oedipus draws out.
The politics of desire and the entire problem of desire as it is laid out in Anti-Oedipus begins to make sense and
to become more dramatic only when it is considered in the context of this narration of an industrial, temporal
shift. That is at least what one would have to explain to the book’s authors, who do not understand their fixation
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on production—their phantasma of production, even—in a historical sense, and as a consequence fail to see
that they are ultimately conceiving an industrial theory of desire. Following Foucault’s observation, which
states that it is especially the “obscure and repeated violence of desire battering at the limits of representation”,5
Deleuze and Guattari lay out the question of desire not as one question among others, but as the main problem
of the industrial era of production as such—an era that becomes legible only within this question. It appears
as the key question around which the essential epochal determinations are grouped: a question that today
is fundamental, even for us.6 It is this diagnostic intuition that cuts across this great text and makes it so
meaningful for us.
The exact historical location of Anti-Oedipus is difficult to determine. The question of desire—which will have
an impressive counter-cultural career, and will provoke very strong statements against traditional philosophical
politics in the twentieth century—turns out to be saturated with industrialism. In the pulsing of the question
of desire, and in the image of desire as production, the industrial condition is revealed. At the same time,
and precisely where Deleuze and Guattari are raging against a determination of desire as lack [Mangel], the
question of desire liberates the first outlines of a coming thought of industry that cannot be understood as
simple affirmation, but must be grasped as the working through and overcoming of industrialism: for it seeks
to describe anew its genealogy and future in libido-economic terms, beyond traditional political concepts of
desire.
Psychoanalysis comes into view here because Freud, as Deleuze and Guattari observed, penetrated into the
heart of the era and “discovers the subjective nature or abstract essence of desire, just as Ricardo discovers the
subjective nature or abstract essence of labor”. Thus, he discovered the productivity of the unconscious, and
inaugurated the economy of desire so that psychoanalysis in general “participates to the highest degree in this
discovery of units of production”.7 In the end, however, Freud and psychoanalysis once again reintroduced the
theater and its expressionism against the wild productions of the unconscious. Instead of a general economy
of desire, they posited a narrow understanding of desire within the limits of representation, understood as a
fundamental lack that, under the conditions of the capitalist market (according to Anti-Oedipus), never fails
to transform desire into a “great fear” of lack.8 In response, Deleuze and Guattari consequentially reclaim
the transition to a thought of desire as production. The point of this change, its stake, is to no longer consider
desire as a fundamentally spontaneous and natural determination, nor as a symbolic one that would go hand in
hand with the lack of the object (as the hypothesis of lack would have it), but as a something that is part of a
heterogeneous ensemble of people, things, institutions, machines, and animals within which desire circulates
and steadily produces. The stakes are high: because it is from these different infrastructural elements, which
are gathered in this ensemble and participate in the production of desire by co-producing and building it, that
one can decipher the history of desire, the process of subjectification, and finally the state of subjectivity. It’s
not only that desire has a history, and that there is a historicity of desire, but that history as such is the history of
formations of desire—in other words: a history of desire. That is the central theoretical intervention of Deleuze
and Guattari that frankly is still waiting to be unfolded in a rigorous and programmatic fashion.
The problem of desire, as it is elaborated in theory and literature in the transition from representation to
production, doubtlessly refers to a neuralgic point in occidental thought. That’s where, in my opinion, we
enter into the heart of the problem. Since Plato, desire has unfailingly been schematized in the context of
a logic of lack, which is fundamental for western metaphysics, but reveals itself within this transformation
as its fundamental historical constellation: the fascination with lack. There have been many figures of this
dogmatic exposition of desire and they are partly still with us. It’s in the industrial age, and in particular
with Jacques Lacan’s theorization of our industrial relations to things, that a theory of our relations to things
revolving around a lack reaches its climax. These theories range from anthropologies of non-fixedness and
indeterminacy to political theologies of the fall, of fault and guilt. In addition, it can also be found in theories of
prosthesis, various phenomenologies, and finally paleoanthropologies of exteriorization. It finds a distant echo
in existentialisms of care and of lack and possibly even in a thought of fault [Fehler] that marks its outermost
limit. Central to all of those is a having fallen outside of a full origin and the consequent lack of an always
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already lost object: that is the archi-figure of all thinking of lack that has been circulated in numerous guises and
variations and that also marks the main point of departure—one could also say, the wound—of deconstruction.
With the question of a new description of desire, which Anti-Oedipus raises in an attempt to more closely
determine our contemporary experience, the issue is no longer and not first and foremost the critique or
destruction of psychoanalysis which, though now perhaps for the last time, has since forever (and now more
strongly than ever) schematized desire as lack and with that presented us over and over again with the familiar
theater of desire. It is, rather, the fundamental problematization and revocation of a key figure in the history
of this fascination, a fascination that has held western thinking in its grip but is no longer evident under
technological-industrial conditions and needs to be rethought in all of its aspects.9 Now that the long history
of the western fascination with lack has finally culminated in the imaginary of the industrial age, and now
that the strictest conceptions of desire as lack belong to this age, Deleuze and Guattari uncover an alternative
description of desire as the possibility and necessity of a new thought of industry, one that corresponds to the
historical situation of desire in the second half of the twentieth century and shakes the established industrial
imaginary in its foundations.
The entire weight and extraordinary difficulty of the question of lack, which can only be hinted at here, can
be measured through the thought of Jean-Luc Nancy. In “Manque de Rien”,10 one finds between the lines the
remarkable consideration that our epochality can be read in its entirety as a transformation of lack—as a shift
from a “lack of something”, that is to say, a lack of essence, to a “lack of nothing” that would not only be a
mere return to a lost fullness and essence but would also still be an existing in lack and in withdrawal. There
is, Nancy appears to suggest, a fundamental fixation with lack that cuts across western thought in its diverse
formations, and that decisively colors the politics of its thought. It is up to us, to whom this historicity is
revealed, to overcome this stubborn insistence of lack within thought itself. That is, for Nancy, the core of the
contemporary philosophical task and of conceptual politics. He writes in A Finite Thinking: “We’ve certainly
not managed to shake off the fascination with lack, (abyss, nonplace, mourning, absence, etc.) which [is] …
clearly necessary for the recent history of thinking […]. And yet, it’s not as if ‘to lack nothing’ (to be in sense)
is the full, satisfied condition of an essence. The negative theology of all that could hardly be more obvious. To
lack nothing, despite everything that’s lacking: this is what it means to exist.”11
In Anti-Oedipus, this peculiar document of the search for a fundamental, new description of desire that
would erase lack, there is also a reference to a certain technico- and media-historical foundation of a new
postpenialogical thinking of desire. In the second half of the twentieth century, this kind of thought became very
active under the name of libido-economic energetics and flow-studies, for example in Marcuse, Klossowski,
or Lyotard. With that, but no one realized this for a long time, the historical condition of possibility, and the
location of the anti-oedipal program, was laid bare. There is talk of the “death of writing,”12 a bit of news that—
like the reports about the death of god or the death of the father—only reached us with a tremendous delay. The
psychoanalytic despotism of the signifié, which modeled our image of desire, appeared first and foremost to be
a left-over of the long-gone age of writing and of the related regime of “imperial despotic representation”13. On
the contrary, the new thought of desire, whose outlines Deleuze and Guattari are sketching out (and that others
are also working on around the same time), appears to emerge entirely from the postscriptural cybernetic age. It
connects the fundamental, decoding trait of industrial capitalism with the logic of the “automated machine,” the
flowing “electric language”, and the computer as the “machine for instantaneous and generalized decoding”14.
The cybernetic unconscious no longer represents or means anything—and definitely not something that is
lacking. Its fundamental character exists in the fact that, according to the new standard of machines, it produces
and functions.
Later, Deleuze and Guattari developed further and in different ways this technico-medial historicity of the
question of desire at which Anti-Oedipus hints. Guattari has reformulated his machinic theory of desire as
a question of subjectivation under media-technical conditions and he has postulated as part of this project
nothing less than the originary connection of desire and technics. This increasingly media-theoretical focus
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of Guattari’s program, his thought about the technological condition, has been given far too little attention. In
Chaosmosis, this exciting last book and legacy of Guattari, he writes the following under the title “About the
production of subjectivity”:
Should we keep the semiotic productions of the mass media, informatics, telematics and robotics
separate from psychological subjectivity? I don’t think so. Just as social machines can be grouped under
the general title of Collective Equipment, technological machines of information and communication
operate at the heart of human subjectivity, not only within its memory and intelligence, but within
its sensibility, affects and unconscious fantasms. Recognition of these machinic dimensions of
subjectivation leads us to insist, in our attempt at redefinition, on the heterogeneity of the components
leading to the production of subjectivity.15
It was, according to Guattari, a major mistake of structuralism to put everything that concerns the psyche and
also desire under the control of the letter and its regime of signification. Guattari understands the psyche and
desire through the great technological changes of the cybernetic age. “Technological transformations oblige
us”, he writes very clearly, “to be aware of both universalizing and reductionist homogenizations of subjectivity
and of a heterogenetic tendency, that is to say, of a reinforcement of the heterogeneity and singularization of
its components”.16 In other words: Guattari thought a technico-medial historicity of the unconscious and of
desire. He was considering in a certain sense an investigation of libidinal infrastructures. The productions of the
unconscious itself are, in this context, brought forward by a historical multiplicity of semiotic and pragmatic,
but in each case asignificative, postscriptural articulations that are structurally co-conditioned by media and
technics. Going back to second-order cybernetics, more specifically to Varela’s machine-theoretical model and
its difference from auto- and allopoetic machines, Guattari has developed at the very least the fundamental
traits of a redescription of the contemporary libidinal situation.17
In the end, Guattari may have dreamed of a “postmedial age”, an age in which—on the basis of a technological
foundation—new practices of subjectivation appear beyond the mass-medial pollution of globalised, integrated
world capitalism, and determine a new technological form of life.18 What has always remained present, however,
is the emphatic talk of production. The factory, and its on the whole still limited machinism—a machinism of
the tool, if one can put it that way, in whose wake the machine instead of the tool-carrying human becomes a
technical individual, but without there already being a general technical ensemble in the narrow sense of the
word, in which in cybernetic and information-technological times technicity is concentrated19—merely took a
backseat in favor of a stronger focus on the contemporary and coming technological condition.
In one of his late texts, the famous “Postscript on Control Societies,”20 Deleuze also clearly moves away from
the factory and the production paradigm that it mobilized. He thus moved away from the key components of
his early thought of desire, and, by doing so, precisely located the emergence of the problem of desire as such
and the productionism of Anti-Oedipus. The background to this is his thesis about the shift from disciplinary
societies to control societies that marks the end of the general primacy of spaces of enclosure and thereby also
of the ideal project of the factory. In this scenario, the factory transforms into the business as the nuclear unit
of the new control society. The factory system is followed by the “business system,” which brings with it “new
ways of manipulating money, products, and men, no longer channeled through the old factory system”.21 Where
once the production process ruled and capitalism concentrated on production, we now have the rule of the
product, the sale and the market: “Marketing is now the instrument of social control”.22 Deleuze argues that on
the newest media-technological basis, on the basis of information- and communication technologies, the core
areas of capitalism’s control activities were transformed from production into consumption and marketing. That
means nothing other than that desire also enters into the focus of the new control regime and its media-technical
mobilization. Already in Anti-Oedipus, we read: “Desire always remains in close touch with the conditions of
objective existence; it embraces them and follows them, shifts when they shift, and does not outlive them”.23
Twenty years later, the “conditions of objective existence”, more precisely the technologically transformed
infrastructures of experience and of being, were more clear, and the key aspect of the subjectivation processes
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had moved over from the industries of production to the culture industries and programming industries. The
new form of the new fixation of desire, the technologies and strategies of the control of desire in consumerist
times and the possible counterpolitics, and new cathexes of desire, stay open in Deleuze.
One must read the description of the problem of desire in Anti-Oedipus, as well as the huge amount of literature
on libidinal economy from those years, and even Foucault’s genealogical work on the question of pleasure and
his hermeneutics of subjectivity, against the background of the remarks by Deleuze and Guattari concerning
a history and historicity of desire—which push this description further, but which have been discussed here
all too briefly. In all the attempts to reformulate the question of desire, which are especially prominent in the
second half of the twentieth century, the question is at the same time a question of effects, and a first attempt to
work through a caesura in the history of desire, as represented by the general cyberneticization of capitalism
and the creation of subjectivation processes through the media-technical revolution of control. Or, as one
could say after Bernard Stiegler: these attempts translate, and all at once bring to the surface, that which is
much older and was for a long time going on underground. This can now be described: it’s processes that
since the 19th century have been changing capitalism and constitute it as a new form of libidinal economy, as
a libido-economic capitalism in the strong sense of the word.24 That is the driving moment of all readings of
desire and of the related politics of desire: desire is revealed in the context of the media-technical mobilization
and consumptive transformation of capitalism as capitalism’s core problem. Its coming to the fore demands a
reconceptualization that does justice to technicity as well as the historicity of the problem of desire.25 That is
the historical demand to which the libidinal economy and in particular Anti-Oedipus already responded--even if
the more precise nature of this response still remains in the dark. We are only starting to understand this today.

II
One of the most pressing philosophical tasks of the present is to describe the contemporary conditions of desire
formation, and create concepts that can pull this off. It’s time itself that demands this work on the “vicissitudes
of the instincts” [Triebschicksal].26 As Bernard Stiegler puts it, “we are going through a mutation of libidinal
economy; which is to say: of sublimation; which is to say of science and the activities of the spirit in general”.27
In line with this, Stiegler has developed a description of the changing system of experience in the 20th century,
within which from now on our lives, our formations of desire, and also our processes of sublimation take
place. He calls these systems of experience hyperindustrial and considers their main, characteristic feature in
terms of the connection to Deleuze to be the fact that, from now on, desire is handled industrially on the basis
of information technologies and communication technologies that risk to exploit and destroy it. After Gilbert
Simondon, Stiegler speaks in this context of the risk of a loss of individuation, of disindividuation, because
when we speak of desire, singularity is always also at stake. The consequence of this would be a far-reaching
de-sublimation that would not present a liberation or even less eroticization of culture (as one thought in
older negative-eschatological scenarios of desire), but a self-destructive liberation of the drive. According to
Stiegler, we are clearly dealing here with an “aesthetic war”28 that started with the revolution of technologies
of information and communication that set up the hyperindustrial order of desire, that is to say, that set up the
control and exploitation of affectivity, the control of sensibility and finally the conquest of the processes of
symbolization and projection—even of our capacity to project as such, as I will discuss in a moment.
In contrast to Deleuze and Guattari, but also to other libido-economic attempts of the 1960s and ‘70s, Stiegler
has first and foremost founded the caesura in the history of desire in the history of objects, and he has explained
it in detail on this basis. In other words, he has marked the precise location of the technical object in the psychic
and collective processes of individuation in order to demonstrate (at least in principle) the significance of the
historicity of object relations, which are always attached to concrete technical objects, and in order to focus on
the importance of technical objects for the question of desire. What has been lacking in every other attempt to
deal with libidinal economy is precisely such an exact determination of the technicity of object relations and of
the original artefactuality of desire—one that would be able to do justice to the caesura in the history of desire
and draw consequences from it.29 Marcuse’s insight in the historicity of orders of desire and his presentation of
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psychoanalytic categories--at least in The One-Dimensional Man (1964)—as closely linked to the problematic
of general cyberneticization and automation, accomplished very little, almost as little as Deleuze and Guattari:
with all their machinism, and even though they made room for the basic importance of the technical object for
the formation of desire, the latter still left the systematic position of the technical object in the order of desire
unexplained (the same is true for Marcuse). Stiegler’s focus on technicity updates libido-economic thought
into the ranks of a new political economy that appears to be cut to the size of the technological age: this new
political economy demands that we leave behind the economico-political complex of the media-technically
mobilized consumerism and demands that we enter into the complex of collective desire’s new cathexes and
investments.30 In this context, the question of desire—of what it is and where its problem is situated—surely
one of the most complicated issues in Stiegler’s thought, one of the most precarious points where this thought is
incessantly laboring and where it reveals its full program and contemporary stakes. The problem of desire is the
place of Stiegler’s fundamental conceptual decisions, which all need to be understood in light of his diagnosis
of the libidinal economy’s transformation.
The new foundation of the thought of desire follows from, and is closely related to, the question of technics that
is central to Stiegler’s work. Already in Stiegler’s first book, The Fault of Epimetheus,31 desire reveals itself
from the get-go (though at first only implicitly) as a central point of his philosophico-political program, even
if the problem of desire is still in nucleo. From then on, it is disseminated and put forth as the main problem.
He constructs in this way the pre-platonic, pre-philosophical, pre-metaphysical “tragic Greek understanding
of technics”32 as it can be found in the myth of Prometheus and Epimetheus. According to Stiegler’s reading,
this myth grants technicity a privileged place and uncovers an originary being-outside-of-oneself of the human
being, based in an original fault. The myth explains anthropogeny as a tragic chain of faults of the pair of
brothers. This leads to an understanding of mortality as “the originary departure from all origins, that is, qua
technicity”33. Instead of a full origin, and subsequent fall into sin (as accounts of fault and guilt as generators of
a fascination with lack propose again and again), in this case it is the origin itself that is thought tragically, as “a
fault that is nothing but the de-fault of origin or the origin as de-fault”34. The fault, which brings distance into
the world (which is then often understood as a distance from this origin that cannot be overcome), is in this case
the mark of technicity as fault. Such technicity characterizes the being of the human being as indeterminacy,
incompletion, nonclosedness--even as a fundamental default [Fehl]: from a default essence and default features
via a default consciousness and a default community up to, of course, the desire that points to default as the
central moment of libidinal economy. The fundamental fault characterizes the per se technical being of the
human being and traverses all its articulations of being with supplements, prostheses, and additions that cannot
be seen as the mark of an already given stable being but must instead be considered as artificial processes of
becoming that can never be closed and can never be overcome. Fault and default become the key moments in a
thought of the outside that alone appears to do justice to essential technicity and artefactuality:
Religion, speech, politics, intervention – each is but an effect of the default of origin. […] Man
invents, discovers, finds (eurisko), imagines (mekhane), and realizes what he imagines: prostheses,
expedients. A pros-thesis is what is placed in front, that is, what is outside, outside what it is placed
in front of. However, if what is outside constitutes the very being of what it lies outside of, then this
being is outside itself. The being of humankind is to be outside itself. In order to make up for the fault
of Epimetheus, Prometheus gives humans the present of putting them outside themselves.35
But how does this first, general thought of fault transition into a description of desire? Or, put differently:
how does the problem of desire appear from behind the question of technics, so that the question of technics
ultimately always already appears to have informed it and to have been informed by it? Well: there is no
explicit and well-developed theory of desire in Stiegler, only different bits and pieces that increasingly become
more coherent. The closely bringing together—the entanglement, even—of desire and technics, so typical
for Stiegler’s work, can be understood as follows: the fault does not only represent the technical marking of
existence but at the same time can also be seen as the mark of desire. This is the case because, on the one hand,
as he will put it later, “desire can desire its object, which is structurally infinite, only insofar as it undergoes
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the experience of its default (which is not a lack, which is more than a lack, and which is the consistence
of its non-existence)”36. On the other hand, the gift of displacement and ex-position that is understood as
the characteristic trait of the being-outside-of-oneself of the human being refers to the question of projection
to which Stiegler’s work, in view of the essential technicity of the psyche and of desire, will attribute such
great meaning. The projective fundamental trait of the topo-logic of fault, which is unfolded relentlessly in
The Fault of Epimetheus—the displacement to the outside, the detour, the diversion, the turning away from,
the erring—is always also the fundamental trait of libido-economic topology: “we must think the originary
technicity of desire, … that is, as an originary potential for the libido to be diverted towards libidinal objects:
libido is the originary diversion or redirection of libido, as the default of origin of the libido”.37 Finally, the
“freeing” up and exchanging of tools, two characteristics of technical objects that have been foregrounded by
the paleoanthropologist of technics André Leroi-Gourhan38 (and that ultimately only translate the separation
and standing-apart of default), also mark the logic of the object-relation, and the economy of cathexis and new
cathexis as such:
It is the exchangeability of technical objects that also conditions the exchangeability of the object of
desire, and the latter makes possible what Freud describes on the one hand as sublimation and on the
other hand as the libido’s capacity to fixate on any object or any perversion.39
With respect to psychoanalysis, Stiegler has also raised further historical considerations about the question of
desire and default. He has determined the disavowal and negation of originary technicity, as it is characterized
by the Epimethean-Promethean myth, as that which transforms a fundamentally tragic thought of default into
a metaphysics of lack. After this transformation, Stiegler argues, the deficitary relation of guilt was introduced
as the dominant, fundamental ontological relation of western thought and the question of desire was shifted to
an issue of lack and fall.40 Lack, one can thereafter say, appears in this context as a powerful cover-up figure
of an originally tragic relation between desire and technics that understood both as co-actors of an essential
artefactuality of the human being. Against this background, the western fascination with lack reveals itself as
a long-lasting historical formation that goes along with the metaphysical devaluation and denial of technics
and represents its direct consequence. It expands with it and covers up occidental thought with more and
more new concepts and categories—thus also covering up desire, which it displaces without reprieve. Seen
in this light, the fascination with lack would also be the signature of a misreading of technics (one without
examples), the signature of an anti-technicity even, which—given the many attempts to develop the question
of technics starting from lack and from a being that is lacking—makes one pause. Stiegler in any case moves
into the moment when technics reveals itself to all and no longer lets itself be denied: he moves back to the
tragic thought to conceive of the relation between desire and technics anew. This is crucial not only for the
understanding of the present but also for the understanding of the development of the west’s fascination with
lack:
[T]echnics, for from being the principle of a fall and a very long, downward spiral [débandade], is
the process through which desire is constituted as default of origin, that is, the process constitutively
causing the (de)fault [faire-défaut] of the desired object, and is not the fault through which desire
would be diverted from its nature.41
The central stage of this new conception, which no longer falls under the imperative of lack—and that would
be a further, important piece of his thought of desire--, is the process theory of the psychic, collective, and
technical individuation that Stiegler develops after Gilbert Simondon. As part of this project, Stiegler integrates
psychic and collective individuation with technical individuation, i.e. with the genesis of technical objects.
With this, the artefactual and the technical are introduced into the heart of the psycho-social processes of
individuation that have until now been imagined as free from technics.42 “The psycho-social individuum”,
Stiegler writes, “ties itself to a manifold of processes of individuation that have always already begun before it
and are indeterminate, because they are ‘artificial’”.43 A pre-individual simultaneously individuates psychically
and socially, following the psychic and collective individuation that yields an I and We co-evolutionarily (an I
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and a We that were never “given”). The psychic and the social are poles of a transductive relation by which they
are constituted, in the tension of a shared pre-individual that was already there. This pre-individual is always
also determined through technical objects and by the technical process of individuation, which is a matter of the
instrumental conditional layer at the time. All psycho-social processes of becoming pass through this and are
always again mediated by it. The psychic, collective, and technical processes of individuation are inseparable
from each other and in principle they cannot be closed. Psychic and social individuals are metastable entities,
they remain forever in becoming because they are marked and conditioned by the open process of technical
individuation. Therefore they are also themselves open. In their transductivity and infiniteness, they are the
never-ending unfolding of the original default that in the form of the process of technical individuation also
traverses them.
When one considers this more closely, it is clear that it is not only technics but also desire that has, in the context
of psychic and collective processes of individuation, its exactly determined position, however casually Stiegler
may have introduced it. The pre-individual that precedes the psychic and collective individuation process and
dynamizes it, that marks its pulse, is specified by Stiegler as “drive-based funds” [fonds pulsionnel].44 It’s from
this point that one can understand his position on desire: “Desire, which constitutes the psychic and collective
individuation process as such, is that which binds the drives, that is to say: denaturizes them”.45 The process
of individuation denaturizes in a twofold sense: it unfolds as a denaturizing process of sublimation and it is
precisely in this that it crosses with the denaturizing artificiality of its technical objects.
The intertwining of psychic, collective, and technical individuation, which is such that sublimation can take
place within them, thus also becomes understandable in its overlooked historicity. The formations of these
processes are simultaneously historical. And according to Stiegler it is “technics that, itself constituting a process
of individuation, comes constantly to reconfigure psychic individuation … and collective individuation”.46 It
rearranges the particular assemblage of desire and sublimation, so that they consist with the formation of
individuation processes. This means that the technical is the driving moment of this entire historicity.
My hypothesis of a history of desire, one that notably also underlies psychoanalytic categories, would need to
describe precisely these processes of reconfiguration following the history of technical objects. Thus one could
come up with a genuine genealogy of desire. Of course, the central libido-economic constellation of forces
that Freud formalized with two principles—the pleasure principle and the reality principle—and that Stiegler
no longer describes as a conflict between principles but as process of psychic and collective individuation that
builds compositions, also fits in this genealogy from the spirit of the technical object.47 It is precisely here that
we find the future of Stiegler’s question. The profound change of object relations that is taking place today finds
its most virulent, historico-systematical expression here. At this moment of a great object-historical caesura,
in which we find ourselves through the appearance of new media-technological object cultures that go from
smart objects to the internet of things and that transport us into new environments of calm technologies, we are
confronted with the result of a new industrial system of things that probably also fundamentally reconfigures
the psychic and collective process of individuation and the processes of desire formation.48

III
Stiegler’s reformulation of the thought of desire, which integrates desire and technics to an unprecedented
extent, pivots not merely around the technogenesis of object relations. It also emphasizes the undeniable
exteriority and technicity of the existential capacity to project. If the capacity to project is first and foremost
what enables the surpassing of the plane of mere subsistence, Stiegler argues that this overcoming is always
structured in a double way. Existence doesn’t only exteriorize itself—it doesn’t merely project itself onto the
outside and into the future (technics, language, the social). It also projects itself onto defaulting, not-existing,
and in-finite—i.e. consisting—things in which it believes, of which it is convinced, and that it desires. This
plane of consistence--that is to say, the original outside of desire—is where all labor of idealization and ideation
takes place and where existence qua sublimation individuates and singularizes.49 At the same time it is also
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the level where an I projects itself onto a never existing, always only consisting We that must be designed.50
However, this capacity of projection and the concomitant process of sublimation also have a history. There are
conditions of projection for that which is in-existent. In other words: conditions of desire also change. “[B]
eing concerned with what is not”,51 as Paul Valéry has it, has a historicity. The description of conditions of
projection, sublimation and desire—now there’s a task that the genealogy of desire still needs to accomplish.52
In general, the theory of projection presents one of the systematic centers of Stiegler’s libido-economic thought
of the (de)fault. It was founded in the cinematic theory of consciousness that was developed in the third
volume of Technics and Time and that lies at the origin of Stiegler’s new critique.53 There, Stiegler presents the
original exteriorization of consciousness as prosthetic projection. In an explanation of the problem of the triple
synthesis in Kant’s transcendental deduction of categories of pure reason, Stiegler comes upon the “‘cinema
of consciousness’, that is projected”.54 Stiegler discovers the constitutive role of prosthesis for the synthesis
of recognition, which concerns the unity of the stream of consciousness. He summarizes: “Consciousness can
only become self-consciousness when it can be externalized, objectivized as traces through which at the same
time it becomes accessible to other consciousnesses”.55 Kant’s “projection screen” on which this projection
takes place and on which consciousness projects and anticipates its lacking unity, was—in line with the
media-technical situation—“the piece of paper […] support of his thought” and “his understanding’s veritable
‘crutch’”.56 One could say that Kant describes avant la lettre the best kind of “transcendental cinema”. “The
self”, Stiegler concludes from this general illusionism, “is not simply in itself, but originarily outside itself. The
self is surrounded by [au milieu de] ‘itself’, by its objects and prostheses, a milieu that is therefore not only
itself, but its other”.57 There is quite clearly a prosthetic precedent, which is something like the “consciousness’
‘projective support’,”58 “the screen” onto which it projects and through which it, as originary exteriorization
and being-outside-of-oneself, constitutes itself only afterwards. Prosthetics marks an environment of adoption
in which the individuation of the self takes place through the adoption of a collective thought given in the
artefact, and happening through it. Thus, an I and a We reciprocally constitute each other in a process in which
the I gets in sync with the We.
As a direct consequence of this transcendental theory of projection, Stiegler slips into a speculation on the
history of desire, in which the problem of desire explicitly appears in his thought perhaps for the first time. The
transcendental cinema is for him not only a place of synchronization, but also a place of diachronization where
singularization takes place. The projection and the absolute opening as well as the principled indeterminacy
that it entails, are marked by Stiegler as the scene of desire, where the cathexis of an object takes place. He
emphasizes that in this process, “the object of desire must be singular, and the desiring subject must find proper
singularity (i.e., reflective diachronicity) in that mirror”.59 Later on, Stiegler will call precisely this relation
of desire “the primordial narcissism” that exists under the conditions of hyperindustrialism—his notion of
“primordial narcissism”60 differs from Freud’s but follows Lacan’s theory of the mirror stage, also a theory of
projection.
The convergence of technologies of information, audio-visual technologies, and telecommunication technologies
since the end of the 1990s, the general opening up of the internet that was realized with the help of the TCP-IP
network protocols, the realization of the collective norm for video- and audio-datacompression MPEG, and
finally the media-technical metamorphosis of objects and the remarkable increase of mobile media—all of this,
Stiegler argues, has contributed to “a radically new set of media for the esprit”61. This leads to the fact that
the scene of desire, and as a consequence also the projective becoming-conscious, has never before been so
industrially shapeable. The industrialization of the spirit (“esprit”) through new, high-technological, retentional
dispositifs that control the synthesis of recognition possibly leads to the “destruction” of the “capacities for
projection” of individual consciousnesses, that is to say of our “desire—which can only be singular”.62 Finally,
it is the industrialization of desire since the beginning of the twentieth century that through the intense control
of the culture industries and the programming industries of transcendental projection has also arrived at the
horizon of its describability.
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Today, we are undoubtedly going through a crisis of desire, a major media-technically driven transformation
of libidinal economy, whose outcome is uncertain. That is the defining sign of the contemporary situation. The
only thing that’s clear is that the genealogy and diagnostic of the present need to be made first of all starting
from the problem of desire. It’s Stiegler’s undeniable contribution to have seen this. His work on the relation
of desire and technics renews, and renders more precise, the theoretical intuition of a libido-economic thought
as we find it throughout the twentieth century, in different instances when it calls the transformational process
that we have been seeing for over a hundred years “a problem of desire”, and questions it as such. The key
moment of this renewal is certainly the introduction of the technical object into the heart of the processes of
the formation of desire. Stiegler’s work shows that our affects and desires are not necessarily confronted with
a technical-industrial alienation that one should criticize and extinguish by means of anti-industrial and antitechnical reveries: “Now, the libido is constituted by technics: it’s not an energy that develops spontaneously,
but it is articulated on the basis of technics: of ‘fetishes’ and, more generally, prostheses. It’s technè, the
artefactualization of the living, that constitutes the libido. Freud wasn’t able to think this”.63 It is not the detour
of the libido that is constitutive for the libido itself that is the problem, but the question of where this detour
possibly begins to become destructive and a “cause of its [i.e., the libido’s] destruction”.64 Where Oedipus used
to be, we now find after several anti-oedipal protests a forgotten Epimetheus. Epimetheus is suddenly revealed
to be the conceptual persona of the libido-economic project. The core exigency of the philosophico-political
renewal of the thought of desire that emerges from his fault is the conception and transformation of a libidinal
ecology. That is a task that remains for us, the certain task of a new politics of cathexis and investment, whose
exact figure is still to be designed—the task perhaps of a coming politics of default.
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INTERPRETATION OF THE GENERAL INTRODUCTION
TO CHAPTER VII [THE RELIGION CHAPTER OF HEGEL’S
PHENOMENOLOGY OF SPIRIT]1
Alexandre Kojève, translated by Ian Alexander Moore

TRANSLATOR’S INTRODUCTION
What follows is the first English translation of the fourth and fifth lectures of Alexandre Kojève’s 1937-1938
course on Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit. These lectures, devoted to a close reading and interpretation of
Hegel’s introduction to the religion chapter of the Phenomenology, were not included in Allan Bloom’s English
edition of Kojève’s famous, and famously attended,2 lectures and essays on the Phenomenology, which the
novelist and poet Raymond Queneau assembled from notes and transcriptions3 under the title Introduction à
la lecture de Hegel: Leçons sur la Phénoménologie de l’Esprit professées de 1933 à 1939 à l’École des Hautes
Études.4 Although mostly known as “Introduction to the Reading of Hegel,” Kojève’s courses on the Phenomenology were actually delivered under the title “La Philosophie religieuse de Hegel d’après ‘La Phénoménologie de l’Esprit’” (The Religious Philosophy of Hegel according to The Phenomenology of Spirit).5 The two
lectures translated here help to explain the significance of religion in Kojève’s reading of Hegel.
Moreover, in these two lectures, Kojève works out his anthropological/atheistic reading of Hegel by means of
an analysis that is at once a close reading of less than ten pages of the Phenomenology and an interpretation
of the entirety of Hegel’s work. Kojève explains what Hegel means by religion, (pre-Hegelian) science, and
philosophy, and how Hegel’s system comes to replace all of them as absolute knowing. Additionally, he offers
an explanation of why not only religion, but also art, will be impossible in Hegel’s post-revolutionary state.
This importance of these lectures can be gleaned from Kojève’s correspondence with Carl Schmitt. In 1955,
Schmitt wrote to Kojève that
Everything crucial appears on page 215 of your Introduction à la lecture de Hegel. ... Many have
portrayed Hegel as “atheist,” and we certainly all know Bruno Bauer’s amusing “Trumpet of the last
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Judgment.” But this point of yours on page 215 would have to change all present philosophy, if the
philosophers who, in the course of the academic division of labor, administer the legal right to the
firm “Philosophy” were really to interrogate you.
To which Kojève replied:
You are, of course, completely correct: everything essential appears on my page 215, as you cited. In
my course I spoke of Hegel’s anthropo-theism, but I also emphasized that it has to do not only with a
mortal but really with a dying (and perhaps already dead) God.
But how few understood that!6

KOJÈVE’S LECTURES7 [196]
INTERPRETATION OF THE GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO CHAPTER VII8
Complete Text of the Fourth and Fifth Lectures of the Course from the 1937-1938 Academic Year
After having read the first six chapters of the Phenomenology, one is surprised to find in it a seventh entitled
“Religion.” After all, on the one hand, Hegel has spoken about religion on several occasions. On the other
hand, the development of Chapter VI brings us to the end of the historical process, to Napoleon and to Hegel
himself, more exactly, to his Phenomenology. What, then, does this chapter devoted to Religion mean? Hegel
anticipates this question and answers it in the introduction to Chapter VII.
Hegel will tell us in the third section of Chapter VII that the succession of the chapters of the Phenomenology
is not a temporal succession. That is, at any rate, evident. Chapter VI began with an analysis of ancient Greece
and brought us to 1806. Chapter VII treats first of primitive religions, then of Greek religion, and finally of
Christianity. Chapters VI and VII are therefore parallel: they complement one another. In Chapter VI, Hegel
analyses the historical evolution in the proper sense of the term. In Chapter VII, he studies the Religions that
were constituted in the course of this evolution. There is a gap, however.
The first section of Chapter VI treats of the Greco-Roman World; the second treats of the Christian World, from
its origin to the French Revolution; the third treats of the post-revolutionary World, where German Philosophy
develops. In contrast, the first section of Chapter VII is devoted to Natürliche Religion, that is to say, to the
“primitive” Religions that “preceded”–at least logically–the Greco-Roman Religion. The latter is the subject of
the second section. Finally, the third section treats of Christianity, and the end of the chapter is marked by the
definitive elaboration of Protestant theology. The reason for this gap can be easily explained.
In Chapter VI, Hegel wanted to study the social, political side of human existence, the problem of the relation
between the Particular and the State. That is why he begins his study with Greece, where, in his opinion, the
first State properly [197] speaking, the first human Society in the strict sense of the term, was constituted. Yet in
Religion, not only is the relation of Man with the State, with the social World, reflected, but also his relations
with the natural World, with Nature, that is to say, with the environment in which Man lived before the construction of the State properly speaking. It is the Religion of this so to speak pre-state period that Hegel studies
under the name Natürliche Religion in the first section of Chapter VII. This section therefore does not have an
equivalent in Chapter VI. Regarding Sections 2 and 3 of Chapter VII, they correspond, roughly, to Sections 1
and 2 of Chapter VI. In contrast, Section 3 of this chapter does not have an equivalent in Chapter VII. This is
explained by the fact that the post-revolutionary period, being post-Christian, is also, in general, post-religious.
It is (German) Philosophy that takes the place of Religion there; and the Science of Hegel, to which this Philosophy leads, is called on to replace, once and for all, every sort of Religion in human existence.
We still need to answer the other question: why does Hegel devote a special chapter to Religion, given that he
has already spoken about it previously? It is to this question that the first part of the introduction to Chapter
VII responds.
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The general answer is given in the first sentence.9 There, Hegel says the following (p. 473, 1. 3-10):
It is true that Religion, {understood} as {external-}Consciousness of the absolute essential-Reality
as such [überhaupt], also appeared in the concrete-formations [Gestaltungen] {that we have considered} up to now and that–in a general-manner–are distinguished {from one another} as {external-}
Consciousness {Ch. I-III}, Self-Consciousness {Ch. IV}, Reason {Ch. V}, and Spirit {Ch. VI}. Only,
{Religion appeared there} from the point of view of {external-}Consciousness, which becomes conscious of the absolute essential-Reality. It is therefore not the absolute essential-Reality in and for
itself, it is not the Self-Consciousness of Spirit, that appeared in these concrete-formations.*
This passage is intentionally ambiguous. It is one of those passages that the “Right” Hegelians have been able
to cite in support of their theistic interpretation of Hegel’s thought.
Let us first look at the theistic–and at any rate, “heretical”–interpretation of the passage. Let us suppose that
“absolutes Wesen” and “Geist” here signify God. This passage then means the following: up to now, we have
spoken about the attitude that man takes with respect to God, the way in which man becomes conscious of the
divine. But it was not yet a question of God himself, of the [198] manner in which God becomes conscious of
himself in and through Religion, independently of his revelation to men. This passage would then imply the
idea that there is a God, a Spirit that is other than the human spirit, a Spirit that reveals itself to itself in and
through the different Religions that it engenders in human consciousness throughout the course of history. And
it would be a matter of interpreting in Chapter VII these self-revelations of God.
But this theistic interpretation is absolutely impossible. If the Phenomenology has a point [sens], the Geist in
question is nothing other than the human Spirit: there is no Spirit outside of the World, and the Spirit in the
World–is Man, humanity, universal History.
Having said that, it is therefore necessary to give another interpretation of the passage in question.
What is the absolute essential-Reality (absolutes Wesen) for the author of the Phenomenology?
That which is truly real is not Nature, the natural World that is other than Man. For in fact, the real World involves [implique] Man. Inversely, Man outside of the World is but an abstraction. Reality is therefore the World
that involves Man, Man that lives in the World. Now, what is the essential-Reality of this Real, its Wesen, its
“essence,” its “entelechy,” its “idea”? It is Man insofar as he is something other than the World, while only
being able to exist in the World. Man is the essential-Reality of the existing Real; for Hegel, as for every JudeoChristian thinker, this is an axiom that one must accept without discussion: “Der Geist ist höher als die Natur,”
he says somewhere.10 But the absolute essential-Reality is not the human individual (the “Particular”). For
isolated Man exists in reality just as little as Man-outside-the-World or the World-without-Man. The essentialReality of the Real–this is humanity taken in its spatio-temporal whole. It is what Hegel calls “objektiver
Geist,” “Weltgeist,” “Volksgeist,” but also “Geschichte” (History) or–in a more concrete manner–“Staat,” the
State taken as State, Society taken as such.
And Hegel says that this essential-Reality was considered up to now “vom Standpunkt des Bewusstseins aus.”
Now, Bewusstsein is the Consciousness-of-external-reality, of the non-I opposed to the I, of the object known
opposed to the knowing subject. It therefore had to do with the attitude that the human individual (the Particular) took with respect to Man as such, taken as the essential-Reality of the Real in general, this essential-Reality
being-for this Man–something external, autonomous, opposed to him. In fact, this absolute essential-Reality,
* Cf. Hegel, Phenomenology, 410 (¶ 672): “In the structured forms hitherto considered which are distinguished in general as
Consciousness, Self-consciousness, Reason, and Spirit, religion, too, as consciousness of absolute Being as such, has indeed
made its appearance, although only from the standpoint of the consciousness that is conscious of absolute Being; but absolute
Being in and for itself, the self-consciousness of Spirit, has not appeared in those ‘shapes.’”
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that is to say, the “entelechy” of the whole of the Real, is also the “entelechy” [199] of each human individual.
Thus the State is only an integration of Citizens, and each Citizen is only what he is by participating in the
State. But insofar as Man does not take this into account, insofar as the reality of the State, of political life,
does not reveal this fact explicitly, Man opposes himself to the State and sees in the State an independent, autonomous entity. He is thus in the attitude of Bewusstsein. One can therefore say: up to now it was a question
of the diverse attitudes that the individual who opposes himself to humanity, to the totality, to the State, takes
with respect to them.
But from the point of view of the Man-of-Bewusstsein, the essential-Reality is not only the State. This Man also
opposes the World to the I; there he sees an autonomous entity. For him, the essential-Reality of this World will
therefore itself be an autonomous reality opposed to him. And thus it is for him a divine essential-Reality. For
him, the absolutes Wesen is God, or–in a more general manner–the Divine.
Consequently, in speaking about the essential-Reality from the point of view of Bewusstsein (as he does in
Chapters III and IV), Hegel had to speak about the attitude that Man takes with respect to his God: he had to
speak about Religion. In other words, he spoke about the attitude that Man who opposes himself to God, who
distinguishes himself from God, takes with respect to him. He therefore spoke about Religion in the broadest
sense of the word.
The first part of the theistic interpretation was therefore correct. However, it is necessary to take the words
“Religion” and “absolutes Wesen” in the sense that an atheist gives to them. And it is in this same atheistic sense
that it is necessary to interpret the second part of the sentence.
There, it is a question of the “absolute essential-Reality” taken “in and for itself.” That is to say, there, it is a
question of Man as such, of collective man living in the World, of the Weltgeist, of the Volksgeist, in the final
analysis, of the State. But no longer from the point of view of Bewusstsein, of the individual who opposes himself to the State, and sees it from the outside. There, it is a question of the Selbstbewusstsein des Geistes. That is
to say, in Chapter VII, it is a matter of showing and understanding how Spirit understands itself as such, and not
only in and though the attitudes of individuals with respect to it. Yet, according to Hegel, this self-comprehension of Sprit–or of the Volksgeist–is brought about in and through Religion (in the broadest sense of the term).
In Chapter VII, it will therefore be a question of the content of religious knowledge, that is to say, of Theology.
According to Hegel, Man understands himself as an isolated individual in and through Philosophy. And every
pre-Hegelian philosophy was in this sense a philosophy of Bewusstsein, one that studied and revealed, on the
one hand, the subject opposed to the object, the human individual opposed to the natural World, and, on the
other hand, the autonomous object [200] that is external to the subject. As for man who sides [fait bloc] with the
World, that is to say, real, collective, historical man, or, if you will, the State, he is revealed to himself in and
through Religion. And that is why the (pre-Hegelian) Philosophy of Bewusstsein must necessarily be completed
by a Religion. Inversely, every Religion engenders its philosophical complement. For in Religion, the Wesen
is interpreted as non-Man, as being external to Man. The religious Man who wants to understand himself must
therefore understand himself as opposed to the Wesen, that is to say, as Bewusstsein: he must consequently
understand himself in and through a (pre-Hegelian) Philosophy.
It is only from the moment in which the State comes to be in such a way that the opposition between the
Particular and the Universal is thereby “overcome [supprimée],” that the opposition between Philosophy and
Religion can disappear. At the moment in which the State is a “Tun Aller und Jeder,” a universal integration
of particular actions, in which the action of each is that of all and vice versa, Man will see that the absolute essential-Reality is also his own. As a result, it will cease to be opposed to him; it will cease to be divine. He will
know it not in a Theology, but though an Anthropology. And this same Anthropology will also reveal to him his
own essential-Reality: it will replace not only Religion, but also Philosophy. And this synthesis of Philosophy
and Religion, made possible by the reality of the “absolute” State, is nothing other than the Science of Hegel,
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that is to say as well and in particular, his Phenomenology. And it is this Phenomenology that is the “Selbstbewusstsein des Geistes” in the proper sense of the term, which is at issue in the sentence under consideration.
This Selbstbewusstsein is the absolute Knowing described in Chapter VIII. And the evolution described in
Chapter VII explains the genesis of this Knowledge, which, being the synthesis of the Particular and the Universal, is born just as much from the former Philosophies of which it was a question in the first six chapters, as
from the Religions described in Chapter VII.
That is the atheistic interpretation of the passage that is the only one compatible with the whole of the Phenomenology. But it suffices to read Chapter VII itself in order to see that it is necessary to reject the theistic
interpretation.
Hegel speaks about Religion there; it is the theme of the chapter. But he takes this word in truly a very broad
sense. Thus, in speaking about Greco-Roman “Religion,” he speaks much less about pagan theology than about
ancient art: about sculpture, about the epic, about tragedy, and even about comedy. Now, to maintain that one
speaks about God when one speaks about Aristophanes, to say that it is God who reveals himself to himself and
becomes conscious-of-himself in revealing himself to the Greeks through Lysistrata, for example–this is above
all to shock through too much common sense.
[201] In contrast, the content of Chapter VII fits extremely well with the atheistic interpretation. It has to do
with the completely general process of the evolution of unconscious, symbolic, mythic anthropology: there,
one sees Man speak about himself while believing that he speaks about something else. It has to do with myth
in the proper sense of the word, and this myth is, in our terminology, just as much art as theology. It is therefore
Religion and (primitive and ancient) Art that revealed to Man his (social, political,) universal reality, while the
(“private,”) particular reality of the individual was revealed to him in and through Philosophy in the narrow
sense of the word. (According to Hegel, in the post-revolutionary State, it will therefore be just as impossible to
write a tragedy or construct a beautiful building, as it will be to create a Religion or devise [faire] a Philosophy
of Bewusstsein.)
In order to remove any sort of doubt concerning this subject, I will cite a text that is just about contemporary
with the Phenomenology, a text in which Hegel expresses himself in a much clearer manner.
In the (1803-1804) Jena Lectures, one finds the following passage (Vol. XIX, p. 232f.):
The absolute Spirit of a people is the absolute, universal element ...that absorbs all particular Consciousnesses into itself. {It is} the absolute, simple-or-undivided substance, living {and} unique.
{And} this {substance} must also be the acting substance, and {it must} oppose itself to itself {taken} as {external-}Consciousness.... This act-of-becoming-other than itself consists in [est] {the fact}
that Spirit, as a passive-entity, relates itself to itself {taken} as an active-entity, that {Spirit}, as an
acting People–{that is to say, as} a consciously-existing-entity–passes into the product {of action},
{that is to say,} into the entity-equal-to-itself. And to-the-extent-to-which this work common to all is
the work {that they produce} as {external-}Consciousness{es}, they are constituted for themselves
in-this-work as an external-entity. But this external-entity is their action: it is only what they have
done with it; it is they themselves as acting ...who are {this external-entity}. And in this externality
of themselves ...they contemplate themselves as a People. And this work {that is} theirs is in this
very way their own Spirit itself. They produce [erzeugen] this Spirit; but they venerate [verehren] it
as an entity-that-exists-as-a-given-being [Seiendes] for itself. And this Spirit is {indeed} for itself: for
their activity through which they produce it is the dialectical-overcoming [suppression-dialectique]
[Aufheben] of themselves; and this dialectical-overcoming of themselves towards which they tend, is
the universal Spirit existing-for-itself.*
* Cf. G. W. F. Hegel, System of Ethical Life (1802/3) and First Philosophy of Spirit (Part III of the System of Speculative
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The meaning is clear. –The People act, and in and through this [202] collective action, they establish themselves as a State or People that is organized, that is to say, real as a People. But the product of the action is detached from the action and from the agent. For the agent, this product becomes an autonomous, external reality
that is a part of the real World, in which the agent or the agents live and act. Additionally, when the agent ceases
to act and attempts to understand that which he has done, he necessarily becomes Bewusstsein, conscious of
an external entity. (Necessarily, because it is only action that is the hyphen [trait d’union] between the I and
the Non-I; in contemplation, Being is always an autonomous, given non-I.) It is in this way that the man who
contemplates the State, the People, understands them as autonomous entities. And, Hegel says, “they venerate
it as a given-static-Being {existing} for it-self.” And it is this understanding of the People as People that is carried out in mythical form and is translated by Art or by Theology.
Hegel himself puts it very clearly in another text, which is found in the System der Sittlichkeit (from 1802?11),
in which one can read the following (Vol. VII, p. 462-6312):
The Universality that has in-an-absolute-smanner united Particularity [Besonderheit {here used for
Einzelheit}] with itself is the divinity of the People [Göttlichkeit des Volkes]. And this {same} Universality, contemplated in the ideal form of Particularity, is the God of the People [Gott des Volkes]:
this God is the ideal manner of contemplating the People.*
After having pointed out in the first sentence the theme of Chapter VII, Hegel rapidly reviews the religious
themes of the six preceding chapters. We have just seen that, in a general manner, it was a question of the attitude that the human individual takes with respect to the absolute essential-Reality that he considers as being
something other than himself.
This notion of the Wesen appeared for the first time in Chapter III, Kraft und Verstand, where it was a question
of the Understanding and of “vulgar” Science, notably of Newtonian Physics. Here is how Hegel summarizes
what he had said there (p. 473, 1. 11-16):
Already, {external-}Consciousness, to the extent to which it is Understanding, becomes {external-}
consciousness of the Supersensible, that is to say, of the Internal-or-inside of the objective-or-thingly
empirical-existence. But the Supersensible, the Eternal–the name that one gives to it is of little importance–is deprived-of-the-personal-I [selbstlos]. It is only the universal-entity that is still very far
from being the Spirit that knows itself as Spirit.†

Philosophy 1803/4), ed. and trans. H. S. Harris and T. M. Knox (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1979), 24243: “The absolute spirit of a people is the absolutely universal element ...which has absorbed all the single consciousnesses
within itself, the absolute, simple, living, unique substance; it must likewise be the active substance; and it must oppose itself
as consciousness.... This becoming other than itself consists in its connecting itself as passive with itself as active; as active
people it is generally conscious of itself, and passes over into the product or to the self-identical; and since this common work
of all is their work as conscious beings in principle, they come to be themselves outside of themselves in it, but this outward
[being] is their deed, it is only what they have made it, it is themselves as active . . .; and in this outwardness of themselves
...they intuit themselves as one people; and this their work is their own spirit itself because it is theirs. They beget it, but
they reverence it as something that is on its own account; and it is for itself, since the activity through which they beget it is
the cancelling of themselves, [and] this cancelling of themselves at which they aim, is the universal spirit being for itself.”
* Cf. Hegel, System of Ethical Life (1802/3) and First Philosophy of Spirit (Part III of the System of Speculative Philosophy
1803/4), 144: “this universality which has flatly united the particular with itself is the divinity of the people, and this universal, intuited in the ideal form of particularity, is the God of the people. He is an ideal way of intuiting it.”
† Cf. Hegel, Phenomenology, 410 (¶ 673): “Even Consciousness, in so far as it is the Understanding, is consciousness of the
supersensible or the inner side of objective existence. But the supersensible, the eternal, or whatever else it may be called, is
devoid of itself; it is only, to begin with, the universal, which is a long way yet from being Spirit that knows itself as Spirit.”
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[203] Through his Work, the Slave is elevated to Verstand, to the creative Understanding of abstract notions.
In that he himself transforms the World according to an idea, he is brought to believe that this World, and he as
well, is driven by a moving, supersensible ideal. Behind the sensible phenomenon, Man-of-Verstand sees the
Wesen, the super-sensible essential-Reality. It is the “idea” or the “essence” of the thing that is its “entelechy,”
its Inneres. But the slave who works according to the will of the Master, the slave who executes the orders of
the Master, lives in a World that is not yet seine.13 And that is why he does not come to the idea that it is he who
is the “entelechy” of the World, the supersensible Wesen that maintains itself in sensible reality. The Wesen of
the World that he discovers appears to him to be just as transcendent, just as autonomous and independent of
him, as the World itself, the World dominated by the Master. The Wesen is not only above the sensible World:
it is also supra-human.
The Slave arrives at a transcendentalist conception of the Wesen because this Wesen is, for him, the Wesen of
a World belonging to someone other than him, to the Master. And this origin of the notion is reflected in the
determination of its content.
In a word, the Wesen is a sort of omnipotent Master: it is a God that creates, or, at the very least, dominates the
World. It is thus that the Newtonian Physics of forces and laws has for a necessary complement a transcendentalist Theology, just as, inversely, this Theology engenders a “mechanistic” interpretation of the World. (It is
therefore not by accident that Newton was also a theologian.)
However, the Understanding on its own does not come to be a Theology properly speaking. It constitutes only
the conceptual frameworks in which the properly theological content will situate itself. But this content must
come from elsewhere, since, for the Understanding, the Wesen is the Wesen of the natural World, of the non-I.
This Wesen will therefore also be a non-I; it will not be a supersensible I, an essential-Reality conscious of
itself; it will not be a Geist.
But all that is said about Geist in Theology, all that is said about the transcendent, divine Spirit in relation
to man, the Spirit which is–with respect to the latter–an irresistible force and an implacable law–all this will
come to be placed within the still empty frameworks formed by the notion of the transcendent Supersensible
that has been elaborated by the Understanding of the Slave. In other words, in Chapter III, Hegel described the
type of attitude that the human individual takes with respect to the Wesen that he opposes to himself, insofar
as this attitude is purely cognitive, contemplative. He described the frameworks of any theology understood
as knowledge.
[204] But in order to fill these frameworks with a theological content, in order to transform the abstract Wesen
into divine Spirit that is conscious of itself, one must have recourse to something still other than the Understanding and the contemplative or cognitive attitude in general. In order to understand the origin of Theology, one must analyze not only thought, the notion, but also the feeling of transcendence. The analysis of the
cognitive attitude that the particular adopts with respect to the Wesen must be completed by an analysis of his
emotional attitude. One must discover not only the frameworks of all theological thought, but also those of all
religious psychology.
This is what Hegel did in Chapter IV. Here is the summary of it (p. 473, 1. 16-22):
Then, Self-Consciousness, which had its perfection-and-its-culmination in the concrete-form [Gestalt] of the unhappy Consciousness, was only the pain of Spirit that again makes-efforts-in-orderto-arrive at thingly-objectivity, but does not attain it. Consequently, the union of the particular SelfConsciousness and its immutable essential-Reality, towards which this Self-Consciousness conveys
itself, remains a Beyond for this Self-Consciousness.*
* Cf. Hegel, Phenomenology, 410 (¶ 673): “Then there was the self-consciousness that reached its final ‘shape’ in the Unhappy Consciousness, that was only the pain of the Spirit that wrestled, but without success, to reach out into objectivity.
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The unhappy Consciousness is Christian consciousness; it is the psychology of the Christian who is, for Hegel,
the most perfect type of the Religious man. What does the Christian want? Like every man, he wants to objectify himself, to realize his ideal, which–insofar as it is not realized–reveals itself to him in the feeling of
insufficiency, of Schmerz, of pain. But insofar as he remains a Religious man, he does not succeed. Or–if one
prefers–he remains a Religious man insofar as he does not succeed. Indeed, what is it to realize, to objectify,
one’s ideal, if not to have it be recognized by others, by all others? In other words, it is to realize Individuality,
the synthesis of the Particular and the Universal. And it is precisely this Individuality that the Christian seeks in
his religious feeling. If he imagines a Divinity and relates himself to a God, to an absolute external-reality, it is
because he wants to be recognized by it, to be recognized by the Universal in his most particular Particularity.
Only, he does not succeed.
Man imagines God because he wants to objectify himself. And he imagines a transcendent God because he
does not succeed in objectifying himself in the World. But to want to realize Individuality by uniting with a
transcendent God is to realize it in the transcendent, in the Jenseits, in what is beyond the World and oneself
taken as Consciousness, as living in the World. It is therefore to renounce the realization of the ideal in the
here-below. It is, consequently, to be and to know oneself as unhappy in this World.
[205] In other words, on the one hand, the religious, emotional attitude is born from the feeling of pain caused
by the experience of the impossibility of realizing oneself in the World; on the other hand, it engenders and
nourishes this feeling. And it is this nostalgia that is projected into the Beyond, that fills with a theological
content the frameworks of the transcendence of the Verstand, situating the image of a personal God there, of
a reality conscious of itself, of a Geist that–in fact–is only the projection of the unhappiness of the religious
Consciousness into the Beyond.
Therefore, to nourish, to cultivate, nostalgia, the painful feeling of the insufficiency of the reality that one lives,
is to find oneself in the religious, indeed Christian, attitude. Inversely, to place oneself in this attitude is to nourish and cultivate unhappiness and nostalgia.
To escape from religious psychology is therefore to overcome the unhappiness of Consciousness, the feeling
of insufficiency. And one can do this either by realizing a real World, in which Man would be truly “satisfied,”
or by overcoming transcendence through an abstract act and reconciling the ideal to reality. The first solution
is the one brought about in and through the French Revolution, which made possible the absolute, atheistic
science of Hegel. The second solution is that of the bourgeois Intellectual, about whom Hegel has spoken in
Chapter V.
Here is what Hegel says about him (p. 473, 1. 23-27):
The immediate empirical-existence of Reason that, for us, has arisen from that pain {of the unhappy
Consciousness}, and the concrete-forms [Gestalten] that belong to it, do not have Religion, because
their Self-Consciousness knows itself {to be}, or seeks itself in, the immediate real-presence.*
“The immediate existence of Reason”–is the Intellectual of Chapter V. His existence is “immediate” because it
is not “mediated” by the effort of Work and Struggle, which alone can really transform the World. The Intellectual finds himself, or more exactly, seeks himself, in the “immediate” present: it is not after his death, it is not
in the beyond that he wants to be “satisfied”; he wants to be satisfied hic et nunc. He is therefore not religious:
the thought and feeling of transcendence are lacking in him, just as the feeling of unhappiness is.
The unity of the individual self-consciousness and its changeless essence to which the former attains, remains, therefore, a
beyond for self-consciousness.”
* Cf. Hegel, Phenomenology, 410 (¶ 673): “The immediate existence of Reason which, for us, issued from that pain, and its
peculiar shapes, have no religion, because the self-consciousness of them knows or seeks itself in the immediate present.”
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Nevertheless, he is not truly “satisfied.” And this is so precisely because of the “immediacy” of his attitude. He
leaves the world as it is, and contents himself with enjoying [jouir] it, the same World in which the Religious
man moped. Now if the depreciation of the given real characterizes the religious attitude, the positive appreciation of the given is typical for the artistic attitude. The given World, in ceasing to be considered as Evil, can
be considered only as the [206] Beautiful. The Intellectual can therefore at the very most arrive at Freude, at
the pure joy of the inactive and peaceful artist, which is something completely different from Befriedigung,
the veritable satisfaction of the revolutionary who has succeeded. Moreover, Man who delights in the joy of
pure knowledge or of artistic contemplation, can eternally remain an Intellectual or an Artist, just as Man who
delights in unhappiness can eternally remain a Religious man or a Christian.
I do not insist on these questions. Being essentially a-religious, even atheistic, the Intellectual no longer comes
up in Chapter VII. It is enough to mention that beside the subjective, theological, and religious attitude, there
is still an areligious and aesthetic, pre-revolutionary attitude that has nothing to do with the post-revolutionary
atheism of Hegel.
In the three paragraphs that follow (pp. 473-474), Hegel summarizes the three sections of Chapter VI.
In Chapters III and IV, it was a question of the attitude–the cognitive and emotional attitude–that isolated
Man, the Particular, adopted with respect to the Universal conceived as a transcendent God. In Chapter VI, it
is a question of the role that this conception, Religion properly speaking, plays in the historical evolution of
humanity. There again, it thus has to do not with the content of the theological doctrines themselves (as in Ch.
VII), but with the relations between these doctrines and the Particulars, insofar as these relations determine the
course of the global, historical evolution that integrates the actions of these Particulars.
Having already given a summary of Chapter VI, I will not comment on the summary that Hegel gives of it here.
The text, condensed to the extreme, is almost incomprehensible. In order to explain it, it would be necessary to
give again the summary that I already gave. I therefore content myself with translating it.
First of all, here is the summary of Section A of Chapter VI, dedicated to the analysis of the pagan World (p.
473, 1. 28, to p. 474, 1. 15):
In contrast, in the World of customary-morals, we have seen a Religion. Namely, the Religion of the
subterranean-Realm. This Religion is the faith in the terrifying, unfamiliar night of Destiny, and in
the Eumenides of the separated-or-deceased Spirit. This night, {being} pure Negativity in the form
of Universality, {and} the Eumenides–this same {Negativity} in the form of Particularity. In this
latter form, the absolute, essential-Reality is therefore, to be sure, a personal-I [Selbst] and {it is}
really-present, given that the personal-I does not exist otherwise {than as really present}. However,
the particular personal-I is {here} that particular phantom {the dead ancestor} which has Universality, which is Destiny, {as} separated from itself. This phantom is, to be sure, a phantom, {that is to
say,} a dialectically-overcome This, [207] and, consequently, {it is a} universal personal-I. But the
negative-or-negating meaning-or-value {of the phantom} has not yet mutated [umgeschlagen] into
this positive {meaning or value of the universal personal-I}. And it is because the dialectically-overcome personal-I still means at the same time, in an immediate-manner, a This and {a This} devoidof-essential-reality. As for Destiny, it remains–{being} without the personal-I–the unconscious night
that arrives neither at distinction-or-differentiation nor at the clarity of self-consciousness.*
* Cf. Hegel, Phenomenology, 410-411 (¶ 674): “On the other hand, in the ethical world we did see a religion of the underworld. It is the belief in the terrible, unknown night of Fate and in the Eumenides of the departed spirit: the former is pure
negativity in the form of universality, the latter the same negativity in the form of individuality. Absolute Being is, in the
latter form, indeed the self and present, since other than present the self cannot be. But the individual self is this individual
shade which has separated from itself the universality which Fate is. True, it is a shade, a superseded particular self, and thus
a universal self; but the negative significance of the shade has still not changed round into the positive significance of the
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The Schicksal, the Destiny of Paganism, is Christianity. And it is about Christianity, about the Religion of the
bourgeois, Christian World, that Hegel speaks in the following paragraph.
There, he says the following (p. 473, 1. 16-28):
This faith in the nothingness of necessity {of Destiny} and in the subterranean-Realm becomes faith
in Heaven, because the separated-or-deceased personal-I must be united with its Universality, must
develop-and-spread-out in it that which the separated-or-deceased personal-I contains, and must
therefore become clear to itself. But we have seen that this Realm of faith developed its content
only in the element of thought–without the concept [Begriff]; and it is because {we have seen it}
sink into its Destiny–namely, into the Religion of the Age-of-Enlightenment. In this Religion {of the
Aufklärung}, the supersensible beyond of the Understanding is constituted again, but in such a way
that Self-Consciousness, {being} satisfied, maintains itself in-the-here-below, and sees in the supersensible beyond, {now} empty {and} what one can {therefore} just as little know as fear, neither a
personal-I nor a Power [Macht].*
The Schicksal, the Destiny of Christianity, is atheism or Hegelian anthropo-theism. There, one passes through
the Religion of the Aufklärung, of the Age of Enlightenment, that is to say, through Deism. The frameworks of
transcendentalist theology, elaborated by the Verstand and filled with a positive content by the unhappy Consciousness, are again emptied by the critique of the 18th century. And at the moment in which the ideology of
the Aufklärung is brought about by the French Revolution, these already empty frameworks themselves, that
is to say, the very notion of transcendence, are overcome. Man is now an atheist, he knows that it is he and not
God who is the essential-Reality of the World.
Only, in the beginning, post-revolutionary Man does not take account of his atheism. He still continues (with
Kant, with Fichte, etc.) to speak about God. But, in fact, he is no longer interested in anything but himself,
and his “Theology” is thus essentially contradictory and impossible. And it is about this Religion or pseudoReligion of Moralität, that is to say, about post-revolutionary, German Philosophy, that Hegel speaks in the
paragraph that follows.
[208] There, he says the following (p. 474, 1. 29-38):
Finally, in the Religion of reflected-Morals, one has reestablished the situation in which the absolute
essential-Reality is a positive content. But this {positive} content is united with the Negativity of the
Age-of-Enlightenment. This content is a Given-Being [Être-donné] [Sein] that is just as much taken
back into the personal-I and {that} remains enclosed therein; and it is a distinguished-or-differentiated content, the parts of which are negated in-a-manner just as immediate as they are posited. As
for the Destiny into which this contradictory-and-contradicting dialectical-movement sinks–it is the
personal-I that has become conscious of itself as of {that which the} Destiny of the essential-Reality
[Wesenheit] and of the objective-Reality {are}.†
universal self, and therefore the superseded self still has, at the same time, the immediate significance of this particular and
essenceless being. But Fate devoid of self remains the unconscious night which does not attain to an immanent differentiation, nor to the clarity of self-knowledge.”
* Cf. Hegel, Phenomenology, 411 (¶ 675): “This belief in the nothingness of necessity and in the underworld becomes belief
in Heaven, because the departed self must unite with its universality, must explicate in this universality what it contains and
thus become clear to itself. This kingdom of faith, however, we saw unfold its content only in the element of thought without
the [concrete] Notion, and for that reason perish in its fate, viz. in the religion of the Enlightenment. In this religion, the
supersensible beyond of the Understanding is reinstated, but in such a way that self-consciousness remains satisfied in this
world; and the supersensible, empty beyond which is neither to be known nor feared it knows neither as a self nor as a power.”
† Cf. Hegel, Phenomenology, 411 (¶ 676): “In the religion of morality, the fact that absolute Being is a positive content is at
last again recognized; but the content is bound up with the negativity of the Enlightenment. It is a being that is at the same
time taken back into the self, in which it remains shut up, and a differentiated content whose parts are just as immediately
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In fact, in the post-revolutionary, German philosophies, Man is already put in the place of God. But this new
atheistic conception of Man is still introduced in theistic, Christian frameworks. Whence a perpetual contradiction, the negation of that which one has posited, the positing of that which one has negated. And the Destiny,
the Schicksal, of this unconscious atheism, is the radical and conscious atheism of Hegel. Or, more exactly, his
anthropo-theism, his deification of Man, who, after the French Revolution, thanks to Napoleon, can finally with
good reason say of himself all that which he attributed–wrongly–to diverse non-existent Gods, or diverse Gods
existing only in the semi-conscious thought of men who created History through their action. The Destiny of
the pseudo-Religion of the post-revolutionary, German philosophers, like the Destiny of all Religions in general, is the Selbst, the human personal-I, which knows itself to be–and which is–“das Schicksal der Wesenheit
und Wirklichkeit,” the Destiny of the essential-Reality and of the objective-Reality.
It is this atheism that will be proclaimed in Chapter VIII, in the Conclusion of the Phenomenology. And in
Chapter VII, Hegel will review all the theological ideas that are integrated in his anthropology.
This summary of the religious (theological) parts of the first six chapters constitutes the first part of the introduction to Chapter VII (pp. 473-474).14 In the second and third parts of this introduction, Hegel brings up the
essential characteristics of the Theologies that he is going to analyze in Chapter VII.
It is the atheistic Science of Hegel that is the “sich selbst wissende Geist” in the proper and strict sense of the
term: in and through this Science, Spirit–read: the human Spirit, since there is no other, as this same philosophical Science shows–Spirit understands itself. But, in a broader sense, Religion, Theology, is also a selfknowledge, since–in fact–in believing that he speaks about God, Man [209] speaks only about himself. One can
therefore say that the Spirit which manifests itself in Religions, the Spirit of which it is a question in Theologies, is also a Spirit which knows itself; one can say that Theology is a Selbstbewusstsein, a Self-Consciousness
of Spirit.
And this is what Hegel says in the first sentence of the second part of the introduction, a part in which he indicates the essential characteristics of the phenomenon that it is a matter of studying in Chapter VII, that is to say,
of Religion, or more exactly, of Theology.
He says the following (p. 474, 1. 39-40):
In Religion, Spirit that knows itself is in-an-immediate-manner its own pure Self-Consciousness.*
Therefore, in and through Theology–or: theologies–Spirit (read: human Spirit) becomes conscious of itself.
And yet Theology is not a Philosophy–even less Hegel’s Science. The auto-consciousness that is brought to
light in the Theologies is still insufficient. And it is this insufficiency that Hegel indicates by the sacramental
word “unmittelbar”: in Theology, Spirit is already a Self-Consciousness, but it is still this only in an “immediate” manner.
In place of “unmittelbar,” one can also say “an sich,” in opposition to “für sich” or to “an und für sich.” In
Theology, Spirit is self-conscious “an sich” (in itself), and not “für sich” (for itself). That is to say, it is only
in fact that it becomes conscious of itself, because in fact, there is no Spirit other than the human Spirit. And
“an sich” means also “für uns”: it is we, Hegel and his readers, who know that every Theology is in fact only
an anthropology.

negated as they are produced. The Fate, however, which engulfs this contradictory movement is the self which is conscious
of itself as the Fate of what is essential and actual.”
* Cf. Hegel, Phenomenology, 411 (¶ 677): “The self-knowing Spirit is, in religion, immediately its own pure self-consciousness.”
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The Man himself who does Theology does not know what he is doing: he believes that he speaks about God,
about a Spirit other than the human Spirit. His self-consciousness is therefore not “for itself,” “für sich”–selfconsciousness; for him, it is only Bewusstsein, conscious of an entity external to Man, of a Beyond, of a transcendent, extra-worldly, supra-human divinity.
And this is what characterizes every Theology whatever it may be: “an sich” and “für uns,” it is always a matter
of the Man-in-the-World who becomes conscious of himself, but “für sich,” for this Man himself, it is a question of something other than Man and the World in which Man lives.
And this is what Hegel says in the following sentence (p. 474, 1. 40–p. 475, 1. 4):
The concrete-forms [Gestalten] of Spirit that have been considered {in Chapter VI, that is}: true-orveritable [210] [wahre] Spirit, {Spirit} that is alienated-or-has-become-foreign to itself [sich entfremdete], and Spirit that is subjectively-certain of itself [seiner selbst gewisse]–constitute as-a-whole
Spirit in {external-}Consciousness, that Consciousness which, in opposing itself to its World, does
not recognize itself in it.*
Der wahre Geist–is Paganism; der sich entfremdete Geist–is Christianity; der seiner selbst gewisse Geist–is
the pseudo-Religion of post-revolutionary, German, protestant Theology and Philosophy: of Kant, of Fichte,
of Jacobi, of the Romantics, etc. (and also of Schleiermacher). Therefore, everywhere there is a Theo-logy,
there is a miscomprehension, a misunderstanding on the part of Man; in believing that he becomes conscious
of an extra-worldly and supra-human, spiritual being, Man-who-lives-in-the-World becomes self-conscious in
a sort of unconscious way. And it is the whole of all the Theologies imagined by Man throughout the course of
History that constitutes Spirit in its Bewusstsein, that is to say, Spirit that–in fact–becomes Self-Conscious in
believing that it becomes conscious of something other than itself. This Spirit opposes itself to the real World
and to the Spirit that is in this World, that is to say, to Man, and it does not recognize itself there. And it is of
this Spirit that it will be a question in Chapter VII. It will be a question of the anthropology that presents itself
in the form of a Theology.
However, in Moralität, that is to say, in the still theological Philosophy and in the already philosophical Theology of the post-revolutionary, German thinkers, of the immediate precursors of Hegel, the transformation of
Theology into Anthropology is already announced. And the conscious, atheistic anthropology of Hegel is only
the necessary result of the dialectical evolution of this third important historical period. Thus, in Chapter VII,
Hegel no longer speaks about this German, pseudo-Religion. He does say a few words about it in the introduction, though.
Here is the text that refers to it (p. 475, 1. 5-20):
But in moral-Consciousness [Gewissen], Spirit submits to itself just as much its objective-or-thingly
World as its re-presentation [Vorstellung] and determinate concepts, and {it} is now Self-Consciousness existing in itself [bei sich]. In this Self-Consciousness, Spirit, re-presented as object-or-thing,
has for itself the meaning-or-value of being universal Spirit, which contains in itself all essentialReality and all objective-Reality. But this Spirit is not in the form of free-or-autonomous objectiveReality, that is to say, {it is not in the form} of Nature appearing independently {of Spirit}. To be
sure, insofar as Spirit is a thingly-object of its {external-}Consciousness, it has {a} concrete-form
[Gestalt], that is to say, the form of Given-Being [Sein]. But since in Religion, {external-}Consciousness is posited in the essential determination of being Self-Consciousness, the concrete-form of Spirit
is perfectly transparent for itself. And the objective-Reality that contains this Spirit is enclosed in it,
* Cf. Hegel, Phenomenology, 411 (¶ 677): “Those forms of it which have been considered, viz. the true Spirit, the selfalienated Spirit, and the Spirit that is certain of itself, together constitute Spirit in its consciousness which, confronting its
world, does not recognize itself therein.”
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that is to say, dialectically-overcome in it precisely in the manner {in which this takes place} when
we say: all objective-Reality; this objective-Reality is {therefore} universal objective-Reality that
has been thought.*
The romantic poets, Schelling, Jacobi, Kant himself, in fact deified man. For them, he is the supreme value, he
is absolutely autonomous, etc.: they are therefore, in fact, atheists. Just as the Protestant theology of a Schleiermacher is also already one of atheism: God (for the latter) has meaning and reality only insofar as he is revealed
in and through man; religion is reduced to religious psychology; etc. One is therefore quite close to Hegelian
atheism or anthropo-theism. And yet all these thinkers continue to speak about God. Why? Well, Hegel just
said: because they did not manage to identify the Man-about-which-they-speak with real, conscious Man, who
lives in the World. They spoke about the “soul,” about “Spirit,” about the “knowing subject,” etc., and not about
living, real, tangible Man. They opposed–as do all the bourgeois Intellectuals–“ideal” Man, who lives in and
through his reasoning, to real Man, who lives in and through his action in the World. They are therefore still
Christians; they split Man in two and flee from the real one. And this idealistic dualism assumes necessarily a
theistic form: the soul opposed to the body; empirical World in opposition to a “pure,” supersensible Spirit–to
a God.
Man attributes to himself a supreme value. But he does not yet dare to attribute it to himself as living, that is to
say, acting, in the concrete World: he does not dare to accept this World as an ideal. He attributes a value to that
which is extra-worldly, that which is purely mental in him. He flees the World, he flees himself as “worldly”–
and, in this flight, he finds necessarily a supra-human God, and he attributes to it the values that he wanted–in
fact–to attribute to himself.
In the final analysis, it is therefore the refusal–of servile origin–to accept the real World, the desire to flee into
the extra-worldly ideal, which is the basis of all Religion, of all Theo-logy. It is the dualism between the ideal,
the ideal image that I make of myself, and the reality that I am, which is at the basis of the dualism between the
World and Man-in-the-World on the one hand, and God and the Beyond on the other.
[212] It is the objectivization of this dualism in and through theological thought that Hegel will study in Chapter VII. And he tries to show how the evolution of Religions eliminates, little by little, this dualism, and results
in post-revolutionary atheism, which, in realizing the ideal in the world, finally puts an equals sign between the
human ideal and human reality. And it is in this way that Spirit-in-the-World, that is to say, human Spirit, becomes Spirit tout court; it is in this way that God ceases to be a supra-human being, that Man himself becomes
God: in and through Hegel’s Science.
This is what Hegel says in the following passage (p. 475, 1. 21-36):
Since in Religion the determination of the proper-or-veritable {external-}Consciousness of Spirit
does not have the form of free-or-autonomous Being-other, the empirical-existence [Dasein] of Spirit
is distinguished {there} from its Self-Consciousness, and its proper-or-veritable objective-reality is
placed outside of Religion. There is, it is true, {only} one Spirit of both; but the {external-}Consciousness of this Spirit does not embrace both at the same time, and Religion appears {only} as a
part of {the} empirical-existence and active-life [Tuns und Treibens] {of Spirit}, the other part of
which is life in the objectively-real World. {Now,} given that we now know {that is to say, after the
* Cf. Hegel, Phenomenology, 411-12 (¶ 677): “But in conscience it brings itself, as well as its objective world in general,
into subjection, as also its picture-thinking and its specific Notions, and is now a self-consciousness that communes with its
own self. In this, Spirit conceived as object, has for itself the significance of being the universal Spirit that contains within
itself all essence and all actuality; yet it is not in the form of free actuality or the apparent independence of Nature. True, it
has ‘shape’ or the form of being, in that it is the object of its consciousness; but because in religion consciousness is posited
essentially in the determination of self-consciousness, the shape is perfectly transparent to itself; and the reality it contains
is shut up in it and superseded in it in just the same way as when we speak of ‘all reality’; it is universal reality as thought.”
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analyses of Chapter VI} that Spirit in its World and Spirit conscious of itself as Spirit–that is to say,
Spirit in Religion–are one-and-the-same-thing, {one can say that} the perfection-and-culmination
[Vollendung] of Religion consists {in the fact} that both {things} become equal to one another; not
only that the objective-reality of Spirit is embraced [befasst] by Religion, but on the contrary that
Spirit as Spirit conscious of itself becomes for itself objectively-real and the thingly-object of its
{external-}Consciousness.*
Religion is born from the dualism, from the gap, between the ideal and reality, between the idea that man makes
of himself–his Selbst–and his conscious life in the empirical World–his Dasein. As long as this gap subsists,
there will always be a tendency to project the ideal outside of the World; that is to say, there will always be
Religion, Theism, Theology. Inversely, in every Religion, there is a reflection of this dualism. On the one hand,
within religious thought, within Theology, which–always–opposes the Divine to the worldly and human. On
the other hand, there is a duality within religious reality itself. Religion never encompasses the totality of human existence: there is never a veritable theo-cracy. Religious existence unfolds alongside of Dasein, of life
within the concrete World, and the Religious man is always more or less a monk, detached “from the world,”
“from the age.”
Yet, Hegel says, given that the dualism (that is at the basis of [213] Religion and is engendered by Religion)
is, in the final analysis, illusory (since the non-realized ideal and, consequently, its transposition into God do
not exist), the dualism cannot be maintained eternally (for in that case it would be real); Religion is therefore a
passing phenomenon. At the moment in which the ideal is realized, the dualism, and with it Religion and Theism, disappears. Now, the ideal is realized in and through negating, revolutionary Action. Thus every veritable,
that is to say, fully successful, revolution necessarily leads to atheism. Inversely, it is only from the moment
in which Man ceases to project the ideal into the Beyond that he could want to realize it through action in the
World, that is to say, make a revolution. Thus a conscious atheism results necessarily in Revolution. Theism and
Revolution are therefore mutually exclusive, and every attempt to synthesize them can lead only to a misunderstanding, a misunderstanding that would reveal itself as such as soon as one passed over into action properly
speaking. However, one should not forget that Revolution realizes that same ideal which Religion projects into
the Beyond. Revolution therefore realizes Religion in the World, but it does this by “overcoming [supprimant]”
Religion as Religion. And Religion that is “overcome” as Religion or Theology through its realization in the
World, is absolute Science. For Hegel, it has to do with Christian Religion, with its realization by the French
Revolution, and with its “sublimation” in Hegelian Science. This Revolution is preceded by the atheism of
the 18th century, where the nothingness of God was revealed to Man through the emptiness of Theology or
“deistic” pseudo-Theology. It is therefore an atheistic Man who triggers revolutionary action. But this action
realizes the Christian ideal. This realization transforms the ideal into Wahrheit, into truth, that is to say, into
the revelation of a reality, that is to say, into absolute Science. Hegel’s Science therefore reveals nothing other
than the complete reality of the Christian idea. But this idea, once realized in the World, ceases to be Christian,
theistic, religious. For divine Spirit that is realized in the World is no longer divine, but human. And that is the
very ground for Hegel’s absolute Science.
This is what Hegel says in the last three lines of the quoted passage. The aim of religious evolution is the
complete realization of Religion (read: Christianity): Man must be “befasst” (embraced) by Religion in his
“Wirklichkeit,” in his objective-reality, that is to say, as humanity living in the World, as a universal State. But,
Hegel adds, this means atheism. For at that same moment, Man will be, and will understand himself as, objec* Cf. Hegel, Phenomenology, 412 (¶ 678): “Since, then, in religion the determination of the consciousness proper of Spirit
does not have the form of free otherness, Spirit’s existence is distinct from its self-consciousness, and its reality proper falls
outside of religion. There is indeed one Spirit of both, but its consciousness does not embrace both together, and religion
appears as a part of existence, of conduct and activity, whose other part is the life lived in its real world. As we now know
that Spirit in its own world and Spirit conscious of itself as Spirit, or Spirit in religion, are the same, the perfection of religion
consists in the two becoming identical with each other: not only that religion concerns itself with Spirit’s reality but, conversely, that Spirit, as self-conscious Spirit, becomes actual to itself and object of its consciousness.”
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tive and real Geist: he will say of himself that which he said previously of his God. In short–the “Vollendung”
of Religion (its culmination) is its “Aufhebung” (its “overcoming [suppression]”) as Religion in and through
Hegel’s anthropological Science. [214] (Let us remark that this passage is no longer ambiguous: “der Geist
in der Religion,” that is to say, God, and “der Geist in seiner Welt,” that is to say, either Man or humanity, are
“dasselbe.”)
These ideas are again developed in the passage that follows and that ends the second part of the introduction
(p. 475, 1. 36–p. 476, 1. 13):
Insofar as, in Religion, Spirit re-pre-sents itself to itself, it is, to be sure, {external-}Consciousness;
and the objective-reality contained in Religion is the concrete-form and the clothing [Kleid] of the
re-pre-sentation of Spirit. But in this re-pre-sentation, objective-reality does not obtain the fullness
of its right, namely, {of the right} to be not only clothing, but {on the contrary} free, autonomous,
empirical-existence. Inversely, {precisely} because it lacks the perfection-or-culmination in itself,
this objective-reality is a determinate, concrete-form that does not attain what it should represent,
namely, Spirit conscious of itself. In order for the concrete-form of Spirit to express it on its own, it
should also be nothing other than this Spirit, and this Spirit should appear to itself, that is to say, to
be objectively-real, such as it is in its essential-reality. It is only in this way that what can seem to
be a requirement of the opposite, namely, {the requirement} that the thingly-object of {external-}
Consciousness of Spirit have at the same time the form of a free-or-autonomous objective-reality,
would be likewise attained. But {there is no contradiction here. For} it is only Being that is for-itself
a thingly-object as absolute Spirit, that for itself is just as must a free-or-autonomous objective-reality
as it remains conscious of itself in-this-objective-reality.*
As long as Man becomes conscious of himself, so to speak, unconsciously, that is to say, as long as he does anthropology in the guise of a theology, as long as he speaks about himself while he believes that he speaks about
God, he will never understand himself fully and completely, he will never know what Geist is in reality. On the
one hand, because, in Theology, he does not understand his own real existence in the World; if he assimilates
himself to God, he will have to conceive of himself as being able and having to live outside of the World. On
the other hand, and even on account of that, Spirit appears to him in a material, obsolete, imperfect form. Spirit
that one opposes–in conceiving of it as a transcendent God–to the World and to concrete Man, is not total. It is
a reality opposed to another reality. It is therefore a particular reality, a being alongside of other beings. The
God of Theology is always an “ideal,” that is to say, a more or less complete “abstraction.” In order to give to
divine Spirit the fullness of being, it is necessary to situate divine Spirit within the World, to conceive of it as
the “entelechy” of the World. Now, to conceive of it [215] in this way is to conceive of it as worldly, that is to
say, human Spirit, and no longer as God. In short, Man who seeks to understand himself fully and completely
as Spirit, can be satisfied only by an atheistic anthropology. And this is why the Schicksal, the Destiny of every
Theology, of every Religion, is, in the final analysis, atheism.
This passage contains the technical term of which Hegel avails himself when he speaks about Theology: this
term is “Vor-stellung,” “re-pre-sentation.” In theism, Man becomes conscious of himself. But he does so in the
mode of Vor-stellung. That is to say, he projects himself outside of himself, “stellt sich vor,” and no longer
recognizes himself in this projection; he believes that he is in the presence of a transcendent God. And it is in
* Cf. Hegel, Phenomenology, 412 (¶ 678): “So far as Spirit in religion pictures itself to itself, it is indeed consciousness, and
the reality enclosed within religion is the shape and the guise of its picture-thinking. But, in this picture-thinking, reality does
not receive its perfect due, viz. to be not merely a guise but an independent free existence; and, conversely, because it lacks
perfection within itself it is a specific shape which does not attain to what it ought to show forth, viz. Spirit that is conscious
of itself. If its shape is to express Spirit itself, it must be nothing else than Spirit, and Spirit must appear to itself, or be in
actuality, what it is in its essence. Only by so doing would that also be obtained which may seem to be the demand for the opposite, viz. that the object of its consciousness have at the same time the form of free actuality; but only Spirit that is object to
itself as absolute Spirit is conscious of itself as a free actuality to the extent that it is and remains conscious of itself therein.”
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this way that Hegel will be able to say that the only difference between his Science and Christian Theology
consists in the fact that the latter is a Vorstellung, while his Science is a Begriff, a developed concept. Indeed,
it is enough to overcome the Vorstellung, it is enough to be-greifen, to know or understand that which one has
pro-jected, it is enough to say about Man everything that the Christian says about his God, in order to have the
atheistic anthropology that is at the basis of Hegel’s Science.
◊
After having pointed out the essential characteristics of the phenomenon that it is a matter of describing in
Chapter VII, that is to say, of Theology, and after having marked the outcome of the dialectical evolution of
this phenomenon, that is to say, of the history of religious doctrines, Hegel moves onto the third and final part
of the introduction.
It is now a matter of situating Chapter VII within the whole of the Phenomenology, and of pointing out its
interior structure.
First of all, Hegel says the following (p. 476, 1. 14–p. 477, 1. 13):
Given that one initially distinguishes Self-Consciousness from {external-}Consciousness properly
speaking, {or, in other words, that one distinguishes} Religion from Spirit in its World, that is to
say, from the empirical-existence [Dasein] of Spirit, {it is necessary to say that} this {empiricalexistence} consists in the whole-or-entirety of Spirit, insofar as the constitutive-elements [Momente]
{of this whole} are represented as-separating-themselves-from-one-another and as each {presenting itself} for itself. Now, the constitutive-elements {in question} are: {external-}Consciousness
{Ch. I-III}, Self-Consciousness {Ch. IV}, Reason {Ch. V}, and Spirit {Ch. VI}, namely, Spirit as
immediate Spirit, which is not yet Consciousness [Bewusstsein] of Spirit. The integrated totality
of these {four} constitutive-elements constitutes Spirit in its worldly empirical-existence as such.
Spirit as Spirit contains the concrete-formations [Gestaltungen] {considered} up to now in their
general, specific-determinations [216] [Bestimmungen], {that is to say,} in these {same four} constitutive-elements that have just been mentioned. Religion presupposes the complete passage {of
the succession} of these {four} constitutive-elements; {it} is their simple-or-undivided totality, that
is to say, their absolute, personal I. – Moreover, in relation to Religion, one must not represent the
course-or-process of these {four constitutive-elements as being carried out} in Time. Only Spirit that
is entire-or-taken-as-a-whole is in time, and {only} the concrete-forms [Gestalten] that are concreteforms of the entire-or-total Spirit {taken} as total, are represented in a consecutive-series. For it is
only the whole-or-entirety that has an objective-reality properly speaking, and, consequently, the
form of pure freedom regarding That-which-is-other, which form expresses itself as time. As for the
constitutive-elements of Spirit{, which are external-}Consciousness, Self-Consciousness, Reason,
and Spirit, {taken} as separated from one another, they do not have empirical existence, {precisely}
because they are {only} constitutive-elements. Just as Spirit has been distinguished from its {four}
constitutive-elements, it is necessary, thirdly, to distinguish from these constitutive-elements themselves their particular-or-isolated specific-determination. Indeed, we have seen {that} each of these
{four} constitutive elements again distinguishes-or-differentiates itself in a course-or-process and
forms-or-concretizes itself [gestaltet] differently therein: it is in this way that in {external-}Consciousness, for example, sensible subjective-Certainty {Ch. I} was distinguished from Perception
{Ch. II}. These latter aspects separate themselves from one another in Time, and {they} belong to a
specific [besondern] whole-or-entirety. – For Spirit descends from its Universality [Allgemeinheit]
towards Particularity [Einzelheit] {in passing} through the specific-determination [Bestimmung].
The specific-determination, that is to say, the Middle-term, is {external-}Consciousness, Self-Consciousness, etc. Particularity, in contrast, is constituted by the concrete-forms of these constitutiveelements. Consequently, these concrete-forms represent Spirit in its Particularity, that is to say, in its
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objective-reality, and {they} are distinguished in Time. But {they are distinguished there} in such a
way that the concrete-form that follows retains-or-conserves within it those that precede it.*
This text first of all teaches us something that is, so to speak, self-evident. The succession of the sections,
Bewusstsein (Ch. I-III), Selbstbewusstsein (Ch. IV), Vernunft (Ch. V), and Geist (Ch. VI), is not temporal. The
succession of phenomena studied within each of these sections does, on the contrary, unfold in time. That is
to say, Sensation (Ch. I) precedes Perception (Ch. II), which precedes Understanding (Ch. III). But this Understanding–vulgar science, etc.–is posterior to the Struggle and Work described in Chapter IV. Likewise, the
Intellectual, as he is described in Chapter V, is found only [217] in the Christian World, which is analyzed in
Section B of Chapter VI; he is therefore posterior to the pagan World described in Section A. But the succession
of Sections A, B, and C of Chapter VI corresponds to the course of historical evolution: Greek City, Roman
Empire, Feudalism, Absolutism, Revolution, Napoleon, German Philosophy, Hegel. (The temporal succession,
Sensation, Perception, and Understanding, corresponds, moreover, not only to the development of the isolated
individual, but also to the evolution of humanity, which is analyzed in Chapter VI.)
Religion presupposes–but in a logical, and not temporal, sense–the whole of the “constitutive elements” [Momente] described in the six preceding Chapters. That can only mean the following: it is real, concrete Man who
is religious and who does theology; it is neither a “pure” Consciousness, nor a “pure” Desire, nor a “pure” Action, etc.; it is Man-conscious-of-himself-in-his-active-life-in-the-World. And Hegel says that Religion presupposes, logically, the whole of this life in the World, that is to say, History. That means: Religion is always an
ideology, an ideal “super-structure,” founded on the “infra-structure” of real, active History, History realizing
itself as Struggle and Work. Religion is only “das absolute Selbst” of this reality. That is to say, as I have said
previously, in and through Theology, Man becomes conscious of real humanity, that is to say, of the People, of
the State, of social, political, historical reality. It is necessary that a People first of all constitute itself through
Action, in order that it can then contemplate itself–unconsciously–in a Religion, in its God.
But on the other hand, it is only in becoming conscious of itself that the People is truly a People, and not an
animal “society.” Yet it becomes conscious of itself in Religion. It is therefore only in and through Religion
that the people constitutes itself as human individuality. (At least insofar as religion is not replaced by Hegelian
Science.)And this is what Hegel says in the passage that follows (p. 477, 1. 14–p. 478, 1. 9).
On the one hand, Religion is, consequently, the culmination-or-perfection of Spirit; {the culmination} to which the particular-and-isolated [einzelnen] constitutive-elements of Spirit, {which are}
{external-}Consciousness, Self-Consciousness, Reason, and Spirit, return or have returned as to
* Cf. Hegel, Phenomenology, 412-13 (¶ 679): “When self-consciousness and consciousness proper, religion and Spirit in its
world, or Spirit’s existence, are in the first instance distinguished from each other, the latter consists in the totality of Spirit
so far as its moments exhibit themselves in separation, each on its own account. But the moments are consciousness, selfconsciousness, Reason, and Spirit–Spirit, that is, as immediate Spirit, which is not yet consciousness of Spirit. Their totality,
taken together, constitutes Spirit in its mundane existence generally; Spirit as such contains the previous structured shapes
in universal determinations, in the moments just named. Religion presupposes that these have run their full course and is
their simple totality or absolute self. The course traversed by these moments is, moreover, in relation to religion, not to be
represented as occurring in Time. Only the totality of Spirit is in Time, and the ‘shapes,’ which are ‘shapes’ of the totality
of Spirit, display themselves in a temporal succession; for only the whole has true actuality and therefore the form of pure
freedom in the face of an ‘other,’ a form which expresses itself as Time. But the moments of the whole, consciousness,
self-consciousness, Reason, and Spirit, just because they are moments, have no existence in separation from one another.
Just as Spirit was distinguished from its moments, so we have further, in the third place, to distinguish from these moments
themselves their individual determination. We saw that each of those moments was differentiated again in its own self into
a process of its own, and assumed different ‘shapes’: as, e.g., in consciousness, sense-certainty and perception were distinct
from each other. These latter shapes fall apart in Time and belong to a particular totality. For Spirit descends from its universality to individuality through determination. The determination, or middle term, is consciousness, self-consciousness,
and so on. But individuality is constituted by the shapes assumed by these moments. These, therefore, exhibit Spirit in its
individuality or actuality, and are distinguished from one another in Time, though in such a way that the later moment retains
within it the preceding one.”
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their ground-or-basis. On the other hand, these constitutive-elements constitute as a whole the empirically-existing objective-reality of the entire-or-complete Spirit, which exists only as {dialectical-}
movement{–movement} that distinguishes-or-differentiates {the aspects of Spirit} and returns to
itself from its own aspects. The becoming of [218] Religion as such is implied in the {dialectical-}
movement of the universal constitutive-elements. But insofar as each of these attributes has been
represented not only as it determines-or-specifies itself in general, but also as it exists in and for itself,
that is to say, as it unfolds [verläuft] within itself as a Whole, the aforementioned complete coursesor-processes of the particular-and-isolated aspects {of Spirit} entail at the same time the specificdeterminations of Religion itself. Entire-or-complete Spirit, {that is to say,} Spirit in Religion is for
its part the {dialectical-}movement {of Spirit by which the latter,} in leaving its immediacy, arrives
at knowing-or-at-the-knowledge-of [au savoir-ou-à-la-connaissance] what it is in itself, that is to say,
{of what it is} in an immediate-manner; {or again, the Spirit of Religion is the dialectical-movement
by which Spirit} arrives at {the situation} in which the concrete-form in which it appears-or-revealsitself to its {external-}Consciousness, identifies itself [gleiche] perfectly with its essential-reality, and
{in which} it contemplates itself as it {actually} is. – In this becoming, Spirit is therefore itself {situated} in the specific-or-determinate concrete-forms that constitute the distinctions-or-differences of
this {dialectical-}movement. At the same time {and} thereby, determinate-or-specific Religion also
possesses an objectively-real, determinate-or-specific Spirit. If, therefore, {external-}Consciousness,
Self-Consciousness, Reason, and Spirit belong exclusively to Spirit as it knows-or-has-knowledgeof itself [se sait-ou-se-connaît lui-même], the determinate-or-specific concrete-forms that develop
themselves within {external-}Consciousness, Self-Consciousness, Reason, and Spirit, belong, {by
forming} each time {a} special {development}, exclusively to the determinate-or-specific concreteforms of Spirit that knows-or-has-knowledge-of itself. The determinate-or-specific concrete-form of
Religion chooses for its objectively-real Spirit among the concrete-forms of each of the constitutiveelements of this Spirit, that which corresponds to it {to the given Religion}. The one-or-unique
specific-determination of Religion penetrates into all the aspects of its objectively-real empiricalexistence, and {it} stamps them with their common seal.*
Religious evolution is only a “constitutive-element” (Moment) of historical, real, active evolution. And it is
this real process, the infra-structure, that determines the particular forms of different Religions. The aim of
religious evolution is atheistic philosophy, in and through which Spirit contemplates itself as it is in reality: “er
sich anschaue wie er ist.” The stages of the becoming of this perfect self-comprehension are represented by the
different Religions, each of which corresponds to a Society, to a determinate Spirit: “einen bestimmten Geist.”
A given Religion or Theology reflects the specific characteristics of real Spirit, that is to say, of the Volksgeist.
It is [219] therefore indeed a projection into the beyond of the character of social reality that has already been
formed. But, on the other hand, the People constitutes itself as a homogenous unity only by having worked out
* Cf. Hegel, Phenomenology, 413-14 (¶ 680): “If, therefore, religion is the perfection of Spirit into which its individual moments–consciousness, self-consciousness, Reason, and Spirit–return and have returned as into their ground, they together
constitute the existent actuality of the totality of Spirit, which is only as the differentiating and self-returning movement of
these its aspects. The genesis of religion in general is contained in the movement of the universal moments. But since each of
these attributes was exhibited, not merely as it determines itself in general, but as it is in and for itself, i.e. as it runs its course
as a totality within itself, therefore, what has come to be is not merely the genesis of religion in general: those complete processes of the individual aspects at the same time contain the specific forms of religion itself. The totality of Spirit, the Spirit
of religion, is again the movement away from its immediacy towards the attainment of the knowledge of what it is in itself or
immediately, the movement in which, finally, the ‘shape’ in which it appears for its consciousness will be perfectly identical
with its essence, and it will behold itself as it is. In this genesis of religion, Spirit itself therefore assumes specific ‘shapes’
which constitute the different moments of this movement; at the same time, the specific religion has likewise a specific actual
Spirit. Thus, if consciousness, self-consciousness, Reason, and Spirit, belong to self-knowing Spirit in general, similarly the
specific ‘shapes’ which were specially developed within consciousness, self-consciousness, Reason, and Spirit, belong to
specific ‘shapes’ of self-knowing Spirit. From the ‘shapes’ belonging to each of its moments, the specific ‘shape’ of religion
picks out the one appropriate to it for its actual Spirit. The one distinctive feature which characterizes the religion penetrates
every aspect of its actual existence and stamps them with this common character.”
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a Religion common to all its members. Thus, for example, Christianity is the result of real transformations that
shaped the bourgeois World in the Roman Empire. Without this Empire, Christianity would have remained a
simple Galilean sect. But the new social unity, the Christian World, was constituted only because there was a
projection into Christian Religion.
According to what Hegel just said, the analysis of the religious evolution given in Chapter VII should pass
through the same stages that the analysis of the real evolution in Chapter VI did. However, the parallelism is in
fact not maintained. And this is what Hegel is now going to explain.
He says the following (p. 478, 1. 10–p. 479, 1. 9):
In this way, the concrete-forms that have been presented {to us} up to now {in Chapters I-VI}, are
now ordered {in Chapter VII} in a different way than {they were ordered when} they appeared in
their consecutive-series [Reihe]. Before {going further,} it is necessary to make some brief, essential
remarks about this subject. – In the consecutive-series considered {in Chapters I-VI}, each constitutive-element, in going deeper into itself, was elaborated {in order to become} a Whole in its original
[eigentümlichen] principle. And the act-of-knowing was the Depth or Spirit, in which these constitutive-elements, which have no permanent-maintenance in themselves, had their substance. Yet now
{in Chapter VII}, this substance has risen-to-the-surface; it is the depth of Spirit subjectively-certain
of itself, {the depth} that does not permit the particular-and-isolated principle to {actually} isolate
itself and to constitute itself into a Whole within itself. On the contrary, in collecting in it all these
constitutive-elements, in holding them together, this substance progresses into that total richness of
its objectively-real Spirit, and all the determinate-or-specific constitutive-elements of this Spirit take
and receive, in common, into themselves the same [gleiche] specific-determination, {which is that}
of the Whole. – This Spirit that is subjectively-certain of itself, like its {dialectical-}movement, is the
true-or-veritable objective-reality and the Being-in and for-itself of these constitutive-elements, {the
Being in and for itself} that falls to each particular-and-isolated-entity. In its process, the one-andonly consecutive-series {that we have considered} up to now therefore designated through knots the
regressions {that were carried out} in it; but starting from these knots, it was prolonged again in a
single line [Länge]. In contrast, now {in Chapter VII} this consecutive-series is, so to speak, broken
into these knots, {that is to say,} into these universal constitutive-elements, and {it is} decomposed
into many lines that, {being} [220] assembled in a single bundle, at the same time unite themselves
in a symmetrical manner so that the analogous distinctions-or-differences, in which each specific
[besondere] {line} took-concrete-form [gestaltete] within itself, come to coincide. – Moreover, the
manner in which the co-ordination of the general directions must be understood, {the manner} that
has been represented here, arises of its own accord from the whole of {our} exposition. It is therefore
superfluous to remark that these distinctions-or-differences must essentially be understood only as
constitutive-elements of becoming, {and} not as parts {of a static Whole}. In objectively-real Spirit,
they are attributes of its substance; but in Religion, they are on the contrary only predicates of the
subject. – Likewise, in itself or for us, all the forms are as such in Spirit, and {they are such} in each
Spirit. But the only thing that matters in every case [überhaupt] in the objective-reality of Spirit–is
{the choice} of the specific-determination that exists for itself {for this Spirit} in its {own external-}
Consciousness, {of the determination} with respect to which it knows-or-has-knowledge that it is
within it that its personal-I is expressed, that is to say, {the choice} of the concrete-form with respect
to which it knows-or-has-knowledge that it is within it that its essential-reality is.*
* Cf. Hegel, Phenomenology, 414-15 (¶ 681): “In this way, the arrangement of the ‘shapes’ which have hitherto appeared differs from the way they appeared in their own order. On this point we shall observe briefly at the start what is necessary. In the
series we considered, each moment, exploring its own depths, formed itself into a totality within its own peculiar principle;
and cognition was the depth, or the Spirit, wherein the moments which have no other subsistence of their own possessed their
substance. But this substance is now manifest; it is the depth of Spirit that is certain of itself, which does not allow the principle of each individual moment to become isolated and to make itself a totality within itself; on the contrary, gathering and
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In the preceding Chapters, Hegel analyzed, one after the other, the constitutive elements of the human being:
Sensation, Perception, Understanding, Desire, etc., etc.... But all these elements are real only in concrete Man,
and concrete Man exists only in the heart of Society, of the Volk, of the State. Now the People becomes–unconsciously–conscious of itself in its Religion. It is therefore Theology that reflects human reality, and not sensible
experience, physics, psychology, etc.... Each Theology gives a global vision of human reality, in which the “attributes of substance,” this substance being Society as such (People, State), appear in the guise of “predicates”
that one attributes to the “subject,” that is to say, to God. Thus the different Religions are stages of the becoming
of the Self-Consciousness of humanity, and not fragments of this Consciousness, which would have been added
in order to form the whole. Each Religion is a total vision of human reality, and there is a becoming of Religion
only because there is a becoming of this reality.
However, if “in itself or for us,” each Religion reflects the totality, this is not the case for those who profess it.
Each given Religion accentuates a “constitutive-element” more than the others, that which presupposes and
conditions the real predominance of this element in the historic life of the People that has this Religion. Consequently, the current [actuelle] totality is an integration of the “constitutive-elements” that have been partially
actualized in the different Religions. One can therefore nevertheless say that complete Self-Consciousness
[221] is a summation or integration of those things that have partially come to consciousness in and through
Religions.
Moreover, we know that perfect Self-Consciousness is areligious, atheistic: Man knows, then, that it is of himself that he becomes conscious, and not of God. As for those things that have come to consciousness partially,
they are theological: in imagining a particular form of divinity, Man becomes partially conscious of his human
reality.
Hegel has already insisted on this difference. But he returns to it again in the passage that follows.
First of all, he says the following (p. 479, 1. 10-15):
The difference-or-distinction that has been established between objectively-real Spirit and {this
same} Spirit that knows-or-has-knowledge-of itself [se sait-ou-se-connaît] as Spirit, that is to say,
{the distinction} between itself {taken} as {external-}Consciousness and {itself taken} as SelfConsciousness, {this difference-or-distinction} is dialectically-overcome in Spirit that knows-orhas-knowledge-of itself according to its {objective} truth: the {external-}Consciousness and the
Self-Consciousness of this Spirit are made equal.*

holding together all these moments within itself, it advances within this total wealth of its actual Spirit, and all its particular
moments take and receive in common into themselves the like determinateness of the whole. This self-certain Spirit and its
movement is their true actuality and the being-in-and-for-self which belongs to each moment. Thus while the previous single
series in its advance marked the retrogressive steps in it by nodes, but continued itself again from them in a single line, it is
now, as it were, broken at these nodes, at these universal moments, and falls apart into many lines which, gathered up into a
single bundle, at the same time combine symmetrically so that the similar differences in which each particular moment took
shape within itself meet together.
However, it is self-evident from the whole exposition how this co-ordination of the general directions here represented is to be understood; so that it is superfluous to remark that these differences are to be grasped essentially only as
moments of the development, not as parts. In actual Spirit, they are attributes of its substance, but in religion, on the other
hand, they are only predicates of the Subject. Similarly, all forms in general are certainly in themselves or for us contained in
Spirit and in each Spirit, but as regards Spirit’s actuality, the main point is solely which determinateness is explicit for it in
its consciousness, in which determinateness it has expressed its self, or in which ‘shape’ it knows its essence.
* Cf. Hegel, Phenomenology, 415 (¶ 682): “The distinction which was made between actual Spirit and Spirit that knows itself
as Spirit, or between itself, qua consciousness, and qua self-consciousness, is superseded in the Spirit that knows itself in its
truth; its consciousness and its self-consciousness are on the same level.”
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“Spirit that has knowledge of itself [se connaît] in its truth” (or reality—that has been revealed), is the Hegelian Spirit of absolute Knowing [Savoir], of which it will be a question in Chapter VIII. In Chapter VII, it is
a question of Spirit that has knowledge of itself in and through Religion. And here is how Hegel opposes this
religious or theological knowledge [connaissance] to the areligious and atheistic knowledge of absolute Knowing [Savoir] (p. 479, 1. 15–p. 480, 1. 9):
But given that here {that is to say, as it is considered in Chapter VII,} Religion still exists only inan-immediate-manner, the difference-or-distinction {in question} has not yet been re-absorbed into
Spirit. It is only the abstract-notion [nur der Begriff] of Religion that is posited. In this {abstractnotion,} essential-reality is Self-Consciousness, which is for itself all {objective-}truth, and which
within this {truth} entails all objective-reality. This Self-Consciousness, {insofar as it is religious,
that is to say, insofar as it is taken} as {external-}Consciousness, has itself for its thingly-object.
Therefore: Spirit that still knows-or-has-knowledge-of itself only in-an-immediate-manner is for itself Spirit in the form of immediacy, and the specific-determination of the concrete-form in which
it appears-or-reveals-itself to itself, is that of static-Being {=God}. To be sure, this static-Being is
filled-or-accomplished [erfüllt] neither by sensation nor by multiform [mannigfaltigen] material, nor
by other [sonstigen] constitutive-elements, aims and unilateral specifying-determinations; on the
contrary, {it is filled} by Spirit, and {it} is of itself known [su-ou-connu] as [222] {being} all {objective-}truth and {all} objective-reality. {But brought about} in this way, this filling-or-accomplishing
is not equal to its concrete-form; Spirit {taken} as essential-reality {is not equal} to its {external}
Consciousness. Spirit is objectively-real only {at the moment in which it exists} as absolute Spirit,
{that is to say,} insofar as it, as it is in the subjective-certainty of itself, also exists for itself in its
{objective-}truth; or {in other words, insofar as} the extreme terms, in which it divides itself {when
it is taken} as {external-}Consciousness, exist for-one-another in the concrete-form-of-Spirit. The
concrete-formation that Spirit {taken} as the thingly-object of its {external}Consciousness assumes,
remains filled-or-accomplished by the subjective-certainty of Spirit, as by a substance; {and} thanks
to this content, there disappears {the danger} that the thingly-object would lower {itself} down
[herabsänke] into pure-or-abstract [reinen] thingly-objectivity, {that is to say,} into the form of the
negating-negativity of Self-Consciousness. The immediate union of Spirit with itself is the basis or
the pure-or-abstract {external-}Consciousness, within which {external-}Consciousness separates itself {into knowing subject and object known}. Being thus contained within its pure-or-abstract SelfConsciousness, Spirit does not exist in Religion as the creator of a Nature as such. That which it produces in this {religious, dialectical-}movement are its {own} concrete-forms {known} as {divine}
Spirits, which as a whole form the integrity [Vollständigkeit] of its appearance-or-revelation. And
this {dialectical-}movement itself is the becoming of the perfect objective-reality of Spirit through
the particular-and-isolated aspects of this {perfect objective-reality}, that is to say, {through} the
imperfect objective-realities of Spirit.*
* Cf. Hegel, Phenomenology, 415-16 (¶ 682): “But, as religion here is, to begin with, immediate, this distinction has not
yet returned into Spirit. What is posited is only the Notion of religion; in this the essence is self-consciousness, which is
conscious of being all truth and contains all reality within that truth. This self-consciousness has, as consciousness, itself
for object. Spirit which, to begin with, has an immediate knowledge of itself is thus to itself Spirit in the form of immediacy,
and the determinateness of the form in which it appears to itself is that of [mere] being. This being, it is true, is filled neither
with sensation nor a manifold material, nor with any other kind of one-sided moments, purposes, and determinations: it is
filled with Spirit and is known by itself to be all truth and reality. Such filling is not identical with its shape, Spirit qua essence is not identical with its consciousness. Spirit is actual as absolute Spirit only when it is also for itself in its truth as
it is certainty of itself, or when the extremes into which, as consciousness, it parts itself are explicitly for each other in the
shape of Spirit. The shape which Spirit assumes as object of its consciousness remains filled by the certainty of Spirit as by
its substance; through this content, the object is saved from being degraded to pure objectivity, to the form of negativity of
self-consciousness. Spirit’s immediate unity with itself is the basis, or pure consciousness, within which consciousness parts
asunder [into the duality of subject and object]. In this way Spirit, shut up within its pure self-consciousness, does not exist in
religion as the creator of a Nature in general; what is does create in this movement are its shapes qua Spirits, which together
constitute the completeness of its manifestation. And this movement itself is the genesis of its complete reality through its
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Religion is “unmittelbar” in Chapter VII: that is to say, it has to with Religion in the proper sense of the word,
with Theology. This Theology is the “immediate” form of “Science,” it is anthropology that is not mediated
by the negation of God (which presupposes mediation by the nothingness of death, realized in and through the
Terror of Robespierre). “Science” that is not mediated by Negation is non-dialectical, pre-Hegelian philosophy.
It is “positive” in the sense that it substantializes Spirit, understanding it as a Sein, as a Given-Being, a Being
that is, in fact, natural, non-human, but one that is conceived here as a divine, all-powerful, eternal Being that
is identical to itself. Spirit conceived as such a Sein–is God. “Immediate” philosophy is therefore indeed theology and not anthropo-logy.
God is therefore a Sein, but a spiritual Sein: he is Spirit materialized. And this Spirit, Hegel says, creates not
Nature, the sensible World, but spiritual concrete-forms, Gestalten als Geister, that is to say, Gods. In other
words: as a religious being, Man, or (human) Spirit, creates not [223] forms and natural laws, not real, empirical Worlds, but Theologies, myths with anthropo-logical content and theo-logical form.
It is the becoming of this Spirit that creates Gods, it is the evolution of religious thought, it is the logicotemporal succession of diverse Theologies elaborated throughout the course of history that Hegel is going to
describe in Chapter VII. And, in the passage that concludes the introduction, he lays out the general structure
of this chapter.
He says that in the first section (A), it will be a question of primitive, pre-historical Religion, which he calls
“natürliche Religion.” In the second section (B), he will speak about “Kunst-Religion,” that is to say, about
Greco-Roman Religion. Finally, a third and final section (C) will be devoted to studying “absolute Religion,”
that is to say, Christianity.
Here is how he determines the essential features of these three important stages of the religious evolution of
humanity (p. 480, 1. 10-35):
The first objective-reality of Spirit {in Religion} is the abstract-notion {Begriff in the sense of: nur
Begriff} of Religion itself, that is to say, Religion {taken} as {an} immediate and, consequently,
natural Religion. In this {natural Religion,} Spirit knows-or-has-knowledge-of itself as it knows its
thingly-object, in a natural, that is to say, immediate, concrete-form. As for the second {objectivereality of Spirit in Religion}, it is necessarily that {in which Spirit comes} to knowor-have-knowledge-of itself in the concrete-form of the dialectically-overcome natural-state [Natürlichkeit], that
is to say, {in the concrete-form} of the personal-I. This {second objective-reality} is, consequently,
artificial-or-artistic Religion. For the concrete-form is elevated to the form of the personal-I through
the creative production [Hervorbringen] of {external-}Consciousness, as a result of which the latter contemplates its Action, that is to say {precisely} the personal-I, in its thingly-object. Finally,
the third {objective-reality of Spirit in Religion} dialectically-overcomes the unilateral character
of the first two: {there,} the personal-I is just as much an immediate {personal-I} as the immediacy
is personal-I. If in the first {religious objective-reality,} Spirit as such is in the form of {external-}
Consciousness, {and,} in the second, it is {in the form} of Self-Consciousness, it is in the third
{objective reality} in the form of the union of both, {that is to say, of external-Consciousness and
of Self-Consciousness}. {There,} it has the concrete-form of Being-in and for-itself. And insofar as
Spirit is re-presented-and-externalized [vorgestellt] {there} as it is in and for itself–it is revealed-ormanifest Religion. However, although it is true that in this {revealed Religion}, Spirit has attained
its true-or-veritable concrete-form, this concrete-form itself and the externalizing-re-presentation are
still precisely the non-overcome aspect though which Spirit must pass into the concept in order completely to dissolve within the concept the form of thingly-objectivity–the concept that contains within
itself just as much its opposite {which is the thingly-object}. In this moment{–and this is the absolute
Knowing of Chapter VIII–}Spirit has {itself} grasped the Concept of itself {in the same manner}
individual aspects, or through its incomplete shapes.”
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in which we {that is to say, Hegel and his reader} have just seen it done; and the concrete-form of
this Spirit, that is to say, the element of its empirical-existence, insofar as it {the concrete-form} is
Concept, is this Spirit itself.*
Now, this last “concrete-form” of Spirit, which itself is Spirit–is the Sage in his empirical existence, is Hegel.

* Cf. Hegel, Phenomenology, 416 (¶ 683): “The first reality of Spirit is the Notion of religion itself, or religion as immediate,
and therefore Natural Religion. In this, Spirit knows itself as its object in a natural or immediate shape. The second reality,
however, is necessarily that in which Spirit knows itself in the shape of a superseded natural existence, or of the self. This,
therefore, is the Religion of Art; for the shape raises itself to the form of the self through the creative activity of consciousness whereby this beholds in its object its act or the self. Finally, the third reality overcomes the one-sidedness of the first
two; the self is just as much an immediacy, as the immediacy is the self. If, in the first reality, Spirit in general is in the form
of consciousness, and in the second, in that of self-consciousness, in the third it is in the form of the unity of both. It has the
shape of being-in-and-for-itself; and when it is thus conceived as it is in and for itself, this is Revealed Religion. But although
in this, Spirit has indeed attained its true shape, yet the shape itself and the picture-thought are still the unvanquished aspect
from which Spirit must pass over into the Notion, in order wholly to resolve therein the form of objectivity, in the Notion
which equally embraces within itself its own opposite. It is then that Spirit has grasped the Notion of itself, just as we now
have first grasped it; and its shape or the element of its existence, being the Notion, is Spirit itself.”
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interpolations and have been put in curly brackets. Kojève’s unitalicized German citations have been italicized, and his italicized German citations have been underlined as well. The pagination of the French edition has been interpolated in brackets
and boldfaced. All footnotes and endnotes are the translator’s.
8. Cf. G. W. F. Hegel, Phenomenology of Spirit, trans. A. V. Miller (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977), 410-16 (¶¶
672-83). When no other information is provided, page numbers in parentheses in the body of the text refer to Georg Wilhelm
Friedrich Hegel, Sämmtliche Werke, vol. 2, Phänomenologie des Geistes, ed. Johannes Hoffmeister (Leipzig: Felix Meiner,
1907). Roman numerals in parentheses indicate other volumes of the Lasson-Hoffmeister edition (Leipzig: Felix Meiner,
1905–).
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10. “Spirit is higher than nature.” Cf. Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, “Ueber die wissenschaftlichen Behandlungsarten des
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11. Hegel’s text is from 1802-1803.
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ON ABBAS KIAROSTAMI’S CLOSE UP
Bernard Stiegler, translated by Arne De Boever1

Like Federico Fellini’s Intervista, Abbas Kiarostami’s Close Up stages the love of cinema by putting it on
trial: this trial is its staging, and this staging is its trial. As with Fellini’s film, Close Up is staged through an
analytical presentation of its process on the stage where, at the same time, it is passively and unavoidably
synthesized. Close Up is a trial of cinema that describes cinema’s process: it puts cinema on trial by turning it
into a work-in-process, and as this very work. This happens through the creation of a persistent doubt whose
object is undecidable: the narration is construed in such a way that it confuses what one assumes to be archival
and documentary forms—that is to say, recordings of “true histories”—with reconstructions, that is to say, with
the cinema of fiction.
Watching Close Up, and in Close Up, one never knows which spectatorial attitude to adopt, if one can call
spectatorial attitudes the different ways of looking at and considering images: for example, based on whether
the images are archival or fictional. If they are archival, are they voluntarily archived, or are they found
documents, like for example amateur films, or images of current events, ethnographic films, propaganda films,
military intelligence films? Are they images that were received live, or that were edited, etc.? There is variation
in fictional images as well, and between authors, places, conditions of production, depending on whether
professional actors are involved, etc. Each work thus tends to invent a new spectatorial attitude.
Close Up mixes these registers and blurs their limits. As a whole, it floats in a halo of indeterminations that
sanctify the transgression of its main character, Hossein Sabzian, tearing him away from the “fait divers” in the
newspaper where his truly extraordinary story would otherwise have ended.
Doubt is introduced into the status of images, and in particular into the images of the trial, which are
presented as an archival document, but are introduced through a “clap” that therefore reveals a totally artificial
synchronization, even if, when we are effectively looking at these images, and listening and admiring Sabzian,
this doubt does not seem to be allowed. Between these two spectatorial attitudes, which thus become specular
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(because they mirror each other), a malaise, or rather a sort of suffering takes over, and in so many ways, a
sweet suffering. A suffering that is in some ways restorative.
When we see and listen to Sabzian speak to us of cinema and what it did to him, and what it is doing to him,
and also of what kind of cinema he’d like to make—because he would like to make cinema—, we hear him tell
us that cinema for him “is a joy and a suffering,” as Depardieu says in Truffaut’s Le Dernier métro.2
And Sabzian is going to make cinema. But in a way, one could say that he makes cinema at the moment when he
is no longer making it. Arising from a fait divers, like a kind of miracle, Sabzian is the hero of a “true story”—
the true story of a lie: an impersonator (Sabzian) plays the role of a film director (Makhmalbaf), and “makes
cinema” while making people believe that he is going to make cinema for them. And this works because they
themselves “make cinema” and because they all love cinema. It’s a true story in which “reality surpasses
fiction”, as they say. In this case, however, reality only effectively surpasses fiction by the detour of its own
fictioning, or rather, by realizing itself in its fictioning, and this, from the get-go, starting with the fiction or the
“feigning” of Sabzian, as Youssef Ishagpour says. Reality only becomes real insofar as it realizes Sabzian’s
desire as well as the desire of all of the characters, including Kiarostami—as if reality only realized itself fully
and truly while fictioning.
◊
Let’s start by reconstructing the story, that is to say, the film. The film starts with a reconstructed scene, and in a
taxi in which we find a journalist and two policemen: they are going to the Ahankhas, where Sabzian is at that
moment with the father of the family and a family friend. They are going to arrest him.
After this scene we get the credits, which run over a background of images that show the printing of the
newspaper in which one finds the photographs and the story of the “fait divers” that Kiarostami is going to read,
on a day when he is supposed to meet the director Makhmalbaf.
After the credits, Kiarostami includes a series of interviews: he is asking people about the affair, and is already
collecting testimonies. He meets with the policemen who arrested Szabzian and put him in jail. And he is
accompanied by Makhmalbaf, if one can believe the story he tells Hormuz Kei. Then he goes to visit the
Ahankha family (late at night, if we go with the same story). And then he visits Sabzian in prison (Makhmalbaf
is supposedly holding the camera). Finally, he goes to see the judge, whom he asks for authorization to film
the trial.
Then comes the trial, which is punctuated by two flash backs. The first flash back happens during the testimony
of one of Ahankha’s sons: it takes the place of his story, that is to say of the productive imagination of his
memory, through a cinematographic and therefore fictional reconstitution of the scene narrated by the witness—
through the productive, but also artificial, imagination of Kiarostami.
The second flashback tells the story of Sabzian’s arrest, already shown in reconstruction at the beginning of the
film, with the same transfers between psychic and artificial imaginations. This time, the arrest is filmed from
inside the Ahankha residence. In this scene, the father of the family explains to one of his friends, Mohseni,
what he has understood of the whole affair, and also the reasons why he has filed a complaint. Sabzian arrives
during the course of this conversation, while the policemen get in position to come and arrest him.
As a consequence, one can therefore see him lie in this scene. However, the scene is also obviously
a reconstruction, and therefore in some way a false lie. Because here he is playing a part, and playing it
well; therefore, he does not really lie at this very moment when he actually lies more than ever, since he is
reconstructing his lie so well that he seems to avow it, and therefore to speak the truth. The character can
no longer be distinguished from the one who plays himself, but must be distinguished from the time that has
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passed between this character, as he was a few weeks earlier, and the character who plays this character. What
is this time that has passed, and has arrived, if not the time of the production of the film, and first of all of this
film that the protagonists of this affair have made in their respective psychic imaginations, and that is realized
here, afterwards, an affair that will be judged by a tribunal—but also by us, the spectators: by our psychic
imaginations determined and indetermined by the artificial imagination that is the image object that we are
watching: Close Up? What is, I want to ask, this time?
And what is this tribunal, if not another sort of artificial imagination, whose apparatus of production is called
the Law, that is to say also, in Iran, the Quran (and in the US, the Bible)? And how not to see the cathartic
dimension of the scene of this flash back, its therapeutic dimension to put it otherwise, in one way or another a
catharsis that is a sort of artificial anamnesis: how not to see this dimension when one has already understood
that “it is cinema”, but that this cinema shows “that which is not cinema”, and the ways in which only cinema
can render that possible and imaginable?
“To not really [vraiment; literally, truly] lie” is one of the strangest expressions. Because how can one truly
lie? One can see very well that this does not mean exactly the same thing as lying in order to speak the truth.
To truly lie: would this be to practice what one sometimes calls a necessary fiction—from the Hauka ritual that
Jean Rouch shows in Les Maîtres fous (1955) to the fictive ethnicity of which Étienne Balibar speaks,3 passing
through the theology of revelation and Paul Ricoeur in his debate with Bultmann?4
Sabzian is an actor, and here he truly makes cinema: this act, and this scene, could only be made after the
conclusion of this affair, that is to say after Sabzian was released. And this reconstruction is a sort of artificial
anamnesis that we are having with him without fully understanding it, without fully “realizing” yet what is
happening to us. But we can realize it while watching the film several times, as Sabzian invites the Ahankhas
to do with Makhmalbaf’s film The Cyclist.
After the long, second flash back, we return to the trial, which will lead to the legal acquittal, and to the apology
from the Ahankha family. After that one sees Sabzian come out of jail; Makhmalbaf had come to look for him.
They go to the Ahankhas by motorcycle. The father embraces Makhmalbaf on the threshold of his house, and
then he also embraces Sabzian.
Ahankha then says to Sabzian:
Please forgive me, Sabzian.
Makhmalbaf to Ahankha:
Sabzian has changed. Please consider him in a different light.
Ahankha:
He is going to make us proud one day, Inch’Allah.
And that’s the end of the film. The credits roll over Sabzian’s transfigured image.
That is the dénouement. Let’s return, however, to the trial, which is the trial of cinema, in other words of justice
and injustice through the justness and unjustness—if I may say so—of images and of cinema. And let’s start by
the flash back that tries to reconstruct how all of this—this film that only talks about cinema—began.
Miss Ahankha, who is with her daughter who does not intervene in the scene, meets Sabzian by accident, on a
bus, who is holding The Cyclist—that is to say, the scenario for Makhmalbaf’s film—and he takes a seat next
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to Mrs. Ahankha.
Whereas Sabzian starts to read, she asks him where he bought his book. The story starts from there, in a
totally accidental way. He replies: “in a bookstore”, and then offers her the book. She refuses, saying she can
buy it. He offers it to her once more, but while making this offer, and as if to force her to accept this gift, he
transgresses—a little transgression, a little lie, as you can see:
Excuse me, where did you find this book?
In a bookstore.
Which bookstore?
I’ll give it to you.
Thanks but I want to buy it.
It’s yours. I wrote it.
You are Makhmalbaf.
Nice to meet you.
Whereas he is reading a book that is the scenario of a film he has seen, with his imagination being the seat of
an experience he has of a work across another work, something happens in Sabzian’s head—something entirely
crazy—which consists in the fact that he tries to pass for Makhmalbaf to see if by doing so he can make Mrs.
Ahankha believe that he is Makhmalbaf—to see if he can make cinema, no doubt to the point of starting to
believe in it himself.
What is believing? Is it not always, in one way or another, to make cinema?
Other question: can one do without such cinema? And if not, aren’t there technologies of cinema, of belief
and make-belief, technologies that one could therefore not do without, and that would be, perhaps even, as
techniques or technologies, the origin, or rather the originary de-fault, of this cinema that the imagination has
been making forever, insofar as technics is an essential facticity? In other words, is the technical condition not
more generally a cinemato-graphic condition?
In Technics and Time 3, I have applied Derrida’s thesis about writing to cinema, that is to say that in the same
way that language can only be written because it is in some way always already a writing (but one must
understand this statement from an organological point of view, and through a history of the supplement, thought
as a process of grammatization), existence in movement, and the existence of the movement of emotion—such
that it is not a simple response to a stimulus but a psychic individuation, forming a circuit in a process of
transindividuation—can only be cinematographed because it is always already a cinema. And such a movement
is first of all that which moves an imagination—with the latter enacting itself or acting itself out [passant à
l’acte] through a gesture.
That’s what I see staged in Close Up: that human life is always already a cinema. And this is why in this film,
“life seems to come back to itself through cinema.”5 In Close Up, this is revealed in an extra-ordinary way,
that is to say: in a way that steps out of the ordinary, in the proper sense, literally, and image by image. It
steps out of the ordinary in the sense that it emerges from it. That is to say, this cinema, which constitutes the
existence and imagination of noetic souls, suddenly takes hold of an ordinary life, that of Hossein Sabzian, a
poor worker from Teheran, and truly “takes him out of” anonymity, the absence of recognition, and out of jail.
Literally, and image by image: out of the bad direction in which life took him, precisely to the extent that life
is a cinema—and, as it happens, a cinema that Sabzian made, concerning the place of cinema in life, and in his
life in particular, through the effect that the cinema of a great director like Mohsen Makhmalbaf has had on him.
The problem, but also in a way the beginning of what’s wonderful about all this—because this is a wonderful
story, literally and image by image—is that Mrs. Ahankha immediately believes in this cinema. And it is thus
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that the story between Sabzian and the family of Mrs. Ahankha begins: she, and then her children—in particular
one of them, who has already written scenarios and would like to make cinema, and is rather artistic and
literary, and unemployed; but also her husband and her daughter—all loved The Cyclist, and they all love and
admire cinema. Like Sabzian, who tells them they should see The Cyclist again (and who will in fact propose
to them to go see it in the cinema later) they are amateurs.
Now, this story, in which Sabzian is going to say unceasingly that he makes cinema, which is very, relatively
speaking, true, in this metaphorical sense where he is telling stories, and is telling stories to others,6 these others
are only asking to believe in them, making their own cinema starting from the cinema that Sabzian is making.
And this is going to really become, in the end, a film by Abbas Kiarostami, an image object, and not only mental
images more or less pathological and untruthful—a film that Kiarostami is going to realize, and in which, like
all the others, he is going to play his own personage of an impassioned amateur of cinema, and in which he is
going to make, in his very own and singular way, his cinema.
In this way, the film is going to accomplish the process of transindividuation, in which all these amateurs would
like to take part:
All those who wanted to make cinema end up in his film. It’s not only Sabzian who, after having
played the other because he couldn’t be himself, ends up speaking his own words and playing
himself—and ends up being acknowledged, in the final image of the film, with his flowering plant in
his arm, as such and as celebrated by cinema. But the Ahankhas too are, through the reconstruction,
making cinema, and their house is the decor of the film and ends even by opening its doors to the
real Makhmalbaf. Everything thus becomes real and ends well, but in the repetition of art, thanks to
cinema.7
◊
Everyone plays themselves and individuates and transindividuates themselves in this way. There is, however,
one role that’s different in the film, and that is the role of Abbas Kiarostami. Most of the time, he only appears
in voice off. One only sees him in a scene that takes place in jail, and from the back, facing Sabzian. He has
come to meet him, and interviews him—but can we truly say that he comes to interview him? In any case, he
is filming him, with the camera outside of the room.
It’s difficult to say whether this is a reconstructed scene. People say that Makhmalbaf was holding the camera.
But to do what? To help Kiarostami make a reportage, to record a testimony, or else to film a scene, and to
stage it for example by doing different takes, with the movie clapper, etc., as is the case at the beginning of the
trial? Whatever the answer may be, while watching the film, it is impossible to answer the question. But it is
equally difficult to avoid the question. We believe that we know that we are seeing a man who truly is in jail,
that Kiarostami has gone to see him while he is in jail, and to whom he proposed to film him, and tell his story.
Cinema is staged everywhere in this staging, but this is particularly true in the scenes where Kiarostami himself
intervenes—as voice-off. Thus, when the judge tells him that the process will take place January 19th, he
answers very surprisingly that he needs to advance the date of the trial for technical reasons of filming—and,
indeed, we know that he had to make Pocket Money. Kiarostami thus times justice to cinema: he subjects it
to the time of cinema, so that the trial, which is a real event, and the film, which is, in spite of everything, a
fiction, will in some way become indissociable—if at least we believe what Kiarostami is telling us. But how
not to believe it?
Kiarostami also appears—still in voice off—during the course of the trial, and even at the very beginning of
the trial; or perhaps we should say before the trial, that is to say, before the trial truly begins? Or perhaps even
after the trial, that is to say, through a filming that is done after the trial? Is this the trial? Must we consider it as
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an “additional trial”8? Whatever the case might be, in the film, in this sweet lie that a film always is, Kiarostami
makes us enter into the court of justice by a clap, and thus he introduces us in the trial as in a scene of filming,
thus putting his “cards on the table”, in a way, but by creating an undecidable ambiguity in the status of what
we’re watching. Kiarostami explains to Sabzian how the view will be framed, and that he will be his public,
that is to say his lawyer. In the same way that the judge explains the procedure of the trial, Kiarostami explains
the framing procedure with the camera as the very strange figure of the court clerk—and, as it happens, there
are two cameras.
It’s in this scene that Sabzian declares for the first time that he is here because of art, cinema, which he will
explain in more detail later in the course of the trial, and in the central scene of the film—central at the same
time through its position exactly half-way in the film as a temporal object, and also because the essential is
said there.
To the judge, Sabzian explains that Makhmalbaf is a great director, because he shows the pains of
the poor, those who suffer, like in The Marriage of the Blessed. Sabzian also feels like the boy in
Kiarostami’s film The Passenger, who is capable of fooling his friends.9
Here, one sees that Sabzian is truly an amateur of cinema, who identifies with Ghassem, the character from
Kiarostami’s The Passenger, a soccer amateur who tries to pass as a photographer:
While “giving testimony” during his trial, Sabzian refers to Ghassem from The Passenger, who with
an empty camera gives the impression that he is photographing people, not to make a profit from
it but because of his passion for soccer. Szabian says that, in another way, he himself had played at
being someone else because of his love of cinema.10
And he will also tell us that when he was very young, he played that he was making films.
There is an “additional trial” in Kiarostami’s film, say Stephane Goudet, Claire Labastie, and MC Bénard. A
trial in which Kiarostami plays at making reality through cinema, and turns all the questions around:
From the image of the judge in his office, one moves to Kiarostami’s questions, that is to
say to the “additional trial”, which is filmed without the judge.11
But what enables the viewer of the film to say that this is an “additional trial”, and to be certain of the fact
that it is? A professional would no doubt say that they are not convinced, for such or such technical reason,
analytically visible to those who “know”.
When it comes to the amateur of cinema, however—even if they “know”, for example because they are
themselves professionals, but have stayed first and foremost amateurs (or else because they, like Szabian, study
the books about techniques of cinema)—: their certainties will be fundamentally suspended.12 Or rather, those
certainties will lose and gain something, and, in a way, this is part of the general costs of production: if the film
works, if it works on us, if it produces the aesthetic effect and makes us enact or even act out cinema [nous fait
passer à l’acte], it is because none of this is clear—except to the philistines. Goudet and Labstie write:
Additional trial. Kiarostami questions Sabzian on the difficulty of being another, on the benefits of
making cinema, which gives power to others, confidence to oneself.13
This scene then ends before the second flash back begins:
Shot of the entire room, panoramic shot from the judge’s profile on the right side of the frame to the
public and back, twice. This panoramic shot also shows the sound person with the light coming from
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behind him as well as a camera on a tripod. It authenticates the scene and the live filming of a “real”
trial.14
After this flash back, over the course of what can be understood analytically as an “additional trial” (but is for
us and synthetically the trial), when he is approaching the announcement of Sabzian’s acquittal, Kiarostami
asks him:
Do you think you are better as actor or as director?
It’s not up to me to say so. I think that I prefer being an actor. I think that I can express the bad
experiences I’ve lived, and all the sufferings that I have felt in the depths of my being. I love to think
that I have been able to produce my feelings through my acting.
What is an actor, if not the someone who enacts or even acts out [passer en acte]—but enacting what? Acting
out what? A text? A film? The text of a scenario? The text of his life, or of life? Or else that which is not simply
textual in life? What else? What is the spectator of a film in relation to the reader of a text—in relation to the act
of reading—and in this organological difference between the book as a spatial object and the film as a temporal
object? And how do the one and the other—reader and spectator—enact or act out these image objects, these
productions of artificial imaginations in all genres?
If it is correct to say that the reader of a book can only enact or act out [passer à l’acte] on the condition of
having literalized its memory and its psychic imagination, that is to say also its nervous system as the seat of
synaptic connections that are perpetually in evolution, how can Sabzian watch a film in any other way than
by cinematographically weaving together his noetic soul, that is to say his suffering soul? That is to say by
enacting or acting out [passant à l’acte] the making of cinema that is realized wonderfully in the aftermath of
an artificial imagination that is the time of cinema and with Kiarostami who stages us—we, the amateurs of
cinema who are watching his film—by giving us motifs to project in the life of Hossein Sabzian, with whom
we share the love of cinema, but also so many other sufferings and joys?
How therefore to be and not to be an actor (to enact or not, to act out or not [passer et ne pas passer à et dans
l’acte] by looking at and seeing) of films that one loves? It’s because he is pondering this question that Sabzian
begins to buy books on the techniques of cinema, and read scenarios. Because he knows how to read—cinema
constitutes itself in relation to the letter here, for example to the book The Cyclist. And with respect to cinema
and art, he is sufficiently cultivated, that is to say he is equally an amateur of literature, even if he is as poor as
can be, to quote Tolstoi.
Thus begins a cinemato-graphical dialogue without equal:
Aren’t you acting in front of the camera now? What are you doing now?
I am talking about my suffering, which is not acting. I speak from my heart. For me, art is the
extension of what one feels inside. Tolstoi said: “Art is a sentimental experience that the artist shares
with others”. I think that my experience of my trials and of suffering can give me the basis that I need
to be a good actor. In this way, I act well and express my interior reality.
Why did you pretend to be a director rather than become an actor?
To play the role of a director is in itself a performance. For me, it’s acting.
Which role would you like to play?
Mine.
You are playing yourself.
It’s after this dialogue (of the “additional trial”) that the film starts to move towards its ending, that is to say
starts to move toward the acquittal of Sabzian, then his liberation, and the final scene in which Sabzian’s desire
of coincides with reality—as in a tale, the film of Kiarostami coincides completely with the history of Sabzian.
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Sabzian’s desire is realized like the realization of Sabzian’s desire of the film, “two men on a motorcycle”, a
realization that goes image by image, “to the letter” of cinema, if one can say this.
What did Sabzian want? Not to exit from the cave, like Plato’s philosopher, but to pass behind the mirror or
behind the camera, like those impassioned ones who will become the New Wave. That is to say, he wanted to
stay in the cave’s pharmacological milieu, in order to project there good films, good works, good ideas. To pass
on the other side of the mirror—that is to say, to deproletarianize, to cease to desensibilize and blind oneself
while watching images. That is what digital pharmaka enable today, as part of the therapeutics they require, a
therapeutics that the Greeks called politics.
ECOLE DE PHILOSOPHIE D’ÉPINEUIL-LE-FLEURIEL
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HEGEL’S COGITO: ON THE GENETIC EPISTEMOLOGY OF
CRITICAL METAPHYSICS
Nathan Brown

When all the conditions of a fact are at hand, the fact steps into concrete existence.
Hegel, Science of Logic
The difficulty of constructing a correct approach to the Science of Logic does not lie in grasping Hegel’s
intentions. On the contrary, his Introduction to the Logic tells us with perfect clarity how the project of the book
is to be understood. Rather, the difficulty lies in respecting and holding together these indications, so as to grasp
how the Logic follows them through in a way that is both ontologically and epistemologically coherent. The
formulations from the Introduction to the Logic that I will restate below are as famous as they are explicit; yet
they are worth reproducing, concisely, since their clarity is often obscured by conflicting interpretations, as we
shall see. In my view, what any valid interpretation of the Logic must affirm are the two primary ways in which
Hegel positions his text as a work of critical metaphysics. Its vocation as such is predicated upon 1) a critique
of pre-Kantian metaphysics, and 2) a critique of Kant’s transcendental philosophy.
First, for Hegel, as for Kant, pre-critical metaphysics erroneously applied the pure forms of thought to such
figurative substrata as the soul, the world, and god “without previously investigating whether and how they
could be the determinations of the thing itself.”1 Hegel thus intends to investigate the forms of thought “free
of those substrata,” considering “their nature and value in and for themselves.”2 Addressed directly to the
determinations of thought,
the objective logic is therefore the true critique of such determinations—a critique that considers
them, not according to the abstract form of the a priori as contrasted with the a posteriori, but in
themselves according to their particular content.3
Let us hold onto this simple point, to which I will return: “true critique” displaces the opposition of the a priori
and the a posteriori. Hegel’s immanent investigation of the determinations of thought cannot properly be
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conceived as an a priori investigation.
Second, Hegel’s critical metaphysics rejects the transcendental framework of Kantian critique due to its
attachment of the determinations of thought to the “I” as the subject of thinking:
Now because the interest of the Kantian philosophy was directed at the so-called transcendental
nature of the categories, the treatment itself of the categories came up empty. What they are in
themselves apart from their abstract relation to the “I,” a relation which is the same for all, how they
are determined and related to each other, this was not made a subject of consideration, and therefore
knowledge of their nature was not in the least advanced by this philosophy.4
Hegel insists that, in order to cognize the “infinite form” of thought (the concept), “the finite determinateness in
which that form is as ‘I,’ as consciousness, must be shed.”5 So: just as the critique of pre-Kantian metaphysics
requires us to shed the figurative substrata of the determinations of thought, the critique of Kant’s transcendental
philosophy requires us to shed the form of the “I,” of consciousness, as the subject of thinking. Without clearly
recognizing and holding together these two constitutive elements of Hegel’s critical metaphysics, no coherent
approach to the Science of Logic is possible.
Of course, the problem is that the difficulty of reconciling Hegel’s critique of Kant with his critique of preKantian metaphysics has pushed commentators toward an elision of one or the other, and thus toward the
affirmation of either a dogmatic or a transcendental Hegel—both readings which the Introduction to the Logic
aims to block. In what follows I want to elucidate the stakes of this difficulty and propose an approach to its
resolution.
I will do so in two steps. In Part One of this article, I locate the implicit site of an unstated formulation
I call “Hegel’s cogito.” In order to develop the implicit structure of this cogito, I articulate six features of
the philosophical position it entails, contrasting my approach with that of other prominent readers of Hegel,
including Hyppolite, Brandom, Pippin, Houlgate, and Deleuze, isolating singular points of disagreement in
each instance. My goal is to elucidate and frame the character of Hegel’s critical metaphysics with particular
attention to the relation between being and thought at stake in the Logic.
In Part Two, I turn to the epistemology of Hegel’s critical metaphysics. I argue that we can understand
Hegel’s rejection of the opposition between the a priori and the a posteriori through an account of how the
methodological relation between rationalism and empiricism functions, implicitly, in the Logic. Foregrounding
the relation between what has to be said and what happens in thought as Hegel’s discourse unfolds, and
focusing on the relation between necessity and contingency this entails, I elucidate the bearing of this relation
upon philosophical methodology, situating its consequences in terms of both the ontology and epistemology
of the Logic. My claim is that by drawing together, discursively, the necessity of what must be with the
contingency of what happens, Hegel displaces both the opposition between rationalism and empiricism, and
Kant’s transcendental critique of that opposition, through a method I call “rationalist empiricism.”
Thus, I offer a global—if pointed and condensed—approach to Hegel’s ontology, epistemology, and
methodology in the Logic. Excepting my account of “rationalist empiricism,” very little of what follows should
be unfamiliar for those engaged with Hegel; the questions I take up have been subject to a dense history of
commentary that I do not aim to address in detail. But as I hope to make evident in the first part of this article,
the stakes of how one distributes particular decisions concerning key points of Hegel’s framework are high
indeed. My goal is to arrive at a salient distribution of conceptual determinations that can inform a correct
approach to Hegel’s critical metaphysics—one that respects the capacity of his epistemology to be at once
ungrounded and coherent. Let me begin with the opening of the Logic’s first chapter.
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PART ONE—THINKING BEING
Thought is; thought exists. This is Hegel’s cogito. Crucially, however, he never states it directly. Rather, it is
recessed within the first clause of the first sentence of the first chapter of the Logic: “Being, pure being” [Sein,
reines Sein].6 This statement, indexing the thinking of being, implies the being and existence of thought. I call
the implicit relation between being and thinking, recessed in this inaugural statement, Hegel’s cogito. We can
write its structure like so:
“Being, pure being”

Thought is, thought exists
Without explicitly presenting it, the thinking of being—indexed by language—makes manifest the being and
existence of thought. When we think, when we say, when we write, when we read “Being, pure being,” thought
is, thought exists, thought appears. Thought is made actual in language.
Thus, it is important to note that while, at the opening of the Logic, being is said as immediate and entirely
undetermined [reine Sein,—ohne aloe weitere Bestimmung], thought has already passed through several stages
in the progression of the Logic’s movement. The concept of being is as yet indeterminate, but in articulating the
mere category of “pure being” in language, thought has implicitly moved through being to the truth of being
(essence), to the truth of essence (appearing), to the truth of appearing (actuality). In its actual articulation
as language, the immediacy of being is already mediated by the existence of thought. Though it remains to
make this explicit (and thereby to comprehend its significance), we can say that if, in the opening clause of the
Logic’s first chapter, the thinking of being is made actual in the articulation of the category, then the concept is
implicitly unified with reality in the Idea. The category of pure being, articulated, recursively inaugurates the
movement of the concept, its internalizing self-recollection. The conceptual actuality of being is already lodged
in the apparent immediacy of its appearing: its articulation in thought through writing and speech.
Let me expand this brief elucidation of Hegel’s cogito by discriminating six closely related determinations of
the post-Kantian philosophical position it implies. Each of these, taken independently, might seem like received
wisdom; yet they nevertheless turn out to be controversial in the combination I propose here. Hegel’s cogito is:
1) discursive
2) immanently subjective
3) not transcendental
4) neither a priori not a posteriori
5) idealist
6) critical
It is the difficulty of holding these determinations together that constitutes the difficulty of recognizing,
respecting, and sustaining the integrity of Hegel’s project in the Logic. In the process of trying to do so, I will
isolate key points at which other commentators have let go of one or another of these six determinations of
Hegel’s position.
First: Hegel’s cogito is discursive. As I have noted, it is not explicitly discursive. The implication, “thought is;
thought exists,” goes unsaid, but it is implied through discourse. Thought must be articulated in order to be
intelligible; language is the material existence of the being of thought. On this point, I agree with the emphasis
upon discursive rationality in interpretations of Hegel by both Jean Hyppolite and Robert Brandom.7
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Second: insofar as it holds to the immanence of thinking, Hegel’s cogito is immanently subjective, not
intentionally or self-consciously so. The Logic begins with a methodological rejection of the “I” in the “I think.”
Again, in order to focus on “thought as such”—in order to cognize the “infinite form...of the concept”—“the
finite determinateness in which that form is as ‘I,’ as consciousness, must be shed.”8 If our goal is to remove
the opposition between subjective determinateness and the object of knowledge, then it is “superfluous,” Hegel
argues, “to hold onto this subjective attitude by determining pure knowledge as ‘I.’”9 Thus, Hegel sheds the
apodictic “I think” of Descartes in order to set out from the assertoric fact of thinking as it occurs in the objective
thinking of being. The objectivity of thought becomes subjective not through an a priori deduction of the “I,”
as in Kant, but rather through what Hegel calls an “immanent deduction.”10 This immanent deduction contains,
in its movement, the genesis of the unity of apperception. According to Hegel, the unity of apperception is
immanent to the genesis of the concept, and the subjective dimension of objective thinking cannot be grasped
in a representation of the “I” as that which has concepts or as that which thinks.11 Hegel makes clear that
“the concept is not to be considered here as the act of the self-conscious understanding, not as subjective
understanding, but as the concept in and for itself.”12 Thus, precisely because the relation of thinking to being
is immanently subjective, it cannot be determined a priori through the category of the “I” as res cogitans.
On this point, and with these passages in mind, I distinguish my approach to Hegel from that of Hyppolite
and Brandom, as well as from that of Terry Pinkard and Robert Pippin. In Logic and Existence, Hyppolite
claims that dialectical discourse “is the authentic unity of that of which one speaks and the one who speaks,
of being and of the self, the sense which appears only in the medium of intelligible language.”13 But, as
Hegel insists, it is not “the one who speaks” that is at issue. It is not the unity “of being and of the self,” but
rather the unity of being and thought (the concept), which is at stake in the discursive rationality of logical
ontology. For his part, Brandom claims that “Hegel’s distinctively linguistic version of the social recognitive
model of normativity opens up a powerful and original notion of positive expressive freedom and normative
selfhood, as the product of the rationality-instituting capacity to constrain oneself by specifically discursive
norms.”14 Brandom approaches Hegel primarily through the Phenomenology of Spirit, and it is important
to note that his understanding of Hegel is not adequate to the account of rational norms developed in the
Logic. In the Logic, it is not “normative selfhood” that is at issue, nor is it “oneself” that is constrained by
discursive norms. It is thought itself that is immanently normative in the Logic. Thought—the movement of the
concept itself—investigates the rules it must follow in the process of its articulation. Just as it is not concerned
with the finite determinateness of the “I,” the Logic is not concerned with how to “distinguish us as rational
animals” (Brandom),15 nor is it concerned with the question of “what it is to be a self-interpreting animal”
(Terry Pinkard).16 Robert Pippin, whose rhetoric and argumentation has become increasingly influenced by
Brandom’s, has recently characterized Hegel’s logical metaphysics as an effort to account “for the complex,
rule-governed activities materially embodied beings are capable of.”17 But it is of the utmost importance to
recognize that the Logic is not concerned with distinguishing “us” as “rational animals” or “self-interpreting
animals” or “materially embodied beings.” The Logic is not concerned with thinking beings; it is concerned
with thinking being per se. Brandom, Pinkard, and Pippin offer a bowdlerized Hegel, made palatable to the
dictates of pragmatic common sense and Habermasian good citizenship. In order to do so, they join the tradition
of those attempting to convert Hegel’s account of discursive rationality into an anthropology.
Third: Hegel is not a transcendental philosopher. Just as one must insist that, in the Logic, there is no subject of
the experience “of” thought, insofar as thought remains within the immanence of its unfolding as experience,
one must also insist that there can be no determination of conditions of the “possible” experience of thought
which would be prior to thinking. Rather: thought is the rational immanence of experiencing thinking. As
I noted earlier, Hegel finds that “because the interest of Kantian philosophy was directed to the so-called
transcendental nature of the categories, the treatment itself of such categories came up empty.”18 By detaching
the categories from “their abstract relation to the ‘I’” in order to address “what they are in themselves,”19
Hegel’s Logic eliminates the transcendental standpoint necessary to constitute a priori conditions of possibility.
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On this point, I agree with Stephen Houlgate’s critique of Robert Pippin.20 Hegel describes the transition from
concept to idea as follows: “the concept is essentially this: to be distinguished, as an identity existing for itself,
from its implicitly existent objectivity, and thereby to obtain externality, but in this external totality to be the
totality’s self-determining identity. So the concept is now the idea.”21 Pippin claims this passage does not
mean the concept is “identical with ‘externality’ as such, which is preserved.” Rather, he argues, “conceptual
determinations constitute the original moments required by thought for there to be empirical determinations
of externality.”22 But however much such an interpretation might appeal to Kantian good sense, we have to
insist that what are at stake in the Logic are not “original moments required by thought” for something else
(empirical determinations of externality). Rather, it is the movement of thought in-and-for-itself that is at stake,
and this is already internal to itself precisely insofar as it is already “external” to any subject. Pippin reads
Hegel as concerned with “how thought determines for itself the conditions under which any subject must think
in order to think objectively at all.”23 But Hegel does not approach thought as the activity of a (or any) subject:
his argument is that thought is its own subject, insofar as it determines, for itself, its own objectivity. In Hegel,
the unity of apperception is not transcendental, but immanent. Thought does not determine itself in order to
determine conditions of rationality through which “any subject” must think. The Logic is emphatically not a
preparatory exercise; its pages are not prologomena to any future metaphysics. It is the metaphysics of thinking
being: thought’s objective determination as the subjectivity of substance.
Fourth: Hegel’s cogito displaces the opposition of the a priori and the a posteriori. The Logic’s stated aim is to
consider the determinations of thought “not according to the abstract form of the a priori as contrasted with the
a posteriori, but in themselves according to their particular content.”24 The being of thought is its becoming;
it is, it exists, only in the manifestation of itself to itself: in its conceptual appearing. There is no thinking of
that which is prior to the experience of thought, its movement. And thought is unthinkable as posterior to the
movement of such experience. Thought is, thought exists: this fact displaces the opposition between the a
priori and the a posteriori because it involves the rational experience of thought, as it takes place.
Here I want to contrast this position with the “transcendental empiricism” of Gilles Deleuze. Against Kant,
Deleuze demands an analysis not of conditions of possible experience, but rather conditions of real experience.
But this would still be an analysis of conditions. “Something in the world forces us to think” [Il y a dans le
monde quelque chose qui force à penser],25 writes Deleuze: what is insensible in experience, the being of sense,
agitates thought. What we find in Hegel, on the other hand, is not a description or theory of those conditions
determining how we begin thinking; rather, we encounter the real experience of thinking. Deleuze asks for
an account of the genesis of real experience; he gives us a theory of the idea, a theory of immanence. Hegel
gives us the immanent experience of the genesis of the idea. For all the power and precision of Deleuze’s
thought, contrasting his itinerary with Hegel’s Logic makes clear that he remains a theoretician of the plane
of immanence, rather than inhabiting it. It is Hegel’s Logic, with Spinoza’s Ethics, which truly displays the
immanence of thinking being. If Hegel realizes the metaphysical implications of Kant’s transcendental idealism,
it would take another such thinker to properly realize the potential of Deleuze’s transcendental empiricism.
Fifth: Hegel’s cogito is idealist. For Hegel, being cannot be thought independently of thinking, or as external
to thinking. This is the import of explicating the implicit assertion of the being and existence of thought in
the inaugural articulation of pure being itself. Ontology is a discourse: it cannot detach pure being from its
discursive articulation, nor can it detach thinking from its becoming in order to give a transcendental account
of its a priori conditions. Ontology does not think conditions for thinking being: it thinks being, such that being
is thought.
Here, I disagree with Stephen Houlgate. Properly asserting Hegel’s ontological commitments against Pippin’s
transcendental reading, Houlgate nevertheless errs when he argues that Hegel “is an idealist not merely because
he understands our judgments about things to have pure conceptual conditions but because he understands
ideality, or ‘being-a-moment-of-a-process,’ to be an ontological structure, or a quality that is exhibited by
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things themselves independently of our thought or judgments about them.”26 The problem is that the structures
or qualities exhibited by things themselves independently of our thoughts about them are never at stake in the
Logic, and cannot be. Houlgate is right to criticize Pippin for reducing the subjective objectivity of thinking to
an analysis of the conditions under which objectivity can be thought by a subject. But he is wrong to assert the
thought-independence of objectivity in the Logic. Hegel’s idealism resides neither in transcendental reflection
nor in dogmatic metaphysics. To be precise: Hegel’s idealism resides in thinking the objectivity of thought
as the subjectivity of being. The objectivity of thought (“Being, pure being”) entails the subjectivity of being
(thought is; thought exists.)
Sixth, Hegel’s cogito is critical. Hegel argues at the end of the Introduction that the Objective Logic is the
“true critique” of metaphysics because it interrogates the determinations of thought, the pure forms of thought,
detached from the figurative substrata—such as “the soul, the world, and God”—of pre-critical metaphysics.27
Yet Hegel also goes further than this. His radicality, vis-à-vis Kantian critique, lies in recognizing that the
unity of apperception cannot be transcendental, and thus the immanent deduction of the “I,” as the genetic
movement of the concept, is also its immanent critique. The “I” only emerges in thought as thought’s selfcriticism, the productive process of its negative explication: the dialectic. The critical power of the Logic,
then, resides in the combination of the traits enumerated above: by displacing the opposition of the a priori
and a posteriori, Hegel’s cogito ungrounds thought’s transcendental security and thereby subjects not only the
figurative substrata of pre-critical metaphysics but also the transcendental unity of the “I” itself to an immanent
critique of its own determination. The immanent construction of the idea through the movement of the concept
is thus unmoored from any transcendental guarantee of its coherence. Only the immanent negativity of thought
itself determines the consistency of its movement. The question now is, how is this consistency determined?

PART TWO: RATIONALIST EMPIRICISM
The preceding analysis of Hegel’s cogito is meant to delimit, describe, and differentiate an approach to the
specific character of Hegel’s critical metaphysics. But how are we to understand the methodology at issue in
this species of critique? Like Kant, Hegel displaces the traditional opposition of the a priori and the a posteriori
through critical philosophy. Unlike Kant, he does so through immanent critique, rather than transcendental
critique. In my view, understanding the methodological stakes of this transformation of critical philosophy
requires that we grasp the difference between Kant’s and Hegel’s respective displacements of the pre-critical
opposition between rationalism and empiricism. Placing these alongside the methodological innovations of
Kant and Hegel, let me schematically define four orientations in modern thought as follows:
1) Rationalism is the a priori determination of what is the case on the basis of what has to be thought.
It investigates the determinations of reason according to their order and consistency.
2) Empiricism is the a posteriori determination of what is the case on the basis of what happens. It
investigates the determinations of experience according to their order and consistency.
3) Transcendental critique is the a priori determination of what has to be the case for things to happen
as they do. It investigates the conditions of possibility for experience to have order and consistency.
4) Immanent critique is the processual explication of what happens in the course of thinking what is
the case. It investigates the order and consistency of the experience of thinking being as it determines
itself.
Working from these definitions, and acknowledging the torque this term exerts on received intellectual history,
I want to argue that Hegel’s critical metaphysics is a type of what I call rationalist empiricism.
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Descartes offers a rationalist justification for his cogito: it has to be said that “I think, therefore I am.” Reason
demands the indubitable affirmation of this principle. As Nietzsche points out, however, it is not rationally
necessary that the “I” be appended thinking. It is thought that takes place, while the “I” is presupposed. Kant,
on the other hand, shows that although the “I” is necessarily thought a priori, it cannot be asserted directly:
the validity of the “I think” requires a transcendental deduction. The “I think” of both Descartes and Kant
is arrived at a priori, but Descartes’ rationalism grounds itself upon a dogmatic assertion of the “I,” while
Kant’s is neither rationalist nor empiricist, but transcendental. Displacing transcendental philosophy itself,
Hegel’s critical metaphysics displaces the opposition between rationalism and empiricism by conjoining them
in a disjunctive synthesis: what I call rationalist empiricism. In Hegel’s Logic, the “I” is neither dogmatically
asserted nor transcendentally deduced. It cannot be arrived at a priori. Rather, it is only thought that first
appears on the scene through the thinking of being, and the “I” only arrived at through the experience of the
order and consistency of thinking. In the introduction to the Subjective Logic, Hegel tells us that “the content
and determination” of the concept “can be proven solely on the basis of an immanent deduction which contains
its genesis, and such a deduction lies behind us.”28 The objective unity of the concept is “the unity of the ‘I’
with itself,”29 and this “I” is only the unity of the concept, only the consistency of thinking being. Again, contra
Pippin, Hegel insists that the “I” cannot be understood as “self-conscious understanding” or as “subjective
understanding.”30 Hegel’s cogito—thought is, thought exists—attains the consistency of the “I” only as the
immanent consistency of the concept: of thinking being. The immanent deduction of this consistency is
rationalist, insofar as it is a deduction; it is empiricist, not because it is the experience “of” a subject, but
insofar as the deduction is immanent to a genetic process that can only be posited once it already “lies behind
us.” The consistency of reason taking place is the unity of the concept: the coherent experience of rationality
as it happens—a rationality which cannot be presupposed but must be traversed. To say that the deduction
of this unity is “immanent” is to say that it is not transcendental, precisely insofar as it is both a priori and a
posteriori. The name that I assign to the methodological position implied by such an immanent deduction is
rationalist empiricism.
Both a priori and a posteriori: the apparent contradiction at issue here is coherent insofar as it propels the
movement of the concept, the immanent negativity of thinking being. But what kind of epistemology is involved
in thinking through this moving contradiction, in its immanence? Our primary question is: how can we give
an account of the genetic epistemology involved in Hegel’s rationalist empiricism such that his metaphysics,
his ontology, can be said to be critical and his critique can be described as immanent? My claim—and Hegel’s,
I think—is that it is only insofar as the movement of thought is without transcendental guarantee, insofar as
its movement is ungrounded, that it can be rigorously critical. Critique does not consist in grounding, through
deduction, conditions of possible experience or possible objects of experience. Rather, a properly immanent
critique consists in ungrounding such conditions through the elaboration of the rational experience of actual
thinking. So, what is the relation between the ungrounding of thought and the ungrounding of being? How do
we situate the critical operation of ungrounding at the intersection of logic and ontology, epistemology and
metaphysics? How do we traverse the rift that opens up not between dogmatism and skepticism, but rather
between transcendental critique and pre-critical metaphysics? How do we keep our balance as we proceed
along the thin ridge of speculative critique, of rationalist empiricism?
Rationalist empiricism involves at once exposing the necessity of rationality (what has to be thought) to the
contingency of what happens (the experience of thought as it takes place) and also, retroactively, deriving
the necessity of rationality from its contingent movement. If what has to be thought can be said outside the
immanent experience of thought—if it can be posited a priori—then rationalism would be all that is required:
it would be the necessary, rather than merely dogmatic, thinking of being. But, for Hegel, the experience of
thought in its unfolding is crucial to establishing what has to be said of being. Why? Because of the negativity
of thought, which is only manifest, which only becomes apparent, which only exists in the process of thought
as it happens.
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This is the methodological basis of Hegel’s critique of Spinoza. The problem is that Spinoza bars negativity
from being, and this is a problem not only for ontological reasons (the claim that there is negativity in being,
which would simply be a dogmatic assertion) but also for epistemological reasons. The point is that in order
for being to be thought, it has to include negativity because thought involves determination—and according to
Spinoza’s own principle, all determination is negation. Therefore: thought, in order to be the thinking of being,
has to include negativity in the determination of being. We see that this is the case as soon as the movement
of the Logic begins: as soon as we think, as soon as we write or say “Being, pure being,” being has already
passed over into nothingness. Being’s purported absence of determination, its being “pure” [reine], is in fact
identical to its determination as nothing [nichts], and this contradiction already forces us into the movement
of becoming. How does this happen, and why? Because to think being is already to determine it, and therefore
to include negation within the thought of being, and therefore to think its becoming other. Because “being,
pure being” also means “thought is, thought exists,” being is determined as thinking being—and thought is the
mediation that, by determining being, makes it negative and thus turns it into the movement of contradiction:
becoming.
This is an example of how drawing what has to be said of being from the immanent experience of what happens
in thought constitutes an epistemological framework for thinking being. Ontology is a discourse: insofar as
it is a rational discourse, what it can say of being is constrained by what has to be said, and the necessity of
what has to be said can only be drawn the rational coherence of the contingent experience of thinking. Hegel’s
epistemology is strictly inextricable from his ontology (logic is metaphysics) because what can be said of being
proves inextricable from the immanent determinations of what has to be said: the contingent experience of
thinking unfolds through the necessary movements of its structure. But how are we to understand—rationally
rather than paradoxically—this codetermination of necessity and contingency, which, I argue, provides Hegel’s
rationalist empiricism with its epistemology? How can the articulation of thinking being be, at once, necessary
and contingent? We find the answer to this question in the Logic of Essence—in the relation between the
chapter on “Actuality” and the chapter on “Ground.” The task is to arrive at an interpretation of the relation
between these chapters that is at once epistemological and ontological.
Here, I’ll rely in part upon articles dedicated to Hegel’s chapter on “Actuality” by Stephen Houlgate and Raoni
Padui (building upon earlier articles by Dieter Henrich, George di Giovanni, and John Burbidge).31 These
articles work through the relation between Hegel’s account of necessity and contingency to the categories
of actuality and possibility. In order for A to be understood as possible, it must also be the case that not-A is
possible. Thus, possibility is itself something actual: it is not only the case that A can or will come to be in the
future; rather, both A and not-A are possible at present. We can say that if A comes to be the case, its existence
is contingent: it could have been otherwise. Since this “could have been” is predicated upon the actuality of the
initial possibility, Hegel defines contingency as the “unity of possibility and actuality.”32 Moreover, there is a
sense in which contingency is necessary, since possibility is actual. Because it is possible that either A will be
the case or it will not, if A becomes actual its existence is contingent. But if A is determined as possible, then
it is necessary that either A will be the case or it will not, and in this sense contingency is necessary. As Hegel
writes: “the contingent is therefore necessary because the actual is determined as possible.”33
Thus far we have only considered the relation between contingency and necessity in the case of the formal
actuality of formal possibility: whether something will or will not become the case. But we also need to
consider what Hegel calls real actuality and real possibility. Real actuality involves the content, rather than
merely the form, of the actual: that is, it involves the determinations, the circumstances, and the conditions of
what is actually the case. It is not only the fact of existence, but the internal determination of the fact. According
to Hegel, real actuality has possibility immediately present in it, and when we investigate real possibility we
do not only ask whether A is possible, but also what conditions make it possible. “The real possibility of a
fact,” Hegel says, “is therefore the immediately existent manifoldness of circumstances that refer to it.”34 Real
possibility “constitutes the totality of conditions” for a fact to be the case, and “whenever all the conditions
of a fact are completely present, the fact is actually there; the completeness of the conditions is the totality as
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in the content, and the fact is itself this content determined as being equally actual as possible.”35 Thus, when
something is really possible, it is actual, such that the real possibility of a contingent being makes its existence
necessary. As Hegel puts it, “what is really possible can no longer be otherwise; under the given conditions
and circumstances, nothing else can follow.” Thus, “real possibility...is already itself necessity.”36 This is, then,
another register of the unity of contingency and necessity, which Hegel calls “absolute actuality.”37

This dialectic is the basis of Hegel’s claim that contingency becomes in necessity; it is the in-itself of necessity,
because it is “necessity’s own becoming.”38 How can we understand this dialectical structure? The coming into
existence of a possible fact is determined as necessary when it becomes really possible, on the basis of the
totality of its conditions. The actual existence of such a fact then becomes a condition for the possible existence
of other facts. Actuality thus mediates the unity of necessity and contingency: a contingent fact that becomes
necessary exists, is actual, and thus becomes part of the ground of possibility for the becoming of further
contingent facts. Hegel can claim that “it is necessity itself, therefore, that determines itself as contingency.”39
The unity of necessity and contingency is a unity in movement, mediated by the becoming of actuality. “In its
being,” Hegel writes, necessity “repels itself from itself, in this very repelling has only returned to itself, and
in this turning back which is its being has repelled itself from itself.”40 Necessity repels itself into its other,
contingency, and returns to itself; in this turning back it is other than itself, and this movement is its being.
It is at this point that Hegel’s account becomes properly ontological. The self-repelling being of necessity,
which Hegel calls “absolute necessity” is the “simple self-identity of being in its negation, or in essence.”41
“This identity of being with itself in its negation is now substance,” he writes, and “it is this unity as in its
negation or as in contingency.”42 Let me unpack these claims. Essence, the truth of being, is the self-identity of
being in its negation. This negation is the movement of being (being is becoming), the actuality of contingency
which is the becoming of necessity—according to the dialectic analyzed above. Necessity is absolute insofar
as it repels itself from itself and thus includes contingency, its negation. Essence, determined by Hegel as the
self-identity of being in its negation, is the self-repelling movement of the unity of necessity and contingency:
actuality. Actuality, in its becoming, is the truth of being: essence.
Let me now mobilize this framework toward an interpretation of what I view as Hegel’s fundamental ontological
claim: that being is the identity of absolute necessity and absolute contingency. Being is actual, but being
itself—as the unconditioned—has no ground. Because it is without ground, unconditioned, being is absolutely
contingent: it has no sufficient reason. But because it is unconditioned, without ground, being is absolutely
necessary: there is no ground of possibility for it not to be. Thus being is the identity of absolute contingency
and absolute necessity. One might point out that this is precisely the sort of reasoning that Kant performs in
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the cosmological antinomies in order to show that reason, when it exceeds possible experience, arrives at
contradiction, and thus a null result. But Hegel’s speculative thinking hinges upon the claim that this identity of
apparently opposing terms (contradiction) is dialectically and rationally productive: as the identity of absolute
necessity and absolute contingency, being is becoming. The chapter on “Actuality” I have just analyzed offers
a theory of how such a claim can be coherently thought. But to further elucidate the dialectical productivity of
this ontological contradiction, we need to turn to a crucial passage from Hegel’s chapter on “Ground.”
In the final section of that chapter, titled “Procession of the fact into concrete existence,”43 Hegel follows the
conditions of a fact’s existence into the groundlessness of being. Here is the relevant passage, the import of
which for Hegel’s ontology can hardly be overstated:
The conditions are the whole content of the fact, because they are the unconditioned in the form of formless
being. But because of this form, they also have yet another shape besides the conditions of this content as this
is in the fact as such. They appear as a manifold without unity, mingled with extra-essential elements and other
circumstances that do not belong to the circle of existence as constituting the conditions of this determinate
fact. For the absolute, unrestricted fact, the sphere of being itself is the condition.44
“The sphere of being” [die Sphäre des Seins] is the condition of those determinate facts that belong to what
Hegel calls “the circle of existence” [dem Kreise des Daseins]. Facts in the circle of existence refer, through
their conditions, to their ground in the sphere of being, but the sphere of being itself is unconditioned: it is the
absolute, unrestricted fact. Moreover, within the sphere of being, the conditions of any determinate, existent
fact are a “manifold without unity” mingled with “extra-essential elements.” Insofar as “the conditions are the
whole content of the fact,” the fact is necessary: within the circle of existence, the fact has to be as it is. But
insofar as those conditions are “mingled with extra-essential elements and other circumstances” in the sphere
of being, it is contingent that precisely this fact, rather than another, comes to exist. Again: thinking the relation
between contingency and necessity requires us to think the mediated relation between being and existence,
which Hegel calls actuality.
For example, the statement “Being, pure being” exists, and its existence has its condition in the being and
existence of thought. As thinking being, it is actual. This is why this statement implies another, unspoken fact:
thought is, thought exists. And the existence of thinking being, its actuality, is, in turn, grounded in the sphere
of being itself. Thus we can turn over our earlier figure:
“Being, pure being”

Thought is, thought exists

Thought is, thought exists

“Being, pure being”

In Hegel’s chapter on Ground, thinking finds its way from the contingent fact that it exists to the absolute,
unrestricted fact that being is: thinking investigates its groundless ground in being.
Of course, in the Logic we are dealing with statements about being: the discourse of ontology. What is
the modality of these statements? Are they contingent, or are they necessary? This is an epistemological
question, bearing upon the relation between logic and ontology. In the chapter on Ground thinking finds that
it is groundless because, in its being, it is both absolutely necessary and absolutely contingent. In the chapter
on “Actuality,” the becoming of thinking finds its structure. In its becoming, thinking moves between the
contingency and necessity of its moments: this is the movement of the dialectic, which we experience over the
course of the Logic. What is said about the necessity and contingency of being is, therefore, also said according
to the relation between the necessity and contingency of logical discourse, of thinking. It is thinking being that
interrogates, at the same time, what can be said of thinking and what can be said of being, and thus elaborates
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a logical ontology and an ontological logic.
I want to stress, then, that Hegel’s analysis of contingency and necessity, which is also an analysis of the
structural movement of thinking, is both epistemological and ontological. And I want to propose that we
understand his genetic epistemology, through the modal relation between necessity and contingency, in terms
of the methodological relation of rationalism and empiricism. Insofar as ontology is a rational discourse it is
constrained, conditioned, by what has to be said of being. It cannot say just anything. And insofar as it is not
a dogmatic discourse, but rather immanently critical, ontology has to unfold across the reflexive experience of
what happens in thought. I propose that Hegel’s analysis in the chapter on “Actuality” allows us to understand
how the movement between what happens and what has to be can be coherently grasped as both contingent
and necessary, and thus requires an approach which is both empiricist and rationalist at the same time. It
requires the immanent determination of what has to be said as it happens, as it becomes actual. Because this
determination is ungrounded (immanent), it cannot be transcendental. Because it is not transcendental, it has
to displace the pre-critical opposition between rationalism and empiricism by other means: by holding them
together, conjoined in the productivity of dialectical contradiction, without falling entirely into either one—and
therefore without falling entirely into either logical necessity or logical contingency, but rather thinking within
their actual complicity.
This complicity is without epistemological guarantee, but it is not without epistemological coherence. It
articulates what has to be said of being as it is determined by the rationally conditioned becoming of what
happens in thought. Such a statement about Hegel’s Logic is not particularly unfamiliar, but I hope to have
given it a framework in which it makes particular sense.
CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY
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“HISTORY IS THE SPECTRE HAUNTING MODERN SOCIETY”:
TEMPORALITY AND PRAXIS IN GUY DEBORD’S HEGELIAN
MARXISM
Tom Bunyard

Within fields associated with the conjunction of Western Marxism and philosophy, the work of Guy Debord
and the Situationist International (S.I.) often tends to receive rather less attention than it deserves. Whilst
focussing on their famous concept of ‘spectacle’, this essay will try to show that Debord’s work may offer a
richer resource to contemporary political philosophy than might otherwise be imagined. We will begin with a
brief discussion of some of the problems and trends that have coloured the academic reception of this material,
before presenting an initial interpretation of Debord’s account. This will serve to relate the concept of spectacle
to the S.I.’s broader aims and ambitions.2 Our principal aim, however, is not simply to develop a reading of
Debord and the S.I.’s critique of spectacular society per se, but rather to show that spectacle should also be seen
to function as a much broader historical and ethical problematic. Addressing it in this manner can serve to highlight the theory of communism qua collective historical praxis that it contains. The approach attempted here is
thus intended to augment more explicitly Marxian readings of Debord’s treatment of capital and commodities,
by indicating the broader, more existential and Hegelian conceptions of temporality, subjectivity and agency
that support his analyses, and which inform the wider conceptual framework that underlies his mature oeuvre.
Developing this reading will thus require a discussion of some of the philosophical positions that support
Debord’s claims. To that end, and in order to make good on the proposition above—i.e. that this material may
afford a more complex and nuanced resource than is often supposed—we will advance this interpretation of
spectacle whilst demonstrating that Debord’s work contains the following, still largely overlooked elements: 1)
a philosophical anthropology; 2) a speculative philosophy of history; 3) the rudiments of an epistemology; 4)
an implicit ethics; 5) a dialectical conception of strategy. As these topics constitute facets of the interpretation
of Hegelian Marxism that underlies Debord’s work, addressing the concept of spectacle in connection to them
can provide a means towards reconstructing and discussing that interpretation. Such a reconstruction is necessary, as whilst the influence of Hegel’s philosophy is evident throughout Debord’s work, substantial statements
concerning his use thereof are sparse; we will therefore need to make use of textual evidence, archive material
and reference to the writers that he drew upon. It should however become apparent from what follows below
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that the version of Hegelian Marxism that can be inferred from Debord’s account amounts to what might be
termed (admittedly problematically)3 a philosophy of praxis, and that spectacle should be understood primarily
in terms of the deprivation of the relation to history that that mode of praxis entails. We will also see that these
ideas actively point beyond Debord’s extant formulations, and towards the production of new, more contemporary theoretical positions.
As the claims advanced here will jar somewhat with Anglophone academia’s tendency to treat Debord as a
media theorist, and to view the S.I. as an art movement,4 we will begin with a short discussion of the manner
in which this material is typically handled. The second part of the essay will then provide a brief overview of
Debord’s claims; the third will then attempt to advance the argument outlined above, and the fourth will conclude with an overview of Debord’s Hegelianism.

I. APPROACHES TO DEBORD’S THEORY
Interpreting the theory of spectacle
According to Debord, the spectacle “cannot be understood either as a deliberate distortion of the visual world
or as a product of the technology of the mass dissemination of images”.5 Furthermore, the “mass media” is
said to be only its “most stultifyingly superficial manifestation”.6 However, statements such as these tend to jar
markedly with the manner in which Debord’s work is often addressed, as his predominantly visual terminology
is often treated in a predominantly literal sense. According to one symptomatic example of such commentary,
“spectacle” is thus said to refer to “the system of the mass media”, to “the social force of television”, and to “the
form taken by the gaze within a consumer-capitalist society”.7 Yet despite their disparity with Debord’s own
remarks, claims such as these are far from uncommon; and even when reference is made to the crucial Marxian elements of his theory, this emphasis on the visual and the media still tends to predominate. The spectacle
thus becomes the maintenance of a unifying ideology through media forms;8 a literally visual reformulation of
Lukács’ account of contemplative detachment;9 or simply the fads, fashions, communication and entertainment
that articulate contemporary desire and opinion.10
All of these readings are certainly partly correct: Debord does indeed address phenomena such as this. Furthermore, “news or propaganda, advertising or the actual consumption of entertainment” were said to be “particular
forms”11 of spectacle, and the very fact that such phenomena constitute the spectacle’s most “superficial” appearances necessarily entails their connection to its inner dynamic. Yet, by that same token, interpretations that
treat spectacle by focussing on its superficial manifestations lend themselves to addressing symptoms as though
they were a cause. At root, Debord’s spectacle denotes a condition of fetishistic separation from bodies of individual and collective power: a separation that ultimately amounts, as we will see below, to a condition in which
human subjects become detached from their capacities to shape their own lived time. As this entails a relation
between a passive, spellbound subject and an active, seemingly independent object, it certainly relates to the
role played by imagery and entertainment within modern society: their profusion was in fact held to reflect the
sense in which modern capitalism had brought that dynamic of contemplative separation to such an extreme
that it had become expressed in full, self-evident view across the surface of a society that it had moulded to the
very core.12 Yet it remains the case that that inner dynamic constitutes the real heart of the concept, and that
it by no means pertains solely to the media and the visual. Ultimately, The Society of the Spectacle describes
a society that has come to be characterised by its separation from its own history, as a result of abdicating its
capacity to shape its future to a sovereign economy.
The question that might then arise is as follows: if this is indeed the case, then how could the tendency to treat
spectacle in literally visual and media-centric terms ever have become so widespread?
An initial response might be to point out that Debord’s texts are often dense and frequently rather more complex than they appear. For example, much of the difficulty of The Society of the Spectacle derives from its
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attempt to combine elegant concision with the broadest of scopes: to bring “together and explain a wide range
of apparently disparate phenomena”13 by gathering them under the rubric of a concept capable of grasping the
essential characteristics, and indeed the potential negation, of the “historical moment in which we are caught”.14
This ambition requires the concept to operate on several registers at the same time. It refers not only to the
central dynamic of that “moment”, but also to specific phenomena within it (hence the prevalence of the error,
referred to above, of confusing symptom with cause). The difficulty of Debord’s texts is also amplified by his
attempts to adequate their form to their content, and to thereby ward off the danger of merely representing the
refusal of spectacle. Hence The Society of the Spectacle’s extensive use of détournement,15 which allows it to
actualise the negation of modern culture that it advocates; hence also its Adornian refusal to stoop, through
easy exposition, to the level of its targets (an early statement of 1952, in which he declared “I will never give
explanations”,16 can thus be seen to have set the tone for much of what would follow). This peculiarly strategic approach to writing17 becomes all the more complicated in some of Debord’s later, and seemingly more
straightforward works, as a result of their attempts to respond to the spectacle’s purported infiltration of its own
negation. Panegyric is thus deliberately “crammed with traps”,18 and 1988’s Comments on the Society of the
Spectacle begins by warning its readers to beware “certain lures” within its pages, “like the very hallmark of the
era”19 (Many have admitted their perplexity in regard to this odd warning,20 but its meaning can be discerned
from evidence in Debord’s correspondence and broader work).21 Suffice it to say that these texts are often much
more complex than they may first appear,22 and it would seem that their consequent difficulty has, at times,
fostered the adoption of a crudely literal approach to terms such as ‘image’, ‘representation’ and ‘spectacle’ (as
one particularly frustrated writer once put it: “when Debord pompously writes ‘everything that was directly
lived has withdrawn into a representation’, the prick is simply saying that we see posters of naked women
pushing brands of cigarettes”).23
However, beyond the difficulties posed by Debord’s occasionally baroque mode of presentation, a more serious obstacle to the comprehension of his work was set up by the intellectual ambience that coloured its initial
academic appropriation. In a letter of 1971, in which he responded to questions from a reader of The Society
of the Spectacle, Debord remarked that “one cannot fully comprehend [the book] without Marx, and especially
Hegel”;24 yet during the 1980s and 1990s, and thus when his own and the S.I.’s works first began to be enthusiastically adopted by academia, both writers had fallen from fashion. Debord himself complained of the degree
to which the “German origin” of “nearly all”25 of his theory’s key elements had been overlooked; for, as Hegel
and Marx had been rendered, respectively, the unacceptable and obsolete epitomes of a dead modernism, the
primarily Hegelian ideas upon which his theory relies slipped from view. As unfamiliarity with the theory’s
conceptual mechanics can render its terminology opaque, this perhaps fostered the temptation of a primarily visual interpretation, which in turn eased the theory’s Anglophone adoption by disciplines such as visual culture,
art history, cultural studies and media studies (the latter no doubt facilitated the erroneous, but still widespread
tendency to conflate spectacle with Baudrillard’s notion of simulacra).26 It therefore seems pertinent to stress
that Debord is not a “postmodern” writer, but rather a recalcitrant modernist: not a post-structuralist, but rather
a 20th Century Young Hegelian, whose work owes far more to figures such as Cieszkowski, Feuerbach, Stirner
and the young Marx than to any of his despised contemporaries who had “taken refuge at Vincennes”.27 Yet
before we begin to develop that Young Hegelian lineage, and thereby outline the reading of Debord’s work that
it affords, we should first take note some of the more successful, Marxian analyses of his claims.
It was indicated earlier that the concept of spectacle operates on several levels at the same time. Debord indicates as much at the very outset of The Society of the Spectacle,28 but a useful clarification of its operation
in this regard can be found in a letter of 1973. Debord writes there that the concrete reality of the spectacle,
as opposed to its relatively superficial existence as a set of mediatic and ideological practices, “can only be
justified by reference to these three degrees: simple technico-ideological appearances / the reality of the social
organization of appearances / historical reality”.29 On the first of these three “degrees”, or levels, the spectacle is
simply an ideological and mediatic “part of society”: the sector thereof “where all attention, all consciousness,
converges”.30 Evidently, this is the level of Debord’s analysis upon which much of the academic work referred
to above has tended to focus. However, on the second level of this schema, and thus “behind the phenomenal
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appearances of the spectacle”, such as “television, advertising, the discourse of the State, etc.,” we find what
Debord refers to as “the general reality of the spectacle itself”, as “a moment in the mode of production.”31
This second, deeper level thus pertains to the connections between the concept of spectacle and the social
operation of capitalist value. This is the dimension of Debord’s theory that has been addressed by some of the
best available studies of his work. Anselm Jappe’s seminal Guy Debord (1993, in Italian; 1999 in English) is
of particular significance here,32 as it deals with these themes in detail. It is by no means insignificant, given its
Hegelian-Marxian focus, that Debord himself referred to it in his correspondence as “the best-informed book
about me”.33 However, the subordination of lived reality to capital’s dictates, which takes place on that second
level, also requires the concept of spectacle to operate on the third level of this schema, i.e. that of “historical
reality”. The articulation of lived reality via the social relations of capital involves the separation of human
subjects from their own lived activity. The result is a historical moment characterised by a loss of historical
agency, insofar as the latter has been abdicated to an effectively autonomous economic system; and it is this
level of the concept that we will attempt to address below.
Clearly, studies that have engaged with that second, Marxian level necessarily bear upon the third, but they
can ultimately seem somewhat limited in this regard. This is in part due to the fact that spectacle cannot be
reductively identified with capitalist society, and instead denotes a far older and broader historical problematic (as we’ll see below, Debord in fact traced its roots all the way back to antiquity). The separation from
historical time to which the third level of the concept refers certainly stems, at present, from the social operation of capitalist value; yet that same dynamic of separation was viewed as having preceded modern society
(granted, a more exclusively Marxian reading of Debord’s work could accommodate this by casting him as
inadvertently echoing Sohn-Rethel’s notions of ‘real abstraction’; however, the more Feuerbachian notion of
separated power that will be outlined here seems more in keeping with the textual evidence). Debord describes
this problematic of separation as having developed towards the present, via a succession of different social and
economic formations, and as having reached a full, identifiable and purportedly resolvable extreme within the
consumer capitalism of his own day. It thus underscores and antecedes the concept of spectacle’s bearing upon
the capitalist social relations and culture industry proper to the first and second levels of Debord’s schema; and
if it is to be addressed fully, recourse needs to be made not only to Debord’s use of Marx, Lukács, et al, but also
to the existential, Hegelian and Young Hegelian themes that structured his conceptions of history, subjectivity
and temporality.34
This entails a rather different approach to Debord’s theoretical work than that which has been undertaken
in recent debate and discussion. Within the context of contemporary theory, attention now tends to gravitate
towards the homologies that can be discerned between Debord’s work and the new readings of Marx (particularly those connected to Wertkritik,35 the Neue Marx-Lektüre of figures such as Heinrich and Postone,36 and the
various currents of so-called communisation theory;37 again, Jappe’s book was seminal in this respect).38 Yet
whilst those homologies are important and useful, reading Debord under this rubric can lend itself to locating
his work’s relevance within its contributions to questions of structure and social form.39 As the relation between
the image and the commodity thus comes to take centre-stage, the themes of agency, strategy and praxis that
underscore Debord’s views on that relation can thus slide into the background. Furthermore: the aspects of
Hegelian Marxism prevalent within these new readings of Marx tend to centre around Marx’s mature use of
Hegel as a means of theorising the operation of capital. This is certainly relevant to Debord’s account; one
need only look to the opening theses of The Society of the Spectacle’s second chapter to find evidence for its
pertinence. However, Debord’s debts to Hegel are primarily inflected by Marx’s early writings, in which the
self-determinate movement of Hegelian thought is not associated with capital, but rather with the historical
actions and alienation of the human subject. This more “historicist” approach to Hegelian Marxism, to borrow
Chris Arthur’s useful shorthand,40 underlies the “systematic” Hegelian Marxism at work in Debord’s discussions of capitalist value, and an investigation of the former should precede studies of the latter.41 It is therefore
hoped that the approach attempted here can serve to augment such readings: for if they can be said to focus
on Debord’s account of the society of the spectacle—i.e. on his description of a specific, socio-historical and
economic moment that fully expresses and instantiates the dynamic of separation referred to above—then our
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own concern will be to address and explore that dynamic per se: to thus focus on the broader problematic posed
by Debord’s concept, and to thereby show how his account might be understood and reinterpreted in that light.
Having sketched out some of the themes that have inflected the handling of this material we can now move
towards addressing it directly. Our first step towards doing so will be to provide a broad overview of its central
themes. To that end, what follows will emphasise the sense in which Debord and the S.I.’s work constitutes a
20th Century re-figuration of Marx’s early call for the “realisation [Verwirklichung] of philosophy”42 in praxis.

II. THE REALISATION OF PHILOSOPHY
Vorstellungen
We will return to Debord’s critique of Hegel in greater detail below, but it can be sketched, in essence, as
follows. Hegel, for Debord, correctly identified history with self-determinacy and self-consciousness; yet he
located the full, complete expression of their unity not in the concrete process of freely and self-consciously
shaping an open future, but rather in a purportedly contemplative philosophy that merely admired a seemingly
completed world. In his view, the consequent task addressed by the Young Hegelian and radical critics that followed was thus that of reversing Hegel’s retrospective and detached perspective: to “invert” it not by simply
bringing the ideal back down to earth, but rather by actualising the freedom and self-determinacy that it sought
to describe in the conscious creation of an open future.43
On this view, therefore, Hegel’s philosophy, qua philosophy, comes to be seen as an alienated representation
(or rather as a Vorstellung: a word that was translated, significantly, as représentation in the version of Hegel’s
Phenomenology that Debord used)44 of the pro-active praxis that should supersede it. The identification of
self-conscious thought with historical movement and freedom advanced by Hegel’s philosophy needed to be
translated into concrete praxis: thought would no longer contemplate the past, remaining at one remove from
the world’s transformation, but would become actively engaged in shaping the future. Because the core of this
issue is the supersession of a state of separation from historical process, and thus that of all other modes of
separated power and thought that prevent direct engagement with the active construction of historical change,
Debord credits various Young Hegelians with having taken steps towards such an advance (e.g. the critiques of
alienated, representational power advanced by Feuerbach and Stirner, and Cieszkowski’s call for a philosophy
of praxis, to which we will return).45 Principal credit is however given to Marx, who is cast as having advocated just such a future-oriented stance (tremendous weight is thus placed on Marx’s famous final thesis on
Feuerbach: “The philosophers have only interpreted the world, in various ways; the point is to change it”).46
For Debord, this orientation—i.e. this move towards the actualisation of freedom through the self-determinate
transformation of the world—is in fact the key theme that runs throughout the entire radical tradition, or at least
throughout what he took to be its genuinely radical elements, as it was seen to amount to an incipient call for
the total self-determinacy that he and the S.I. advocated. Thus, “all the theoretical strands of the revolutionary
workers’ movement”, according to The Society of the Spectacle, “stem from critical confrontation with Hegelian thought”.47
This emphasis on the realisation of philosophy can be placed in useful contrast to Adorno, who once famously
remarked that the moment for philosophy’s actualisation had been “missed”:48 its unification with the revolutionary proletariat and consequent contribution to the latter’s self-abolition, as advocated by Marx, had failed
to transpire. In complete contrast, Debord’s entire political and philosophical perspective hinges on the view
that that challenge and exigency remains in place, albeit having taken on a new, more demanding form. In the
latter half of the Twentieth Century, it could no longer be confined solely to the self-determinate use of thought
in a project of shaping the future. Instead, the key exigency posed by that final theses on Feuerbach had been
radically expanded, as a result of the evolution of culture, technology, and the consequent possibilities of shaping lived experience within the modern world. Those new, expanded possibilities were currently divorced from
their producers, as a result of their integument within the social relations of capital. Thus, the familiar task
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of wresting control of history from the economy had been expanded and enriched, and had been given even
greater impetus by the total poverty of self-determinacy engendered by capital’s penetration into every aspect
of lived experience. The task at hand, therefore, was now that of reclaiming and employing all such capacities
in lived praxis, and of abolishing all such separated power, with a view towards affording a new era within
which lived experience could become the conscious creation of the experiencing subject. This ambition was
directly connected both to the basic dynamics of Debord’s spectacle and to the S.I.’s broader political project.
The spectacle and the Situationists
To treat the former connection first: Debord and the S.I. characterised the modern societies of their day as
subordinate to their own economic systems. Capitalism, for Debord, essentially means the regulation and domination of lived practice by the abstraction of value, and was thus viewed in a manner that encompasses its
state-bureaucratic and consumer-based variants alike. Crucially, the articulation of lived activity through the
social relations proper to those economic systems was viewed in terms of the separation of social power from
its producers. All social activity, creative capacity and technological potential had become bound within that
same all-encompassing general framework, which was held to amount, cumulatively, and despite its internal
divisions, to a generalised “Weltanschauung”49 capable of operating as a concrete, independent and objective
force. The intimate penetration of that power throughout the lives of the individuals concerned was framed as
co-extensive with their alienation from it. Their lived activity and the latter’s objective results had thus become
a detached object of contemplation: a “spectacle”, in other words (or a “show”, to use an alternative translation
of the French spectacle), in which those same individuals performed.50
The S.I.’s aim, during their more theoretical and revolutionary Marxian period in the 1960s, was to herald and
foster a response to this state of affairs. This response was not a call for a more equitable mode of distribution,
or for better working conditions, but rather a demand for all that modern technological capitalism had rendered
possible and yet simultaneously denied. It was thus a call for the supersession of all forms of separated capacity
and hierarchical power, and for the consequent instantiation of a mode of social collectivity that would foster
the actualisation of the possibilities that the previous social order had merely represented (as Vaneigem put it
in 1963: “What do we demand in backing the power of everyday life against hierarchical power? We demand
everything”).51 The drive towards such an extreme, all-encompassing mode of revolt was held to have been
fostered and generalised throughout society by the same capitalist formations that had generated the separation
described above. Society’s newfound wealth of consumer goods had seemingly alleviated the 19th Century
poverty that had exercised Marx, thereby dismissing, for some contemporary commentators, the need and
desire for social change altogether.52 Yet for Debord and the S.I., the proletariat had not been buried “beneath
an avalanche of sound systems, T.V.’s, small cars and planned communities”,53 but had instead been radically
expanded. As all life had become shaped and structured by capital, disaffection and alienation had become
similarly universal, thus engendering a ‘new’ proletariat: a vast, effectively classless social ‘class’, composed
simply of “all people who have no possibility of altering the social space-time that society allots to them”.54
The separation of Marx’s proletarian from the means of independently maintaining his or her own existence
had thus given way to a ‘higher’, more existential form of poverty, marked by a separation from the means of
consciously shaping and directing that existence55 (this reformulation should be borne in mind in connection to
contemporary criticisms of the S.I.’s alleged ‘workerism’).56
Initially, and particularly in the years that followed the S.I.’s emergence from the avant-garde milieu, the radical
self-determinacy that would rectify that state of affairs was to be researched and fostered through the construction of ‘situations’: moments of time that would unify art and life, through being shaped and lived according
to the experiencing subjects’ own wishes. The realisation of art that this entailed was explicitly cast as a new,
modern manifestation of the realisation of philosophy, insofar as it involved actualising representations of lived
experience in the attempt to consciously transform and shape the latter.57 Ultimately, however, this condition
was to be attained within a communism that amounted to a condition of collective, and self-determinate praxis:
a communism within which no instantiation of social power would be permitted to perpetuate itself indepen-
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dently from those who generate it, and which, insofar as all forms of hierarchy and representative leadership
would therefore be abolished, would thus come close to collectivist anarchism in some respects.58
To sum up this short overview: as will become apparent below, Debord can seem almost Bergsonian or Heraclitian at times, as he views the world in terms of temporal process.59 Yet, nonetheless, he is best viewed as a 20th
Century Young Hegelian, as his primary claim is that human beings had developed to a point where they could
now consciously direct that process, through laying claim to their own alienated powers and capacities (he in
fact once remarked, whilst indicating the historical task addressed by the theory of spectacle, that “we have still
not resolved the principle problems” raised by the “old comrades” of the 19th Century).60 Where Feuerbach, in
his critique of religion, talked of the projection of human capacity onto the clouds, and of a consequent mode of
subordination to alienated depictions of humanity’s own abilities, Debord—whilst drawing on the implications
of Marx’s early critique of Feuerbach61—casts these powers as a capacity to make history and addresses their
transposition onto forms and structures that serve to maintain and consolidate an extant social order. The Situationists’ drive towards the reclamation of all such alienated thought, art, culture and technological potential
was thus understood in terms of the supersession of a state of detachment from a potential engagement in the
world’s conscious transformation.
Having now set out the basic characteristics of Debord’s claims, we can turn to the five aspects of his Hegelian Marxism that we listed in the introduction above: philosophical anthropology; philosophy of history;
epistemology; ethics; strategy. Discussing them should serve to advance the following, broader argument. 1)
Debord’s views on the human subject imply viewing subject-object unity as a condition of self-determinate
temporal process; 2) the actualisation of that unity was placed at the apex of a narrative of historical development; 3) this entails treating spectacle as a broad historical problematic; 4) the latter implies a communist
ethics, rooted in the operation and perpetuity of a condition of self-determinate praxis; 5) the operation of that
condition must be an essentially strategic affair. The discussions that follow should therefore serve to demonstrate that the problematic of spectacle implies a conception of communism qua historical praxis.

III. A COMMUNISM OF TIME
Philosophical anthropology
Time and temporality are central to Debord’s thought and to his conception of the Situationist project. The
“Situationist attitude” was in fact said to entail “going with the flow of time [miser sur la fuite du temps; “wagering on the fleeting passage of time”]”.62 Conversely, the concept of spectacle describes the denial of such
an autonomous temporality, as spectacular society “separates the subject…from his own time”63 by replacing
a potentially free, self-determinate and thus “directly lived” existence with the latter’s mere “representation”.64
Hence, Debord’s description of the spectacle as a “paralysed history”, and as an “abandonment of any history
founded in historical time”:65 for time—and thus history, qua the self-consciousness and application of human
action within time—is the milieu within which the human subject might shape and determine its self and its
world.
Debord’s understanding of time undermines the crude, humanistic essentialism that is often attributed to his
work. He seems to have viewed the human subject as an inherently mutable, processual being: as an entity
that shapes itself through shaping its world. In this regard, his work displays a peculiarly French, mid-Century
confluence of Hegelian Marxism with the legacy and ambience of Sartrean existentialism66 (inflected, arguably,
with residual traces of Bergsonism),67 as it is marked by a preoccupation with self-actualisation in time, framed
via positions that seem informed by French Hegelianism’s characteristic focus on Hegel’s links between consciousness, time and negativity.68 For example, Debord states, by way of an unattributed69 quotation from
Hegel’s Phenomenology, that, “Man—that “negative being who is to the extent that he abolishes being”—is
one [identique] with time”.70 It seems clear that any such identification of the human subject with time and
negativity must preclude a politics based upon a naïve humanism, or indeed upon the actualisation of a fixed,
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“natural” human essence; so too must it rule out any appeal to a lost, original realm of authenticity (contra the
claims of some commentators, Debord by no means “postulates a golden age, a humanity originally transparent
to itself”).71 If the human subject is indeed “one with time”, then there can be no fixed human essence at all:
human subjects are simply held to possess an intrinsic capacity to create and undergo historical change, and
any notion of authenticity can only pertain to the full, free actualisation of that open capacity. Consequently,
spectacle should thus be seen to derive not from the occlusion of an original, essential and fixed identity, but
rather from the alienation and consequent impoverishment of that capacity.
That alienation was seen to involve human subjects becoming subordinate to social forms in which that capacity is expressed, concentrated and reified (religion, dogma, social hierarchy, the commodity, etc.). When this
occurs, they become alienated from their own actions within time, insofar as those actions come to be dictated
by their own misrecognised and externalised power. Debord’s debts to the young Marx of the Manuscripts
are of course apparent here, and this informs the manner in which the theory of spectacle essentially re-casts
the classical separation of subject from object as that between a passive observer and a contemplated image
(a re-formulation that also owes much to the evolution of these ideas from Debord’s initial concerns with the
detachment of art from lived activity).72 Like the alienated object of consciousness in Hegel’s Phenomenology,
Debord’s spectacle is an unrecognised and seemingly independent expression of the subject that contemplates
it; like the products of labour described by the young Marx, it is composed of the alienated social power and
activity of those who have created it. Such an estranged object is cast as an ‘image’ not solely because it is the
focus of a passive, and thus ‘contemplative’ consciousness (as in Lukács’ influential work),73 but also because
it presents fallacious depictions of its own independence, validity and necessity: for, insofar as those depictions
constitute and engender alienated instances of the subject’s direct self-actualisation, they can also be understood as paltry representations of the genuine unity of subject and object that would be achieved within a fully
self-determinate condition of praxis.
Time is important here once again, for as the goal is to reclaim and actualise a capacity to shape history, it
follows that the mode of subject-object unity that would resolve this condition of separation could not take
the form of a fixed, static state of affairs. Instead, it seems far closer to a mode of continual, collective, selfdeterminate movement. What we thus find here, therefore, is something very close to the condition implied
by the German Ideology’s famous description of communism as “the real movement that abolishes [aufhebt]
the present state of things”;74 a line that The Society of the Spectacle links, notably, to the movement of a selfconscious history, and indeed to the dissolution of “all separation”.75
To sum up these points, as regards our overall argument: the actualisation of the self-determinacy advocated
by the S.I. should be seen as a condition of continual, temporal movement, associated with the attainment of a
condition of subject-object unity. Given that Hegel himself presented the resolution supposedly attained within
his philosophy as a condition of unity characterised by continual process, rupture, and constant, restless movement—and given also that Debord, as we saw in an earlier section of this essay, advocated the actualisation
of Hegel’s identification of history and self-consciousness in concrete praxis—it would seem that Debord’s
account re-casts Hegelian resolution as the conditions of existence of the ‘real movement’ referred to above.
The remainder of this essay will attempt to develop the broader dimensions of that model, with a view towards
highlighting the conception of communism that it entails. We will then return to it at the end of the essay, where
we will show that it derives, in part, from Debord’s contact with the influential French Hegelian Jean Hyppolite.
Philosophy of history
We can start to flesh out this notion of communism by looking at the narrative of historical development within
which it was situated. The Society of the Spectacle contains no less than two, seldom-discussed chapters on
time, which describe a historical narrative of development and separation. Humanity’s capacity to shape its
existence is presented as having developed through a succession of technical developments and social and economic forms, but as having done so in tandem with its increasing detachment from its producers. This narrative
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begins with the “cyclical time” of early agrarian societies, which were shaped by the pattern of the seasons; it
then goes on to discuss societies within which a more linear, “historical time” emerged as the preserve of the
nobility, by virtue of their wars, feuds and lineages, albeit whilst remaining “separate from common reality”,76
insofar as this history’s events unfolded over and above the lives of those whose socio-economic activity enabled its existence. This separation between history and the lives of workers and common people was eventually overcome with the advent of the industrial revolution and the rise of capitalism, which diffused a linear,
irreversible sense of time throughout society; yet as this was time as measure, and thus a mode of domination,77
its penetration into lived experience entailed a further removal from the possibility of shaping that experience,
and thus a further state of separation from history. Debord presents this detachment as having reached an
extreme within his own and the S.I.’s present: for where historical agency had once been transposed onto the
heavens, and employed within a history peopled by kings, popes and princes that played out over the heads
of their subjects, society’s growing articulation via the social relations of capital had resulted in a context in
which history was at once both closer and further away than ever before. Debord’s narrative thus presents his
society as affording a grand, world-historical crux, insofar as its contradictory extremes had forcibly imposed a
demand for the reclamation and actualisation of this power. It had thus engendered a ‘higher’ communist project that would make explicit the implicit drive towards self-determinacy of all previous struggles,78 and which
would thereby go beyond any of the merely statist or economic demands of the past.79
This reading of history can also be mapped onto Debord’s views concerning the legacy and lineage of Hegelian
thought, which we outlined earlier. Following Korsch80 and Lukács81 he seems to hold that Hegel’s flawed
identification of an association between freedom, self-consciousness and history was itself predicated upon the
ascendance of capitalist society: Debord describes the temporality introduced by the bourgeois revolutions as
“profoundly historical”,82 but maintains that the conscious direction of such history remained detached from
those that conducted it. Hegel’s presentation of a world that made itself corresponds to this temporality, and
subsequent Young Hegelian and Marxian calls for history’s reclamation respond to its deepening contradiction.
Debord himself is situated within this implicit narrative, as his own account is positioned at a point at which
that contradiction could be clearly identified, theorised and (through revolution) resolved: for by the middle of
the century, “man”, according to Debord, though “separated from his product,” had become “more and more,
and ever more powerfully, the producer of every detail of his world”; and yet at the same time, “the closer his
life comes to being his own creation, the more drastically he is cut off from that life”.83
The unification that Debord posited at the apex of this narrative was thus a condition within which the totality
of subjectively lived experience could indeed become a conscious creation; and insofar as this would necessarily take the form of an on-going process, that unification must be seen not as the end of history, but rather
as something far closer to Marx’s allusions (which were referenced several times by Debord and the S.I.)84 to
the end of pre-history.85 Communism, therefore, emerges as the social form within which human beings would
take charge of their own destiny; and insofar as it was to be a condition of perpetual, self-determinate process,
it ceases to be identified with a specific political doctrine or economic plan, or indeed with any hierarchical
social structure. Thus, “History itself”, according to The Society of the Spectacle, “is the spectre haunting
modern society”.86
Epistemology
It’s important to note that the narrative described here cannot be seen as a teleological account of history,
insofar as ‘teleological’ is taken to denote an inevitable movement towards a pre-ordained outcome. The state
of separation that was held to define modern society, and indeed the revolutionary resolution that it invited,
was viewed as having forcibly imposed the awareness that human history is made by no other agency than that
of human beings themselves. It thus obliged them (and Debord alludes here to the Communist Manifesto) to
“view their relationships in a clear-eyed manner”.87 From such a perspective it could thus be identified that the
direction of history could not be the preserve of the economy, however much the latter may have monopolised
it in the past (or indeed in the projected future of some orthodox Marxisms), and that nor could it be said to fall
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under the purview of the Party, Geist, or indeed any other over-arching force. By extension, there can be no
“cunning of reason” at work within Debord’s account of history, or indeed any other invisible hand pulling the
strings of the actors concerned. As Marx and Engels put it in The Holy Family: “‘history’ is not a person apart,
using man as a means for its own particular aims, history is nothing but the history of man pursuing his aims.”88
However, this is not to say that this account of history is devoid of a sense of telos altogether, insofar as those
“aims”, when viewed cumulatively, display an inherent orientation and tendency. The following has to be imputed from Debord’s work, as he remains silent on this matter, but the philosophical anthropology described
above—which views the human subject as possessed of a capacity to shape itself and its world within time—
appears to have informed the identification of an inherent tendency within history towards the self-conscious
identification and actualisation of that capacity. Thus, whilst there can be no pre-ordained inevitability to historical events, or to their final outcome, there is, nonetheless, an impetus at work within them. History, in short,
is viewed as moving contingently towards a point at which it might be directed intentionally;89 and that point,
of course, is the historical moment at which Debord’s own analysis locates itself.
This invites analogy to Hegel’s own account of history. To put it rather glibly: Hegel writes himself into his own
story, in effect, as his philosophy of history presents the latter as necessarily tending towards the emergence of
a philosophy such as his own. Although Debord cannot claim any such grand metaphysical basis for his own
account, he too situates himself within his own narrative: human history is characterised by a tendency towards
self-consciousness and self-determinacy, and his work is placed at the point where this becomes fully identifiable and resolvable. Yet where Hegel can seal the self-validating legitimacy of his own account by casting it as
the final realisation of the reason that it holds to be at work within history, Debord can make no such claim to
truth. The historical instantiation of the condition of self-determinacy that it advocates possesses no inevitability, and has no innate metaphysical and idealist connection to the theory that would announce its inception.
Consequently, his work can be no more than an analysis of his moment and of that moment’s potential future,
developed in the light of a reading of its past. This then means that the only claim to truth that he can lay claim
to is the degree to which his work’s analyses might be validated by subsequent historical events: or more accurately, by the actions undertaken by human beings in the course of creating (however unconsciously) their
own history. Thus, “Nothing is ever proved except by the real movement that dissolves existing relations”.90
Clearly aware that his work could thus claim no more than a provisional validity, Debord made the following,
rather disarming remarks in a letter of 1971:
If this concept [of spectacle] is radically false (since it could indeed just be relatively “false”, and
thus currently “true” for historical thought, in the sense that it is merely the “maximum of possible
consciousness” presently to be had concerning the society we are in and for which a far better explanation will be forthcoming once this society is consigned to the past and the process embarked
upon in order to consign it is more fully underway) then in the course of this book [The Society of
the Spectacle] I may well have said a host of other things that are correct (the vast majority of which
come from comrades down the ages), but because I have understood and assembled them solely on
the basis of this concept, they would all be in some way flawed ... But if the very concept of spectacle
is mistaken, then the whole bloody book is scuppered. As far as I am aware there is, however, no
better one on the subject that concerns us here - a point that takes us back to the crucial role of
consciousness and its role in history.91
The very notion that human history might be characterised by a move towards progressively more conscious
and explicit attempts at self-determinacy implies that any single body of theory that would contribute towards
that process might well be superseded by its successors. Clearly, therefore, these epistemological issues do not
apply solely to Debord’s work alone, but rather to the production of radical theory in general; and the position
that they ultimately entail is that the validity of a body of theory can only derive from the degree to which it
serves to articulate and further a historical struggle. This bears direct relation to the theme of separation. We
saw earlier that Debord’s attempt to unite the form and content of his work reflected a desire to avoid merely
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representing and thus remaining at one remove from the negation that it evokes; here we can add that his work
also displays a markedly anti-Leninist92 desire for a condition of unity between the theory that would articulate
the movement of history and the actors that would actually conduct that movement (hence the S.I.’s readiness
to make such seemingly presumptuous claim as “Our ideas are in everybody’s heads”,93 or that “Situationist
theory is in the people like fish are in the sea”).94 Theory, in other words, was to function as an immanent,
recognisable diagnosis of a shared exigency—i.e. as a means of clarifying and rendering explicit the inherent
contradictions and conflicts of a given moment—and was to be employed as a demonstrably practical tool towards resolving the situation that provoked its emergence. It was, in other words, to function in a manner akin
to strategy, albeit a mode of strategic thought that emerged immanently from the movement that it purported to
articulate. We thus find an interpretation of the “judgement of history” here that identifies the latter’s truth with
nothing other than history’s progress towards freedom and self-determinacy (thus, the “revolutionary movement” knows “that the practice of truth is its own milieu of existence, and at the same time, its own historical
goal”).95
Debord’s Hegelian Marxism, we have proposed, re-casts the movement, process and unity of Hegelian resolution as the condition of perpetual historical praxis afforded by the S.I.’s communism. Insofar as this movement
must entail the continual negotiation of changing circumstances, the mode of thought associated with it must
be inherently strategic. The dialectical thought of the Hegelian system thus becomes the strategic thought of
philosophy’s realisation, as that system’s static Vorstellung of historical self-consciousness becomes a mode
of active engagement in history’s creation. We will develop this point at length below, but we should first note
its implications.
In a film of 1979, titled In Girum Imus Nocte et Consumimur Igni, Debord remarked that “Theories are only
made to die in the war of time. Like military units, they must be sent into battle at the right moment”, and they
must be continually “replaced because they are constantly being rendered obsolete”.96 Theory, in other words,
if it is to avoid degenerating into spectacle, cannot claim any perpetuity beyond its relevance and utility to the
moment from which it arose; and once that moment passes, so too must that body of theory. If it were to remain
in place beyond that moment, it would become a hypostatized, reified representation of the praxis that it once
facilitated.
It takes little imagination to connect that observation to the contemporary celebration and acceptance of this
once oppositional material (not only is it now a common feature of academic and cultural discourse: to much
alarm in some quarters97—albeit to the great assistance of studies such as our own—an archive of Debord’s
work and personal notes has been installed in the Bibliothèque Nationale). Nor is it difficult to note the disparity between this view and that of the many commentators who would make claims as to The Society of the
Spectacle’s continuing validity (a claim that Debord, admittedly, upheld as well: in 1979, he declared that he
had “no doubt that the confirmation all my theses encounter” would “last right until the end of the century and
even beyond”).98 For if theories are made to die in the war of time, then Debord’s own theory must be subject
to that fate too; and if the themes of time and history that underlie that theory therefore imply the production
of new, subsequent theoretical interventions, then the foundations of Debord’s work can be seen to contain a
model of praxis that points beyond the formulations that he himself built upon them.
Furthermore: if we retain the distinction that we introduced above, between Debord’s account of the society of
the spectacle—i.e. of a discrete historical moment—and our attempt to highlight the broader problematic of
spectacle, then it becomes apparent that superseding Debord’s account of that society would not entail jettisoning the concept of spectacle that defined it. As noted earlier, that concept, and the problematic to which it refers,
is rooted within the same philosophical anthropology of human temporality that necessitates such continual
movement in time. Spectacle, when seen in this broader sense, thus stands as the primary antagonist within that
“war of time”, as it designates the continual possibility of degeneration into conditions of separation, hierarchy
and arrest. Seen in this light, spectacle thus functions as something akin to an ethical category.
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Ethics
This extension of the purview of spectacle beyond Debord’s account can be substantiated by noting his indications that it also preceded modern society. As indicated earlier, his theory frames modern society as having
brought an older and broader dynamic of separation to an identifiable and resolvable extreme. Granted, Debord
consistently dated the spectacle’s emergence to the early decades of the 20th Century. Yet when doing so,
Debord was referring to the full, complete expression of that older historical tendency; and thus although he
certainly claims that the spectacle “corresponds to the historical moment at which the commodity completes its
colonisation of social life”,99 such remarks should be understood as referring to the inception of that full expression. Support for this view can be found in his correspondence, where he writes as follows:
[The spectacle] has its basis in Greek thought; it increased towards the Renaissance (with capitalist thought);
and still more in the 18th century, when one opened museum collections to the public; it appeared under its
completed form around 1914-1920 (with the brain washing [bourrage de crâne] of the war and the collapse of
the workers” movement).100
All of the phenomena referred to within that quotation relate to the dynamic of separated power. The reference
to Greek thought can be understood as pertaining to the importance of citizenship within the state, and to the
ideal forms of Platonic philosophy; the rise of capitalism refers to the ascendancy of its rule over lived reality, the museums to the detachment and management of historical thought,101 and the collapse of the workers”
movement to the latter’s subordination to representational and Statist politics. Yet one need not bury oneself in
the details of Debord’s private letters in order to find evidence for this view. Within The Society of the Spectacle
itself he states explicitly that “power draped itself in the outward garb of a mythical order from the beginning”;
that “all separate power has been spectacular”,102 and that “at the root of the spectacle lies the oldest of all social
specialisations, the specialisation of power”.103
Clearly, this notion of separated power has brought us a long way from the media-centric readings of spectacle
referred to at the beginning of this essay. Yet it also encompasses Debord’s Marxian claims, which describe
society as a whole as having become subordinated to its own alienated activity. This broader reading is also
able to accommodate the many instances in Debord and the S.I.’s work where the term “spectacle” was used
to refer to phenomena that bear little obvious relation to capital or to the commodity per se (e.g. Debord’s
objections to Leninism and its apologists,104 his numerous critical descriptions of leaders and figureheads,105 or
indeed his concern in the late 1960s that the S.I. itself was growing dangerously spectacular106). And if the basic
dynamic of spectacle is not reducible to the socio-economic modes that brought it to its full manifestation, then
presumably spectacle, in some form, is likely to arise in any instance where historical agency and collective
power became alienated and transposed onto an “external” body: for as Debord himself put it, “wherever there
is independent representation”, the spectacle “reconstitutes itself”.107
This means that it would not be enough to simply abolish capitalism in order to end spectacle, for the simple
reason that spectacle simply cannot be reductively identified with capitalist society. In order to truly abolish
spectacle, far more is required: for in addition to ending the economy’s sovereignty over lived existence, all
hierarchies, independent proxies for constitutive agency, and fixed, dogmatic forms must also be superseded.
The concept of spectacle, therefore, implies a collectivist-anarchist ethics: an ethics that is wedded to the notion
of historical process and praxis developed above.
The identification of an ethics within this material invites the obvious objection that it could be seem to contradict the S.I.’s inherently anti-dogmatic stance. It should also be acknowledged that the S.I. consistently described morality in terms of ideology, and that Debord can be seen to have (indirectly) associated the rejection
of moral norms with the communist project per se.108 Furthermore, his concerns with subjective autonomy owe
a debt to Stirner, for whom “the dominion of morality” is also that of “the sacred”,109 and thus an imagined
authority that must be rejected. Yet evidence as to the presence of ethical themes can certainly be found in
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Debord’s writings on a subjective110 and anecdotal level,111 and indeed on a theoretical level too. This is because
his work ultimately describes a drive towards a mode of collective “association”—to use a phrase that he borrowed from the Communist Manifesto112—“in which the free development of each is the condition for the free
development of all”.113 This must be a form of association in which the ability to shape one’s own time is predicated on the ability of all others, insofar as it entails the absence of hierarchy and coercion, and the abolition of
independent bodies of social power. Identifying such an ethics in Debord’s work does not, therefore, require the
invocation of a fixed and universal notion of reason, a metaphysics or an essentialised humanism, but instead
refers to the conditions of existence of the form of collective, self-determinate praxis that he advocated.
These themes can therefore help us to develop that notion of praxis, and to thereby ward off the charges of
relativism that might be engendered by the epistemological issues touched on above. As stressed above, the
goal of Debord’s revolution is an on-going, open-ended condition of historical praxis. Yet that goal must also be
reached through praxis, given that it will not transpire automatically. The goal, therefore, cannot be separated
from the path taken towards it, but rather brings the self-determinacy inherent within it to fuller, more complete
fruition. There is therefore a unity of means and ends here that entails a prefigurative politics, and acknowledging this can help us to make sense of the S.I.’s view that an anti-spectacular project must embody its rejection
of dogma, ideology and hierarchy within its own practical mode of organization.
Any such organisation, according to Debord, cannot “allow the conditions of division and hierarchy that obtain
in the dominant society to be reproduced within itself”;114 to do otherwise would be to “combat alienation by
means of alienated forms of struggle”.115 Or as the S.I. put it: “self-management”, according to the S.I., “must
be both the means and the end of ... struggle”; it was thus “not only what is at stake in the struggle, but also its
adequate form”.116 This unity of means and ends should be connected to Debord’s views on time: for as he put
it in his correspondence, and in keeping with the identification of process and goal indicated above, “historical
time”, was said to be both the “milieu and goal of the proletarian revolution”.117 If that is the case—and if the instantiation of that goal entails the perpetuity of such “historical time”—then any collectivity that might actualise it must be oriented towards the further instantiation of its own conditions of existence. The views developed
here do not, therefore, imply a relativist drive towards “making history” in the abstract, but entail an orientation
towards continued manifestations (or indeed towards the further enrichment) of that condition. We therefore
have a model of a process that shapes and determines itself through continually recreating its own foundations.
Situating these ideas in relation to the reading of Debord’s Hegelian Marxism inferred above can also help to
make sense of the notion of collectivity that can be found in Debord’s work. If the ‘inversion’ of Hegel essentially means transposing his philosophy into a condition of praxis, then his emphasis on mutual recognition and
on the organic interrelation of universality and particularity would seem to pertain directly to these themes. After all, Debord’s descriptions of the bourgeois atomisation of spectacular society (e.g. the spectacle is a “unity
... of generalised separation”)118 were directly informed by Marx’s claim that Hegel’s political philosophy had
imposed an abstracted, philosophical idea of unity upon a fragmented reality, and indeed by his implications
that communism would afford a more adequate mode of interrelating the universal with the particular (one
might also think of Marx’s later claims in Capital that capital is a “social relation”119 in which “men are ...
related in a purely atomistic way”).120
To sum up: Debord’s work can be seen to imply a theory of communism that casts the latter as a condition of
collective praxis within “historical time”. This however requires acknowledging that the concept of spectacle
cannot be reductively identified with capitalist society per se, and that its broader dimensions ultimately pertain to the denigration or denial of the forms of association that would allow the institution and perpetuity of
that mode of temporality. On this basis, we can now return to the connection between dialectical and strategic
thought that we highlighted above. For if Debord’s Hegelian Marxism can be seen to frame the operation of
this mode of association as the actualisation of Hegelian resolution in praxis, then the dialectical thought of the
Hegelian system, when actualised in such praxis, becomes the strategic thought of that mode of association’s
operation.
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Strategy
Debord’s interest in strategy is often noted within the literature, but it has rarely been analysed in theoretical
detail.121 This is hardly surprising, for as is also the case with his Hegelianism, at no point in Debord’s public
work, correspondence or unpublished archive material does he provide us with a clear, distinct summary of his
views. Yet, like his Hegelianism, the primary aspects of his views on strategy can be reconstructed from textual
evidence; and whilst a discussion of its particular applications in his political analyses falls beyond the remit of
this essay, we can at least map out its central features. At the very least, what follows should serve to establish
that it cannot be understood in the absence of an engagement with his Hegelianism.
In one of his few substantial statements on Hegel’s work, Debord writes as follows:
For Hegel it was no longer a matter of interpreting the world, but rather of interpreting the world’s
transformation. Inasmuch as he did no more than interpret that transformation, however, Hegel was
merely the philosophical culmination of philosophy. He sought to understand a world that made
itself. This historical thought was still part of that consciousness that always arrives too late, and
which pronounces a justification post festum. It thus superseded separation—but in thought only.122
Hegel’s philosophy is thus viewed as a mode of thought that announces its claims after the advent of historical events, as opposed to applying itself within their creation (an idea that would seem to be informed
by Debord’s reading of Korsch).123 Despite his identification of self-consciousness and freedom with history,
Hegel is viewed as remaining at one remove from the actual movement of history, insofar as the unification
that he posits takes place solely in philosophy. Debord is not, therefore, criticising Hegel in an Adornian vein
for attempting to establish a condition of unity, as have many others within the French tradition;124 instead, he
criticises him for making that attempt within the detachment of philosophical thought, and for thereby failing
to achieve that unity, qua lived, pro-active praxis. Consequently, and as he puts it in his correspondence, the
task posed by the critique of Hegel’s work is that of moving beyond Hegel’s contemplation of a world that had
completed its own “auto-transformation”, in order to “take an active part in history”.125 This then returns us to
Debord’s interpretation of Marx’s famous ‘inversion’ of Hegel, which does not involve the “trivial substitution”126 of unfolding categories for a history of developing social relations, but rather a change in perspective:
a view according to which Marx corrects Hegel’s description of the present as the conclusion of the past by
rendering the present the basis of an open future.127 This is particularly apparent in Debord’s remarks on the
work of August Cieszkowski, a Polish young Hegelian whom he credits as having pre-figured this manoeuvre.
Cieszkowski’s work, he claimed, stands before both Marx and Feuerbach, and thus at the very outset of a
long line of theoretical and political development, along which “the dialectical method” edged ever closer to
unification with “the reality that seeks it”.128 Debord identifies that “dialectical method” with “the thought of
history,”129 and implicitly locates himself and the S.I. at the point upon this line where that unification might be
achieved: at the point, in other words, where all such modes of reflecting upon a historical world might be actualised in the process of consciously shaping the latter. Cieszkowski is presented as having implicitly grasped
this exigency, as can be seen from Debord’s short summary of his critique of Hegel:
Cieszkowski surpasses Hegel in purely Hegelian terms: he negates the central aporia of the system
by simply acknowledging that time has not ended. Hegel had concluded history, in the form of
thought, because he ultimately accepted glorifying his present. In a single manoeuvre, Cieszkowski
reverses the system, by bringing it into contact with the “moment” of the future. This is because he
recognised, in the thought of history—the supersession of philosophy—the power to transform the
world.130
Debord’s reading of Cieszkowski, therefore, essentially runs as follows. Time’s negativity, and thereby the
meaning and sum truth of the human history through which the lived experience of time becomes self-conscious,131 cannot be captured and bound within the hypostatised form of a system; certainly not within one that
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identified such ‘truth’ with a single, glorified, concluding moment.132 Thus, although Hegel was right in presenting dialectical thought as affording historical self-consciousness—Debord explicitly associates it with “the
thought of history”—he was nonetheless wrong in hypostatising its movement within the detached abstractions
of a philosophical system. Debord is clearly influenced by Marx’s famous remarks in his postface to the second
German edition of Capital, where he claimed that dialectical thought, once extracted from its “mystical shell”,
is inherently critical, historical and revolutionary, because it “includes in its positive understanding of what exists a simultaneous recognition of its negation”, and thus “regards every historically developed form as being
in a fluid state”.133 It seems that for Debord, this meant that dialectical thought afforded a means of achieving
a self-conscious engagement with the flow of time; and if that self-consciousness was to become actualised in
historical praxis, following Marx’s call for the realisation of philosophy, then dialectical thought was to become
one with strategic thought.
This interpretation of Debord’s use of Hegel, therefore, can help us to clarify his otherwise enigmatic identification of dialectics and strategy. Both Machiavelli and Clausewitz, for example, were described as proponents
of “dialectical, strategic thought”,134 and a study of both writers was said to be required, “in the current era”, in
order to “complete readings of Hegel and of other old friends of the International”.135 The connection between
strategy and dialectics is phrased even more explicitly in the following remarks, made on one of the personal
reading notes that are now housed in the Debord archive at the Bibliothèque Nationale:
It is the same thing to think dialectically and to think strategically. When one separates one’s terrains
and terms, one specialises this genre of operations, and one draws an ideological mantle over their
methods and all their practical applications. For these terrains are evidently one single terrain, since
both denote the totality. It is the thought of praxis, which must act; practical theory, in the course of
its combat in time. They are the same mode of thought, and they are judged by the same result [C’est
la même pensée qui est jugée par le même résultat].136
Strategy, therefore, corresponds directly to Debord’s concerns with the need for consciousness to move in step
with time and history, and in this regard it can be seen to operate on several levels within his work. Firstly,
it pertains to its existential dimensions, as it connects to his Sartrean view that human subjects exist within
momentary situations that they are obliged to traverse (and which, following the Situationist project, they
might deliberately shape). If the human subject is indeed an inherently ‘negative’ being, located in perpetual
opposition to its present moment—and if it is also finite, and characterised by limited, contextual knowledge, as
Debord also stresses—then that subject must continually operate and negotiate its circumstances on the basis of
limited knowledge. The very conduct of life itself is thus strategic in this sense, and its constant contingencies
relate to Debord’s interest in turning life into a game:137 for play, like strategy, requires knowing how to act at
the right time. In fact, the import of such knowledge seems to be the real core of Debord’s understanding of
strategy.
It would also seem that dialectical thought was held to afford an awareness of conflict, flux and change within
the totality of a given moment: to thus provide a means of recognising where and when one might strike and
act effectively within such a moment. This can be illustrated by way of reference to the set of notes on Poker
that Debord produced for his wife in 1990 (and which are clearly not just notes on the game of Poker). They
advise that a good player should keep his or her own use of bluff to an absolute minimum, and that when others
are presenting illusions and assuming all others to be doing the same, acting opportunely on the basis of known
facts confers an advantage. To play well, he writes, “One must know how to employ the kairos138 of one’s forces
at the right moment”.139 Such knowledge was clearly associated with a capacity to negotiate the tangle of bluff,
feints, illusions and representations that Debord held to characterise the spectacular society of his later years.
An increased emphasis on the importance of “strategic theory” can in fact be discerned in Debord’s thought
from the mid 1970s onwards.140 Its increased importance at that time reflected his response to the subsidence
of the events of May 1968, and his growing preoccupation with the intrigue and confusion of the Italian anni
di piombo. The latter would in fact greatly inform the analyses presented in 1988’s Comments on the Society of
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the Spectacle, which contend that because modern society had rejected history, it could “no longer be led strategically”,141 and had consequently degenerated into a muddle of conflicting, fragmentary interests. Coupled
to the increased existential impoverishment engendered by the spectacle’s continued advances, this meant, according to Debord in 1988, that “conditions have never been so seriously revolutionary”; yet at the same time,
the general denigration of critical, historical thought entailed that “it is only governments who think so”.142
This contradiction should however be seen as the deepening of an exigency that had already been identified in
1967s The Society of the Spectacle. The modern “proletarian revolution”, Debord claimed there, “is predicated
entirely on the requirement that, for the first time, theory as the understanding of human practice be recognised
and directly lived by the masses”, so as to avoid its Leninist, spectacular imposition upon the latter. This meant,
he claimed, that “workers” must “become dialecticians”.143 As we have just seen, that statement is tantamount
to the contention that they must become strategists; and difficult though that may be, he remarked in a letter
from that same year that “there is absolutely no other way to leave our sad prehistoric period”.144

IV. THE ABSOLUTE
Debord and Hyppolite
There is no space here to offer a critical evaluation of the political positions that these remarks imply, but we
should at least be able to summarise and characterise the claims that have been made here regarding the nature
of the ideas that underlie and support Debord’s claims. Our aim has been to demonstrate that the latter contain
a theory of communism qua historical agency. We’ve seen that this has its roots within Debord’s views on
time and history, and that it seems to point beyond his own extant work, thereby implying a model of on-going
intervention and praxis. We’ve also seen that the theory of spectacle carries ethical implications as regards the
perpetuity and orientation of that praxis, and that Debord’s concerns with strategy pertain to the conceptual
operation of its conduct. The result, it would seem, is a model of praxis that could be drawn out of Debord’s
work and developed independently of the corpus within which it currently resides. An attempt to do so, however, would necessarily entail a fuller engagement with the Hegelian Marxian ideas that structure it, and we will
therefore close by schematising them by way of the following.
All of the discussions above were shown to pertain to Debord’s views on the relation between Marx and Hegel.
This is due, quite simply, to the fact that he saw his own work as a direct continuation of the latter writer’s contributions towards human historical emancipation. Hegel was seen to have grasped the relation between history,
freedom, self-consciousness and self-determinacy; Marx was seen to have called for the actualisation of that set
of relations in concrete historical action. Debord’s reading of the connection between these two figures, when
viewed in terms of his own theoretical claims, appears to take Marx’s call for Hegel’s actualisation relatively
literally, as it could be schematised as a Feuerbachian reclamation of qualities associated with the Hegelian
Absolute. The latter’s interrelation of universality and particularity, and its consequent retention of perpetual
unrest and self-determinate process within a condition of unity, appear to have been re-framed not as the end of
history, but rather as the grounds of a fully self-conscious collective praxis.
These claims may seem rather speculative—as noted, this position has been inferred from Debord’s claims, and
is not explicitly stated within them—but in addition to according with the textual evidence, they also bear interesting relation to Debord’s links to Jean Hyppolite.145 The Hegel that Debord criticises in his texts often seems
to be that of Alexandre Kojève, i.e. a Hegel who had rashly declared history to have ended with Napoleon and
the Prussian State. The Hegelianism that Debord developed when articulating his own positions, however, was
in fact far closer to Hyppolite’s reading of Hegel, according to which the Hegelian Absolute is not a static condition of arrest, but rather an endless, restless, self-determinate process of continual rupture and re-unification.
Hyppolite stresses themes such as these in his excellent Introduction to Hegel’s Philosophy of History of 1948
(Debord owned this book, and his notes on it are now stored in the Paris Archive), and he relates them to Marx
in his exceptional Studies on Marx and Hegel of 1955 (Debord owned and made detailed notes on this book
too). Significantly, Hyppolite presents Marx as having dismissed religion and speculative philosophy as alien-
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ated appearances of the unity that would be actualised through revolutionary praxis, describes him as having
been “incapable of adopting a position outside of a history that is to be made at the same time as it is to be
thought”,146 and as advocating a communism that amounts to an on-going, self-constitutive process: a process
engaged in “forever re-creating its own foundations”.147 These remarks bear obvious connection to the Hegelian model of communism qua praxis that we have attempted to reconstruct above. Consequently, although
Lukács was evidently a major figure in the development of Debord’s Marxian analyses, Hyppolite may have
played a similarly formative role in the evolution of the Hegelianism that supports them.
There is of course much more to say about the issues addressed here. We have focussed primarily on Debord’s
theoretical work from the 1960s, and have paid relatively little attention to that from the 1950s, or indeed the
decades that followed the S.I.’s demise in 1972. Yet having at least introduced some of the key components of
the conceptual framework that supports Debord’s work, and having also indicated the sense in which it would
seem to point beyond his oeuvre, we can perhaps conclude with some brief comments on the possible merits of
pursuing these aspects of his thought further.

CONCLUSION
The apparent defeat of the May 1968 uprisings not only pertains to the evaluation of Situationist theory, but
also to that of much of the continental political philosophy that was produced over the subsequent decades. The
seemingly spontaneous nature of those events not only undermined economic determinism and the structuralism that had dismissed humanism and Sartrean existentialism (“structures”, to quote a slogan chalked on a Sorbonne blackboard, “do not march in the street”),148 but also revealed the limits of traditional modes of organisation, as the PCF, together with the major unions, sought to translate the movement’s demands into familiar and
more manageable calls for higher wages. Yet the uprisings were ultimately subdued, and the traditional Left
suffered further defeats throughout the following decades. Obliged to acknowledge both the lessons of the May
events and those imposed by capital’s continued impositions, the stances that replaced those discredited models
adopted alternative figures of social change, capable of articulating resistance within the networks and discursive regimes of technologically mediated capitalism.149 Today, by contrast, radical theory seems characterised
by more retrospective concerns: we are not only invited to rethink the ‘idea’ of communism, but also the concepts and organisational forms called into question by May 1968. Žižek delights in alluding to the dictatorship
of the proletariat, even to the point of calling, alarmingly, for a “Thatcher of the Left”;150 Badiou, memorably
described by Debord as “Maoist carrion”,151 continues to pursue elements of that doctrine; Althusser, whose
“sombre dementia” was also explicitly rejected,152 seems to be receiving renewed attention; Sartre has yet to
receive a revival, but Hegel’s return to favour perhaps places him next in line. Within such a context of return
to pre-68 models, there is perhaps a virtue in addressing material putatively associated with “the most extreme
position taken up during the confrontations of 1968”:153 for if it is approached in the manner proposed here,
one can draw from it a set of ideas pertaining to political agency that stand opposed to structuralism’s dismissal
of the human subject, that avoid any fixed, essentialist naturalisation of the latter, and which also reject the
organisational frameworks that were called into question by those “confrontations”. As this agency was also
conceived by its own author as a force able to operate strategically upon the terrain of a seemingly triumphant
modern capitalism, it may merit further enquiry in the vein outlined above.
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CRITERION CREATION: A METAEPISTEMOLOGICAL
PROBLEM IN PERSPECTIVE
Sylwia Chrostowska

All is not over on earth, since we can yet reason falsely. ... We affirm, but we doubt. The unexpected
shoots forth from a syllogism. It is fine. There are men still on earth who know how to open and shut
pleasantly the surprise boxes of paradox.
Hugo
Evaluating is creating [Schätzen ist Schaffen]
Nietzsche

1. TOPOI
In coupling criteriology with the philosophy of creativity—and thereby criticism with creation sensu latissimo—we raise the question of the criterion for a realm in which it carries either all possible significance or
none whatsoever. All the significance in the world, if we take the world to be divinely created or co-created by
us every day. Or none at all, from the point of view of the act of creation as such: an act linking the profane to
the sacred; spontaneous and intuitive; irrational and unpredictable; inscrutable and (on the Kantian account)
criteria-less.
Western common sense and critical and philosophical tradition have largely sided with the second of these
views. They tend, that is, to divorce creativity from criterial thought, conceiving of the creative act in opposition to the act of judgment (an opposition enshrined in Judeo-Christian theology), and thus to discrimination
and assertions of knowledge (of which judgment is both vehicle and expression). Rarely, then, do they consider
whether and how acts of creation and judgment converge, intersect, or even merge.
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While examples of their discursive dissociation for the domain of art—its practice and reception—abound, in
the case of science, a claim like the following by Karl Popper can still sound counterintuitive:
If it is the processes involved in the stimulation and release of an inspiration which are to be reconstructed, then I should refuse to take it as the task of the logic of knowledge... . It is another matter if
we want to reconstruct rationally the subsequent tests whereby the inspiration may be discovered to
be a discovery, or become known to be knowledge. In so far as the scientist critically judges, alters,
or rejects his own inspiration we may, if we like, regard the methodological analysis undertaken here
as a kind of ‘rational reconstruction’ of the corresponding thought-processes. But this reconstruction
would not describe these processes as they actually happen: it can give only a logical skeleton of the
procedure of testing. ... [T]here is no such thing as a logical method of having new ideas, or a logical
reconstruction of this process. ... [E]very discovery contains ‘an irrational element’, or ‘a creative
intuition’...2
Intellectual inspiration and creative intuition integral to scientific discovery are here described in terms analogous to the processes of technical invention and artistic production; they create new things in the world and
objects of knowledge. In subsequent testing (evaluation, modification) their products are subject to judgment
that can categorize them as instances of human creativity (discovery, invention, etc.).
Isolating the “creative” element in this way not only reminds us of the complexity of scientific practice; it also
draws attention to the gap between that element and critical reasoning. Creativity and judgment are seen by
Popper as two distinct moves in a larger process. But do we not commonly call this process scientific “discovery,” “invention,” etc., understanding it prima facie as a subtype of both knowledge and creativity? Those
who, upon reflection, entertain the possibility that it can be both at once are few, and certainly on to something.
The majority follow Popper’s demarcation in circumscribing the role of “pure” creativity in scientific thought:
where judgment rules, creation is suspended—a distinction reflected in the commonplace of the “two cultures”
and the science/art binary. Anxiety over science’s claim to truth has its counterpart in the policing of this distinction between the aesthetic and the methodical.3
The Kantian critique of judgment complicates without, it must be said, altering the organizing dichotomy. The
Third Critique inquires into the purpose of natural and human creation, considering the latter as things created
and as the playground of judgment, but also, more fundamentally, as a human activity in practice indissociable
from judgment. Kant stipulates not only that judgment is brought to bear on divine/natural or human creation
(things created), but also that judgment is already implicit in the creative process of genius, who “gives the rule
to art.” This judgment, however, does not legislate objects—there are no objects necessarily subject to it—but
only itself.4 Kant made its reflective legality internal to creativity, and derived from its being, engendered by
artistic genius, its universal value and verification—even if this judgment of “other nature” has no need of, and
nothing to do with, pre-established criteria but only with the free elaboration of new ones, which contingently
actualize in new forms the timeless standard of nature.
Our experience of art confirms Kant’s view whenever we speak of an artist’s aesthetic; we usually do not mean
by this that the creative artist knows best, but only that s/he intuits the aesthetic in a particular way, and creates something subjectively universal. This aesthetic is factored into our debates as art critics (art practice and
art criticism are thus not mutually exclusive, though the latter labors towards “general agreement in an age of
reasonable estimation”5). We do not, nonetheless, cede criterial authority to the artist any more than we do critical authority. In contrast to theoretical judgment, aesthetic judgment is neither cognitive (logical, conceptual)
nor epistemically justifiable—let’s not forget that Kant saw no possibility of a science of taste, just its subjective critique.6 Kant’s aesthetics “warns us against the totalitarianism of reason,”7 limiting artistic creativity’s
overlap with the domain of judgment to what cannot, strictly speaking, be known. However, outside Kantian
aesthetic experience, the question of objective criteria of judgment continues to arise.
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What if, however, the received concept of judgment—and hence of epistemic criteria in epistemology, ethics
(especially metaethics), as well as aesthetics—has concealed the creative core from us?
The following discussion aims to trouble the traditional opposition between creation (genesis, intuition) and
judgment (schema, rationality). It is, first, a contribution to the philosophical anthropology of creativity, and,
second, a reconsideration of criteriology’s founding problem—the so-called “problem of the criterion,” the
ultimate criterion of knowledge.8 By taking a sceptical position on epistemic foundations, we begin to see how
the “problem of the criterion” assists in fixing the conceptual opposition between creativity and judgment, and
obscures their mutual provocation and interaction. This tension and co-determination of creation and judgment,
I argue, give rise to conviction—rather than certainty—as a non-transcendent, immanent criterion.

2. STASIS (“THAT INVESTIGATION OUT OF WHICH A CAUSE ARISES WE CALL
A STATING OF A CASE”9)
In the epistemologically, ontologically, scientifically, ethically vague domain of human activity deemed creative—activity, that is, considered not as a form of ascertaining “what is the case” or reproducing “things
made” (Tatsachen, facta), but of “making a case” for another “state of things” (Sachverhalten), for something
other than the given, the already made, the already known, and producing evidence of it—the role of criteria
remains obscured until we take the epistemological, ontological, scientific, and ethical, which rely on the exercise of rational judgment, as themselves modes of creativity concerned with truth-making. The creation of
objects, concepts, interpretations, realities, functions, norms, and values, which earlier standards, now obsolete,
could not adequately account for let alone remain consistent with, is largely bound by the criterial logic of the
precedent—objective, conceptual, real, normative. Whether upholding this precedent, breaking with it, claiming to be without it, or bearing precedential weight themselves, creations are always entangled in judgment,
determined by, acting on, or entailing criteria. They take shape through following, resisting, and negating
anterior decisions, without which tension the showily creative act of judgment gives way to a shadow play of
analogy-drawing and routine rule application, on the principle of past authority—of “standing by things that
have been settled” (stare decisis). The creativity of judgment consists in qualifying and drawing distinctions,
generating criteria, making difference.
The persistent, and mistaken, assumption about “genuine,” “radical,” “capital C” creativity is, as we have said,
that it does not follow rules or standards, or even set rules or standards other than for itself (in a kind of playful,
pro forma obedience to principle)—although, this sense seems to apply more to art than to science. Rather than
being the object of mere reaction, pre-existing rules (and whole artistic or scientific paradigms) appear as the
background against which the creative process and product appear incoherent and, in this sense, cannot even be
judged (except apparently by internal criteria). In a Kantian spirit, Oscar Wilde gets to the heart of the matter
when he writes that “to measure [Art] by the standard of the past is to measure it by a standard on the rejection
of which its real perfection depends.”10 Thomas Kuhn, and, more radically, Paul Feyerabend extended precisely
this insight to science as, respectively, scientific revolutions and epistemological anarchism, in contrast to “lawand-order alternatives.”11
As autonomous artists, we apparently make up, as we go along, various rules that, owing to the dialectic of
creation, can be no more binding for the finished work than for the work-in-progress (in whose power it lies
to fulfil itself according to them as well as to “take them back”). Nor do these rules apply retroactively, being
ad hoc; the flash of genius that illuminates the work may eclipse contemporaries or stimulate epigonism, but
(consistent with the axiom of originality governing art) it does not impose itself elsewhere. For these reasons,
the rules are not defensible or generalizable as criteria—even though, again, they can be hailed as artistic discoveries and held up as exemplars, changing the face of aesthetics and art practice, and altering the tradition,
in T.S. Eliot’s sense, to ensure coherence between the old order and the really new. In science, by contrast, new
discoveries are accorded the power not only to modify but to invalidate the past. In both the artistic and the scientific realms, however, the commonly held dialectic of creation demands the application of new rules to what
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comes after, inevitably, to question them. The creative process is thus, on the one hand, seemingly open-ended
and generatively “lawless”; on the other hand, various measures are applied and invented, recede or are consciously cast off, expanding the creative possibilities of interpretation, explanation, imitation, and so on.12 Just
as we are not capable of completely indiscriminate destruction (on this basis we distinguish man-made disasters
from natural ones), so there is among us no indiscriminate creation—and the discrimination involved need not
be facultatively exemplary. Creativity “on the ground” suggests, then, that recalling and making up rules is
integral to it, even as it seeks to transcend any particular criteria (e.g., in the pursuit of a metacriterion). Autonomy and normativity (artistic, technical, conceptual), transgression (translation, subversion) and judgment
(arbitrary, systematic) emerge as a dimension of creative inspiration and expression: creations more or less
justify criterions, and vice versa.13
Despite this conceptual shift long underway, artists still fall for the ideology of aesthetic freedom, treating older
standards as so many cobwebs; honouring them would mean being consigned to some institutional compartment where no one ever bothers to dust. Yet the popular (and, some rush to point out, undemocratic) Romantic
elements of our culture cannot outweigh the progressive disenchantment of pure, “capital C” creativity, usurped
by modernity from divine ars infinita.14 Creativity’s increasing standardization under capitalism is abetted by
research into its psychological, social, economic, and cultural laws, in an unprecedented push for the universalization, streamlining, and commodification of creative activity.15 The new currency of creative work not only
does not benefit from its monetization into ever smaller denominations, it is ruined by inflation and shrinking
profit margins. On the one hand, the code of creativity is being cracked; on the other hand, it is being rewritten
as we redefine what passes for creative work. We have creativity experts telling us that the classical five-stage
analytic of creativity—preparation, incubation, insight, evaluation (on internalized criteria of one’s field), and
elaboration—is too crude; though distinguishable, these phases in the creative process are “less linear than
recursive,” their “loops” varying in number, length, proportions.16 More than ever we are made aware of the
professional, technical, and conceptual guidelines for making things—priming a canvas, mixing pigments to
obtain a certain shade of blue, reading widely, starting from scratch, having an idea, making a comparison,
choosing a constraint—to be followed more or less intuitively inside the creative process (to the point that
they might seem not to exist or matter at all). Drawing a line between these so-called preparations, building
blocks, or tunings, and “creation proper”—irreducible, unpredictable, unprecedented, spontaneous, serendipitous, inexplicable, etc.17—would require pinpointing where the creative “leap” to which they are crucial begins
and ends. The answers of science are bound to disappoint, since splitting hairs, or neurons, resolves (human)
creativity into something faceless. Those who resist this demystification of creativity by its methodization, description, or explanation may have no trouble admitting nature’s genetic processes on the most granular level.
Without being scaled up to our creative reality, however, these processes remain alien to it.
When speaking of creativity, we have in mind equally the work of the cobbler, the pianist, the neuroscientist,
and the philosopher. We have relatively little issue with accepting the rationality of such diffuse, generalized
creativity—even if rule-bound implies non-creative. We are much less able to admit creativity into rationality.
We would, in other words, sooner let go of pure creativity than of pure judgment, in whose sacred precinct the
foundations of the status quo and of the human creating that obtains there are laid. While the two dimensions,
creation and judgment, can happen side by side, they should not be conflated, and, at their extremes, exclude
each other.
While few would deny that philosophy can be (in part) a creative process, consisting in the origination, if not
of concepts, then at least of questions, knowledge claims, arguments, and warrants, how many would suppose
that creativity is a necessary condition for philosophy, or that its creations are original? One can seek to show
that this is so in one’s very act of coming up with reasons and arguments for defining philosophy in these terms,
de facto recreating (demonstratively showing) what one is trying to define and make known. In thus defining
it, one makes philosophy “known” as creative, renders creativity a criterion for philosophy, aware that one is
provoking creativity in the form of counterargument and refutation.18
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Even when the creativity of philosophy is taken for granted (though in need of stipulative specification), one
does not know it to be true unless one also generates (invents, discovers) the criteria of knowing, perhaps even
a general theory of knowledge (of its production and of the sum total of its productions)—doing so in a way
that leaves them open to charges of falseness, if thought is to remain critical and creative. Further, the criterion
of originality is implicated in philosophical discourse in, on the one hand, conceptualizing the world and, on
the other, problematizing it. Milestones in the history of philosophy—inquiries, claims, conceptual constructs
(especially systems)—are invariably regarded as the products of thought in motion that cause thought (give it
reason) to move, giving birth, if not to entirely new problems, then at least to somewhat new solutions. This is
not to say that philosophy engenders itself, that it is self-perpetuating, even though, like any field of knowledge,
it sets its own standards and rules grosso modo.
What distinguishes (meta)epistemology, as knowledge of knowledge, is its amphibological reflexivity, as “a
knowledge” (self-governing) like any other and, at the same time, formally, as “all knowledge” (other-governing and in principle requiring no further justification). In it, the creativity of the philosopher meets its match
in the search for a grounding criterion that would encompass the possibilities of knowing: not only what has
been and can be known (asserted, justified, verified) within any given cognitive-experiential framework, but
also all conceivable paradigms of human knowledge. Foundationalist epistemology, for one, makes the case
for a universal foundation, then invites its problematization. Presupposing the metacriterion to be discoverable
as an “uncreated creation” (as “given,” into whose creation we would or should not need to look) or else as a
“creation to be re-created” (in need of cause, of knowledge of how it was made), it runs into insoluble problems
either way.

3. LOGOS
Some of the most radical philosophical literature on creativity bears out this analysis, even when, as for
Deleuze, creativity appears fundamentally at odds with criterial problems.19 In Deleuze’s thinking, creativity
is spread across human intellectual endeavour—“thought is creation—to think is to create, there is no other
creation—but to create is first of all to engender ‘thinking’ within thought.”20 This naturally includes areas we
associate chiefly with the exercise of judgment: “Philosophy is a discipline that is just as creative and inventive
as any other discipline, and it entails creating or even inventing concepts.... [S]cience is no less creative... [D]
iscovery exists ... but it is not what defines scientific development as such. A scientist invents, creates as much
as an artist does. ... [He] is someone who invents, creates functions.”21 What this exclusive emphasis on creativity, resting on an implicit juxtaposition with rule-bound rationality, leaves out is subsumptive judgment—not,
as we will see, its existence so much as its desirability and even necessity.
Deleuze’s engagement with the Third Critique22 does nuance his notion of judgment, at least when it comes to
critical philosophy. Deleuze sees in the Kantian reflective judging, without a domain of its own,23 a forerunner
of what he calls legislation in Nietzsche—a decidedly non-determinative kind of law-giving. “In Nietzsche,”
he writes,
the philosopher-legislator appears as the philosopher of the future; to legislate means to create values. “Actual philosophers ... are commanders and law givers” (BGE 211, p. 123) ... It is not that
the philosopher must add the activity of the legislator to his other activities because he is in the best
position to do this—as if his own subjection to wisdom qualified him to discover the best possible
laws to which men in their turn ought to be subjected. The point is a completely different one: ... that
the philosopher, as philosopher, ceases to obey, that he replaces the old wisdom by command, that he
destroys the old values and creates new ones, that the whole of his science is legislative in this sense.
“Their ‘knowing’ is creating, their creating is a law-giving, their will to truth is—will to power’’
(BGE 211 p. 123). While it is true that this idea of the philosopher has presocratic roots it seems that
its reappearance in the modern world is Kantian and critical. Jubere [command] instead of parere
[obey]: is this not the essence of the Copernican revolution and the way in which critique is opposed
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to the old wisdom, to dogmatic or theological subjection? The idea that philosophy legislates as philosophy makes the idea that critique as critique is internal complete: together they form Kantianism’s
principal achievement, its liberating achievement (BGE 211 p. 123).24
And yet, the specificity of the idea of philosophical legislation for Nietzsche’s philosophy of the future depends
on going beyond Kant’s “philosophical labour.” For it turns out that Kantian legislation brings us back into
the fold of reason and understanding, our herders and dispensators of subjectivity—“Nothing but a renovated
theology,” in Deleuze’s paraphrase of Nietzsche, “theology with a protestant flavour: we are burdened with the
double task of priest and believer, legislator and subject.”25 Nietzsche’s overcoming of Kant, as Deleuze sees
it, was to lead criteria-creating judgment out of the bondage of belief.
Let us take a closer at the singular late essay “To Have Done with Judgment,”26 where Deleuze comes into his
own as a thinker of the relation between judging and creating within a theological-political problematic. While
it does not directly speak to the so-called problem of the criterion, the essay makes a bold claim about judgment: namely, that, rather than a faculty, it is a normative doctrine and policy that has been internalized and
naturalized. The basis for this policy of judgment is the doctrine of infinite (unpayable) debt. Its transcendent
rule consists in the omnipresent supervision of the infinite productivity of the creative drive and will to knowledge, which it is set up to control and punish (with perpetual uncertainty, for one thing). As such, judgment is
to be not simply suspended but abandoned for what Deleuze, echoing Nietzsche, names the system of (finite)
cruelty, an organization of human production that is both prejudicative and antijudicative.27 The system of cruelty executes its veridical signs directly on the body of the un-condemned, inscribing the sentence as corporal
experience (decipherable from wounds), arbitrarily ascribing guilt (always beyond doubt), without exacting
punishment where nothing was made known (insofar as punishment is predicated on judgment, rather being coincident with it, and is for something known), but only tallying up this guilt, this living debt, making it evident
without trial or verdiction, and taking from its victim exactly what s/he owes in blood and life. It is not merciful
punishment and judgment forever “to come,” but the elaborate ritual of inflicting pain without judgment that is
cruel, yet this system of cruelty is both the mere finitude of individual creative life and the perpetuity of unfettered creation. Cruelty pursues us to the end of our life and no further; we pursue each other cruelly until the end
of our lives but no more, our thinking and doing, mind and body, driven to retribute and reinvent cruelty and
thereby themselves. For cruelty—as its early cultural deification attests—is the track of creativity, philosophy
included (“it must be said that speech in fact presupposes writing ... and it is this cruel system of inscribed signs
that renders man capable of language, and gives him a memory of the spoken word”).28
Thus recast, the perpetual problems of philosophy—the problem of the criterion among them—become systemic means and ends of cruelty, or else disappear altogether with the paradigm that sharpened them into
problems. In this system, the objections of the doctrinaires of judgment—things like, “With us the accused
is questioned before the verdict,” “With us the accused hears the judgment,” “With us there are punishments
other than the death penalty” (the life of the mind, no doubt), or “With us there was torture only in the Middle
Ages”29—all such criticisms fall on deaf ears. It is because the system of judgment offsets the uncertain timing
of the final and eternal judgment (which “It is not for you to know…”30) by the anticipation, hence the certainty,
of its arrival, and in another sense delays judging each life ad infinitum, until the unforeseen end of time and
world—until that judgment of the still alive and already dead, based on “those things which were written in the
books, according to their works,” thanks to the scrupulous book-keeping of all their judgments and creations
(words, deeds, thoughts).31 It is because the Last Sentence is pronounced but not heard, deafened by voice or
trumpet until it is passed and assimilated, and the Judge, omniscient God-Man, comes “as a thief”32 stealing
upon us and from us the surety for an infinite debt, so that one can never be certain it is not an elaborate hoax to
make us believe that all that waiting and restraint had a purpose after all. But we have run too far with Deleuze;
the default among the living is still judgment.
Deleuze first raises the question of criteria with respect to moral judgment and specifically the shift from the
idea of advance destiny (pre-dicted individually around the time of birth) in Antiquity to the idea of final au-
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thority as final judgment of each and all: “Christianity did not renounce power, but rather invented a new form
of power as the Power to judge: the destiny of man is ‘postponed’ at the same time that judgment becomes a final authority.”33 In Christian prophecy, eschatology, and art, the ultimate criterion is kept infinitely, indefinitely
outside human comprehension so as to make the onetime and definite judgment possible.
The importance of this history for epistemology becomes apparent when we consider that the problem of infinite regress, which reflects the pagan order of fate (Gk. moira, ‘lot,’ Lat. fātum, ‘that which has been spoken’),
with chance or decision as its unknowable precondition,34 undergoes reversal in the Judeo-Christian belief in
infinite progress towards a solution of the problem of uncertainty: the irrevocable judgment of each according to absolute criteria of good and evil where true is good and false evil, hence, the ultimate confirmation or
disconfirmation of human criteria. Judging, for Deleuze, is a late historical development: while “at the outset
the gods were passive witnesses or plaintive litigants who could not judge,” it “was only gradually that the
gods and men together raised themselves to the activity of judging.” “[W]ith Christianity: there are no longer
any lots, for it is our judgments that make up our only lot.”35 General pre-existent criteria (revealed in events
presumed to have been foreordained by divine decree) applied to each and every being at the end of time,
giving each individual freedom to decide over how s/he will arrive there, moral power over one’s life and, in
effect, how it will be judged—this is no doubt an advance over the inscrutable, fickle discretionary power of
the Greek and Roman pantheons in the unalterable apportioning of lives. It is a giant creative step in the history
of humankind.
But, as an advance towards ultimate knowledge, it must be questioned. For, unlike the ancients’ regress of reasons in search of first principles and their modern truth-myth-debunking followers, the Judeo-Christian relation
to truth, in expecting a final divine verification and salvation, sacralises the problem of the criterion, insofar
as a human problem puts not just its object but also itself into question. Its secularized form, modern science,
extends the problem to infinity with the promise of objectivity.
It is not as if the judgment itself were postponed ... pushed back to infinity; on the contrary, it is the
act of postponing, of carrying to infinity [a dead certainty!], that makes judgment possible. The condition of judgment lies in a supposed relation between existence and the infinite in the order of time.
The power to judge and to be judged is given to whomever stands in this relation. Even the judgment
of knowledge envelops an infinity of space, time, and experience that determines the existence of
phenomena in space and time (“every time that…”). But the judgment of knowledge in this sense
implies a prior moral and theological form, according to which a relation was established between
existence and the infinite following an order of time: the existing being as having a debt to God.36
In epistemological as in ethical terms, we owe it to the Creator to strive to understand the laws of infinite nature
and to live by religious and moral principles: to both know and do one’s duty. Knowing/judging without absolute criteria amounts to managing our infinite debt.
Despite striking differences, the co-emphasis and mutual reinforcement of judgment and creativity runs
through the two worlds: in both ancient and modern theologies, human creativity is bound by rules, inseparable
from them. Leaving aside Deleuze’s argument, the arbitrary decision of the fates can already be counted as an
unconventional variety of justice: judgment given in advance of the evidence and determining this evidence,
inscribed without verdict—without truth—cruelly and creatively, on the individual over the course of his/her
life. In this scenario, the principles for creation are set for all time and irretrievably in the past, transgression
of natural order is checked by nemesis, each life is incontrovertibly assigned from beginning to end, diverting
one’s unknown course is impossible, and self-knowledge is complete at death.
In the other script, we have God’s creation and humans who fallibly yet freely judge our (creative) relations
to it and to our own creations, while awaiting true judgment on that uncountable day. We progress creatively
towards this receding end, sure to come into view at or after our death. Genesis and Judgment are separated
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by all of time; they could not be further apart. There is of course a judgment in Paradise, known from its grave
consequences, but that just condemns us to human knowing (and not knowing, given the problem to which it
gives rise). It is this judgment upon our desire for absolute knowledge, a judgment close to our own being created, that we should reevaluate; like the imperfect knowledge into which it throws us, it does not “concern” this
world, does not finalize or conclude it, but creates it—an ignoble, second genesis.
The question-begging foundationality of the criterion problem appears to be historically linked to the concept
of divine creation and judgment. The need to judge and the impossibility of judging finally, the human predicament, in other words, of judging provisionally, is part and parcel of the theology of the judging deity—indeed,
of the divinity of unshakeable criteria and true judgment. Deification of the criterion (qua humanly insoluble
yet fundamental problem), the infinite postponement and abdication from final judgment, raises the problem
to a level where it is “known” as insoluble and protected it its insolubility. While it is the currency of the last
criterion as a question, as a problem to be solved (so the first will be last and the last first…)—rather than the
philosophical sceptic’s “au rouet”37 or the non-/antifoundationalist’s “certain doubt” alone—along with the
sway of determinism, that suggest we are contemporaries of the ancients, it can scarcely be denied that science
and analytical philosophy are pursued, if not exactly with nostalgia for a state of mind in which the problem
of certainty did not arise because man did not try to “know” knowledge (and did not yet radically doubt),
then at least with a longing for that final, redemptive omniscience that will settle all questions.38 As such, in
considering the criterion as a problem, and this problematization as itself problematic (rather than as a mere
pseudo-problem), we reveal ourselves as heirs to both traditions. Abdicating from the problem qua problem,
through its historical and anthropological problematization, does not, however, mean abdicating from judgment, knowledge, or creation.
The ultimate criterion that unifies and gives infinite extension to all our knowing is what Kant explained as focus imaginarius, a regulative fiction we must acknowledge as such. Confronting the uncertainty of knowledge,
more than faith in its eventual certainty—a faith so productive, it must be said, that we have isolated and begun
to judge creativity in general by objectivist standards—is the condition of free knowledge creation/generation.
“If it is so disgusting to judge, it is not because everything is of equal value, but on the contrary because what
has value can be made or distinguished only by defying judgment.”39 Speaking in the interests of the posthuman, Deleuze dismisses the whole system, throwing the baby (creativity) out with bathwater (human judgment
seen as tribute to and anticipation of absolute judgment). Creative judgment or creativity judged thus appears
as an impossibility, and judgment, as an unsolvable problem predicated on faith in the absolute, which puts an
end to human creativity. Just as God, on day seven, was finally done with human creation, so we must finally
be done with criterion divination.
In this I agree with Deleuze: as long as we conceive knowledge to have an end-point in certainty, a terminus
that is not merely notional but real, and so posit the finitude of humans as creators of knowledge, the criterion
(with creativity inextricable from it)40 will remain problematic and insoluble. But a creature that refuses to
confront its own limits, a species that can only be freed by a specious divine intervention rather than freeing
itself from its infinite restrictions, confirms that judgment and creative life not only run but go together. What
is the origin of this Christian fable? What are its secular effects? As a structure of belief, given increasingly
qualified, prudential criteria, it is an optimal condition of creativity. It underpins science as simultaneously a
postponement of final judgment and the pursuit of objective knowledge on credit—the pursuit giving form to
the delay, the delay provoking the pursuit. Were it not for the fact that science has near-exhausted its secularized
sacrality, however, rationalism would run the risk of continually reducing anthropological diversity, homogenizing humankind to the point that it disappears as a species (if not altogether) or loses the will to create history
and understand it. And if philosophy not only registers the threat of actual human extinction (extinction of the
human concept and project, as well as the human species), but is also itself conditioned by it, indeed an “organon” of our annihilation—nihilism being its most viral strand—it is also excited to put up vital resistance to it,
putting on one last-ditch show of “ignorance” after another.41
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The problem of judgment, hence of criteria, blends into that of servitude to human authority—in the guise of
laws, systems and structures, which require constant implicit support and explicit confirmation if they are to
remain firmly in place or, for that matter, to exist at all. Judgment emerges most fully as problematic when
existing structures of authority are questioned wholesale and threatened with abolition. When beneath mere
relativization of existing authority in the historical period of a general questioning of received ideas, of explanatory frameworks, of facts (“things done”), is detected a deeper epistemic crisis, a fundamental crisis of belief,
a suspicion of knowledge as certainty, as that which has been decided, beyond reasonable doubt, or by right
reason—a crisis that only seems to belie our reliance on epistemic authority, on reference, let alone reasonableness, confirming it in fact on another, uppermost register. The problematization of the criterion thus becomes
historically relevant when judgment itself comes into question, when self-reference comes to undermine referentiality (rather than ground it), when available epistemic criteria no longer allow us to be sure about our
knowing (even the little we thought we did know). It manifests itself in our inability to know whether we know
(rather than what we know), and even to determine (without absolute conviction, tentatively, without general
definition, but also without the “requisite” specificity to do so case by case) what it means “to know,” not to
mention deciding how to go about knowing, how to settle the question of knowledge for what we judge to be
knowable (not yet claimed as “something known,” yet somehow annexed to it). All these likewise questionable
conditions and constraints on judgment—which, if accepted, make it justifiable, and hence possible—are also
the constraints of judgment. All the while, what remains virtually unquestioned, even when we question both
the knowledge (definition) and the possibility of judgment, of our very ability to “make up our mind,” is the
obligation, compulsion, or drive of judgment itself (or, expressed positively, the human will to knowledge): we
must judge, if only fallibly, or wrongly (just as we must create, if only mundanely). We can no more know than
not know (or question knowing) without judgment; both presuppose judgment, just as judgment presupposes
the questioning of knowledge. Yet, in the absence of the ultimate authority, judging is not knowing with certainty, but without it. To question judging qua knowing is to be acutely aware of this limitation without questioning
the limiting factor, uncertainty, itself. Whence this factor—and the epistemic principle of certainty—and what
grounds exist for maintaining it in place? Surely an appeal to logic is no answer, and out of place. An appeal to
biology perhaps less so. Uncertainty (or, as in Deleuze, the deferral of certainty) is the condition of judgment,
and the condition of uncertainty is the perception and assumption of difference (in judgment, thought, perception…). This perception makes us individuals, but it need not make us into ones who are certain/uncertain. It is
not true that we require certainty for action; what we require is conviction.42
The truth criterion as a problem registers an intolerance of uncertainty, that is, more generally, of continual
judgment, of unending creativity as human making and the making of what is human (as in a dictum attributed
to Erich Fromm, “Creativity requires the courage to let go of certainties”). As I have said, renouncing the criteriological problem does not entail renouncing judgment; just the opposite. It does not necessitate abandoning
our ordinary claims to knowledge, which in their creative promiscuity and criteriological restraint (to believers,
“provisionality”) ensure our thriving. In cases of thoroughgoing epistemic crisis, we can reason with Deleuze
that “[I]t is combat that replaces judgment. And no doubt the combat appears as a combat against judgment,
against its authorities and personae. But more profoundly, it is the combatant himself who is the combat:
the combat between his own parts, between the forces that either subjugate or are subjugated, and between
the powers that express these relations of force.”43 We revert to a kind of violent, inchoate natural state, to a
free-for-all, to might as right. Unhampered creativity again appears opposed to judgment, suppressing judgment—suppressing the very thing that a situation of crisis in fact urges. But it can do so only actively: only by
surpassing and invalidating certain existing constraints confronting it and pushing it to its limits. The tension
arising between judgment and opposition to it is constitutive of creative motion, which brings into being new
criteria. (The establishment of these new standards distinguishes what is [re-]made, sensu strictissimo, from
what is, or has been, created, with re-creation as a contradiction in terms.) The objective uncertainty of the
value of such crisis-driven creation not only signifies but guarantees vitality. That is why David Novitz’s
conclusion in “Creativity and Constraint”—namely that, being themselves “embedded in vaguely-formulated,
partly-shared beliefs, expectations, and values,” the criteria of creativity “are fuzzy at the edges, and ... do not
always fit or fail to fit the phenomena with the precision that scientists sometimes seek”44—easily leads past a
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rapprochement between judgment and creativity towards their co-existence, co-implication, and co-determination. Creativity so conceived is embedded in a vitalizing, criteria-sustaining, epistemic process that, by constraining it, give life to creative works. Of one and the same act and thing (ours or somebody else’s) we make a
duck or we make a rabbit, depending on what is at stake. Having no primal certainty or security, however, we
cannot make out either, or for that matter anything, by convention alone, that is, without overcoming ambiguity
by an effort of conviction.
The power of conviction is typically understood negatively in terms of mental force rather than reason, as
the pernicious denial of objective knowledge and certainty in which we remain so invested. Some years after
convicting truths as “illusions,” Nietzsche saw in convictions the “prisons” of the intellect, and as such “more
dangerous enemies of truth than lies.” 45 Once unified, truth in the singular reigns supreme, assailed by (plural)
lies and convictions. The rhetorical convention to divide and conquer opposition to truth’s very idea is very old,
and one corollary of it has been a conceptual gap between it (and thus also justice/judgment) and conviction
as such, so that the “truth value” of conviction (necessarily proposition-less, and now singular) has become
unthinkable. It is enough to become mindful of this for the distinction to start to break down. And did not
Nietzsche himself see as much when, later still, he subordinated convictions, which in science “have no right
to citizenship,” to a single conviction “so authoritative and unconditional that it sacrifices all other convictions
to itself” and becomes the basis of science?46
While a far cry from the revaluation of conviction as such, conceding its inevitability particularly in science
shows the deep, structural and motivational importance of presuppositions, of “faith,” to the pursuit of truth.
A revaluation, then, might not only follow Nietzsche in freeing the will to truth from “faith” and the need for
certainty, but also go against his judgment in losing conviction’s association with certainty and the “metaphysical need” for “first and last things.”47 If conviction seems other-worldly, it must be because it casts its lot with
(inwardly) transformative politics, with being true to one’s life (“becoming all that one can be”), while standing
at the antipodes of science’s pursuit of truth in general laws—where, in a deeper sense, it betokens a commitment to epistemic creativity, or truth-making simply put.
This, at least, is the human scope of the picture.
YORK UNIVERSITY
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NOTES
1. I would like to thank James Ingram, all three anonymous reviewers at Parrhesia, and Max Blechman for their comments
and criticisms.
2. Karl Popper, The Logic of Scientific Discovery (London: Routledge, 2002), 8.
3. Bruno Latour offers the concept of the factish as a way out of the modernist distinction between fetish and fact, fabrication and reality, subject and object (see ch. 9 of his Pandora’s Hope: Essays on the Reality of Science Studies [Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 1999]). Scientists create, making up more than they are willing to admit: “When a fact is
fabricated, who is doing the fabrication? The scientist? The thing? ... If you answer ‘both,’ then you are doing one of those
repair jobs known as the dialectic, which seem to patch up the dichotomy for a while, but only hide it, allowing it to fester at
a deeper level by turning it into a contradiction that has to be resolved and overcome. And yet we have to say that it is both,
obviously, but without the assurance, certainty, or arrogance that seems to go with the realist or the relativist answer or with
a clever oscillation between the two. Laboratory scientists make autonomous facts” (Latour, 281).
4. It is heautonomous: subjectively autonomous (self-legislative) reflective judgment, giving a law not to nature but to itself
for its reflection on nature (see §V of the Introduction to the Critique of Judgment). Its ground is in an aesthetic sensus communis, invoked “to justify judgments that contain a ‘should’,” an obligation to accept them: “it does not say that everyone
will concur with our judgment but that everyone should agree with it” (Immanuel Kant, Critique of the Power of Judgment,
trans. Paul Guyer and Eric Matthews [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002], 123, §22).
5. Kant, qtd. in Paul Gruyer, Kant and the Claims of Taste (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 14.
6. Kant, Critique of Judgment, 184, §44. I take Christoph Menke’s “The Aesthetic Critique of Judgment” to be, at least in its
first part, a restatement of Kant. Menke raises the question of the distinctiveness of “aesthetic judgment”: how, if at all, does
it differ from other types of judgment, in other domains? Rather than a distinct kind of judgment, with its own criteria, it is
better understood as “the name of a problem,” or an aporia (9). “In the aesthetic field, the faculty of judgment is not fundamental in the way it is in social practices because, in each of its performances, it is put into question. What we have come
to call ‘aesthetic’ is the paradoxical practice of questioning judgment itself” (Christoph Menke, “The Aesthetic Critique of
Judgment” in Daniel Loick, Christoph Menke, and Isabelle Graw, The Power of Judgment: A Debate on Aesthetic Critique,
eds Daniel Birnbaum and Isabelle Graw [Berlin: Sternberg, 2010], 12). Menke’s qualification of the “critique of judgment” as
“aesthetic,” a play on Kant’s “critique of aesthetic judgment,” reverses the direction of critique; he explains, “critique in the
most specific and, as it were, most interesting meaning of the word—is aesthetic critique” (16). “Aesthetically performed, the
judgment of critique thus becomes a critique of judgment” (17). Aesthetic judgment is “a move in an aesthetic process”—“a
doing before, and therefore beyond, all knowledge,” he says, reframing Hegel (20, 18). Critique, in this sense, brings out the
inner dialectic of philosophical aesthetics, art versus philosophy. Drawing its power from the gap between the sensible and
the rational judgment, it is in fact a double critique: “the critique of the aesthetic, sensual apprehension by rational reflection”
as premature, and “the critique of the rationally reflecting judgment by aesthetic apprehension” as tardy (22). “Aesthetic
judgment” names this paradox of judgment. Contrastingly, Rodolphe Gasché describes its task in cognitive terms as paraepistemic (see his The Idea of Form: Rethinking Kant’s Aesthetics [Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2003]).
7. The passage continues: “or (to express the point more modestly) against the endeavor of scientists, philosophers, political
despots, and religious fanatics to impose a unified field of assessment, in which the same fundamental critical standards
would apply across all disciplines” (Steven Shaviro, Without Criteria: Kant, Whitehead, Deleuze, and Aesthetics [Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2009], 14–15).
8. The problem of the criterion, or “wheel argument” (diallelus), concerns “the possibility of a non-fallacious justification of
a theory of knowledge”; it is the sceptical argument for why certain knowledge is impossible (Robert P. Amico, review of Luciano Floridi’s Scepticism and the Foundation of Epistemology: A Study in the Metalogical Fallacies [1996], Philosophy and
Phenomenological Research 61.3 [2000]: 711). It takes two general forms: either as begging the question (petitio principii)
or as infinite regress. The starting point for Amico’s interrogation of the ancient-to-modern history of this problem is whether,
given the different formulations of it, we have one problem, or several. He concludes that we have at least two, the ancient
and the modern, with corresponding varieties of scepticism: 1) the Pyrrhonian kind (advocating epokhē, suspension of all
judgment, making “no presuppositions whatsoever about what is or is not the case” [ibid., 714]), and 2) the self-refuting,
metaepistemic one (which covertly presupposes that man is a “knowledge-seeking animal”) (Robert P. Amico, The Problem
of the Criterion [Lanham, MD: Rowan & Littlefield, 1993], 2).
The modern philosophical search for first principles has yielded the metacriterion, which would have to be immediate, internal, and objective (see Désiré-Joseph Mercier, Critèriologie générale, ou théorie générale de la certitude, first
published in 1899). Alternatively, non-normatively, some have proposed an ultimate criterion that would not require justification. When addressing the question of the possibility of a fully general theory of truth (a “theory of all of one’s knowledge,
which is itself justified in a non-question begging, non-infinitely regressive way”) outside the conceptual framework and
justificatory logic that gives rise to the problem of the criterion (which would then be dissolved), we must shed the “mistaken
assumption that understanding how we know what we think we know requires a ‘legitimating’ account.” In Amico’s view,
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“the goal of epistemology should not require such an account” (Robert P. Amico, “Is a Fully General Theory of Knowledge
Possible?” The Southern Journal of Philosophy 41 [2003]: 307).
9. Cicero, De inventione, I, 8.
10. Oscar Wilde, “The Soul of Man under Socialism,” in The Complete Works of Oscar Wilde, ed. Josephine M. Guy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 258. The locus classicus for the notion of creative genius is Kant is the Critique of
Judgment: “genius 1) is a talent for producing that for which no determinate rule can be given, not a predisposition of skill
for that which can be learned in accordance with some rule, consequently that originality must be its primary characteristic.
2) That since there can also be original nonsense, its products must at the same time be models, i.e., exemplary, hence, while
not themselves the result of imitation, they must yet serve others in that way, i.e., as a standard or a rule for judging. 3) That
it cannot itself describe or indicate scientifically how it brings its product into being, but rather that it gives the rule as nature,
and hence the author of a product that he owes to his genius does not know himself how the ideas for it come to him, and also
does not have it in his power to think up such things at will or according to plan, and to communicate to others precepts that
would put them in a position to produce similar products” (Kant, Critique of Judgment, 186–187, §46).
11. See Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962) and Paul
Feyerabend, Against Method (London: New Left Books, 1975).
12. This could be elaborated as follows: the rules that the modern artwork is said to lay down for itself are traceable back to
earlier ones, or to rules taken from other games (the more complex and surprising these links are, the more originality it is
accorded). The rules might not be apparent, through playfully misleading techniques like irony, and are not obviously generalizable on account of the work’s insistence on its own singularity (even when it represents the aesthetics of the ready-made
or fabrication, minimizing the distance between creative conception and execution, or deflating creativity as a factor in art
by subverting even artistic conception with the principle of automatism, or by disavowing its objective product along with
the process objectified in it, or, less absolutely, by creating something intangible, making “nothing”). Ostensibly uninterested
in all rules, flouting them, the work of art nonetheless tells us how to receive and judge it; it is categorical. And here the
tables are turned: are we equal to this task? In a sense, art judges us. As real art, as a product of the dialectic of creation and
judgment, its function is to perpetuate this dialectic, and itself to mark the moment of petrifaction of culture against (reactive)
creativity, before eventually becoming sublated into the temporarily “real thing.” (There still exist art practices that do not
consciously participate in this movement, that represent a “return” to traditional techniques and standards, that aim to imitate
more than innovate, and so their contribution might best be described as another subtype of creativity: style.) It will be shown
how the dialectic of modern aesthetics, in this cycle of self-purification, maintains us in the purist view of creativity that we
are interested in dismantling in order to recast the criterion problem.
13. Discussions around creativity in AI also implicitly or explicitly oppose creativity to algorithm heuristics and metaheuristics. But much as we are not prepared to grant creative genius or even human-level creativity to machines (they are not
discriminating enough!), we are not in the habit of thinking of computational problem-solving as equivalent to the process of
judgment (for lack of creativity). Creative thinking and judgment remain human faculties in that we have not yet managed to
“recreate” them in inanimate matter; we look forward to the development of artificial general intelligence (general creative
ability) as a great creative leap. But the inability to do justice to the one without the other suggests not merely that they are
interconnected (as in algorithmic approaches to the simulation of creative problem-solving), but that they are aspects of
thought and behaviour so integrated as to be functionally indistinct. To the extent that machines can manipulate symbols or
exhibit physical learning ability to search for and find new solutions by selecting from a finite set of rules or to generate new
rules, which are not simply derivative and can appear inconsistent given their instructions and knowledge base, in a process
of situated decision-making in unpredictable circumstances, they are being creative—that is to say, with John McCarthy,
“somewhat intelligent.” Their intelligence is, in part at least and at least for the time being, our creation, one still crudely
modelled on our limited understanding of embodied brainwork. Research in computational creativity, as well as in animal
intelligence, which conceives of creativity mainly in relation to problem-solving (hence, within a means-ends framework),
plays an important role in reviewing our general cultural conception of human creative activity. It can potentially make us
aware of such activity where we are not used to seeing it (where the role of criteria is obvious), where we do not recognize
it, where it does not advertise itself in terms culturally valorized as creative (further extending the cultural spectrum of creativity from the eminent to the mundane). This research might compel us to revise our judgments, bringing us closer to a
rapprochement between creativity and criteria by dissolving the problem of their irreconcilability. With that, the devaluation
of standards would also come under scrutiny.
Much ink has been spilled by critics of instrumental rationality and abstraction on the domination of number, of quantity,
as criterion. Creativity, its unaccountability and unquantifiability, its supposed harmony with nature, would seem to form
the mortar around these bricks of anti-mechanism, used to wall it off from the positivist canons of utility and calculability.
Anti-instrumentalism runs so deep, however, that it effectively collapses the dichotomy between aesthetic production, or
creativity generally, and standardization (Normierung) (see Christoph Menke and Juliane Rebentisch, eds, Kreation und
Depression: Freiheit im gegenwärtigen Kapitalismus [Berlin: Kadmos, 2011]). Once a figure of freedom, creativity is seen as
having been co-opted by capitalism as a disciplinary form, a demand for self-realization placed on the individual. Of course,
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nothing in this contradicts the idea that intellectual creation might still be salvaged as the creation, (mis)interpretation, and
contestation of norms, contracts, formulas. But we know that the system of production has changed when creativity becomes
the norm. With these shifting priorities, we can say very schematically that we have gone from the age of criticism/judgment
(peaking in the postwar period into the early 60s) to an age of genesis. A rapid depreciation of knowledge, in the quantifiable
form of information, goes hand in hand with an appreciation of both critical and creative skills, equally quantifiable (the
former now lagging behind the latter). The increasingly gateless accessibility of critical skills is matched by the increasingly
gated teachability of creative skills (their mystique reflecting their relative scarcity at the highest rungs). The ecumenical cult
of creativity in North American education, which sells by pushing genius as a potential in all of us, is clearly continuous with
the ideological embrace of the creative class and economy. A philosophy department in the UK promoting doctoral work in
the philosophy of creativity under the aegis of an Institute for Capitalizing on Creativity makes patent the attendant dangers
of uncovering the relationship between criteria and creation, and especially of installing the former in the latter: the restriction
of creativity to the profitable. That is why it is also important to recognize the role of creativity in the realm of criteria, and
the power of philosophy not only to reflect and abet the status quo, but also to resist or change it. There is no absolute rule
that research into this relationship aids the enterprise of capitalizing on democratized creativity.
14. See Hans Blumenberg, “‘Imitation of Nature’: Toward a Prehistory of the Idea of the Creative Being,” trans. Anna Wertz,
Qui Parle 12.1 (2000): 17–54.
15. It would be much too easy to put these general, natural or cultural laws governing creativity on one side, as one thing,
and the specific criteria basic to every kind of creative activity on the other, along with the particular rules brought to bear
on each instance of that activity, as something on a wholly other level. The real links between these levels become clear with
the help of examples: mental as well as moral, spiritual, aesthetic categories/structures, the historical logics of formation
and revival of artistic movements, as well as existing criteria of creativity; the painterly conventions in the use of colour
and light, the format and display of canvasses; and the creative discipline, choices, and output of a contemporary colourist
working in New York. Yet it is true that the more abstract the level, the more rarefied the judgment exercised by individuals
in their creative work.
16. Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, Creativity: Flow and the Psychology of Discovery and Invention (New York: Harper Collins,
1996), 81.
17. Most of these uncontroversial criteria of creativity (creations, or creative outcomes) are listed, along (crucially) with
critical control (“the act that leads to the creation includes spontaneity as well as directed control”), in Carl H. Hausman’s
“Criteria of Creativity,” in The Idea of Creativity, ed. Michael Krausz, Denis Dutton, and Karen Bardsley (Leiden: Brill,
2009), 16, 12. The volume includes several pertinent essays on the imbrication of creativity and rationality (some of this
material overlaps with the earlier, 1981 volume The Idea of Creativity in Science and Art, also edited by Krausz and Dutton).
For instance, Larry Briskman outlines a theory of the creative process on the Darwinian model of “blindness” and “control”:
“blind generation of variants coupled with the selective retention of ‘successful’ variants” (Larry Briskman, “Creative Product and Creative Process in Science and Art,” in The Idea of Creativity, 38). The theory, which had its beginnings in a 1960
paper by Donald Campbell, is also revisited by Dean Keith Simonton. The most promising treatment (closest, that is, to my
line of thinking) strikes a middle ground between the ideas of creativity as irrational, intuitive, involuntary, on the one hand,
and as rational, judicative, deliberate, on the other, citing testimony of their combined effect in artistic and scientific practice.
This is Paisley Livingston’s, “Poincaré’s ‘Delicate Sieve’: On Creativity and Constraints in the Arts,” pp. 129–146.
18. Briskman, for instance, finds it necessary to point out: “It might be thought that this entails that creative contributions
to ‘methodology’ or ‘criteriology’ (i.e., the theory of rational standards) is impossible [sic]. This is a mistake: a novel methodological idea which solves an outstanding problem in our current methodological theories may actually constitute an
improvement from the point of view of the older standards themselves. This, in effect, is how the rational improvement of
rational standards is itself possible” (Briskman, 34).
19. To see just how far Deleuze’s creative ontology is from criteriological concerns, see Peter Hallward’s “To Have Done
with Justification: A Reply to Christian Kerslake,” Radical Philosophy 114 (June 2002): 29–31 and his monograph Out of
This World: Deleuze and the Philosophy of Creation (London: Verso, 2006). As he explains in the former: “[Deleuze’s] main
concern is precisely with the mechanisms of immediate affirmation, and ... as a result the logic of justification, no less than the
related procedures of judgment and representation, has only a minimal role to play in his philosophy... . Less than a matter of
essentially problematic justification the process [of ontological learning] turns on the mere removal of finite limitations and
constraints: we are facets of an infinite creativity, and it is enough to dissolve whatever ‘hinders’ our awareness of this creativity in order for our own ‘power of action to become actual, and for us to come into possession of what is innate in us.’ ...
[T]he ultimate means of legitimation in Deleuze must indeed rest on affirmation pure and simple” (29, 30). Although Deleuze
correlates thought with all creation, his project is said to be “oriented by lines of flight that lead out of the world; though not
other-worldly, it is extra-worldly” (Hallward, Out of This World, 3). “Lines of flight” denote immanent, immediate, abstract,
acritical and asubjective, dematerializing thought, or virtual creativity (beyond the real, form, and meaning).
For an account of criteria in Deleuze, as influenced by Kant’s “entirely new form of judgment,” which “throws all norms and
values into question, or into crisis” without being arbitrary, thus one in which the concept of criteria as fixed rules for judging
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does not hold, see Shaviro’s Without Criteria: Kant, Whitehead, Deleuze, and Aesthetics (quotations from Shaviro, 1).
20. Gilles Deleuze, Difference and Repetition (1968), trans. Paul Patton (London: Continuum, 1997), 147.
21. Gilles Deleuze, “Qu’est-ce que l’acte de création?” (1987), http://www.lepeuplequimanque.org/en/acte-de-creationgilles-deleuze.html, discussed further in “Les conditions de la question: qu’est-ce que la philosophie?” Chimères 8 (1990):
123–132. “In fact, the sciences, arts, and philosophies are all equally creators, although it falls to philosophy alone to create
concepts in the strict sense. ... They must be invented, fabricated, or rather created, and would be nothing without the signature of those who create them”—an idea credited to Nietzsche (Deleuze, “Les conditions,” 126). Art can be conceptual only
in the loose sense of using philosophical concepts, but its own creative contribution remains precepts and affects, a sensible
mode of thinking. Philosophy’s relation to art is that of conceptual correspondence. For a discussion of Deleuze’s view of
philosophy as creativity, see Daniel W. Smith, “On the Nature of Concepts,” Philosophy Today 56.4 (2012): 393–403.
22. See especially his Nietzsche and Philosophy (1962), ch. 3 (“Critique”), Kant’s Critical Philosophy: The Doctrine of the
Faculties (1963), and “The Idea of Genesis in Kant’s Aesthetics” (1963). In the latter essay, Deleuze presents the free and
indeterminate “discordant accord” (“a harmony in pain”) of the three faculties, none the arbiter, that engenders aesthetic
common sense (the ground of judgments of taste), as making possible the legislated, harmonious accords of the determinative
faculties of understanding and reason (Gilles Deleuze, “The Idea of Genesis in Kant’s Esthetics,” in his Desert Islands and
Other Texts, 1953–1974, trans. Michael Taormina, ed. David Lapoujade [New York: Semiotext(e), 2004], 62).
23. Ibid., 59.
24. Gilles Deleuze, Nietzsche and Philosophy, trans. Hugh Tomlinson (New York: Columbia University Press, 2006), 91–92.
25. Deleuze, Nietzsche and Philosophy, 93.
26. Deleuze’s title is taken from Antonin Artaud’s radio play, “To Have Done with the Judgment of god” (“Pour en finir avec
le jugement de dieu”) from 1947.
27. Gilles Deleuze, “To Have Done with Judgment” (1993), in his Essays Critical and Clinical, ed. Daniel W. Smith and Michael A. Greco (New York: Verso, 1998), 127–128. Not coincidentally, Menke distinguishes the “aesthetic critique of judgment” (see note 5 above) from Deleuze’s attempt to leave the framework of judgment altogether (radicalizing Nietzsche’s call
for its withholding), identified by Deleuze with juridical imposition. In Menke’s view, Deleuze’s call “to have done with” it
is self-refuting and his wholesale dismissal of judgment, facile.
28. Gilles Deleuze and Fèlix Guattari, Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, trans. R. Hurley et al (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1983), 159.
29. As far as Deleuze is concerned, D.H. Lawrence, Kafka, Artaud and Nietzsche all developed ethics in opposition to the
Judeo-Christian tradition (see also John Marks, “Ethics,” in The Deleuze Dictionary, ed. Adrian Parr [New York: Columbia
University Press, 2005], 86). Quotations are from Franz Kafka, “In the Penal Colony,” trans. Ian Johnston, 2007, http://records.viu.ca/~johnstoi/kafka/inthepenalcolony.htm. The torture machine, let’s not forget, breaks down just at the point when
it is tasked with inscribing on its one advocate the letters in his self-sentence, “Be Just!”—an insufferable injunction to judge
that kills him almost instantly, leaving no time for the entire twelve-hour procedure to play out.
30. Acts 1:6–7.
31. Rev. 20:11–12.
32. Matt. 24:42–43.
33. Deleuze, “To Have Done with Judgment,” 127.
34. This ambivalence of fate is captured in the image of the Moirai as wilful yet whimsical, cruel yet “sparing” goddesses.
35. Deleuze, “To Have Done with Judgment,” 128, 129.
36. Deleuze, “To Have Done with Judgment,” 127.
37. This is Montaigne’s formulation of the metaepistemological problem in his “The Apology of Raymond Sebond,” discussed by Floridi in his Scepticism and the Foundation of Epistemology: A Study in the Metalogical Fallacies (Leiden: Brill,
1996), 82–85.
38. William C. Wimsatt, in his methodological critique of modern formalist foundationalist philosophy of science, reminds us
that, “Many of the contradictions emerge from our idealizations of science and philosophical views that see knowledge only
in certainty. Even when these viewpoints have been given up explicitly [in exchange for the category of robustness and high
reliability—SC], their residue remains”—leaving scientists and philosophers vulnerable to epistemic vertigo, to which exposures like Wimsatt’s are meant to be an antidote (“Myths of La Placean Omniscience,” introduction to Re-engineering Philosophy for Limited Beings: Piecewise Approximations to Reality [Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2007], 3–4).
Once again, Latour calls us away from theoretical to lab science for epistemic calibration, putting the “Science War machine,” epistemology, out of commission: “Speaking truth fully about the world may be an incredibly rare and risky task for
a solitary mind steeped in language, but it is a very common practice for richly vascularized societies of bodies, instruments,
scientists, and institutions. We speak truthfully because the world itself is articulated not the other way around. That there was
once a time when a war could be waged between ‘relativists,’ who claimed that language refers only to itself, and ‘realists,’
who claimed that language may occasionally correspond to a true state of affairs, will appear to our descendants as strange
as the idea of a fight over sacred relics” (Latour, 296).
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39. Deleuze, “To Have Done with Judgment,” 135.
40. This secularized theological tutelage of human reason is inseparable from that of creativity. As Blumenberg noted, “To
see the new and to produce it is [in modernity] no longer merely a question of an instinctive ‘curiosity,’ in the sense of the
medieval curiositas; rather, it has become a metaphysical need” (Blumenberg, 18). On the cusp of modernity humanity found
itself with a problematic feeling of illegitimacy (as art’s sole validity hitherto was mimesis), unable to articulate ontologically authentic human creativity that was not bound to the imitation/perfection of nature (22). Deleuze’s notion of infinite
creativity, clarified in his call “to have done with judgment,” is still caught up in the framework it reacts against, the logic
of infinite debt.
41. This is in response to Ray Brassier’s proposition that “to acknowledge this truth [of extinction], the subject of philosophy
must also recognize that he or she is already dead, and that philosophy is neither a medium of affirmation nor a source of
justification, but rather the organon of extinction” (Ray Brassier, Nihil Unbound: Enlightenment and Extinction [New York:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2007], 239). While I speak here only of human truth-making, accompanied by ceaseless meaning-production, I do not correlate this truth to Being. Truth exists “for” us (if not necessarily exclusively for us) and through us
(again, not exclusively), quite apart from the meaningfulness we ascribe to the world. It is humanly made in a radical sense. If
it happens that human existence (as species existence) does cease, truth might not cease with it; our place might immediately
be “filled”—or, to avoid this horror vacui anthropomorphism in which our fear of extinction is so palpable—truth might
get by just fine without humans. The human, then, does not keep on creating meaning despite (knowing or not knowing) the
truth. Truth does not “elude” us, being itself indifferent to metaphysics. It is our faith in truth that underlies the suspicion or
felt lack of a reliagble, fixed value as the stand-in for truth. The nihilist’s truth of meaningful meaninglessness stands only at
the most extreme point of meaning’s and truth’s conscious divergence, echoing Macbeth’s “Life’s but a walking shadow, a
poor player... a tale / Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, Signifying nothing.” Thought hurling itself into the abyss and
coming up with nothing is not necessarily a performance of extinction if treated as exercise in feeling its limits (knowing
what is at stake if it ignores them). The other extreme of thought may well be extinctive. It, too, comes up empty-handed,
but, unlike nihilism, it comes with the conviction that persistence will pay off someday, which may well convince all of us.
While the “nothing” in nihilism obscures the latter’s short-term benefits to creativity, the ingenuity of foundationalism and
scientism obscures their long-term dangers.
42. Can conviction be an answer to certainty? Does not active judgment spring from conviction? The challenge of judgment
is met not just by belief, but by reactivated belief. We think of conviction as blind and dogmatic, which it can be. But there
is also conviction that is open to revision by other convictions—evincing a commitment to the state of conviction rather than
to particular convictions. The content and worth of our (epistemic, ethical, aesthetic) convictions depends to a great extent,
not on their critical rationale or scientific proof, but on our socialization and social proof of their strength (are we willing
to stand by, or even die, for them? Are others willing to share them?). Scientism rejects conviction in the same gesture with
which it embraces uncertainty and its management. Scientific explanation is sworn to the principle of uncertainty insofar
as it is committed to the higher principle of eventual certainty; its commitment is dialectical. Conviction enters positively
into science only to the extent that its practitioners uphold general and professional ethical standards in their work. But, as
necessary as it may be to push certain uncertain, conjectural truths to the surface, conviction undermines the logic of science
(a point already made by Nietzsche, at the start of fragment 344 of The Gay Science).
43. Deleuze, “To Have Done with Judgment,” 132.
44. David Novitz, “Creativity and Constraint,” Australasian Journal of Philosophy 77.1 (1999): 82.
45. Friedrich Nietzsche, “On Truth and Lying in a Non-Moral Sense,” in his The Birth of Tragedy and Other Writings, trans.
Ronald Speirs, ed. Raymond Geuss and Ronald Speirs (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 146; Friedrich
Nietzsche, Human, All Too Human, trans. R.J. Hollingdale (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 179, 202 (fragments 636, 483).
46. Friedrich Nietzsche, The Gay Science, trans. Josefine Nauckhoff, ed. Bernard Williams (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 200 (fragment 344).
47. Ibid., 205–206 (fragment 347) and Human, All Too Human, 308 (fragment 16).
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THE BODY AS PROFFER, AN INVOLUNTARY ‘HERE I AM!’
Tyler Tritten

“Am I my brother’s keeper?”
“It is my body and I can do what I want with it!”
The latter remark betrays the same mindset exemplified in Cain’s rhetorical question, namely that one has no
responsibility to anybody but oneself, and this is nobody’s business but my own. Emmanuel Levinas contests
the legitimacy of both remarks insofar as he calls into question the presumed fact that one’s body is primarily
one’s own before it is there as an offering to the Other. My responsibility to, for and in place of the Other, i.e.
as substitute for the Other, extends as far as ‘my’ own body. In other words, perhaps ‘my’ body is not ‘mine’
at all or, if it is, only in a derivative sense. By calling into question the proprietorship of the body, Levinas
– despite his silence, as much as is possible, on such issues – has much to offer applied ethics, particularly
concerning the moral worth of actions like abortion, but also surrogacy, self-enhancement, prostitution, pornography, exhibitionism, stem-cell research etc. The objective of this article is not to pronounce a judgment
concerning the moral worth of any of these issues in particular—though space will be dedicated to abortion
as a case study—but to show how Levinas calls into question the proprietorship of the body in a way that will
trouble traditional conclusions drawn in applied and normative ethics according to existentialist-based and/or
libertarian rights-based models.
The greater part of this study will creatively reevaluate some seminal themes in Levinas scholarship relevant to
this conversation, while the latter part will push traditional interpretations as well as offer criticisms of certain
applications of Levinas’ thought by secondary authors, particularly Lisa Guenther in The Gift of the Other:
Levinas and the Politics of Reproduction.
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MY BODY AS OFFERING TO THE OTHER
Levinas bluntly states, “To recognize the Other is to give.”1 One’s responsibility to the Other is manifest first
and foremost in giving, i.e. offering. That which is offered, however, is not a commodity that may exchange
hands an indefinite number of times. The first offering is not a possession at all, not one that can be offered
without thereby also offering oneself. To “recognize” (i.e. to respond to or face my responsibility before) the
Other is not to give out of one’s resources and possessions, but to offer one’s very power of possession and selfpossession as such, to sacrifice nothing other than oneself, one’s own person or one’s own body.
To offer oneself, then, is to expose oneself, to make oneself visible for another, because, according to Levinas’
line of thought, this is one of the first implications of what it means to be a body. Not to be visible, to use one of
Levinas’ favorite analogies, is to be like Gyges. The Ring of Gyges allowed him to be amongst Others without
being incarnate before them. As invisible, which is to say, bodiless, Gyges did not offer himself and his power
over to Others, but he instead withheld all alms. Disincarnate, like the Cartesian cogito, one does not have to
pronounce, “Here I am!” It is not the case that invisibility allows one to retain one’s subjectivity while others
would be there as bodily, as res extensa, there for the taking, but according to Levinas invisibility, i.e. a state of
being disembodied, would rather consist in a refusal of subjectivity. It would be a refusal not of the subjectivity
of the Other, but of one’s own. Per Levinas, I am only a subject in corporeity. If one without a body is one who
does not pronounce “Here I am!”, then the incorporeal or disembodied one does not just retain the possibility of
remaining silent, but rather has no choice but to remain silent. One without a body is also without voice, without
discourse, incapable of any Saying.2 The mute one is unable to reveal herself and offer herself to the Other. Admittedly, to have a body is also to fall into the realm of the Said, but all that is Said follows only from a Saying.
The incorporeal is thus impotent and mute, incapable of a Saying, even of the originary pronouncement, “Here
I am!” The one who cannot imbibe in Saying, i.e. the bodiless one, is not a subject because this one is necessarily mute. The original offering, then, is one’s own body as a primordial Saying: Here I am! “To recognize
the Other is to give” means that “to give response to the Other is, first and foremost, to be incarnate,” to offer
one’s body, to offer oneself as body. But, do I recognize the Other because I am incarnate, or am I incarnate
because the Other is first in my proximity? Am I first capable of recognizing the Other because as incarnate I
am a subject capable of recognition, even self-recognition, or am I first a subject capable of (self-)recognition
because I am always already inhabited by the Other? In short, are incarnation and recognition of the Other
voluntary? In light of these questions, Levinas’ assertions are unequivocal. He speaks of “… incarnation, as
being-in-one’s-skin, having-the-other-in-one’s-skin.”3 Nobody can inhabit me or get under my skin because I
would already be flesh and bones with a skin under which one might subsequently find one’s way, but the Other
is always already under my skin as the very condition of the skin under which she would be, namely, as the very
condition of ‘my’ skin. Clearly, nobody is in the position to incarnate oneself. I would like to argue that nobody
is in this ‘position’ because one only acquires a position once embodied. To be a body is but to be in a position
over and against other bodies. Only bodies can have positions. The disincarnate or invisible is spaceless and
bodiless, i.e. without position, a transcendental nowhere that Levinas resolutely denies. For him, one’s body
is an offering, an offering to and before Others, a proffering. Yet, one never voluntarily extended this offering.
One only has being at all as incarnate and therefore only as proffering. One does not so much give from out of
one’s abundance, but rather one simply is offering, the offering that is but one’s body. To say that one’s body is
an offering before the Other is not at all to speak metaphorically. Levinas was, as it were, a great literalist.4 One
has no choice but to offer oneself because that is precisely what one literally is, namely, proffer of self, before
one has even come to oneself. To revoke this offering would be to revoke my body and subjectivity—suicide—
just as murder is but the refusal to offer response to the Other’s proffer, their body, which always demands my
acknowledgment, i.e. that I respond to its existence. Even to ignore the Other, i.e. murder, is a form of response.
Before the body of another, I am not in a position not to respond. Murder is hence, according to Levinas, not
merely, and not primarily, an empirical act. Fundamentally, it is not the destruction of the Other’s already existent body, but the prescinding of their incarnation, i.e. the attempt to avoid having to give response to the Other.
I am not recognized on account of my body, but I am embodied only because the Other has first acknowledged
me here. To refuse—or to attempt to refuse, though such refusal is itself a response—to acknowledge the Other
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is to deny their body and so to preclude their subjectivity in advance—preemptive murder!
Refusal to recognize the Other, to forbid their incarnation, is not just impossible—insofar as murder or ignoring
the Other is itself an act and, hence, a response to their presence—but ethically it is also impermissible. If, as
stated, the Other and their corporeality is the condition of myself and my own, then to murder the Other is also
to murder my own conditions as a self. Who would not admit that one who takes the life of another person has
herself become less than personal? To murder is, then, in the Kantian sense, as it were, a self-contradictory action, negating the very conditions of one’s own personal agency. At any rate, as Levinas never tires of stating,
the structure of subjectivity is substitution, one-for-the-other. I only am as one with a body, i.e. as embodied,
insofar as the Other is first under my skin—the very condition of my flesh and blood—thus I am there not of my
own volition, but due to and for the Other. I carry the Other in me; they are my burden to bear, a responsibility
which I ought not, because I cannot, alleviate from myself. I am responsible for the Other. Only I can substitute
for the Other. I exist only insofar as I am one-for-the-other or substitutable. Levinas helpfully writes, “…(T)he
psyche of the subject is the one-for-the-other, the one having to give to the other, and thus the one having hands
for giving. Human subjectivity is of flesh and blood.” He further writes, “It is here a question of being torn out
of oneself in a giving that implies a body, because to give to the ultimate degree is to give bread taken from
one’s own mouth.5”6 ‘My’ body, therefore, never was a self-enclosed atomic unit, protected and insulated from
contact and exposure to Others and other bodies through its own rights and desires; but ‘my’ body is originally
something from which I have always already been torn, a tear constitutive of, rather than destructive of, ‘my’
body. This tear is but my prior exposure to the Other and their body. Consequently, the psyche of the subject,
i.e. the subjectivity of the subject, does not have as one of its autonomous powers the possibility of substituting
itself one-for-the-other, but it simply and literally is nothing else than substitution for the Other, a being torn
from its would-be atomism and rights centered around its own nucleus. One may not possibly give to the Other,
but one must, i.e. one ought. There is here, so to speak, no space between description and prescription, between
‘must’ and ‘ought.’ To give, again, is to offer oneself, one’s own body and one’s own self, in place of the Other;
for, one only has ‘place’ or ‘position’ at all insofar as they are inhabited by the Other. This could be interpreted
as saying that to be a self at all is already to cohabitate.
‘My’ body is fundamentally not for myself, but for the Other. I would now like to draw out further ramifications
from what has thus far been glossed on Levinas, namely, that my body is the very inscription of my responsibility for the Other.

MY BODY: OBSESSION AND RESPONSIBILITY
Levinas cryptically writes, “Ethics slips into me before freedom.”7 From the viewpoint of the Kantian, Enlightenment tradition, this statement is counter-intuitive. For Kant, one can only speak of moral responsibility
if one can say that one is the author of one’s decisions, i.e. if one is free. More precisely, one is only morally
praiseworthy or reprehensible on the assumption of autonomy. One, according to Kant, is only responsible as
sovereign master of one’s acts. As autonomous, in its existentialist extremes (e.g. Beauvoir and Sartre), one
is only responsible as a se, per se and ad se, as self-posited, through oneself and for oneself. In opposition to
this current,8 Levinas suggests that one’s body is not for the sovereign, self-legislating ego, l’être-pour-soi, but
grounded in a kind of heteronomy, the grave imperative of the Other. My body, per Levinas, has a heteronymous origin, and is thus the inscription of my responsibility for the Other. Responsibility ante-dates the autonomous assumption of this involuntarily inscribed responsibility. “Responsibility prior to any free commitment
… would be responsibility for the freedom of the others. The irremissible guilt with regard to the neighbor is
like a Nessus tunic my skin would be.”9 Per Levinas, responsibility clings to me before I can assume it because
the Other inhabits me, because I am “obsessed” by the Other before I can assume my indelibly inscribed responsibility for the Other. Obsession is one of Levinas’ technical terms for a certain manifestation of the otherin-the-same, just as substitution is his term for the one-for-the-other. Obsession marks one of the conditions of
the body, the body as the condition of subjectivity and “subjectivity as the other in the same, as an inspiration,
is the putting into question of all affirmation for-oneself.”10 Obsession, the other in the same, heteronymously
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inscribes responsibility by disrupting a (mythical) sovereign autonomy. From Levinas, then, one should learn
that ‘my’ body equals responsibility inscribed. I am responsibility for the Other, a responsibility more inviolable than my own body itself. My subjectivity is not the autonomy of an ego that could choose to answer for
the Other, but a heteronymously inscribed obligation to have to offer response, not only before but also for the
Other. Here is subjectivity not as being-for-itself, but as being-for-the Other.
“Obsession crosses consciousness against the current and is inscribed in it as foreign [étrangère], to signify a
heteronomy, a disequilibrium, a delirium…”11 Autonomy—which amounts to complete economization—is the
totalizing rule of the same for the sake of the same. Heteronomy, however, is an intoxication that nevertheless
sobers one up for grave responsibility in opposition to what Levinas regards as the care-free play of the autonomous despot. Levinas asserts:
In contrast with … a freedom without responsibility, a freedom of pure play, we are here distinguishing a responsibility that rests upon no engagement and whose inscription in being is made without
our choice. … Here there is no “human commerce,” nor a simple swapping of responsibilities!12
My responsibility is inviolable, taking precedence over my own projects, my own wants and the erection of my
goals precisely because, in contrast to the positing of my own ends, it is something I did not choose or assume,
but is already inscribed in my own body. The Other lives off my body; I am the host of the Other who inhabits
me. Projecting my own ends, the exercise of autonomous play, is weightless. It is play without the burden of
the Other, play that does not have to give response to the Other—arbitrariness! This play is frivolous because
disengaged. If responsibility were not already inscribed within my body, synonymous with my very being, then
it would be something I could assume or reject at my leisure, what Levinas acutely terms “the commerce and
swapping of responsibilities,” as if this economization of responsibility were not already to turn one’s back on
the Other and to shirk one’s responsibility, i.e. one’s very being. I do not first autonomously and sovereignly
decide to let myself be affected and concerned by the Other, but the Other traumatizes me, traumatizes my body
before ‘I’ am.
For Levinas, ‘I’ only am in the pronouncement of “Here I am!” which is synonymous with my very incarnation,
the very pronouncement of incarnation, incarnation as pronouncement and utterance, i.e. as Saying. As Levinas
contends, “The word I means here I am, answering for everything and for everyone.”13 Everyone demands my
responsibility and eventually all Others, through the presence of the third (le tiers) in each and every Other,
will demand equal rights from me. They are all able to demand equal rights without me, in a reciprocal manner, being in a position to demand my equality in turn because they all, though equal amongst themselves, take
precedence over me.14 “The equality of all is borne by my inequality, the surplus of my duties over my rights.”15
My rights stem from autonomy, the sovereignty of free play, the economy of my body and my desires. Duties,
i.e. my obligation and responsibility before Others, stem from the asymmetry of my relation before the Others
who take precedence over me, inclusive of my own body. Responsibility is written in my body by a foreign
source. My responsibility is weighed down by having to carry the Other, having to bear her guilt and her body
in my own and as my own.

MY BODY AS DEPOSED: SUBSTITUTION/SIGNIFICATION
The ‘I’ only is insofar as it has a position, i.e. is embodied. One is only embodied insofar as one is first inhabited, even obsessed, by another. Ironically, one only comes to have a position or a body, then, insofar as one
is de-positioned or deposited by another, i.e. insofar as one finds oneself ‘torn’ from their body. From another
angle, one is only really an autonomous and free subject if first deposed from the tyrannical state of sovereign
autonomy by heteronomy. The thesis might then be ventured that one only is at all as deposed and deposited,
as torn flesh, as an eviscerated or broken body. Depositing and deposition are not Levinas’ terms, yet the following quote should provide a good recap of his process of embodiment (which is the same as the process of
ensoulment or subjectification):
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The subject called incarnate does not result from a materialization, an entry into space and into
relations of contact and money which would have been realized by a consciousness, that is, a selfconsciousness, forewarned against every attack and first non-spatial. It is because subjectivity is
sensibility—an exposure to others, the-one-for-the-other, that is, signification—and because matter
is the very locus of the for-the-other…that a subject is of flesh and blood.16
Spacing, i.e. finding a space or position, is materialization and materialization is incarnation. This process is
not enacted by the one incarnated, but she who is incarnated only first appears post factum. The subject that will
be there does not have the faculty of sensibility, but sensibility precedes the agent, passion/passivity precedes
agency/activity. One is not already there in order subsequently to be exposed to Others but one is exposure
itself—the nudity of the body. Levinas understands this exposure, as explicated above, as one-for-the-other.
One-for-the-other is substitution; substitution is signification. Signification is not a centrifugal action, originating from the intentionality of a subject who would then seek a mode of expression in order to convey said
intention. Signification rather occurs in a centripetal movement. The Other “gets under my skin” or is “placed
in me”17 with the result that the inner space of subjectivity might be hollowed out or eviscerated, and my body
thereby incarnated. In Levinas’ words, “The subject is not in itself, at home with itself…” “Its bending back
upon itself is a turning inside out”—a veritable evisceration indeed—“its being ‘turned to another’ is this being
turned inside out.”18 Because the Other comes from without—a teaching that is a scandal to Socratic recollection—the subject, consciousness or the interior domain opens up through an inside-out movement, through
a disembowel. The signification inscribed in the body, pronounced in “Here I am!”, heteronymously starts as
exteriority, as sensibility or susception. “Susception” is Levinas’ term for being seized prior to all possibility of
assumption, and prior to the positing of my own projects and desires.19
Signification is not an autonomous project, but springs from the patience, trauma, suffering or sensibility that
is susception. My unassumable responsibility20 takes the form of substitution. I am not there for myself but for
Others. Signification is not an autonomous project but the expression of suffering under the accusation21 of the
Other who demands response. One must respond, must speak, must give signs of their readiness to substitute
for the Other. “It is I! Here I am!” Of substitution, Levinas offers the following:
Substitution, at the limit of being, ends up in saying, in the giving of signs, giving a sign of this giving
of signs, expressing oneself. … But this saying remains, in its activity, a passivity, more passive than
all passivity, for it is a sacrifice without reserve… non-voluntary—the sacrifice of a hostage designated who has not chosen himself to be hostage, but possibly elected by the Good, in an involuntary
election not assumed by the elected one.22
Saying, the giving of signs, in short, signification, is the responsiveness of one placed in the accusative position,
of one placed in the position of having to give response. Signification is the responsiveness of the ‘me’ (accusative) as opposed to the ‘I’ (nominative), the first response to unassumable responsibility. I did not choose the
accusative position for myself; I was elected. The one who elected me holds me hostage. As hostage, I am a
host for the Other who traumatizes me, who calls me into question and demands a response, a giving of signs.
The giving of signs, however, is the giving of myself, of my own person and body. This giving of signs, of my
flesh and blood, of my very entrails, is synonymous with my incarnation. “Such a signification is only possible
as an incarnation. The animation, the very pneuma of the psyche, alterity in identity, is the identity of a body
exposed to the other, becoming ‘for the other,’ the possibility of giving.”23 We return to the point that only an
embodied one can give, i.e. offer signs or speak. Only an embodied one can offer herself, can take from her own
mouth, and signify. “To give, to-be-for-another, despite oneself, but in interrupting the for-oneself, is to take the
bread out of one’s own mouth, to nourish the hunger of another with one’s own fasting.”24 Giving to the Other
means self-denial. I can only offer what I deny myself, even if—or rather especially if—it is my own power that
I deny, the sacrifice of autonomy. As host of the Other, I offer my body as hostage, as substitute for the Other.25
To recognize ‘my’ body as offering for the Other, as host and/or hostage, here the incarnation is approached not
merely as materialization, but also as maternalization; materia becomes mater.
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INTIMACY AND DISTANCE:
FEMININE ALTERITY, MASCULINE RESPONSIBILITY
Not every Other, despite the equality of all Others, is the same; not every form of alterity is alike. Levinas
distinguishes the alterity of the interlocutor, i.e. masculine alterity, from feminine alterity. The interlocutor
traverses the distance of space rather than remaining silent in spaceless intimacy. The masculine interrogator penetrates to the core, rather than residing within the skin of the hymen, in order to call me into question
through discourse and intercourse. Feminine alterity, however, is more intimate to me than I am to myself,
the Other in the Same. Levinas compares this to “maternity, gestation of the other in the same. … Maternity,
which is bearing par excellence, bears even responsibility for the persecuting by the persecutor.”26 The feminine
Other welcomes the persecutor. She is welcoming par excellence, never xenophobic but bearing of the Other.27
Feminine alterity, however, as already mentioned, does not exhaust all types of alterity. Levinas criticizes
Martin Buber for only recognizing feminine alterity to the exclusion of the interlocutor who calls from afar or,
rather, from on High. “The I-Thou in which Buber sees the category of interhuman relationship is the relation
not with the interlocutor but with feminine alterity.”28 The Thou of Buber, what Levinas deems feminine alterity, remains much too close to demand awe and respect, much too familiar to be able to accuse me.29 As Colin
Davis rightly asserts, “Levinas rejects Buber’s I-Thou relationship because it implies too much familiarity with
the Other…”30 The critical question must then be raised: Is the feminine Other other enough to obligate me,
to demand responsibility? If the feminine does not speak across a distance, then is it a silent, mute face? Yet,
the mute face would not be a face at all; for, the face is only audible though invisible,31 the face is expression.
The face speaks. How strictly then must one adhere to the traditional description of Levinas’ ethics? As Colin
Davis surmises, “Levinas offers an ethics without rules, imperatives, maxims or clear objectives other than a
passionate moral conviction that the Other should be heard.”32 What obligation, if any, does the familiar, mute,
feminine Other demand, the one who can perhaps be felt as a beating within the same, but not exactly heard?
Lisa Guenther adequately poses the problematic of the feminine Other for Levinas’ ethics in stating, “For
Levinas, the feminine welcome is not yet ethics; for the feminine Other does not face me directly and command me to respond. The feminine Other gives me the ability to possess while the absolute Other gives me the
ability to respond—responsibility—by calling my possession into question.”33 The feminine, as it were, first
draws the distance and separation requisite for the masculine Other who calls from a distance by drawing the
boundary of the interior habitat, of the home, dwelling or abode, first outlining the ‘mineness’ of ‘my’ body
and ‘my’ possession. To repeat, “the feminine Other gives me the ability to possess” and this includes, first
and foremost, the possession that is my own body. Accordingly, the feminine Other, while anterior to ethics
proper, is nevertheless the pre-condition of ethics, a proto-ethics, if you will. Guenther herself concludes in a
similar fashion, “The feminine welcome already articulates ethics as a response that underlies virile mastery
and troubles it in advance: a response that makes questionable the very mastery that it also makes possible.”34
By drawing the boundaries of possession, of inside and outside, which “give me the ability to respond,” the
feminine already “underlies” and “troubles” the properly ethical sphere. Feminine alterity perhaps offers a
response in advance of the properly ethical call that ‘always already’ troubles the very mastery and possession
that it makes possible.

A CRITICAL QUESTION: ABORTION AND THE FEMININE BODY
The analysis of incarnation was intended, in the sense offered by Guenther, to “trouble,” even subvert, any
prescriptive ethics based on the dictum, pronounced or implicit, “My body, my right.” Let the ensuing discussion of abortion then be taken as a provocative but, more importantly, telling case study.35 If pregnancy can adequately be described as the beating of the Other in the Same, then, it must be asked, is it the Other who speaks
and commands, i.e. the properly ethical Other, or feminine alterity, the familiar/familial Other before whom,
perhaps, I may not be asymmetrically responsible? At any rate, an issue like abortion should not be centered
around the question of a person’s inalienable rights (nor around the pseudo-scientific question about when hu-
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man life begins), but rather around the question of the proprietorship of the body. As Claire Katz adroitly notes,
The abortion debate frequently centers on who has more pressing rights—the woman/mother or the fetus.36
Once the argument reaches this point, neither side recognizes that the two lives are bound together. On one
side, the woman is treated merely as a vessel—an incubator. On the other, the fetus is typically viewed as a
disposable lump of tissue.37
Levinas avoids this false dilemma, which consists in a juxtaposition of rights, by posing the question of both
maternity and abortion on grounds other than that of rights. The question of rights, and particularly of equal
rights, is not a properly ethical question, but a political question, a question concerning the weighing and equal
distribution of the rights of all—all of whose rights, of course, given the more original ethical relation, always
take precedence over my own. On the one hand, the ethical relation is one of immeasurable, non-reciprocal and
asymmetrical duty and responsibility, prior to the question of the equality of the one before me with the third
party who is not present before me, or rather only present before me as the Other in the Other before me, the
third in the second, the He in the You or illeity. Politics, on the other hand, is a question of rights and their distribution; it deals with the economy of rights. There are only rights, for Levinas, because there is a prior ethical
duty and responsibility before the Other; there can only be political relations, for Levinas, on the basis of that
prior, more original and unconditional ethical relation, and not vice versa. At any rate, the abortion question is,
at least originally, i.e. as an ethical rather than political question, not about a weighing of rights (nor, again, a
scientific question about when life begins) but it revolves around the proprietorship of the body. Whose body
is it anyway? …the body of the inhabited one or the one who inhabits? …the body of the incarnated one or the
Other who incarnates me? …the body of the possessed or the one that possesses? Unfortunately, these questions too, like the rights-based discussion which asks who has more rights, the mother/carrier or the child/fetus,
admittedly frames the debate in terms of a false dichotomy. It is not the case that it is either the mother’s/carrier’s body or it is the child’s/fetus’ body, but what is so troubling is that it is not even both/and, a relation which
can usually be managed through some application of dialectics, but rather the utterly non-dialectical relation of
neither/nor. There are not two pre-given, independent and self-sufficient bodies, the mother’s/carrier’s and the
baby’s/fetus’, which are competing for a finite resource, namely, a shared body. This would be to view the relation between mother/carrier and baby/fetus in terms of competition, i.e. war, or the management of resources,
i.e. economics. Instead, it might be suggested that insofar as each body acts as the condition of the other body
precisely by making asymmetrical demands upon the Other, the ‘competition’ is not over something which
could be shared any more than it could be fought over. In other words, as Jean Jacques Rousseau declared, in
criticism of Thomas Hobbes, war can only occur where there are pre-given commodities and pre-established
party lines, but, as Lisa Guenther has rightly pointed out, the intimate relation of feminine alterity—and how
could pregnancy not be an exemplar for such intimate relation?—is the very pre-condition of possession or
commodity. The question then is really not the dichotomous one of whose body it is—the mother’s/carrier’s
or the baby’s/fetus’—but it is rather a question about the nature of the bodies involved in the relation or, more
precisely, about the nature of the relation itself. In other words, is the unborn faceless, i.e. is the unborn mute
because far too intimate to have to speak from a distance, or does the unborn speak a proto-ethical word? Is the
relation masculine or feminine, proximate or remote and, most importantly, personal or impersonal? To frame
it in Buber’s terms, is it an I-Thou or I-It relation?
Problematically, however, in Levinas the difference between the intimacy of the I-Thou relation and the distance of the I-It relation is, surprisingly, hardly relational at all—as it is in Buber—and rather quite categorial,
lest nature, Heidegger’s Being and the elemental il y a could also have a face rather than necessarily indicating
impersonal and anonymous neuters as Levinas suggests. In Buber, contrary to Levinas, even that lacking a
voice in the empirical sense can become a Thou, e.g. even the painting before me or the icon on the wall. Yet, in
Levinas it seems that only the one who speaks, i.e. one who falls under the category or genus homo sapiens—
and never the bread and the wine or the Mona Lisa—can have a face because the face and the face alone is what
speaks and these mere objects, per Levinas, are obviously without a voice. In this sense Levinas surprisingly
categorizes speakers from non-speakers, persons from things and subjects from objects rather than differentiating between personal and impersonal relation.38 One must nevertheless push Levinas to the brink here. Does
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otherness demand asymmetrical obligation because it inhabits and manifests my body, i.e. incarnates me, or
does otherness demand asymmetrical obligation only when and if ‘it’ speaks to me? Can ‘it’, e.g. that which is
not yet a ‘person’ but only, for example, the impersonal fetus, incarnate me without literally speaking? Can it
not place me under accusation and into the accusative position all the same? Even if inaudible, is not alterity’s
beating in me, the beating of the Other in the Same, enough to offer the sign, “It is I! See/Feel/Hear and respond
to me here!”? If, as Levinas suggests, one without a body is also without a voice, without discourse, incapable
of any Saying, then one with a body, e.g. the body’s/fetus’ beating, might yet count as a Saying, albeit a voiceless and merely bodily signification, an offering of signs: “Here I am! Feel me here!” Is this beating enough
to make an ethical demand on the Same, commanding one’s asymmetrical responsibility? Is this beating not
already a Saying? Remember that this proclamation—“Here I am!”—is synonymous with the very incarnation
of the body, and remember as well that only the disincarnate is mute. Does it follow then that the incarnate is
necessarily signifying, i.e. significant?
Lisa Guenther also agrees that the question of abortion must be approached not through a weighing of rights
– even though she will argue for a pro-choice position on a political basis—but through an analysis of the proprietorship of the body. In a passage eerily similar to Katz’s above, she writes,
In pregnancy, the body no longer coincides neatly with itself; it slips out of joint, exceeding its own
boundaries even while splitting apart its identity or self-sameness. This disruption is not the same as
alienation; the body that bears the Other is still itself, still “me” but no longer exclusively “mine,”
released from being my property but also prevented from becoming the property of an Other.39
The pregnant body, the maternal body, is not a mere vessel, like Newton’s empty and barren receptacle of
homogenous space; the relation of the mother to her unborn child “is not a relation of containment but of inspiration by an Other.”40 The pregnant body does not insinuate a both/and relation, but this body, “no longer
coinciding neatly with itself,” is neither the mother’s/carrier’s nor the baby’s/fetus’. Now, Guenther, despite the
Levinassian trope of bodily disruption as inspiration, wishes to conclude—in an arguably very un-Levinassian
way, as she will later readily admit—for the woman’s political right to choose. She proclaims, “I suggest the
possibility of a certain ethical [emphasis added] responsibility for the prenatal Other that does not preclude
the vital necessity of women’s political [emphasis added] right to safe and accessible abortions.”41 Yet, her
stance, as shall be seen, is not so much, as may appear to be the case from this quote, that the ethical and political domains can be separated, but, to the contrary, that the political must apparently condition the ethical by
completing it rather than letting the ethical, as Levinas would insist, remain as the condition and the urgency
of the political, a pre-condition never to be sublated by the ensuing political sphere. (If somehow, as Guenther
will eventually suggest, the political can condition the ethical, then maybe she does in fact want to reduce the
abortion debate to a weighing of rights after all, because the question of rights and the equality of rights play
no role in the ethical relation proper, which is consigned to the question of duty beyond measure, moral obligation with absolute weight.) The argument is that Guenther, rather than arguing, as seems to be suggested by her
quote here, for an ethical responsibility that does not preclude a political right to choose, turns out instead to
be arguing inversely that a woman’s political right to choose hopefully does not preclude ethical responsibility.
This inversion is subtle, but her entire argument, I suggest, is hinged upon it.
“What if we grounded women’s reproductive freedom not on the assumption of an autonomous subject who
owns her body and therefore has a right to choose”—Guenther wonders in complete agreement with the concerns of this article, and in opposition to any rights-based ethic, be it existentialist or libertarian in nature—“but
rather on the ethical sensibility of an always-already embodied self whose very exposure to the Other calls for
justice and equality, and therefore for women’s right to choose?”42 The dubious aspect lies in the latter half of
her statement, namely her use of the word ‘equality,’ which seems to suggest a political rather than ethical sensibility that would, contra Levinassian ethics, apparently be symmetrical and reciprocal. Does not the Other—
be it the feminine Other who first endows me with ‘my’ body or the masculine Other who strips me bare of
my possessions, including ‘my’ body—strip me of my simple “right to choose,” even if such were politically
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permissible? Although Guenther is here, or so she states, still speaking of an “ethical sensibility”—which, in
Levinas, clearly takes precedence over, and lies at the origin of, any political responsibility—she nevertheless
wants to smuggle in elements that only first appear at that later level in which one must take account of the
third, the other Other, namely, the political, even if it is a politics formulated on the basis of a prior ethical
sensibility.43 The cry for justice, the cry for the equality of all, does have an ethical root, but in the case of the
intimate, dare one say, feminine relation between mother/carrier and child/fetus, what legitimate concern is it as
of yet to the third, to the other Others, who cannot penetrate this intimacy?44 In any event, just a few sentences
after this quote about the right to choose based in justice and equality, Guenther explicitly states her use of
the political already at the level of ethical sensibility, writing, “The aim is to provide an account of embodied
selves whose ethical responsibility is excessive and anarchic”—the asymmetrical relation characteristic of the
ethical—“but also mediated [emphasis added] by the political demand for justice and equality.”45 She here
seems to concede correctly that equality enters the scene only with the political and that it is not yet present at
the level of the ethical proper. That there must be a “mediation” to the political from the ethical, however, while
possible and permissible, is far from necessary. Were such a mediation required, then it would seem to endanger
the asymmetrical and non-reciprocal relation characteristic of the ethical sphere by concluding that, after all,
this relation must of course actually be made symmetrical and reciprocal by means of the political,46 a political
position that would even take account of my own rights and equality before others, which never occurs at the
ethical level for Levinas. Admittedly, the political can supervene upon the ethical, duties can be supplemented
with a call to justice for all—and it may even be beneficial that this be so—but it must not. As will be seen,
Gunther herself recognizes that Levinas himself would not take this path.
Gunther, needing to depart from Levinas stricto sensu in order to find justification for her position, appeals to
Drucilla Cornell, who argues that “in light of women’s unique capacity to conceive, gestate, and give birth,
the law needs to guarantee the publicly funded access to abortion on demand”—so a quite strong version of
pro-choice—“as one of the basic conditions of women’s equal chance at the project of personhood.”47 Setting aside the peculiar rhetoric of the “project of personhood,” which sounds decidedly like the existentialist
and über-autonomous position Levinas repeatedly decries, one also encounters here an appeal to equality, i.e.
“equal chance,” which, to repeat, plays no role at all at the ethical level proper but only first at the political level
with the entry of the concerns of the third party. The question, however, still remains as to why one must make
an appeal to the political domain in the first place. It is not that Levinas leaves no space for the political; he
certainly does. The issue is not whether certain things might be handled differently on the political level than at
the level of the ethical. That is indisputably true as well. The question, again, is why one must complement the
ethical with the political or, rather, mediate the ethical through the political?48 In other words, what precludes
the possibility of concluding that pro-choice may very well be the best option politically, and hence also legally,
but all the same that abortion still may be wrong ethically insofar as the Other, albeit the feminine Other or the
‘fetus’, perhaps demands my unconditional responsibility? If responsibility must first be politically conditioned
and mediated, then it is de facto rendered conditional rather than remaining unconditional. Levinas does not
erect politically conditioned responsibility, but unconditioned responsibility, pre-political responsibility, hence
why the ethical must precede the political without any possible reciprocity and mediation on behalf of the
political. Just as the Said can never encapsulate Saying, so too can the political never fully inscribe the more
anarchical ethical relation. If one would demand that the disjunction between the ethical and the political be
effaced through some sort of mediation or conjunction between the two—rather than a mere “accompaniment”
of the ethical by means of the political—then has one not also effaced the ethical as such by mediating and
making reciprocal a relation that by its very nature resists all mediation, symmetry and reciprocity? Arguably,
the mediation of the ethical into the political would actually be nothing other than a subsuming of the ethical
by the political, as if the political were the truth of ethical in a Hegelian manner—a nullifying sublation indeed!
Levinas, however, despite what Cornell (and Guenther) might suggest, says that ethics, not politics, is first philosophy. The political finds its condition in the ethical, the ethical does not find its condition in the political and
is thus prior to the political. The face-to-face of the ethical first renders the political’s consideration of the third
party and its demand for equality possible and not vice versa; for, the third is always the third in or the thirdness
of the Other with whom I have an ethical relation. Were this other Other, i.e. the third, actually present before
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me, then my relation to her would be ethical; I would relate to her in the second-person, and not as a third.
Guenther wants to conclude, in a maneuver that has been alluded to for a few paragraphs now, “that the maternal
responsibility that Levinas describes may only arise under conditions”—namely, political conditions—“when
women are granted the political space to imagine themselves otherwise, as mothers or not as mothers.”49 Here
we see the inversion between the political and the ethical finally stated explicitly. Guenther, contra Levinas, of
whom she would think herself a proponent, arguably makes the political the condition of ethical responsibility,
symmetry and equality the condition of asymmetrical responsibility, in this case, ‘maternal responsibility.’50
For Levinas, at any rate, ethical obligations always condition good political judgment and political conditions
are not the sine qua non of ethics. Now, Guenther very well may be correct and Levinas wrong. Maybe political
situations are the pre-condition of ethical judgments such that a better politics would make for better people
while better people would not necessarily lead to a better politics, but even then her argument does not amend
Levinas so much as depart from him, even if rightfully so. As mentioned earlier, however, she does seem at
least somewhat aware of this incompatibility between herself and Levinas. She writes, “Given this intertwining of ethical responsibility and political justice”—which, in Levinas, remain more or less independent of one
another rather than being “intertwined”—“I believe there are resources within Levinas’s work for a feminist
defense of women’s reproductive choice, even if Levinas did not and probably would not propose such a defense himself [emphasis added].”51 She knows and admits that Levinas would most assuredly disagree with her
concerning the issue of abortion. Of note, however, is that she was only able to depart from Levinas’ likely conclusion on this issue not by drawing upon other resources in Levinas, but by turning to a third party: Drucilla
Cornell. Let Guenther’s Cornellian, rather than Levinassian, conclusion be stated once more in her own words:
“My argument turns on the claim that an ethics of responsibility requires (and does not merely tolerate) a politics of social justice and equality for all, even for myself.”52 She does not suggest, as does Levinas, that politics
and the call for equality and justice for all follows upon or accompanies the ethical. She argues instead that it
must, that it is “required” that the political becomes, as it were, the mediation of that which escapes all mediation, the very truth of the ethical. Moreover, even if it were “required” that the political ensue upon the ethical,
then, to repeat, nothing would yet preclude the possible conclusion that pro-choice is the correct political option but not necessarily the correct ethical choice, unless, of course, one thinks—as Guenther seems to—that
the political in fact determines and conditions the ethical rather than vice versa. This, however, is a relativizing
and conditioning of an absolute and unconditional relation.
This essay, while critical of the restrictions Levinas places upon what can and cannot count as a face, while
critical of Levinas for not truly regarding it as a relational rather than categorial phenomenon, does find itself
well within the spirit of Levinas in holding a real separation between the domain of the ethical and the domain
of the political, refusing to believe that the political could either condition the ethical or that it could subsequently inscribe those prior ethical relations. Just as the Said can never inscribe and mediate the Saying, so
politics can never mediate the ethical relation into a totalizing distribution of rights. The consequence of this
position, however, is that it leads to the peculiar conclusion that one might be able to justify pro-choice politically but deny it ethically.
◊
This essay has suggested that the body qua body is already a Saying. Recall that, for Levinas, only the incorporeal is mute and no person, no consciousness, no subjectivity and, despite its invisibility, no face is incorporeal,
i.e. bodiless. The body of the Other does not obligate me because it has its share amongst the equal rights of
humanity—for, the Other is (despite some possible lapses in Levinas’ own thought in this regard) beyond all
categories, even that of human nature as such—but it obliges me because it speaks the word “Here I am! See/
Feel/Hear me here!” It obliges me because it speaks, because it is a Saying, because it is audible and tactile even
if not yet visible, because it might be argued that even the intimate and feminine Other which beats in the Same
is not faceless and hence not without a voice. This, according to this author, seems to be the ethical conclusion
to be drawn from an application of Levinas’ admittedly non-prescriptive ethics, though this author would also
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like to refrain from any definitive judgment on the issue, at least before the publicum. This author does definitively find, however, that pro-choice is the most prudent political option—and prudence rather than morality is
the real virtue of politics—because at this level it is a question of the competition of rights and resources. To
restate the paradoxical conclusion, then, the feminist and political activist should not budge an inch, but fight
for complete reproductive rights and complete autonomy of choice. Ethically, however, this same feminist and
this same activist should find herself “troubled” by that “underlying” ethical relation—for, given that none of
us can give due justice to the claims of all Others in the world, particularly when their interests often conflict,
who among us then can actually live without an untroubled conscience?! All the same, the task of this study
was only to navigate a certain underrepresented possibility that troubles the libertarian and/or existentialist
rights-based ethicist, and not definitively to formulate a prescriptive ethic from a reading of Levinas; for, that
would be the most un-Levinassian of all.
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NOTES
1. Levinas. Totality and Infinity: An Essay on Exteriority, Trans. Alphonso Lingis (Pittsburgh: Duquesne University Press,
1969), 75. Hereafter referred to as TI.
2. The themes of Saying and Said will recur throughout this article. On the one hand the Said is the system of signifiers and
their semantic content. Saying, on the other hand, refers to the fact that one speaks, that one makes the gesture to speak, irrespective of what is Said. Accordingly the significance of this gesture, of the Saying, that one makes any significations for
the Other at all, is not representable by what is Said. A simple smile to another person can mean much, much more than what
a smile typically represents, namely, happiness, friendliness and the like. In short, the Said can never encapsulate Saying;
Saying always escapes proper representation.
3. Levinas. Otherwise Than Being or Beyond Essence, Trans. Alphonso Lingis (Pittsburgh: Duquesne University Press,
1998), 115. Hereafter referred to as OTB.
4. Levinas lauds the literal interpretation of texts. For example, when speaking of Genesis 2:7, he exclaims of a certain
rendering of it that “it is also the literal meaning—and, for all that, also the most profound one.” See Levinas, The Levinas
Reader, Ed. Sean Hand (Oxford: Basil Blackwell Ltd., 1989), 231.
5. One could use this to criticize the personal responsibility of those involved in the various Occupy Movements—however
justified their claim for social justice is—insofar as they demand that somebody else, somebody other than themselves, offer
bread from their mouths, even if it is the mouths of the rich and decadent, rather than giving from their own mouths, rather
than combating poverty with alms from their own pocket. I use this example because the Occupy Movement is wonderfully
diverse, attracting not just the poverty-stricken but the 99% also includes a massive middle-class, even the upper middleclass, of which a great many could still afford to give from their own pocket and still have bread to give.
6. Levinas. God, Death and Time, Trans. Bettina Bergo (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2000), 188. Hereafter referred
to as GDT.
7. Levinas, GDT, 176.
8. Of this context, Séan Hand writes, “In speaking, for example, of labour pains (OB 51) as well as the patience of corporeality, Levinas may well be offering an absolute contrast to contemporary developments in French feminism.” See Séan Hand,
Emmanuel Levinas (Routledge: New York, 2008), 54. French feminism’s conceptual apparatus, through Simone de Beauvoir,
is existentialism (as well as psycho-analysis).
9. Levinas, OTB, 109.
10. Levinas, OTB, 111.
11. Levinas, GDT, 173.
12. Levinas, GDT, 174-175.
13. Levinas, OTB, 114.
14. Since Levinas says responsibility is asymmetrical—the Other before me always takes precedence over myself and my
rights—the Other who is not present before me, the third or the other Other, must also be present in the Other before me. It
is only by virtue of the third, the Other in the You and eventually the ‘illeity’ of God, that the equality of all is based. Equality, at any rate, is not what is characteristic of the ethical relation, but it only appears with the entry of the third party who
would demand that their ‘rights’ are just as valid as those of the one before me. Only with this entry of the third does one find
the transition from ethics to politics, from goodness to justice. Ethics demands unconditional responsibility, while politics
demands the equality of all—myself excluded. I am excluded, for Levinas, because the prior non-reciprocal, asymmetrical
relation is not nullified by the political relation that is founded upon it. I only become an equal amongst others insofar as I
am an Other for Others, but my equality, at any rate, is never born of myself and it is never my concern, that is to say, mine
to defend and affirm.
15. Levinas, OTB, 159.
16. Levinas, OTB, 77.
17. Levinas writes, “This ‘placed in me’ is a scandal in the Socratic world!” (Levinas, GDT, 217). The Socratic world is but
the history of Western philosophy.
18. Levinas, OTB, 49.
19. The extreme autonomy of existentialism—to the point of self-positing—and the self-founding and self-possessing statements to which it leads in those like Simon de Beauvoir – to paraphrase: “It is our bellies, our lives, our right to decide.”—are
at least implicitly criticized by the following remark by Levinas. “For Sartre, one ends up by having chosen everything right
up to one’s birth. There, extreme vulnerability, being-seized or ‘susception’ [susception] is taken up again by a project…”
(Levinas, GDT, 158-159)
20. Responsibility is unassumable because consciousness always comes too late. One cannot prepare for responsibility,
because the advent of the Other is unforeseen or sudden. Levinas describes, “…(S)uddenness, the beating of the Other in
the Same…” (2000, GDT, 139). This is the patience of non-agency, passivity rather than activity. Active patience awaits the
Other, anticipates her arrival. Here the Other is already there, having arrived suddenly and unforeseen before one even had
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the chance to await her arrival and prepare for her stay.
21. Adriaan Theodoor Peperzak has commented, “In awakening to self-consciousness, a human subject discovers itself to
be not ‘an Ego’ in the sense of modern philosophy, but the ‘me’ of ‘me voici’…” (Adriaan Theodoor Peperzak, Beyond: The
Philosophy of Emmanuel Levinas (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1997), 108) As accused, one is originally a ‘me’
in the accusative case and not the nominative ‘I.’ “Here I am!” or “Me voici!” is rather “See me here!” One might add that,
given the invisibility of the face, the imperative is rather “Hear me here! Lend me your ear!” One is, shall it be said, a pair of
ears before one is a set of eyes and, in this sense, everyone is born blind.
22. Levinas, OTB, 15.
23. Levinas, OTB, 69.
24. Levinas, OTB, 56.
25. Peperzak writes, with obvious ramifications concerning the abortion debate, “To be a substitute is not to coincide with
another ego, as if I could replace another as being-in-the-world; rather it is to carry the Other—as Other—in me, a kind of
maternity…” (Peperzak, Beyond, 109).
26. Levinas, OTB, 75.
27. Lisa Guenther suggests, “The host is welcomed by the guest into his own home. For he can only be a host for the Other
by receiving this capacity for generosity from the Other… To welcome is not so much to open oneself up, as one opens a
door or a window, but to be opened in response to the Other” (Lisa Guenther, The Gift of the Other: Levinas and the Politics
of Reproduction (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2006), 68).
28. Levinas, TI, 155.
29. Let it be noted, as Levinas is also quick to point out, that the feminine is not necessarily to be associated with females and
the masculine not necessarily with males.
30. Colin Davis, Levinas: An Introduction. (Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press, 1996), 99.
31. As one commentator has written, “…[T]he face announces the corporeal absence (leibhaftige Abwesenheit) of the other”
(Bernhard Waldenfels, “Levinas and the face of the other,” in The Cambridge Companion to Levinas, 63-81, Eds. Simon
Critchley et al (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 63). That only the incarnate can signify, i.e. are not mute,
and that only the face, which is invisible, speaks is not incompatible. The ‘corporeal absence’ announced in the face indicates
that one is not subsumed or totalized by their corporeal appearance, much in the same way that Saying is never subsumed or
totalized by what is Said. The face of the body is its invisible character, the invisibility of the body’s visibility.
32. Davis, Levinas, 144.
33. Guenther, Gift, 57.
34. Guenther, Gift, 73.
35. The remainder of this essay will analyze abortion as the case study par excellence, elucidatory of how Levinas’ ethics, despite not being prescriptive in aim, can nevertheless bear real import in the realm of applied ethics. In particular, the
remainder of this essay will ask whether Levinas’ account of maternity as the Other in the Same troubles the pro-choice
position in the abortion debate, at least when it is grounded upon the premise of rights based upon the notion that one is sole
proprietor of one’s own body. Let Claire Katz sound the first warning note, however, when she reiterates that “Levinas’ use
of maternity is not prescriptive, but descriptive” (Claire Katz, Levinas, Judaism, and the Feminine: The Silent Footsteps of
Rebecca (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2003), 143). It is certainly correct that when Levinas speaks of maternity,
femininity, Woman and the like he is not necessarily speaking prescriptively but nor is he, in fact, even speaking descriptively, at least in the empirical sense. He is neither saying, as already mentioned in a prior footnote, that females really are as
he describes them nor that females ought to correspond to his image of them. Yet, even if he is not descriptive in an empirical
sense, he is descriptive in a phenomenological sense and, accordingly, the descriptions of women, femininity and maternity
are also not mere fabrications, merely concocted fictions. While it would be misleading to read what Levinas has to say on
maternity crudely, i.e. as if it he were making normative claims about the ‘nature’ of maternity and the feminine, it is equally
inappropriate merely to dismiss his accounts of maternity and the feminine as if they had no bearing in reality and, therefore,
no relevance at all for prescriptive ethics. His account of maternity is not at all a pure metaphor but nor is it a crude literalism,
i.e. a fundamentalism. It is neither sheer imagery nor a norm for women to meet. Rather, to take what Levinas says seriously
is to read it otherwise than according to either of these false dichotomies.
36. Of course, for Katz to refer to ‘it’ as ‘the fetus’ here is perhaps just as question-begging as the pro-lifer’s refusal to call
‘her’ or ‘the baby’ a fetus. This study does not find that this is a question that can be answered by science, but it is a relational
question. Do I relate to ‘it’ as faceless or as a ‘her’ with a face, as personal or impersonal?
37. Katz, Levinas, 142.
38. Obviously, Levinas is not oblivious, as he recognizes that more than the audible voice can signify. There are, for example,
hand signals, nods of the head, drooped shoulders and the like. This even follows from the thesis that one only has a voice,
that one can only engage in Saying or the offering of signs at all if one is incarnate, i.e. has a body. In fact, to be bodily is
already to offer the first sign, “Here I am. It is I.” In other words, bodily, rather than audible, significations are not something
the body has the power to express, but the body literally is nothing but expression, the body is Saying. To have a body is to
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speak, while to be disincarnate and invisible like a Cartesian ego, like Gyges with the ring or Wagner’s Alberich when he
dons the Tarnhelm, is to be mute. What Levinas rejects, however, is that my cat has a face, i.e. that my cat has the kind of
body, the right category or genus of body that is capable of signification. For Levinas, it matters not at all that I might relate
to my cat as personal rather than faceless. The cat is, for him, de facto faceless, irrespective of my relation to Alcibiades.
39. Guenther, Gift, 101.
40. Guenther, Gift, 106.
41. Guenther, Gift, 142.
42. Guenther, Gift, 142-143.
43. Obviously, the political is already temporally operative at the level of ethics insofar as the third is always given in any
ethical relation to the second person. To call the political a ‘later’ level is thus to speak in terms of a hierarchy of experience
and not the temporal order of experience.
44. Of course the possible birth of a child is always of concern to more than the potential mother. This is not to be disputed.
The point is simply that it becomes their concern and their problem only post factum, i.e. after the birth of the child. Presumably, most would find it odd for a mother to make the choice for or against abortion based neither on how it will affect her
own life nor on how it will affect the child’s, but rather on what the ramifications will be for everybody else. If that is the
deciding factor, if one chooses to abort because it will be inconvenient for the child’s grandfather or for her neighbors who
pay school taxes, then something seems intuitively amiss that no amount of philosophical justification could hope to assuage;
for, surely nobody wants to be in the business of legislating who can and cannot procreate given that it certainly affects us
all as taxpayers when the poor decide to have more children than they can support. To suggest that one might have an ethical obligation to carry a pregnancy to term is quite a different thing than legislating who does and does not even have the
right to be impregnated at all, which could be implicated by extension if decisions to abort could be made on the basis of the
interests of third parties.
45. Guenther, Gift, 143.
46. As Katz might interject here, “Deliberation and choice belong to a domain of reason, which for Levinas arises only with
the moment of the third party” (Katz, Levinas, 180, note 13)
47. Guenther, Gift, 144.
48. Katz notes that “as Levinas tells us, the political always accompanies the ethical” (Katz, Levinas, 143). This ‘accompaniment,’ however, does nothing to invert the relation between the ethical and the political such that the political, qua accompaniment, would acquire an independence and autonomy from the ethical. It is still, if one wishes to remain Levinassian, always
the ethical that precedes and conditions the political by giving it its urgency and not vice versa.
49. Guenther, Gift, 146.
50. By stating that the ethical responsibility Levinas describes may arise under political conditions in which pro-choice is a
live and non-stigmatized option, Guenther raises the possibility—and may even herself be suggesting—that in this perfectly
just State which supports reproductive freedom would-be mothers—having at their disposal all the means necessary to raise
a child, even as single mothers—would always choose against abortion or, at least, would have every reason to do so. Minimally, one could say that in such a utopian State that the choice for abortion could only be made for reasons of self-interest. It
seems, at least, that in this mythical society there ought not be abortion, because the reasons that might render it a just choice
have been removed. Yet, even this reading still labors under the implication that political situations are the condition for good
ethical reasoning rather than ethics standing as the indispensable pre-condition of a just politics.
51. Guenther, Gift, 147-148.
52. Guenther, Gift, 148.
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DANIEL COLUCCIELLO BARBER, DELEUZE AND THE
NAMING OF GOD: POST-SECULARISM AND THE FUTURE OF
IMMANENCE (EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY PRESS, 2014)
Alex Dubilet

It is all too easy to associate immanence with the perspective of secularism. After all, Gilles Deleuze repeatedly asserted in works like Expressionism in Philosophy: Spinoza or his late co-authored What is Philosophy?
that the articulation of immanence stands in direct contrast to the operations of religion and theology, which
defend the eminence of transcendence and analogical modes of thought. One of the central accomplishments of
Daniel Colucciello Barber’s Deleuze and the Naming of God: Post-Secularism and the Future of Immanence is
to decisively decouple any such association between immanence and secularism. As he writes, “It is precisely
such an equation that needs to be made not just difficult, but impermissible.” (11) The aim of such a decoupling
is to confound and subvert the dominant oppositions guiding the recent religious turn: between secularism
and religion, between philosophy and theology. It does this precisely by articulating immanence as a third and
occluded possibility that troubles the very coordinates around which such debates are constructed. Indeed, by
insisting that immanence is not simply something that supersedes the religious and delineates the secular, but
constitutes a break with a dominant form of secularism itself, Barber forces us to rethink some of the basic
concepts operative in contemporary theology, religious studies, and philosophy of religion.
If one task of the book is to sever the seemingly unthought association between secularism and immanence,
another is to articulate the nature of immanence as a way to critiquing reigning paradigms of theology. This
critique is set out in the first half of the book. The first chapter offers a short prehistory of the concept of differential immanence in the thought of Heidegger and Derrida, while the second reconstructs the logic of immanence in Deleuze. The third, in turn, builds on this to show how the logic of immanence can act as a critique
of dominant theological paradigms embodied in the work of John Milbank and David Bentley Hart. Given the
repeated misreadings of Deleuze and mischaracterizations of the operations of immanence by contemporary
Christian theologians, Barber’s retort is much welcome. To see exactly how it works, let us turn directly to
Barber’s lucid explication of Deleuze’s theory of immanence.
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As is known to readers of his work, Deleuze’s conception of immanence stems from his re-reading of Spinoza’s philosophy, which offers a theory of modal differentiation within a single substance. Rather than taking
individuals as self-standing substances, they are interpreted as modal differentiation of a single substance, a
conception in which the differentiation of modes is a differentiation of substance itself. But immanence is
fundamentally also a question of causality, specifically of a causality in which the cause remains in the effect,
but (in contrast to Neoplatonic hierarchical and emanational theories) in which the effect also remains in the
cause. This means that while the cause effects the effect, it is, in turn, affected by it. God “produces an infinity
of things which affect him in an infinity of ways”. Another way of putting this would be to say that the (divine) power of expression is present within all that it expresses, while those expressions also affect that power
itself. It is this recursive loop at the heart of immanence that Barber argues produces the need for a constant
re-expression of immanence. What this means is that the process of change is intrinsic to immanence: As immanence folds what is expressed back into the active power of expression, it generates ever-new articulations
of expressions. Precisely because what is, what is expressed, is never severed from the power of expression but
affects it internally, it offers a model of change and the production of the new in excess of the given without
any appeal to transcendence.
Conceptually underwriting this framework is the fact that modes are taken to be both internal and external to
the attributes of the single substance (since of course the architecture of Spinoza’s philosophy is triadic, including substance, attributes and modes). As intensive, they implicate the attribute; as extensive, they explicate it.
Importantly, as Barber points out, whereas the relation between the intrinsic and extrinsic modes in Spinoza’s
philosophy is a one-to-one correlation, Deleuze “evades correlation by articulating intensive modal expression
in terms of a field of singularities, which collectively form an intense infinity” (52) In other words, as intensive,
modes construct a field of differential and preindividual singularities, which allows the transformation of the
actual, of what has already been expressed and actualized, or the modes as extensive. This virtual field produces
concrete actualizations, but does not act as an outside source; instead, it is the difference of the actual itself,
necessitating the re-expression and re-actualization of the actual. Conceiving immanence in this way entails
not seeing the actual as something self-standing or separate, but as always part of the process of actualization.
The relation between the actual and the virtual is not that of internality and transcendence, but of reciprocal
immanence. “The virtual is neither identical (correlational) with nor transcendent to the actual; the relation
between the virtual and the actual is neither analogical nor equivocal.” (54) What such a reading of creativity
and expression of immanence accomplishes, is a push back against the tendentious attempts (such as those
offered by Peter Hallward and Alain Badiou) to read Deleuze not as a thinker of this world, but as a secretly
transcendent thinker.
The final element in Barber’s account of the logic of immanent re-expression and the production of the new—
of going beyond the given and doing so immanently, that is, without relying on or appealing to an external
source or agent—is its temporal structure. For this, Barber revisits the difference between the two “ways of
imagining temporal existence or of inhabiting time” (61) found in Deleuze: Chronos and Aion. For if Chronos
is an infinite present, a succession that encloses time into an all-encompassing present, it offers a conception of
time that renders immanent reproduction impossible. Chronos is the time of the stable succession of the actual.
Only a different theory and practice of time can be adequate to the process of immanent re-expression. Aion
names this alternative temporality that takes the present as a crack which is at once a becoming-future and a
becoming-past. It is a moment of pure time, which interrupts time’s enclosure within homogeneity. In other
words, Aion does not allow the actual to dominate the conception of time. Instead, it makes time break up the
completion of the actual.
This conceptual reconstruction of Deleuze’s immanence allows Barber to accomplish three central tasks. The
first, in chapter three, is to offer a robust defense of immanence against those mischaracterizations of it that
are repeatedly trotted out by theologians who exalt analogy and transcendence. Precisely by showing how
immanence entails within itself the possibility and even necessity of radical re-expression, Barber belies its
polemical conflation with any kind of closure, totality, and holism. Indeed, Barber argues that the possibility of
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a new, as genuinely new, is only possible within the conceptuality of immanence, and not within a framework
of divine transcendence: “Analogy’s discourse of transcendence, far from supplying a basis for the production of new possibilities of existence, actually ends up supporting the present. In fact, the challenge posed by
transcendence appears ultimately to be a conservative, even a reactionary one.” (104) The task here is twofold,
and consists just as much in providing a systematic response to the aspersion casts on immanent thought as in
showing the dominant theological regime’s own troubling aspects.
Let me briefly highlight one particularly significant point of contestation. Milbank argues that the position of
immanence (pagan, philosophical) is one that ontologizes evil and conflict, and that only a (Christian) thought
that affirms the ontological priority of the Good can socially and politically provide peace. In other words, he
asserts an ontologico-political correlation that provides the meta-discursive criteria for judgment: (theological)
ontologies of peace are taken to be preferable, because they are taken to be the very condition of a politics of
peace. Barber treats this all too easy configuration with the skeptical eye of an outsider, reminding us that an
ontological organization of peace is inevitably a normative one (and, all too often, hierarchical to boot)—one
that translates just as frequently into the normalization of peace as into the production of suffering and violence for those who don’t agree with that pre-established order (or with whom that order does not see it fit to
agree). Perhaps, Barber suggests, we should not begin with a desire for ontological guarantee, but from the very
material existence of suffering. The resulting choice can be read as follows: peace through a guarantee (and
inevitable enforcement) of theodicy, or the careful labor of re-expression that attempts to deal with the violence
and suffering that exists and reproduces accords of difference anew in response to those experiences. “With
immanence, however, one can speak of an ontology of difference and a politics of peace.” (100) There might
be no ultimate ontological grounding, but as such we can become more attuned to suffering, to minoritarian
cracks of identity, and to the tentative nature of ethics and politics, thereby inhabiting a position that is less
imperializing and self-confident.
However, the argument is not that immanence stands in polemical opposition to all theological discourses.
Quite on the contrary, the book’s second task is to show how immanence can be articulated within theology itself. This is possible because, despite what some contemporary currents of theology might say, neither analogical predication mediating the infinite and the finite, nor the eminent transcendence of the divine, is determinative for theological discourse as such. Barber’s fourth chapter shows how the work of the Mennonite theologian
John Howard Yoder is precisely an example of such articulation of immanence within theological discourse,
one that in its own lexicon takes up a number of Deleuzian concerns and positions. The chapter is multilayered, but it recovers Yoder’s emphasis on a Christianity resolutely committed to a minoritarian ethics, less in
a numerical sense than in the sense of abdicating the position of prescription, standard measure and norms in
order to put into question the overdetermination of existence by all frameworks and powers that constitute the
ontological and epistemological limits on what counts as the actual. Moreover it reminds us that, even within
theological discourse, a critique of totality does not necessarily lead to the affirmation of a transcendent infinite
(this in contrast, say, to a critique of the world that would affirm the God beyond). It can also render visible
the immanent necessity for a continual process of re-expression and the production of the new. For example,
in this light, the significance of the Crucifixion becomes not simply the undermining the self-sufficiency of the
worldly “Powers”, but the disclosure of the diachronic and socio-political movement of transformation. Of
course, the claim is not that Christianity has successfully embodied a minoritarian position that undermines the
worldly from below—clearly, the history of Christianity has largely ignored and often directly opposed this
option, a failure that can be dated back to Constantine, or even perhaps to the Pauline discourse of universality
as the supersession of real, material difference. Rather, it is that such a position can and has been articulated
within theological discourse itself, thereby suggesting that there is nothing necessarily mutually exclusive
between immanence and theology.
If critiquing paradigms of theology centered on transcendence and analogy is the first task, and demonstrating
the possibility of immanence within theological discourse is the second, the third is to critique philosophy’s
self-satisfied relation to immanence. Barber argues that Deleuze’s attempt to overcome philosophy’s blockage
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by a fiat, by an encouraging imperative “Create!” as it is offered in What is Philosophy? is insufficient because
it does not take into consideration the very fact of philosophy’s failure. What is necessary, besides such an injunction, or prior to it, is an element of resistance or critique of the present state of things. In other words, there
is a necessary interrelation, often left unacknowledged, between resistance against the present and the creation
of the new. This position leads Barber to elaborate a concept of metaphilosophy, which “emerges through
shame: philosophy’s collusion with the present state of affairs gives rise to shame, and any exodus from this
collusion requires that we conceive and display critically this collusion.” (163-4) Metaphilosophy registers the
need for a break, a way of affirming the disjuncture between immanence and the actuality of what is, one that
is frequently occluded by philosophical thought itself. Drawing heavily on Adorno, Barber suggests that the
option we have is either to affirm the collusion with the present, which is something that philosophy does all
too often, or to affirm the reality of the experience of suffering. Choosing the latter is significant “because it is
in suffering that experience exceeds the standard domain of sense. We enter suffering not because it is good but
because it is there, in our condition.” (169) It is this commitment to suffering as the destitution of sense, as the
materiality that underdetermines the actual and allows one to resist colluding with it, that Barber delineates as
metaphilosophical. Suffering displays senselessness, and thus reveals sheer existence in (immanent) excess of
all powers of philosophy and the world: it “eviscerates the present state.” (188) The encounter with the senselessness of suffering, by undermining the accreted structures of sense, becomes the condition of possibility of
immanently remaking the world and creating new sense.
Once more, it is worth emphasizing that this production of the new comes not from an elsewhere, but from a
certain destitution of the present, its scattering, and the opening onto an immanent virtuality. Below all powers
of philosophy and sense lies the immanent power of expression, which the present has actualized in a concrete
form and has rendered, qua power, invisible. The task is precisely not to confuse immanence with totality, enclosure, the actual, but to understand it as a process of differential production of the new without any recourse
to transcendence. And for those rightfully skeptical of any discourses of “the new” as salvific, Barber insists
that what he is proposing must be conceptually divorced from the dominant logic of communication. As such,
newness cannot be simply exhausted by the preformation of the possible, because “the language of possibility
itself is schematically overdetermined, such that the possibilities to be affirmed are possibilities conditioned
by the present”. (195) In opposition to this, the question of the new emerges from the break of communicative
fluidity, a crack that opens onto the possibility of articulation of a radical newness: “Utopia’s break with the
present gives way to fabulation’s creation of the future.” (205)
The refocusing of philosophy’s task on suffering presents a critical, Adornian emendation to Deleuze’s theory
of immanence— one that is much needed, especially as it allows for a deflation of philosophical imperiousness.
In light of such a reading, however, one is left wondering how to read Deleuze’s praise for the genealogy of
joy (from Lucretius to Spinoza to Nietzsche)? Are we forced to read it as a form of disavowal, or as a practice
of looking away from suffering? This seems unsatisfying precisely because the reactivation of joy as an affect
or state in Deleuze, is connected with immanence itself, one that is immeasurable, in excess of the actual state
of things and the subjects formed in it. One could say that joy (perhaps as opposed to contentment) is just as
senseless as suffering itself, and can likewise underdetermine the dominant forms of thought and the world,
and bring into question the ontological, epistemology and political restrictions on what is legitimated as the
actual. In other words, I am suggesting that there are perhaps multiple paths of displaying the actual’s violent
attempt at self-identity and self-enclosure, and thus of displaying the actual’s opening onto the need for immanent re-expression.
The last and most constructive chapter of the book offers a theory of what Barber calls immanent belief, the cultivation of the capacity of being affected by the world as it is, in contrast to being interpellated by the world as
it is made legible and legitimate by the dominant structures of sense. “Immanent belief thus insists on the need
to think from within suffering, instead of moderating it in virtue of pre-existing sense.” (181) Barber suggestively proposes rethinking secularity as tied to this immanent belief in the world in stark opposition to dominant
discourses of secularism. Summarily put, “Immanent belief, with its demand to be affected by this world and
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consequently to refuse discourses about the world, thus stands not only against the sort of belief found in analogical theology, but also against the sort of belief found in secularising discourses. In other words, immanent
belief is irreducible to the opposition of secular and religious by being opposed to the transcendence involved
in both. ” (179) This secularity, articulated through the theoretical resources of Deleuze, Yoder and Adorno, is
tied to what is left unconceptualized, unnamed and excluded by the actual order of the world, presenting the
immanent limits of the world needing to be re-expressed. Such a secularity would no longer defend the world
by opposing it to the transcendent divine (or, one could say, it would cease drawing the central line of divide
between secularist discourses of the State and theologies of transcendence), but instead show how both poles of
that binary are complicit in transcendence. For to affirm immanence is at once to be affected by the world in its
material suffering below and beyond the realms of sense and to be committed to the re-expression of the sense
that regulates and upholds the actual order of things. As a way of theorizing this movement, Barber proposes
fabulation as the creative function that draws on unconditional power of immanence, and develops the concept
of “the icons of immanence” as precisely what enacts this power by constructing, and thereby rendering visible
immanence, each time anew. As he explains: “The immanence that belongs to the icon does not pre-exist the
icon, it is instead produced by the icon; the icon expresses the power of the unconditioned in and as a particular
thought-product.” (206) Icons of immanence occupy only the very final pages of the book, and offer a vector
for further theoretical exploration that is promising not only for ethics and politics, but also for any attempt to
disseminate the thinking of immanence into new domains, genres and media.
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
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ANTHONY PAUL SMITH, A NON-PHILOSOPHICAL THEORY OF
NATURE: ECOLOGIES OF THOUGHT (PALGRAVE 2013)
Paul J. Ennis

Some preliminaries: this is a difficult book, and I cannot hope to address the full range of Smith’s interests.
What I hope to do is provide some reasons why you ought to read this book. To conclude before I begin: if
you are wondering whether it is worth the price of admission to read Smith’s contribution to thinking, then my
answer is a firm yes.
Smith’s ontology, that “what is, is natural,” addresses the most difficult thought of contemporary continental philosophy and philosophical theology: immanence (1). In our post-Deleuzian landscape, immanence has
replaced being and alterity/difference as the elusive ‘x.’ The ‘x’ guides our thinking, the thought before our
thoughts, and yet we struggle to name it definitively. What is usually known is what immanence is not and
Smith is here in agreement with the continental community that neither the transcendent nor the reductive are
the means to think it. Another ‘x’ is Nature, and Smith is also keen to stress that immanence does not entail the
abandonment of Nature, as we find in influential theorists such as Latour, Morton, and Žižek. Nature does exist,
and within it ideas about nature exist. How to think this? A more Smithean question would be to ask what work
we should undertake to do this.
One method is to present nature as perverse (5). This perversity is linked to the impossibility of capturing nature
within any of the disparate fields that might lay claim to completely answering the question, what is nature?
Smith’s vision is to see forms of thinking such that each one represents an “ecosystem” (5). Seen as such, they
each could be said to contribute to our grasp of nature without either one or all of them exhausting it.
His focus is on philosophy, theology and scientific ecology with the first two occasionally blending together
as philosophical theology. These are split into tendencies he calls the “subsumption” and the “bonded” type
(5). Philosophical subsumption entails the tendency to think for science, and philosophical bonding is the
polar desire to become one with science. Theological subsumption is close to its philosophical cousin, but it
has two sub-divisions. There is a “declension” type where science comes to represent an extreme example of
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“fallenness” and an “inflection” type where insights from the sciences concerning crises are accepted, but are
considered to be resolvable only by returning to a form of life distinct from the scientific image (6).
These approaches can, to radically simplify, all be said to lose sight of the positives of the sciences through
their opposition to naturalism/materialism, or to fall into an overexcited naturalistic or materialistic veneration of the hard sciences. Part I neatly demonstrates the ‘speaking past one another’ characteristic of discussions that take place between ecological thinkers, (eco-)philosophers and (eco-)theologians. Especially rich is
Smith’s brief, but comprehensive history of ecological thought that covers, to provide just a sample, its origins
in Muir and Leopold, the emergence of deep ecology with Naess, eco-phenomenology, its various images
(cybernetic, Gaia), and much more besides. Both philosophy and theology are also given conceptual histories
of their engagements with ecology. What emerges clearly from Part I is the realisation that subsumption and
bonded inclinations often result in shallow engagements with scientific ecology and flowering from this is the
consistent re-assertion of the priority of philosophical or theological ground. Smith’s question is whether there
is a blockage here that makes it structurally impossible for these “ecosystems (of) thought” to think alongside
rather than through scientific ecology (55).
The most difficult part of the book is Part II since it is the section devoted to explicating Laruelle’s nonphilosophy. Smith performs this unenviable task with elegance. The reason he draws on non-philosophy is
clear: it downplays the battlefield of ideas meme that runs through the philosophical tradition. This does invite
methodological quandaries. Since non-philosophy emphasises performativity over, to use shorthand, normative
argumentation the question of arbitrariness hangs over it. Smith argues that Laruelle’s lesson is that, in spite
of the competing claims to truth on display in the battlefield for ideas, it is nonetheless clear that many forms
of thinking seem to function (59). They work at expressing something about their niche despite the fact that,
from the perspective adopted in a neighbouring niche, they should not be capable of doing so. Non-philosophy
is content to sacrifice assurance concerning ground, which to it is always a hallucination, in favour of methodological neutralisation or democratisation.
I would wager that, in spite of this, non-philosophy will never escape being involved in some skirmishes. This
is perhaps the most fundamental tension operative in the text: non-philosophy promises liberation and a message of peace but one is always asked to first see their approach as wrongheaded. It’s true, you may learn to see
it as a non-binding material replete with insight, but at what cost? That, however, seems to be a fair challenge
to those philosophies aiming at quite stringent conditions as to what philosophy ought to be. The critique of
philosophy itself is familiar. Laruelle identifies an invariant structure of philosophical decision, too complex
to elucidate here, and to escape this ceaseless procedure – belonging to all forms of philosophy – we posit the
“absolute autonomy of the Real” and think from it rather than aim to envelope it (64). This would then allow
philosophy to escape its obsession with firstness and following this, the desire to ground other forms of thought.
Smith is clearly aware that the axiomatic postulation of the Real will continue to frustrate the acceptance of
non-philosophy (70). Although there is a mention here of ‘practise’, in opposition to argument, I really do believe that non-philosophers will need to find ways to persuade sceptics beyond this appeal (71). I have in mind
not the critics who get their kicks from undermining other positions, but readers who may find much to like in
non-philosophy, but are not willing to take the Real at Laruelle’s word. One possible angle supplied by Smith is
to realise that non-philosophy allows for a ‘mutation’ of philosophy such that we are faced with a flattened field
of knowledge where other forms of knowledge can be applied to seemingly insoluble philosophical dilemmas
(90). Given the tendency of philosophers to assume only internal methods can claim to have the last word on
such matters this is a liberating posture.
Accepting Laruelle’s critique of philosophical decision Smith then embraces the non-philosophical approach
of “philo-fiction” (73). Modelled on Laruelle’s most recent phase, which has quantum mechanics as its philofictional content, Smith takes up scientific ecology as his. In Part III he intensifies this approach with a careful
mutation of philosophy and theology through a series of concepts taken from ecological science. These are
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ecosystem, biodiversity, niche, exchange of matter and energy, space and time, and resilience (127-155). As he
is right to remind us scientific ecology already thinks. The application of ecological concepts occurs alongside
a re-unification with philosophical theology wherein Nature returns as a name for the Real, but is now perverse,
un-encompassable, and resistant (157).
The conclusion of the book resists capture in a book review. Toward the end, chiefly in Part IV, Smith discovers
in a mutated theology, a non-theology, the possibility of a creaturely piety. He begins by tackling the philosophical positing of the “World,” as found in thinkers such as Heidegger, and exposes its hallucinatory force
within disciplines desiring self-sufficiency (175). This is not undertaken in a combative manner, and the process involves exposing that desire and then reintegrating insights subtracted from the grip of the hallucination.
In many ways, he offers an escape route from the demand of sufficiency and ground.
This is not to suggest Smith finds in nature any kind of easy solace. There is recognition that nature is a site of
constant suffering. He neatly evades covering this over with either a celebratory vitalism or nihilistic lapsing
into the peace of death. Ultimately the core dialectical move of the text occurs when Smith performs scientific
ecological thinking as a material capable of thinking nature immanently such that the resources of philosophical theology might retroactively be put to use to thinking (from) the Real.
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, DUBLIN
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FINDING COMMON GROUND WITH JEREMY GILBERT:
JEREMY GILBERT, COMMON GROUND: DEMOCRACY AND
COLLECTIVITY IN AN AGE OF INDIVIDUALISM
(PLUTO PRESS, 2014)
Conor Heaney

Philosophical narratives largely operate through a central problematic, which is first defined, then resolved. In
Gilbert’s Common Ground, the problematic is as philosophically and politically central as any: the ‘crisis’ in
neo-liberal democracy and global ecological catastrophe - and how the former impedes any effective response
to the latter. In two hundred pages, Gilbert seeks not so much to redefine or revolutionise the conceptual tools
we already have to approach this problematic so much as to ‘sort’ these tools according to different modalities,
logics or applications. Gilbert, this is to say, seeks not so much to create new concepts (the putative task of any
Deleuzian philosophy) as arrange them.

HOW DOES COMMON GROUND WORK?
In Postmodernity and the Crisis of Democracy (the first chapter of the book) Gilbert discusses the “great social
liberalisation of the late twentieth century” (20), and how this shift has helped transform everyday life “into
an exhilarating but bewildering panoply of choices” (20). Throughout Common Ground, it is fair to say that
Gilbert presents us with such a ‘panoply of choices’. Scattered through each paragraph, each section, each paragraph, Gilbert takes us through his philosophical library: Arendt, Bennett, Borch-Jacobsen, Connolly, Crouch,
Deleuze & Guattari, Derrida, Foucault, Freud, Gramsci, Hardt & Negri, Harvey, Hobbes, Laclau & Mouffe,
Lazzareto, Levinas, Nancy, Simondon, Spinoza, Stiegler—and so on. In order to make this panoply do some
conceptual work, Gilbert extracts the central problem I hinted at above: “the problem of how to overcome these
multiple tendencies towards disaggregation and individualisation in order to enable collective decisions to be
taken and to be rendered potent and effective” (27).
In order to ‘overcome’ these tendencies, then, Gilbert seeks to first locate them philosophically. This is how
Common Ground works, this is how Gilbert ‘sorts’ conceptual tools according to different modalities and
logics: through tracing, tracking and dismissing varieties of individualism and through identifying and recog-
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nising varieties of a more complex social ontology. Gilbert seeks to, precisely, enlighten us as to the common
ground amongst these diverse range of thinkers on the dismissal of individualism and the tendency towards
non-individualist (but also non-communitarian) social ontologies. This aim itself raises a plethora of issues, but
I will now turn more closely to Gilbert’s arguments themselves.

TRACING INDIVIDUALISM & THE ‘LEVIATHAN LOGIC’
For Gilbert, individualism is both a political and philosophical problem. It is a political problem because of its
tendency to weaken democratic institutions and the possibilities for collective decision-making. It is a philosophical problem because it is, for Gilbert, stupid and logically incoherent (33). His critique of individualism
is not (nor is it offered as) a novel one. The individual is defined as that basic unit of human experience, and
our individuality as the source of our capacity to act in the world. The individual is that which is quite literally
indivisible, a unique and independent atom that autonomously enters into social relations (and so, ‘freedom’ for
an individual will consist in protecting it from those social relations it does not autonomously enter into). So
put, Gilbert places himself in a tradition that accords primary recognition to the necessarily social nature of all
human existence; “human capacity to act alone in the world is incredibly limited” (34). Whatever individuality
is, this is to say, it is an effect of a primary sociality.
The philosophical zero-point of individualism (specifically, competitive individualism) is the zero-point of not
just Thomas Hobbes, but of the great majority of liberal thought. Gilbert insightfully claims that the liberal
tradition can be understood as a continuous attempt at disinvesting liberalism from Hobbes’s authoritarian
implications, but while retaining this individualist zero-point (37). Gilbert extracts what he terms a ‘Leviathan
Logic’ from Hobbes, which he sees as having four central features (49-52; 69-70):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ontological individualism
A negative understanding of the social (insofar as social relations are seen as impacting upon
the ‘freedom’ of the individual).
Verticalism (‘collectives’ can only function through an established vertical relationship between
individuals and a leader, Hobbes’s Leviathan).
Meta-Individualism (this vertical relationship constitutes a ‘collective subject’ which homogenises the members of that collective—eg a nation).1

For Gilbert, the liberal tradition and the Leviathan Logic are condemned to think democracy improperly, or
more specifically, to elide or subsume ‘democracy’ and ‘liberal democracy’. When ontological individualism
is the zero-point of democratic thought, this is to say, we are condemned to the critical tension between ‘individual’ and ‘collective’ sovereignty that so many have pointed to (some to valorize the former, some to valorize
the latter). Through rejecting ontological individualism as his own zero-point, then, Gilbert seeks to escape this
supposed critical tension. How does he seek to achieve this?

‘INFINITE RELATIONALITY’: HORIZONTALITY, MULTITUDE AND AFFECT
Gilbert’s move, after having identified the Leviathan Logic, is clear; he searches instead for a social ontology
that resists verticalism and individualism. He finds many resources, taking a reading of Marx (74-88) as ‘the
most important critic of individualist thought in European history’ (77) and dismisses any notion of historical
teleology or verticalism in him (as in, say, Gramsci’s verticalist notion of the party (87-88)).
His rejection of verticalism, however, is not an embracement of a pure politics of horizontality; rather, Gilbert
instead associates himself with a diagnolism (92-93), or more specifically, with Deleuze & Guattari’s notion
of the rhizome as a social logic that transverses horizontality and verticality. Individuals and collectives—or
‘molar assemblages’– are here more perspicuously described as being defined by or constituted through these
diagonal relations (107). Gilbert draws usefully on Simondon’s notion of (never complete) processes of indi-
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viduation (107-111)—or, ‘crystallisation’ - in order to more fully elucidate this.
Further, Gilbert leans heavily upon a passage from Arendt to introduce his notion of ‘infinite relationality’
(111-112). The precise meaning of this term is unclear. In fact, it is possible to view most of the second half
of Common Ground as the search for a definition of this notion. ‘Infinite relationality’ is noted as a “condition
of possibility and the inherently limiting factor of all human agency” (112). From this, it is fair to call ‘infinite
relationality’ Gilbert’s attempt to capture at least two of his central positions:
1.
2.

That, whatever the individual is, she is not indivisible, rather, she is caught in a social web of
‘infinite relationality’ that conditions her individuality as such.
Insofar as individuality is constituted through this web of ‘infinite relationality’, it is always
processual and partial, or rather; individuation within a web of infinite relationality is always
ongoing, it is an ontological ‘openness’ or a ‘becoming’.

Given (1) and (2), it is unsurprising that Gilbert also finds succor in Hardt & Negri’s account of the multitude
as a creative collectivity without meta-individuality (so, a collectivity that isn’t subsumed under the Leviathan
Logic) and as an ‘infinite network of singularities’ (98). This also immediately links infinite relationality to
Nancy’s notion of being-singular-plural (115-117), as well as Derrida’s democracy-to-come (120).
This web of ‘infinite relationality’ is not anthropocentric, however, it also incorporates our ontological entanglement with ‘nature’ and ‘technology’, broadly speaking. Gilbert discusses favourably thereon the compatibility of ‘infinite relationality’ with the diverse philosophical approaches of Bennett, Braidotti, Connolly,
Lazaretto, Negri and Spinoza.
Then, there is the affective nature of infinite relationality. All modes of social organisation contain an ‘affective dynamic’. Neoliberalism, for example, (1) encourages joyous affects and empowerment to be realized in
consumption and (2) attempts to circumscribe experiences of sociality that aren’t market-based to be experienced as aggressive or as a source of fear and insecurity - such as ‘riotous’ protests, ‘dangerous’ raves, and so
on (184).
Importantly, then, infinite relationality is, for Gilbert, not just a corrective (or rather, an overhaul) of the Leviathan Logic - it is a standard. This is to say that an account of infinite relationality enables the assessment of
political projects, strategies, models, etc. It enables at least two questions:
1.
2.

To what extent is sociality experienced as empowering and joyous in a given social organisation?
To what extent does that given social organisation enable us to experience the infiniteness of
our relationality?

Modes of social organisation can be assessed on these grounds. Whilst both neoliberalism and fascism, for example, may foster joyous experiences (in consumption or in the presence of the leader), these modes of social
organisation also curtail the experience of relationality—neoliberalism through limiting such experiences to
market-relations and fascism through the active exclusion of certain others (usually based on this or that ontic
configuration).
Having given this brief exposition of the approach of Common Ground, I will now engage in a more critical
analysis.

CONOR HEANEY

COMMON GROUND’S EXCLUSIONS
Gilbert’s arrangement of conceptual tools in Common Ground is an attempt to enable the isolation and exclusion of those components of any conceptual instrument that tends towards the Leviathan Logic or towards circumscribing our potential experiences of relationality. It seems fair, and in the spirit of Gilbert’s own standard
for the assessment of political projects ((1) and (2) above), to assess Common Ground itself in the extent to
which it enables the enhancement of our experiences of relationality. I am here speaking specifically of conceptual or philosophical relationality that he hints at in his discussion of libraries as sites of the enhancement
of creative capacities (201). On three occasions, Gilbert’s own project appears to circumscribe the very experiences of relationality he seeks, overall, to enhance or propagate.
α. Hegel, who appears only sparsely and in short reference, plays little role in Common Ground.
This itself is, of course, no failure. However, whilst acknowledging the importance of Hegel to any
thinking of relationality (117), Gilbert dismisses Hegel in so far as he is said to have supported the
Prussian state (77) and in the putative connection between Hegel’s ‘Absolute Knowing’ as expressing
a ‘finiteness’ of relationality (118). For Gilbert, Hegel is useful and important to the extent that he
enabled Marx; and it is Marx who is the most ‘important critic of individualist thought in European
history’ (77).
β. A second, related, exclusion in Common Ground is the ominous absence of Slavoj Žižek. One can’t
help but notice an implicit dialogue with Žižek when, for example, Gilbert dismisses Hegel and those
who are indebted to Lacan (118).2
γ. Thirdly, there is the absence of Martin Heidegger. Heidegger’s shadow is explicitly felt in the
many discussions of social ontology and relationality throughout, in the extended discussion of tools,
instruments, technology and nature (130-134), and in the references to Jean-Luc Nancy.
In α, β and γ there is the implicit and explicit exclusion of a whole range of important philosophical thinking
on relationality. One of the great strengths of Common Ground is conjoining of aspects of a disparate range of
conceptual tools. It is therefore peculiar that Hegel - whose work functioned at least in part as a condition of
possibility of Marx’s (though the extent to which Marx’s Hegelianism is a separate and open question)—is so
swiftly rejected. It is likewise peculiar that the thought of Žižek and Heidegger is unconsidered throughout. On
these particular aspects, it is unfortunate that Common Ground does not even consider potential lateral, diagonal relations (that is, finding some common ground)—relations Gilbert praises (92-93)—between his account
and these others. At one point, Gilbert notes that one of the purposes of consensus democracy is not the reaching of ‘total agreement’, but on a common acceptance on the terms of disagreement (178). One can’t help but
feel that such a common acceptance, or even a ‘molecular sympathy’ (204) on a common conceptual purpose,
is absent in these respects. Here, Gilbert frustrates the conceptual and creative capacity of his own work—and
so, limits and circumscribes - the relational nature of Common Ground, rather than enhance it.

READING COMMON GROUND
Common Ground is a work that is commendable in its aim and breadth. It would serve students well as an introduction to many of the most important philosophical thinkers since the latter half of the twenty-first century,
and it does impressively draw strong lines of connection between them. Gilbert’s connections, though, do come
at the cost of some noteworthy exclusions, of which I only suggested three. The task of Common Ground is
impressively large, and so, it is unsurprisingly that it remains as-yet incomplete.
UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK
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NOTES
1. Specifically, he also tracks (3) and (4) Le Bon and Freud, where groups only function through the common adoption of
an ego-ideal (57).
2. Relatedly, the only noticeable mention of Badiou is a strong slight: ‘It is easy to see […] why others should have retreated
into a heroic millenarianism whose ‘communism’ amounts to nothing more than an existential faith in the miraculous transformatory power of revolutionary ‘events’’ (15).
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FRANÇOIS LARUELLE, A DICTIONARY OF NON-PHILOSOPHY
(UNIVOCAL 2013), TRANSLATED BY TAYLOR ADKINS
Ian James

In his preface to the original French edition of the Dictionary of Non-Philosophy, François Laruelle writes that
its intention is to ‘summarize the theoretical acquisitions’ and to ‘present the essentials of the technique’ of
non-philosophy. Given Laruelle’s reputation as a thinker whose writing can be enormously difficult to access,
the presentation of his non-philosophical approach in a dictionary format should be a welcome contribution to
the wider reception of this highly original body of thought. It is undoubtedly fair to say that, barring notable
exceptions, Laruellian non-philosophy has not been as widely disseminated and engaged with to date as it
might have been, with perhaps his most important works, Philosophy and Non-philosophy and Principles of
Non-philosophy being translated into English only last year, at the same time as this dictionary (by Univocal
and Bloomsbury respectively). It might be expected, therefore, that the dictionary format would clarify the theoretical and technical essentials of non-philosophy, as Laruelle claims, and aid the uninitiated in relation to its
more difficult or opaque aspects and in relation to what Laruelle himself terms ‘non-philosophy’s unique style’.
Yet, necessarily perhaps, things cannot be quite so straightforward in relation to Laruellian thought. This is
because the dictionary of non-philosophy must itself be rigorously non-philosophical in its operation as a dictionary, and therefore it must, in a certain sense, function as a ‘non-dictionary’. In this context the non-philosophical dictionary, just as much as Laruelle’s other writing, is performative and functions from the perspective
of a certain suspension of the operations of determinate conceptuality, of the sense, meaning or identity of terms
that would be presented in a traditional philosophical dictionary. Any reader expecting a straightforward and
more or less pedagogical presentation and clarification of the key terms of Laruellian thought in this volume
should therefore beware.
This means that, in practice, some prior knowledge of the theoretical acquisitions and technique of non-philosophy is of great help when it comes to reading the very dictionary which would seek to summarize those acquisitions and techniques. Laruelle’s opening essay ‘Theory of the Non-Philosophical Dictionary’ orientates the
reader to a certain extent, but draws heavily on terms and arguments that are given in far more detail elsewhere,
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most notably the two works cited above, Philosophy and Non-philosophy and Prinicples of Non-philosophy.
It might therefore be worthwhile recapping some of the central tenets or axioms of Laruelle’s thinking. It
could be noted, for instance, that non-philosophy, for Laruelle, is never to be understood as the negation or
destruction of philosophy, but rather as a science or theory of philosophy. Non-philosophy can be understood
as a science in the structuralist sense insofar as it seeks to offer a rigorously formal definition of the structure
of philosophy itself, and with this, a formal means of engaging with the materials of philosophy by way of
a different structural gesture. Non-philosophy would be to philosophy, Laruelle tells us, what non-Euclidean
geometries (Lobachevskian or Riemannian) would be to Euclidean geometries. The difficulty and complexity
of Laruelle’s thinking lie in the means by which he seeks to accomplish this different structural gesture and
thereby to achieve the ‘non-’ of non-philosophy. Necessarily, therefore, this different structural gesture would
inform or underpin the practice of a non-philosophical dictionary.
The mutation of non-philosophical thinking, and the practice to which this mutation gives rise, is derived from
the founding axiom of Laruellian thought: namely that the Real be understood in terms of radical or absolute
immanence and as an indivisible and autonomous One. According to what Laruelle comes to call the ‘Visionin-One’, the absolute autonomy and indivisibility of the immanent Real dictate that it is always irreducible to,
and in excess of, any and all operations of conceptual determination, of phenomenalisation, or of the transcendence of consciousness and world. Yet this axiomatic vision also dictates that, at the very same time, the real
is necessarily immanent to all these instances as their cause or determination in the last instance. As a science
or theory, non-philosophy understands philosophy itself as being always, in one way or another, engaged in
operations of conceptual transcendence which supervene upon the immanence of the Real. This would be true
structurally for all philosophy of whatever kind, whether it be ontology, epistemology, logic, or the modes of
idealism, empiricism, of phenomenology, realism, or any other position, including recent French philosophies
of difference. The constant or invariant structure that Laruelle identifies is one in which immanence and transcendence are first posed by philosophy and then immanence is subjected to a form of ‘capture’ by the transcendence of conceptual determination. In this way immanence and transcendence are ‘mixed’, and this mixture is
‘synthesized’ into a whole. This whole would be philosophy’s determination of being taken together with its
concomitant determination of the means by which being can be grounded or known, that is, its determination
of truth, reason, logic and so on. Put differently philosophy poses ‘being’ or existence on the one hand and its
representation in concepts or categories on the other, and it then constructs, or legislates for, the equivalence,
identity, or unity of these in the universality of philosophical truths and foundations. Philosophy thus positions
itself as the unifying transcendent principle which governs the original division or opposition. In this way
it also founds its own authority (in a very circular manner, Laruelle argues) at the very same moment that it
founds the ‘truth’ of being and existence.
From the Laruellian perspective, however, all philosophies necessarily exist on a plane of equivalence in relation to the One of the Real, that is to say, they all and equally have no purchase upon it whatsoever, and the
foundations philosophy purports to offer are always entirely illusory. Divergent philosophical approaches or
traditions may have stark differences in relation to the way they configure the instances of being, world, consciousness, truth etc. and their interrelation, but the vision-in-One necessarily poses them as equivalent in relation to absolute immanence. In this context, then, non-philosophical thought and practice emerges as a specific
use of the materials of philosophy from the perspective of the Vision-in-One, and according to the axiom of the
absolute immanence, autonomy and indivisibility of the Real. The affirmative goal here is a freeing of thought
from the authority and, Laruelle would argue, authoritarianism of philosophical determination and from the
hierarchies of truth, value, and reason that the authority of different philosophies would seek to impose. Nonphilosophy sets itself up as a democratisation of thought and of its freeing in the name of a certain creativity
and production of as yet undetermined future thought forms and practices.
The non-philosophical dictionary needs therefore to be understood as a non-dictionary insofar as it treats its
entries according to non-philosophical axioms and insofar as it, in Laruelle’s own words, ‘reduces the secret
claim of every dictionary […] to project the totality of sense and exhaust the real’ (31). This has the direct
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consequence, of course, that any reader who approaches the dictionary as means of gaining a clear idea of the
identity, sense or determinate meaning of Laruelle’s non-philosophical terminology will find that it is precisely
the identity or non-identity of its terms in relation to the real and the effect of this upon sense that is at stake
or in question in the pages of this work. On the positive side, the dictionary enacts a further affirmation of
Laruelle’s democratisation of thought. All the terms treated are treated with respect to a ‘democratic equality of
terms’ and their equality or equivalence in relation to the Real. This, it should be noted, is not exactly a relativism in which every term or concept is equally true or levelled in its specificity, since in a sense all terms retain
their specificities, their distinctive traits and the legacy of their respective philosophical contexts. All the terms
in this dictionary are treated as equal or equivalent in relation to the Real only, that is, in relation to that which
determines them ‘in-the-last-instance’. So the terms presented in the dictionary are given their full philosophical specificity but also articulated in their new function as non-philosophical materials which are placed or
‘emplaced’ in relation to an immanent Real upon which they can have no purchase at all.
On a less positive note there is always the possibility that, in its ambition to summarize the theoretical acquisitions and techniques of non-philosophy, the (non-)dictionary necessarily pre-supposes those acquisitions and
techniques and, in a somewhat circular and obscure manner, performs itself as yet another difficult and hard
to access modification or mutation of philosophical practice in which the integrity of the non-philosophical
gesture is preserved at the expense of the very ambition which gives the dictionary its purpose. That said, the
structure of each entry mitigates this problem somewhat insofar as the term in hand is given a summary definition and commentary, is then followed by a short paragraph detailing significant points in the philosophical
history of the term, and is then followed by an explication of the term in the light of its non-philosophical usage
or its status as non-philosophical material. A wide variety of philosophical and distinctively non-philosophical
terms are covered and some of the most important entries, for instance those on the ‘Vision-in-One’ and ‘Determination-in-the-last-instance’ are genuinely helpful and illuminating.
At the heart of Laruellian thinking, and despite its difficulty of access and ‘unique style’, there is a highly
original account of the way in which all concepts, philosophies, thought-forms, and all modes of lived existence, consciousness and experience are determined or caused by the immanent Real. In a way this is an
ultra-realism rather than an extreme relativism since it is a matter, for Laruelle, of thought dispensing with the
illusory foundations of philosophical determination in order to align itself axiomatically with, and in favour
of, the only real base of thought, that of the immanent Real itself. There is arguably a reversal of Kantianism
here which is comparable to the similar but different reversals of Kantianism sought by thinkers such as Alain
Badiou and Quentin Meillassoux and, more broadly, by those bodies of contemporary thought which have gathered themselves under the banner of speculative realism. The effectivity of the Laruellian non-philosophical
gesture will no doubt have to be judged by the future forms of thought that his thinking engenders or allows
in its freeing or democratizing of philosophical materials and practice. And this, as Laruelle himself affirms, is
arguably the main purpose and interest of the Dictionary of Non-philosophy, which functions less as a vehicle
for the clarification or pedagogical presentation of the identity of its terms, and far more as a means of inciting
or engendering the ‘non-philosophy to come’ (19).
UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE
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ANREAS VRAHIMIS, ENCOUNTERS BETWEEN ANALYTIC AND
CONTINENTAL PHILOSOPHY (PALGRAVE 2013)
Jack Reynolds

In recent times there has been a plethora of writing on the analytic-continental ‘divide’, whether with a view to
building bridges, calling forth a plague upon both houses, or transcending this sectarian seen towards a postanalytic and meta-continental horizon. Another trajectory, albeit one that should also accompany any of the
above strategies, is one that would seek to problematize and critique the very idea of analytic or continental philosophy, and hence any putative contrast between philosophical types—a sort of sceptical project that attempts
to cause us to rethink these clichés and stereotypes. Andreas Vrahimis’ Encounters Between Analytic and Continental Philosophy is one of the best books in this latter genre, complementing Simon Glendinning’s The Idea
of Continental Philosophy (2007), and Aaron Preston’s Analytic Philosophy: The History of an Illusion (2006).
To give a short précis of the book, Vrahimis re-reads some of the historically important encounters and debates
between ostensible analytic and continental philosophers (i.e. those retrospectively claimed as such) with a
view to a quasi-debunking of the reception of such debates. I call it a quasi-debunking, since I am not sure we
get a sufficiently detailed explanation regarding both the origin and persistence of this ‘divide’ for it to count as
a fully-fledged debunking. It is, however, a book that is characterised by some impressively detailed scholarship, and one of Vrahimis’ central claims is that subsequent generations of philosophers have misunderstood
what was at stake in the initial famous encounters, say between Heidegger and Carnap, or Husserl and Frege,
and in so doing, have hence themselves created the “rotten scene” characteristic of philosophy since the 1960s,
albeit with some signs of increasing pluralism today. As Vrahimis says, “… these encounters have often been
the subject of misinterpretation and over-inflation, as well as elementary errors in scholarship in some cases.
The institution of the divide was, to a great extent founded upon such supposedly failed attempts at communication, which were often mistakenly considered to be precedents of the divide” (2). To gloss, then, for
Vrahimis, our talk about our failed history has been largely erroneous, and has served to performatively found
a ‘divide’ that wasn’t really there prior to those errors or misinterpretations, or at least not in the way that had
been assumed. Vrahimis, then, basically offers an error theory about the ‘divide’, in which there is no object, or
set of objects, that corresponds to our talk of such objects.
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This is certainly part of the story, fitting nicely with the fact that the label ‘continental’ was initially a projection
by Anglophone philosophers upon their neighbours the other side of the chunnel, and one that was no doubt an
over-simplification at best. But if the analytic-continental ‘divide’ talk is a series of mistakes, it seems to me
that we are owed an explanation for the pervasiveness and apparent intransigence of such mistakes (just as an
error theorist must provide one concerning why we continue to believe in morality, say). Those who think, as
I do, that there is a complex and messy philosophical and methodological reality to the idea of a ‘divide’ have
an explanations of sorts (albeit one that is not alone sufficient) for key dimensions of the history of philosophy
in the twentieth century. Now is not the place for me to consider the array of non-essentialist options one can
pursue in this regard, other than to note that some have seen time as central (Reynolds, Chronopathologies,
2012), others have seen realism/anti-realism as central (cf. Braver, A Thing of This World, 2007), and some
argue for the significance of overlapping methodological preferences and “no go” zones that are characteristic
of most (but not necessarily all) philosophers associated with either camp (Chase and Reynolds, Analytic versus Continental, 2011). But if the ‘divide’ has no real philosophical significance, as Vrahimis argues, and if we
tend to egregiously misunderstand our own history of philosophy, we need to account for those mistakes. What,
then, is the motivation for this repetition?
In the end, I am not sure that Vrahimis fully answers this question, but he does draw our attention to extraphilosophical factors that have too often been ignored. Unlike almost all of the other writing upon the analyticcontinental ‘divide’ (including my own), as well as each considered in isolation, Vrahimis gives some serious
historical attention to the impact of the Great War, for example, as well as the dispute about psychologism and
the European philosophical profession’s attempt to preserve Chairs for philosophers rather than experimental
psychologists. In this case, Vrahimis notes that this is both a philosophical dispute and also one over-determined
by extra-philosophical factors (cf. 30). I think that is right, and that it might also be extended to the idea of the
‘divide’ more generally; Vrahimis does not, however. In conclusion, Vrahimis simply says: “philosophers have
committed these mistakes because they were seeking some justification for this image of itself that philosophy
had conjured” (183). This circularity does not look like an explanation to me. It just defers the question that
needs an answer, which remains one regarding why and how this image was conjured. Surely some mistakes in
scholarship are not sufficient to have caused the hostility and silence (and on his view near univocal misunderstanding) typical of the twentieth century? Perhaps anticipating such remarks, Vrahimis adds, “in the attempts
to shout across the gulf, one might have expected to find an explanation for the prevailing silence. But perhaps
such efforts precluded looking closely enough in order to see the flawed nature of the object of their inquiry”
(183). He also suggests that, “extra-philosophical factors cause such misinterpretations” (182, my italics).
What extra-philosophical factors exactly? While these are not specified again in the conclusion, some of them
have been sketched out in the rest of the book, and they include the world wars, institutional and professional
matters to do with the preservation of philosophy’s place in the academy, and, borrowing from Glendinning,
a desire to immunise one’s philosophical methods against the possibility of failure by projecting them on to a
continental other. Vrahimis’ book suggests that these were all involved, and undoubtedly they all were, but the
one-way causal claim here (see above italicised quote) seems to me to be stronger than is warranted. I don’t see
that his complicated and extra-philosophical account of the genesis of the ‘divide’ establishes that there might
not also be a complicated philosophical reality to that story. On the contrary, it seems to me that it is only if we
accept this that we can begin to make sense of why so many philosophers have conceived of themselves and
their work within these binary terms.
DEAKIN UNIVERSITY
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IAN JAMES, THE NEW FRENCH PHILOSOPHY (POLITY 2012)
Ashley Woodward

The new is old.
Jean-François Lyotard
Were I not already familiar with some of the author’s previous work, I would have approached a book with
a title such as this with more wariness. For those not so familiar, perhaps some consideration of such wariness would be useful. The above epigraph is a good indication: Lyotard is commenting here with some irony
apropos of the postmodern, once itself the ‘new French philosophy’ which the now new French philosophy of
this book’s title claims to supersede. The uptake of the postmodern in the Anglophone academy was of course
notorious for a variety of reasons, but this book’s title brings to mind the tendency, perhaps primarily among
young philosophers and other academics, to read the proclamation of the new as the obsolescence of the old:
now that we are postmodern, we can dispense with the moderns, with Descartes, Kant, Hegel, Marx, etc. (As
if that were ever Lyotard’s position; as if his development of the postmodern did not coincide with his return
to a close engagement with Kant, and so on). The attraction of this tendency, of course, is that it saves a great
amount of time (and effort) if we don’t need to read anyone but the latest thinkers; if they have done that work
for us, and can report that the old thinkers are wrong. It saves us a lot of reading, a lot of thinking. And as
Lyotard also once noted, the problem with thinking in a capitalist society is that it is a waste of time.
So the danger the book’s title makes me think of is this: that it might be possible for a new generation of apprentice philosophers to believe that a simple line might be drawn in the sands of time, separating the old
deconstructionists, the postmodernists, or (more broadly) the correlationists from the new French philosophers,
the speculative realists, the object-oriented philosophers, or whomever is supposed to be the new philosophical
avant-garde. And more, that this book, insofar as it offers a concise introduction to what is supposedly new
in philosophy, seems to offer itself as an economical way to save time, and save us from thinking by clearly
making this line.
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This view of the nature of the new in thought is of course a myth. This myth can perhaps be exploded, briefly
and taking a single example, by considering the recent fashion for the object, in the form of object oriented
ontology. A glance back to Jean Baudrillard, that other infamous postmodernist, reveals that his entire project
centred on the attempt to break from the philosophy of the subject and to think the object, and that his initial
inspiration derived from none other than the existentialist Jean-Paul Sartre, in the famous passage in Nausea
describing Antoine’s encounter with the tree root.1 As this example shows, the genealogies of philosophical
thought are in fact complex, and often belie both the attempts of philosophers to stake out the novelty of their
own ideas against schematic summaries of their philosophical heritage, and the typically even cruder cultural
receptions of those ideas.
So much for the reasons to be wary. Fortunately, none of them find sustenance in the book itself. I introduce
this review by foregrounding them only in order to better highlight the book’s achievements in avoiding these
dangers, and in offering the reader something far more interesting and valuable. For those not familiar with his
previous work, The New French Philosophy is the latest of Ian James’s introductions to French philosophers,
which have previously included works on Pierre Klossowski, Jean-Luc Nancy, and Paul Virillio. Like his previous achievements, the new volume is a remarkably clear, accessible, and rigorous introduction to the work of
very challenging thinkers.
The New French philosophy contains chapters providing introductory overviews of the work of seven major
contemporary French philosophers: Jean-Luc Marion, Jean-Luc Nancy, Bernard Stiegler, Catherine Malabou,
Jacques Rancière, Alain Badiou, and François Laruelle. Each of the chapters is essentially a very clear introduction, but also includes occasional comparisons with other thinkers in the volume as well as brief but typically
insightful critical comments (for example, James notes that Stiegler’s politics may also be open to the criticisms
Ranciére levels at Althusser). Importantly, the book also includes an introduction and conclusion staking out
a thesis regarding what unites these diverse thinkers, and justifies the claim that collectively they represent a
new turn in French thought.
The previous book to which James’s is closest is John Mullarkey’s Post-Continental Philosophy: An Outline (Continuum, 2006). Like Mullarkey James discusses Badiou and Laruelle, but not two other thinkers
to which Mullarkey gives central place, Gilles Deleuze and Michel Henry (though Henry’s central theme of
the auto-affection of the flesh receives some treatment by James via Marion’s uptake). Mullarkey’s argument
concerning the new in “post-continental” philosophy centers on the theme of immanence (taking over from
the transcendence-immanence dyad of “continental” philosophy). While this theme plays an important role in
James’ discussion (and the book ‘broadly reaffirms Mullarkey’s arguments’ (5)), he construes the key concerns
of the new French philosophy more broadly, as follows:
The argument of this book is that, beginning in the 1970s, the French philosophers discussed all, in
different but decisive ways, make a break from the thought of the preceding generation. … [they]
explicitly distance themselves from the linguistic paradigm which informed much of what has gone
under the name of structuralism and post-structuralism … in the name of a systematic attempt to
radically rethink questions of materiality and the concrete … worldliness, shared embodied existence
and sensible-intelligible experience … the ‘real’, … world appearance … or to re-engage in new and
highly original ways with the question of ontology. (4)
More briefly, the key defining points of the new French philosophy that James keep coming back to are the
rejection of the linguistic paradigm, and the affirmation of the real in a materialist ontology. In addition, he
highlights the ways that these philosophers typically try to move beyond the perceived impasses of the poststructuralist generation by renovating notions of the subject and its agency, and the possibilities of real social
and political change. Of course, these themes are taken up in radically divergent ways by the various thinkers
treated in the book.
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Despite the clarity and boldness of James’ thesis of a new movement in French philosophy, his claims are suitably nuanced (and hence, the dangers initially indicated are avoided). James resists any simple assimilation of
the new French philosophy to a generational difference, noting that of the thinkers included only Stiegler and
Malabou are young enough to be clearly of a different generation to their poststructuralist predecessors (3).
Furthermore, he resists any construal of the new French philosophy as a decisive break or eruption of radical
novelty with respect to the past, but rather as a ‘broad shared paradigm of renewal and innovation’ (8). As
James clearly notes, then, ‘the continuities and discontinuities with which this study engages are both multiple and complex’ (9). Significantly, to my mind, the philosopher who emerges from these pages as perhaps
the key intellectual influence from the previous generation – a philosopher without whom much of the new
French philosophy would not have been possible – is the one who has perhaps most recently and conspicuously disappeared from the roster of the fashionable in the Anglophone world: Jacques Derrida. The works of
Marion, Nancy, Stiegler, Malabou, and Laruelle all emerge from these pages as deeply indebted to Derridean
deconstruction, whatever the points of departure from Derrida’s own work they evince. One of the surprising
lessons of the book, then, is that we are far from being done with Derrida: if we are to understand and engage
with the new French philosophy, we must engage (again) with deconstruction.
James’s general thesis allows a systematic approach to each of the thinkers he presents: he explains their
thought in terms of how they break from the linguistic paradigm and develop their own new forms of materialism and agency. This approach allows for significant novelty and insight, even for thinkers (such as Badiou
or Rancière) who have already received copious introduction in English. A major strength of the book is its
philosophical approach: it seeks out the most basic arguments, principles, and commitments of each thinker,
and demonstrates how they inform the more complex developments of their work. James also takes the trouble
to show how each, despite their novelty, is anchored in the philosophical tradition, and sometimes cites some
of the most classic texts of Western philosophy in explaining the ideas from their first principles. The difficult
balance of concision, accessibility, and rigour in James’ approach is quite striking.
The brilliance of the book shines through particularly in the chapter on Laruelle, which is far more perspicuous
than some earlier English introductory overviews. Where others seem to struggle with this material (and it is
undeniably difficult; even Derrida reportedly complained of the difficulty of Laruelle’s writing), and apologise
for presenting non-philosophy in a philosophical guise, James’ treatment is decisive and insightful, confidently
and clearly explaining key terms, concepts, and distinctions, and demonstrating not just a firm grasp of Laruelle’s thought, but of the philosophical tradition in and against which it works.
James describes Laruelle’s intervention as a series of certainly highly debatable, but plausible moves, concerning the enterprise of philosophy and the nature of thought itself: Laruelle critiques philosophy as transcendental thought which seeks impossibly to ground a conceptual grasp of the real, and repositions the real as
the causal condition of thought as such. Nevertheles, the reader may well still wonder what exactly Laruelle’s
non-philosophy looks like, and what it is supposed to accomplish. James emphasizes Laruelle’s ongoing commitment to the democratization of thought, accomplished by non-philosophy because all philosophy has an
equally contingent relation to the real. This allows all philosophies to become material for non-philosophy to
‘clone,’ and authorizes a radical call to inventions of new forms of thought (178). And yet, surely the same is
accomplished by forms of relativism and perspectivism, including some forms of the philosophies of difference
that non-philosophy is proposed to replace. What would have been useful here would have been an example
or two of what the non-philosophical deployment of philosophical concepts can do, and what it is supposedly
capable of achieving that philosophy is not.
As noted above, key organizing themes of the book are the break with the linguistic paradigm and the invention
of a new materialism. As Dominic Smith suggested to me, we might see the development of French philosophy
as series of displacements in transcendental reasoning. James’s thesis adds a new chapter. So roughly, we have
seen the transcendental considered as consciousness (phenomenological existentialism), as language (structuralism), and now as material conditions of some kind. Of course, this potted summary can easily become
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misleading, and it is worth pointing out, despite James’s care to be nuanced with this, just how misleading it
might be. James notes that many of the thinkers discussed mount important arguments against the linguistic
paradigm, criticizing the thesis of the closure of language and seeking to think the material real. Yet the critique
of this linguistic paradigm may already be found in some of the key post-structuralist thinkers (and arguably,
this is in fact what distinguishes them from stutructuralists and justifies the “post”), for example Derrida’s Of
Grammatology (1967), Lyotard’s Discourse, Figure (1971), and Baudrillard’s For a Critique of the Political
Economy of the Sign (1973). Moreover, we also find in many of these thinkers a concern with the real, matter,
and the concrete; for example, the libidinal materialism espoused by Deleuze and Guattari and Lyotard in the
early 1970s.
These complexities need to be borne in mind. Nevertheless, James’s thesis of a new French philosophy is
arguably defensible insofar as emphasis goes. While philosophers such as Derrida, Lyotard, and Baudrillard
all arguably draw attention to the limits of language and structuralist analysis, they remain in many respects
thinkers of limits, and of language, and can seem to be limited thereby. That is, they accept to a large extent
the transcendental power of language to condition thought, and the closures of metaphysics and ontology announced in the works of philosophers such as Heidegger, Levinas, and Adorno. What remains to thought, for
many of the poststructuralists, is a difficult negotiation, an attempt to resist the various closures and impasses
of thinking whilst accepting at a large degree the force of such closures. In contrast, the new French philosophy
James presents might perhaps better be characterized not simply by the break with the linguistic paradigm and
affirmation of materialism, but by the degree of boldness and invention with which such moves are carried out.
What we see in these more recent thinkers, then, is an attempt to bypass or demolish the obstacles which kept
poststructuralist thought unduly limited. To take just one example, Malabou, while deeply influenced by Derridean deconstruction, develops a principle of material plasticity as a conditioning power, and in so doing employs metaphysical and ontological terms (such as ‘form’ and ‘presence’) which Derrida would have insisted
need to be avoided, or placed under erasure. As James notes, Malabou would defend her position by insisting
that her plasticity is prior to and deeper than Derrida’s difference and related notions (94; 108).
In her book Plasticity at the Dusk of Writing (2005), Malabou argues that the paradigm of writing as that which
informs thought must now give way to the paradigm of material plasticity. This argument is emblematic of the
move away from the linguistic turn evident in all the philosophers discussed by James. However, one might
note a possible tension here; James notes a form of this tension in Rancière, but arguably it might be generalized to the whole of ‘the new French philosophy.’ In Rancière, James notes this tension as existing between his
insistence on the fundamental heterogeneity of material and sensuous existence, and the revolution of his political thought around terms such as communication, voice, and logos, which ‘returns or recuperates his thinking
back into the more abstract economy of signs, signification and discourse’ (126). Albeit in a different register,
one might suspect a similar tension between the new French philosophers’ attempts to break with the paradigm
of language and writing, and the fact that this philosophy nonetheless takes place in and as writing. In fact,
James gives careful and sympathetic attention to the importance of the performative aspects of the writings of
these philosophers, and argues that the attempt to find new modes of writing – what James calls ‘the techniques
of thought’ – is in fact one of their significant traits (16).
In order to ameliorate this tension, it would be necessary to see that it is not in fact writing as such which becomes somehow redundant, but a certain understanding of writing as grounded in structuralist linguistics, and
as the untranscendable horizon for thought. Writing instead becomes seen as conditioned by an outside, by the
material real, understood as heterogenous sensation (Rancière), the One (Laruelle), plastic forces of transformation and mutability (Malabou), and so on. As such, writing comes to be seen as itself a material practice,
conditioned by the real. Again, however, any claim to genuine novelty here needs to be approached with caution: we might compare the post-structuralist recourse to bodily, libidinal, Nietzschean energetics as the motive
force of writing and thinking, beyond the structuralist thesis of the closure of representation within ideal limits.
Once again it is likely a matter of degree of emphasis, rather than a question of a truly radical break.
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Like all philosophy, The New French Philosophy is best not considered as the announcement of a break or caesura, and a new state of play, and worst still as an annotated brochure or buyer’s guide to the new intellectual
fashions, but appropriated transversally, for themes, arguments, and concepts which might be appropriated and
brought into contact with other ideas, other thinkers, throughout the history of thought. Echoing Lyotard’s observation quoted at the outset, James recognizes perfectly well that ‘[t]he question of the new and its advent is
far from new’ (3). Nevertheless, there always remains the intellectual responsibility of keeping up to date with
new thought: many of the arguments of the philosophers presented here are genuine innovations, and deserve
to be considered seriously, especially insofar as they mark a welcome renewal of the relation of philosophy to
the natural sciences, and reconsiderations of the subject and of political action. While the breaks with poststructuralism can be overstated, there are nevertheless real resources to be found in these new thinkers for moving
thought forward. Moreover there is always a the genuine excitement which accompanies exposure to new
ideas, and one of the most enjoyable things about James’s book is that it provides precisely this.
In short, and cutting through all the more nuanced considerations above, The New French Philosophy is a concise, readable, accessible, accurate, and insightful introduction to recent thought in the French philosophical
tradition. It really has no rival for the kind of book it aims to be and is, and is essential reading for all interested
in the contemporary French philosophical scene today. As such, it is the best way to ‘gain time’ in updating
oneself with some of the most recent philosophical ideas, but hopefully more as well, insofar as it may well
prompt in the reader actual thinking.
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